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Overview

This course provides an introduction to the field of computer

We will cover the following topics (in approximate order):

architecture. The history of the area will be examined, from the

fundamentals of computer design; instruction set principles

first stored program computer to current research issues. A

and examples; RISC vs. CISC; pipelining; advanced pipelining

study of the design of computers. Topics include the design of

and instruction-level parallelism; instruction scheduling;

combinatorial and sequential circuits, design methodology of a

memory-hierarchy design; storage systems; interconnection

basic computer, central processor organization, microprogram-

networks; multiprocessors and cache coherence; parallel and

ming, memory organization, input-output organization, and

distributed systems (if time permits); and miscellaneous topics

arithmetic processor design. As time permits, further topics,

from the current literature.

such as vector and parallel processing, are discussed. A func-

Topics covered will include successful and unsuccessful machine

tional, logical (theoretical) approach is adopted.

designs, cache memory, virtual memory, pipelining, instruction

This also covers topics in advanced computer architecture with

set design, and hardware/software tradeoffs. Readings will be

an emphasis on techniques for improving performance. We will

from the text and an extensive list of papers. Assignments will

examine the interaction between hardware and software

include homeworks and a substantial project, intended to

(operating systems, compilers, and application programs) as

acquaint students with open questions in computer architec-

well as the cost/performance tradeoffs of computer architecture.

ture.
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LESSON 1
THE ACT OF WRITING

Dear student,
At the core, this course wants to embrace writing with a capital
W, the craft and soul of writing for media, the compulsions and
idiosyncrasies and rituals that define writing.
•

This chapter will familiarize you with the concept of
writing, its philosophy and the act of writing

•

It covers the entire process from idea to editing, the
tangibles and intangibles, the range of demands from story
vision to sentence architecture.

world and the human condition). The cathedral was a library to
be read by the religious, who walked through its aisles looking
up at the scenes of the Bible, the images of saints, allegorical
figures of virtue and vice, visions of heaven and hell. Of
course, the printed book did not eradicate the encyclopedia in
stone; it did not even eradicate the medieval art of writing by
hand. People continued to contemplate their religious tradition
in cathedrals, and they continued to communicate with pen and
paper for many purposes. But printing did displace handwriting: the printed book became the most highly valued form of
writing. And printing certainly helped to displace the medieval
organization and expression of knowledge. As it has been
shown, by many historians, the printing press has been perhaps
the most important tool of the modern scientist.
Hugo himself lived in the heyday of printing, when the
technology had just developed to allow mass publication of
novels, newspapers, and journals. Hugo’s own popularity in
France (like Dickens’ in England) was evidence that printed
books were reaching and defining a new mass audience.

What is Writing for Media?

Opening the window of his cell, he pointed to the immense
church of Notre Dame, which, with its twin towers, stonewalls,
and monstrous cupola forming a black silhouette against the
starry sky, resembled an enormous two-headed sphinx seated in
the middle of the city.
The archdeacon pondered the giant edifice for a few moments
in silence, and then with a sigh he stretched his right hand
toward the printed book that lay open on his table and his left
hand toward Notre Dame and turned a sad eye from the book
to the church.
“Alas!” he said, “This will destroy that.” (Hugo, Notre-Dame
de Paris, 1482, 1967, p. 197)
Victor Hugo, the great French novelist in his classic Notre-Dame
de Paris, wrote as the priest remarking “ Ceci tuera cela “ which in
English is “this book will destroy that building”. He meant not
only that printing and literacy would undermine the authority
of the church but also that human thought would change its
mode of expression, that the principal idea of each generation
would no longer write itself with the same material and in the
same way, that the book of stone, so solid and durable, would
give place to the book made of paper, yet more solid and
durable. The medieval cathedral crowded with statues and
stained glass was both a symbol of Christian authority and a
repository of medieval knowledge (moral knowledge about the

Writing for Media is a writing course, which offers you the
opportunity to explore your creativity as a writer and to study
craft and technique, while learning to understand the world
where writers work, and make you to adapt to all genres of
professional writing. You will develop skills in: writing for a
range of media, critical reading and thinking, editorial decision
making, research, IT, team work and making presentations
Writing for media is essentially different from that of creative
writing. In this case you have a well-defined audience, created,
always measured and gauged through marketing techniques and
always sought out through various measures. Writing for media
basically implies putting and analyzing facts in a simple, down
to earth language stripped of all embellishments. But as we all
know and as it is well known this austere writing is one of the
well-developed and powerful genres in the history of writing.
Basically, everyone has a writer within oneself. It is only a matter
of finding yourself, and refining your skills that are taught in
any writing course, be it creative or professional.
In these uncertain times it is unrealistic for students to expect
on-the-job training. More directly, it is downright foolhardy. At
one time, editors and senior writers were the best teachers
outside the classroom. Today, organizations cannot afford to
assign their experienced writers to train novices. Competition is
too keen, money is too tight, and time...
Professional writers are disciplined thinkers. They win copy
approvals because they are mentally organized performers.
Whether they write for print, broadcast, public relations, or
advertising organizations, media writers employ a common
strategy and critical method. Their strategy and critical thinking
habits constitute the focus of this book. Because that strategy
1
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and method of thinking represent on-the-job refinements of
the professional approach, the purpose of this book is to
provide inexperienced writers with this knowledge before
entering the work world, whether they enter it as an intern, a
new hire, or a free-lancer.
One of them is that the work habits of professional writers are
not as disorderly as they seem. The best news journalists in
both print and broadcast work and writers in public relations
and advertising are highly disciplined performers whose work
procedures are remarkably more similar than they are different.
Even though news, magazine, public relations, and advertising
writers serve different purposes, and print and broadcast writers
communicate through different channels, all follow a common
method.
Students can write with confidence in a variety of media
situations once they learn the specific strategy and skills
professional writers have learned through trial and error on the
job. With practice, novices develop an ability to manage
information systematically, to reach into personal reservoirs of
creativity, and to evaluate their own writing critically.
. Even amongst ‘heavy users’ of writing, some individuals
seem to exhibit a fairly consistent need to revise more than
others do. Such differences in the need to revise may be related
to an underlying phenomenological orientation of individual
writers towards the function of the act of writing. This can be
interpreted in terms of a continuum, at the poles of which are:
Discoverers, who write to ‘discover’ what they want to say,
typically planning minimally and revising extensively; and
Planners, who write primarily to record or communicate their
ideas, typically planning extensively, executing the plan and
revising relatively minimally.
Many of us who write for media are most of the time are
qualified to be called planners. Planning seems to regard
thought as quite separate from the words they use in writing
about their ideas. Planners write primarily to record or communicate what is already clear in the mind.

The Act of Writing

Writing, like language itself, is but both natural and artificial.
Even if the human capacity for language is innate, wired into
our genes, we nevertheless use our innate capacity in an artificial,
rhetorical way. Writing is certainly not innate. Yet writing can be
taken in and become a habit of mind. What is natural seems
more intimately and obviously human. For that reason we do
not wish to dwell on the fact that writing is a technology; we
want the skill of writing to be natural. We like our tools and
machines well enough, but we also like the idea of being able to
do without them. Putting away our technology gives us a
feeling of autonomy and allows us to reassert the difference
between the natural and the merely artificial. Since the time of
Rousseau, much of the hostility directed against modern
technology has been rooted in the belief that, as our technology
becomes more complex, we are becoming creatures of our own
creations. Today, the computer is a perfect target for such an
assault on technology, because of the computer’s apparent
autonomy.
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But in the case of writing as elsewhere, it is not possible to put
away technology. Writing with pen and paper is no more
natural, no less technological than writing at a computer screen.
It is true that the computer is a more complicated and more
fragile device than a pen. But we cannot isolate ourselves from
technology by reverting to older methods of writing. The
production of today’s pens and paper also requires a sophisticated manufacture. Without electricity, industrial organization,
and networks of transportation and distribution, we could not
provide ourselves with adequate supplies of these simple
writing materials. In any case, it is not the complexity of the
devices that matters so much as the technical state of mind,
which is common to all methods of writing. The ancient
Sumerian inscribing clay tablets with wedge-shaped marks was
adopting the same technical attitude toward his materials as the
contemporary writer seated at a computer terminal: both are
shaping a writing space by filling it with visual signs.

Medium of Writing

Writing in any medium is an act of appropriation. Writing pulls
words or ideas out of their original time and stores them away
for later use. Even the writer who simply puts ink on paper
defers his or her words. Printing, the mechanization of writing,
defers in another sense: the author no longer writes on the
page, but must instead work through layers of technology and
a number of middlemen (the publisher, the copy editor, the
printer). Yet, the printed product is still readable by human
beings without further technological assistance. The more
recently developed microfilm and microfiche are not directly
readable: they require machines to project and enlarge the image
to a scale suitable for the human eye. But microfilm technology
does not make the crucial step of translating or coding text in a
digital form. In the electronic medium several layers of sophisticated technology must intervene between the writer or reader
and the coded text. There are so many levels of delaying that the

reader or writer is hard put to identify the text at all: is it on the
screen, in the transistor memory, or on the disk? The ephemeral
character of electronic text makes possible new methods for
organizing and visualizing the text. The electronic link allows
us to build and explore trees and networks of such elements, to
turn texts into hypertexts.

The Write Spirit
By Ritu Khanna
[* File contains invalid data | In-line.JPG *]The urge to write,
to put our thoughts on paper, is like an involuntary, almost
compulsive, act that takes control of our emotions. But is
writing a therapy? A case for the written word.
The Act of Writing is on trial, we are here to prove that it is a
healing art. The trial is to take place in the Inner recesses of the
courtroom of your mind and you will be called later to give a
just verdict.
Exhibit A: A blank sheet of paper and a pen
Innocuous, unimportant, uninspiring-you are quick to dismiss
the evidence. For how could these two seemingly harmless
objects possibly heal the mind and change the course of our
lives? And that too in the age of Cielos and cable, cell phones
and CD-ROMs?
Think again. For such is the power of writing that psychiatrists
commend it; counselors recommend it to their clients to
improve relationships; executives employ it to mind their
business. It makes living easier; it also helps us understand and
accept death.
Writing is a meditation: it settles the mind. It is a de-stressor: it
releases tension. It is like a confessor who keeps your secrets
safe. It is also a mood-changer, with the capability of making
you happy. It is an outlet, for it helps you let go of your
negative thoughts. It is creative, cathartic, curative.
Quite simply, writing is beyond words, Jawaharlal Nehru wrote
to his daughter while confined to prison; Anne Frank from her
secret annex. Hugh Prather writes notes to himself; Franz Kafka
did not even want his writings published. Generals narrate
anecdotes from their lives; so do politicians, bureaucrats, artists.
And, not to be left behind, there is the classic The Diary of a
Nobody whose author asks: Why should Mr Pooter’s diary not
be immortalized in print—merely because he is not a Some-

body?
Writing is for Everybody, it is a device used not only by those in
the profession.
Examples abound in everyday life: Sakshi Kapur, 10, ties the key
to her diary around a friendship band securely arranged around
her wrist.
Reeti Desai, 12, is inspired by Anne Frank. Meena Gupta, 47,
begins to write two months after her 13-year-old son’s death
and finds strength in words. Nimmi Kumar, 58, takes an oath
to write the name of Sai Ram and an artist is born. Vijai
Shanker, 62, uses it to express himself.
There are many forms of writing; there are many styles. We have
different ways of expressing ourselves; we also have varied
reasons for doing so. But when pen and paper make contact,
thoughts are released and the mind gets more focused as we are
instinctively drawn towards the quiet center of the self.
Writing is a disciplinary act that gives new insights into yourself
and your relationships. It is also completely honest—for what
do you gain by lying to yourself? It is a therapy prescribed for
Everybody, not just for the disturbed, distressed or dying.
Writing is a spiritual quest, it is the soul searching for truth.
”Writing is right,” confirms our first witness, Dr Avdesh
Sharma, an Indian neuropsychiatrist. Dr Sharma recommends it
to his patients; he also constantly jots down his thoughts and
priorities, and makes lists of things to do. He preserves these
writings in a thick Think File, which he refers to regularly.
Writing is of fairly recent origin, states Dr Sharma. “Earlier we
used to talk it out, or learn from a guru. But people felt they
needed something more permanent. Also, their knowledge
needed storing. Hence writing came into being—it is easy to
retrieve, it is forever.”
According to Dr Sharma, writing helps us see the trend of our
thoughts and get insights into our problems. “Write on specific
issues that are bothering you,” he advises, “it will help solve the
problems of living and also resolve interpersonal matters.”
A tip given in Distress to De-Stress, a book he has co-authored:
Keep a stress diary because “getting into the habit of noting
daily stressors and their effects may help you identify potential
stressful situations. Once you know the problem, you can chalk
out specific plans to deal with it. “
Dr Sharma especially favors writing as an exercise for the lonely:
“They need to vent their feelings. Writing then takes on the job
of a therapist. “ “Writing gives direction to your life, but, most
important of all, it gives you a sense of control over your
thoughts,” continues Dr Sharma. It is not easy, he concedes:
“You come in touch with yourself, suppressed issues are
uncovered—and that, for most people, is a very frightening
feeling.”
And even though writing is for everyone, and all age groups, “it
has to be treated as a long-term commitment, a skill that needs
to be cultivated, for it is a gradual process that gives you time to
reflect and grow”, Dr Sharma concludes.
Psychiatrist and psychotherapist Dr Achal Bhagat, a consultant
at Apollo Hospital, New Delhi, India, advocates the journal
therapy. He asks his patients to write, but in a structured
manner: “I tell them to make three columns, under the heads:
situation, thoughts, effects.” The first column contains a
complete description of the situation; the second, a record of
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their thoughts in that situation; the third, their feelings, what
they are doing, what they are avoiding, and so on. This works
better than a free-for-all format, sums up Dr Bhagat. It helps
the patient to change his thoughts.
This method of treatment is derived from the principles of
cognitive therapy. There are two kinds of thinking—directed
and non-directed. The former interests cognitive psychologists
and includes problem-solving procedures aimed at meeting
specific goals. It is an organizational process that could easily
culminate in writing.
”Writing works,” attests Dr Bhagat. “I use it myself.”

the Punjabi script of India; another has the 18 chapters of the
Gita) in her works of art. Each painting, however, carries the
name of Sai Ram, “be it once, a hundred times or a thousand”.
The response has been beyond her expectations: her paintings
number close to 200, she has held four solo exhibitions in
Delhi and Bombay and an informal show in New York.
And how does Kumar view her work? “It’s a therapy,” is her
solemn affirmation. “In fact I could not have asked for a better
therapy. It helped me cope with a very difficult and demanding
moment in my life. I would say that writing a mantra is
definitely more powerful than reciting it or using a mala or a
rosary. Far more of us is involved in writing. It helped me
immerse myself completely in my work, I found peace. It
brought me an understanding of things that are destined, I
became more accepting and centered in my approach.”
Another example of maternal love finding refuge in words is revealed in
Exhibit B:

It also worked for Savithri who was helped by Sahaj, a Punebased society for health alternatives that organizes workshops in
holistic healing. The belief is that there is no one prescription,
each person has to choose his way of wanting to get well, and
that a disease tends to lose its metaphorical significance if we
observe it intensely and closely.
Savithri not only followed this advice, she also took to illustrating the different stages of her life. “I got a lot of happiness
as it revealed so much. I was amazed when I even experienced
myself at age two...I gradually integrated all the unresolved parts
of me and accepted my shadow,” says Savithri gratefully.
For Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, drawing, or doodling to be more
precise, is an act on which he has little conscious control.
Unknown to his audience, the transcendental meditation guru
keeps a set of felt pens next to him and doodles while he
delivers a long lecture. This results in colorful drawings that
appear mystical and meaningful.
We now summon Nimmi Kumar, an Indian housewife from Mumbai.
Kumar’s daughter’s illness, a time of intense personal trauma
for her, and her great faith in Shirdi Sai Baba prompted her to
take a mannath (pledge to God) that she would write Sai Ram’s
name 125,000 times. This was in 1986, and after having written
it “about 50,000 to 60,000 times, I decided I was a little fed up
of just writing it straight. I began doodling, a form of Ganesh
(the elephant-headed Hindu god) emerged, and it was then that
my husband suggested I take to a bigger format, and in color”.
Kumar adopted a wider canvas, and carried on her task; and
though the message remained the same, the medium had
changed to acrylic. “I wasn’t an artist, I had no training, I had
only done some work earlier using plaster of Paris,” she says,
still somewhat surprised at the shape her vow took. “Things
just happened. Without sounding supercilious, I would say it
was the will of God. “ Within eight months, she had lost
count of the number of times she had written Sai Rampossibly millions, she estimates. She started incorporating
pictures (Ganesh, Durga in her many forms, Vishnu, Shiv), slokas
and mantras (a recent painting has verses written in Gurmukhi,
4

Paula, a tender and true tale of a mother’s vigil at her dying
daughter’s bedside, by Isabel Allende. Hearing about Paula’s
illness, Allende’s literary agent deposited a ream of lined yellow
paper on her lap, with the advice that she unburden her heart or
else she would die of anguish.
Allende to her 28-year-old comatose daughter who was
suffering from a complex case of porphyria: “Writing is a long
process of introspection; it is a voyage towards the darkest
caverns of consciousness, a long, slow meditation. I write
feeling my way in silence, and along the way discover particles of
truth, small crystals that fit in the palm of one hand and justify
my passage through this world...I plunge into these pages in an
irrational attempt to overcome my terror. I think that perhaps if
I give form to this devastation I shall be able to help you, and
myself, and that the meticulous exercise of writing can be our
salvation.”
Confronted with visions of death as she sits in the dismal
corridors of hospitals waiting in vain for news of Paula’s
improvement, Allende’s thoughts turn to the rites of birth and
how the process can be compared with that of creating a book:
“Children, like books, are voyages into one’s inner self, during
which body, mind and soul shift course and turn towards the
very center of existence.”
Like birth, a book begets hope, it is also a new beginning. It is
the writer’s search for answers, an almost involuntary act that
enriches both the writer and the reader, for reading is certainly a
therapy. And there is no better proof that, for Allende, the act
of penning her thoughts helps the body, mind and soul than
her words: “...My writing is magical, the hour of sorcery, ...My
only salvation when everything around me threatens to come
crashing down”.
Things would have probably come crashing down for Dylan
Thomas if he were unable to write. Thomas studied poetry
with a single-minded passion: “I had to try to learn what made
words tick, beat, blaze, because I wanted to write what I wanted
to write before I knew how to write or what I wanted to.”

Pritam’s spiritual experiences, manifested in her dreams, have
led to many extremely evocative poems when the “whole
experience comes to life, word by word, and sets itself, down on
paper”.
In 1926, psychologist G. Wallas identified the four stages of
creative thinking: preparation (finding a theme, reviewing your
style), incubation (ideas develop, often in the unconscious
mind), illumination: (ideas spring to life when least expected)
and verification (a time for evaluation and revision).
For Thomas, creativity was the goal, writing the means to reach
it. A good poem is inevitably the result of good thinking, or
what Thomas called the “scribbling, muttering, whispering,
intoning, bellowing, and juggling of words”.
A good poem is also a therapy, the origin of which can be traced
to American psychiatrist Jack Leedy who discussed it in his
group sessions during the 1950s. Leedy used a poem, or a part
of it, to help his patients understand their feelings. And while
bibliotherapy (as its name suggests, it covers the assigning of
reading matter to the patient) had been used earlier, Leedy was
the first to turn to the therapeutic value of poetry-he wrote
about it (Poetic Therapy, published in 1969) and also formed
the Association of Poetry Therapy the same year.
Writing haiku poetry is another creative outlet that is gaining in
popularity. There has been a tradition among Zen masters to
write a poem on attaining enlightenment or just before dying.
And though haiku represents the best in Zen aesthetics, haiku
writing sessions and contests in Japan also attract housewives,
students, waiters, among others. Even amateur poets can learn
qualities such as simplicity, naturalness, directness and profundity from this verse form of three lines, with five, seven and
five syllables in each.
Our next witness, Punjabi poet and author, Amrita Pritam.
”Yes, of course, writing is a therapy,” says Pritam emphatically.
“While writing you cannot but face yourself. It is an opportunity to understand yourself.
But what is more important,” she adds, “is that you become a
witness—the highest ideal of yoga and spirituality—you are
experiencing/writing and also witnessing. Whether other
writers, too, see writing as therapy depends on their yearning to
know, to reach higher levels of awareness. It cannot happen if
they are in it for pelf or name and fame.”
But does she keep a diary, a journal, a record of all her feelings?
She laughs: “All writing is a dateless diary. If you look deeply
and chronologically at a poet’s or author’s work, you will notice
that it is autobiographical.”

Amrita Pritamhas also been involved in inspiring Tihar Jail
prisoners to write a book of poems. This led to a very unusual
encounter: A stranger contacted her, saying that the book
should include the poetry of a woman who is a “prisoner of
life”. On further questioning, he revealed that the poet was
Anamika, a prostitute living in Varanasi, India.
Some lines from a poem by Anamika, loosely translated from
Hindi, that reveal that, for her, too, writing was a way of
expressing herself:
”Why did you give me a body, Lord,
and why did you give me a mind?
While all I do is wander from place to place like a ghost’s shadow—
I waste ...My days moving around in the market
And the nights hanging between sleep and waking
The youth you gave me, O Lord, I’m compelled to sell”
It is now the turn of Kiran Bedi, the policewoman who dared
to be different, to take the witness stand. She is characteristically
forthright: “For me, writing is therapy, I believe in it one
hundred per cent. “
Bedi adds for emphasis: “It is the clearest, most visible
therapy—you can see, read and analyze what you have written.
In fact, you can become two different persons, the writer and
the reader.”
She agrees that poetry is also therapeutic since writing in verse
often helps clear our thoughts, as does a personal diary. “I’ve
kept a diary since I was a student,” confesses Bedi. “Then I used
to write: ‘Hello, ...My friend, I’m back to you’. I used ...My diary
as one of ...My best friends. Today I still keep a diary, but in a
different way. I do not write daily, but I use it to analyze ...My
thoughts.”
Bedi on her recent book, I Dare!: “Putting it together helped in
many ways since it answered a lot of questions I get in ...My
mail. The document I am now working on-my years at the
Tihar Jail—is a therapy.”
And while at Tihar, Bedi encouraged the inmates to try writing
as a means of releasing their emotions. Three collections of
their poetry have been published in English, Hindi and Urdu.
Bedi gives the example of “an angry young man who was full
of ideas. He was angry with the police, the prison officials, the
judiciary. We gave him a table and chair, paper and pen, and told
him to write. This helped channels his energies, he felt relieved,
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It could also be the result of a dream. Recalling your dreams
could well be the first step towards making them come true.
The Silva Mind Control Method teaches you how: “While
meditating just before going to sleep, say: ‘I want to remember
a dream, I will remember a dream.’ Now go to sleep with paper
and pencil by your bedside. When you awaken, whether during
the night or in the morning, write down what you remember
of a dream. Keep practicing—your recall is clearer, more
complete.”

and is no longer a problem. He has written a manuscript in
Hindi; it is with me, I’m looking for a publisher.”
She pauses, and then declares with the certainty of a lawyer: “He
is a living example of writing being a therapy. “
Bedi proceeds to present the case of the patients at the Navjyoti
de-addiction clinics started by her: “ At Navjyoti, we ask them to
write regularly, to put their feelings of the day in a diary. They
write for themselves, but can discuss it, if they choose to, in the
therapy class. “
”Put it in writing. It works!” she charges.
A sentiment shared by another witness—Reeti Desai, a student
of the British School in Delhi, India. Though her mother does
not know it, Reeti keeps a diary, a record of important events
that happen in her life. Reeti’s reluctant confession: “...My diary
is someone I can talk to. Usually when I am bored, I just lock
myself and write. And when I fight with ...My brother, it helps
me get ...My anger away.”

gift, this possibility of developing myself and of writing, of
expressing all that is in me. I can shake off everything if I write;
...My sorrows disappear, ...My courage is reborn.”
She lives on through her diary which has been translated into
more than 55 languages. And a fitting testimony to her is the
Anne Frank Journal published by Anne Frank House,
Amsterdam, that takes up the issue of human rights.
Writing to right a wrong is advocated by management consultant Vijai Shanker: “If we keep something in our mind, the
tension keeps mounting. Writing is a good therapy because it
allows you to express yourself. “
Shanker writes to editors and friends whenever he feels there is a
communication gap and writing could help improve matters.
”There are three kinds of personalities-passive, assertive and
aggressive,” he observes. “The assertive personality lies in the
middle. A writer ought to be assertive, we should not keep
suppressed feelings within ourselves. If physical exercise
maintains the body, writing helps maintain the mind. It is like a
mental exercise: you think, you collect facts, you put these
thoughts on paper-this keeps your mind alive and alert.”
???Write your targets, goals and deadlines. Write to clients or
suppliers expressing gratitude. Share moments, successful and
otherwise, with your colleagues.
”Put it all down,” counsels Avinash D. Narula, director,
Datapro Infoworld Ltd. “Then it depends on you what you
want to do. You can translate it into action, or throw it away.
But writing gives you options, you can move on. You are not
hurting anyone, you are not answerable to anyone.”

Adds her classmate, Joylene Madam, 12: “...My diary is ...My
best friend, it never betrays ...My secrets.”
Inspired by The Diary of Anne Frank, “the only diary I have
read”, Reeti took up a school assignment on the immortal
book that symbolizes the plight of the over six million Jews
murdered during the Second World War. And, this summer,
when she had a one-day stopover at Amsterdam, she knew
exactly where to head: Anne Frank’s house which is now a
museum. Once there, Reeti went behind the revolving bookcase
to the back annex where Anne hid with her family and wrote
her diary. “It was simply amazing,” exclaims Reeti.
Anne called her diary Kitty, it was a gift on her 13th birthday,
“possibly the nicest of all”. It probably came to her at a
moment when she needed it most.
Anne in her diary: “I want to write, but more than that, I want
to bring out all kinds of things that lie buried deep in ...My
heart...the reason for ...My starting a diary: it is that I have no
such real friend...
”Oh, so many things bubble up inside me as I lie in bed,
having to put up with people I’m fed up with, who always
misinterpret ...My intentions. That’s why in the end I always
come back to ...My diary. That is where I start and finish,
because Kitty is always patient.”
Anne’s prophetic words: “I want to go on living after ...My
death! And therefore I am grateful to God for giving me this
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In a sense, it is just you, your thoughts and a sheet of paper.
And there is enough paper, as Narula adds in an aside.
”Yes, writing helps,” defends Narula. “Let’s see what causes
people an upset, a nagging in the head. It could be an undelivered communication, a thwarted intention or an unfulfilled
expectation. The moment I write it down, I am released of
pressure. By giving language to ...My thoughts I have made
them more specific. I can now action ...My thoughts.”
Narula’s brief: “If you are not feeling one hundred per cent, take
a piece of paper.Think. Put it down. Do not worry about the
order, it’ll get sequenced along the way. Write your goals, plans,
list of things to do or to communicate... writing often becomes
a way of talking to yourself, of getting it out of the system. “
His concluding one-liner: “Writing helps us to live positively. “
Exhibit C: A Hate Diary
It contains 10 forms, for solutions and complaints, with
perforations on one side. The idea is to write down what is
bothering you, and then the solution.
”Make it as crazy as possible-if you feel like shooting your boss,
put that down,” says its creator, Gundeep Singh of The
Learning Curve, “and then tear it off. “
This simple exercise relieves you of stress and helps change your
attitude towards a person or situation. “It’s fun, it’s funny, just
let your imagination run wild. Once you .Get used to the idea
of writing in the diary, you will enjoy the exercise,” argues
Singh. “Do not take it too seriously though,” he warns.

Osho sannyasin Ma Anand Savita works on another kind of
diary, one that is prompted by love and the spirit to serve.
Savita became a disciple of Osho in 1976, who assigned her the
job of interviewing people and editing the talks between him
and his followers-darshan diaries, as they were called.
A psychotherapist by profession, Savita testifies that diary
writing, a most rudimentary form of writing, can be very
therapeutic. She uses it when she feels disturbed, emotionally
tangled and cannot see herself out of a certain situation. It also
helps give her some clarity to her feelings and thoughts. One
hour of good creative writing energizes her, claims Savita. For
her it is a means of going into an almost dreamlike state.
Says Savita: “Writing should flow through you. You should
become a vehicle through whom these words are expressed.
And once the writing is done, one should forget about it. That
is a process of going beyond the mind. Osho is a very good
example. He uses words and throws them away. He does not
edit anything, he uses the words for what they are’—mere
tools—and once their job is done, he is over and done with
them.”
According to Osho, a poet writes because it becomes too heavy
if he doesn’t write. He unburdens himself by writing. The
poetry is a catharsis. The poet feels good once he has written
something that was persistently there asking for attention. (This
holds good for prose and other writing also.)
Writing affirmations and other positive statements help you feel
good about yourself. There is a certain finality, a sense of
commitment, involved in the act of writing. Leading personal
growth programs such as The Forum have exercises which ask
you to write a letter or a communication to help give language
to your feelings. You are encouraged to write what you want to
see or do. This is said to have a miraculous impact on your
motivation levels.
Writing letters helps in improving communication and
relationships. Recommends John Gray in Men Are From
Mars,Women Are From Venus: “If your partner has upset you in
some way, write them a Love Letter, and while you are writing
ask yourself how this relates to your past. As you write you may
find memories coming up from your past and discover that you
are really upset with your own mother or father. At this point
continue writing but now address your letter to your parent.
Then write a loving Response Letter. Share this letter with your
partner...

“You feel much better and you do get good advice,” states
Agarwal, who calls this form of writing “an indirect therapy”.
If in automatic writing matters are, quite literally, not in your
hands, what happens when you encounter a writer’s block?
Probably the worst fate that can befall a writer, professional or
otherwise, is not being able to write. An extremely frustrating
and stressful experience, as many will attest, this condition is by
itself a sure proof-if further proof is required—of the restorative power of writing:
So go ahead, pour your heart on paper. Do not worry if the
spellings, style, sequence or syntax are not exactly the way they
should have been. The objective is to be sincere and open, for
the simple act of writing will make you whole and happy.
The case rests. But before arriving at a decision, just close your
eyes and try to envisage a world without words. If you were
condemned to a life without recourse to writing, would you be
able to survive? For putting pen to paper is an exercise that is
free, easy and minus all harmful side effects. It is also totally
private, unless we choose to make it otherwise.
You are the judge, the verdict is to come from you. In writing,
preferably.

Workshop

Pretend you’re the opposite sex. Take 10 minutes and describe
yourself in that different gender.
Grab a newspaper or magazine and open it at random. Close
your eyes and let your finger fall somewhere on the page. Take
15 minutes and write about whatever your finger fell on, even if
it’s blank space.
How would you express yourself differently if your name really
was the one you made up yesterday? Write about those
differences

Note :

”If you want your partner to be more sensitive to your feelings,
let them experience the painful feelings of your past. Then they
can understand your sensitivities. Love Letters are an excellent
opportunity to do this. “
For believers, automatic writing is a chance to find answers to
what they are seeking. Corroborates our last witness, Calcuttabased Pradeep Agarwal who conducts workshops in
self-hypnosis and automatic writing: “You find you have no
control,it is as if someone else is writing through you. You sit
in a semi-dark room, with pen and paper at your side. You can
call your guide or master to help you solve your problem.” The
spirit you have channeled connects, and takes over your writing.
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LESSON 2
EVOLUTION OF WRITING

Dear Student,
This chapter intends to take you through the different aspects in
the evolution of Writing as a technology and also as an art, in
the context of the changing socio economic context all over the
world. This, we hope will provide you a framework, wherein to
think about writing for media in a different manner and help
you explore further.

the University of Chicago, is referring to the so-called ‘beginning
of writing’ in the Mesopotamian Valley slightly more than
5,000 years ago (the two tablets shown on the title page are
examples). But the true origin of writing may be even more
mysterious—and it may have occurred much earlier than commonly
supposed.
How did writing began? Most epigraphers and paleographers
agree that the historical evolution of writing occurred in basically
four stages: 1) Ideographic; 2) Logographic; 3) Syllabic; 4)
Alphabetic. It can be seen from this that alphabetic writing is
considered the most advanced of the evolutionary stages (Gelb,
1974).
The development of writing is unidirectional. This means that
it will pass through the above four stages in that order and no
other. No system of writing can begin naturally with the syllabic
or alphabetic stage; if such a case did occur, it could only happen
if influenced by another system which had already passed
through the earlier stages. A writing system can stop at any
given stage (a case of arrested development); it can combine
stages as it passes from one stage to another; or it can continue
to use more than one stage forever. But no writing system ever
studied has ever skipped a stage. This observation led Prof.
Gelb to an important discovery concerning the Egyptian and
Western Semitic systems which will be discussed.

Evolution of writing

“THE very interesting problem of the ‘origins’ of writing is
shrouded in a cloud of darkness and is as hard to interpret as
the ‘origins’ of art, architecture, religion, and social institutions,
to name only a few of the important aspects of our culture.” In
this statement Dr. I. J. Gelb (1974), Professor of Linguistics at
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Oracle-Bone Inscription, Shang Dynasty, incised on the
plastron of tortoise shell.
I will describe the four major stages in extremely brief terms.

In the ideographic stage there is absolutely no relationship
between what is transcribed and actual speech sounds. It is
basically composed of pictures and readily discerned symbols,
designed so that the message is obvious. An example is that
practiced among the American Indians before the arrival of the
Europeans.

Writing on Bells and Containers (Metal Writing, Old
Writing)

The next stage is the logographic (word-sign) in which each
written sign stands for a word in the spoken language, and
maintains basically a one-to-one relationship to the spoken
words. If one wanted to say “tree,” he drew a picture or a
symbol of a tree. If one wanted to say “three trees,” he could
either draw three trees, or he could precede the picture of a tree
with a numerical symbol having the meaning “three”. However,
some things are not so easily pictured.
Abstractions, such as life, love, beauty, etc., were difficult to
express in this manner. The usual device to overcome this
difficulty was the use of homonyms (words with the same
sounds). For instance, the ancient Sumerian word for “life” was
ti. The same Sumerian word also meant “arrow”. It was easy
enough to incise an arrow, which could be read as “life” if the
context demanded it. This technique of expression is also
known as rebus writing.
Proper names presented a greater difficulty. As long as names
like White Cloud and Running Bear were used there was no
problem. But how do you write down names like
Assurbanipal, Shalmanezer or Zephnathpaaneah using a
logogram? This led to phonetization.
The next major stage is the syllabary. The principle of
phonetization arose when words could not be indicated by
mere pictures. This vital step occurred when complex words
were “sounded out” using separate signs. Thus each sign
represented a single syllable (a consonant followed by a vowel
sound). Such a system is known as a syllabary.
With logographic writing thousands of word-signs have to be
memorized in order to have a good working vocabulary of the
language to be written. Also, over a period of time once easily
recognizable pictures become conventionalized to the point
where they must be memorized in order to be recognized. In a
syllabary the number of signs to be memorized drops to a few
hundred.
Even in a syllabary, to delineate each vowel sound following the
initial consonantal sound would require a large number of
written signs (especially since some syllables also end with a
consonantal sound which may be different from the initial
sound). But since everyone in a given culture already knows
how to pronounce the words, it is possible to eliminate
differentiations in vowel sounds with a minimum of sacrifice in
accuracy. In such systems, the sound of a or e was understood
as standard. Sometimes a few of the leftover signs from the
preceding logographic system were retained for use as
determinatives. The Egyptian hieroglyphic system, which lasted
some 3,000 years, retained a large number of logograms until
its extinction.

(left) Inscription of the early Shang Dynasty. (middle)
Inscription of the Hsiao-chen-chu Tsun (wine vessel).
(right) Rubbing from the Mao-kun Ting (cauldron made
by Duke of Mao).
However, all such ‘trimmed down’ syllabic systems ran into one
common problem: LONG vowels! In the Western Semitic
system (Phoenician, Amorite, Hebrew, etc) long vowels were
absolutely necessary in expressing plurals. Something had to be
done to let the reader know when a given vowel should be long
rather than short. The answer was plenic writing. Plenic writing
incorporated the use of the so-called “weak” consonants (such a
w and y) to substitute for a long vowel sound (usually w for
long “o” or “u” and y for long “i”). It is the use of plenic writing
which has led to the misidentification of these systems of
writing as “consonantal alphabets,” when in reality they are
syllabaries.
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Paleographers saw these “weak” syllabic signs as mere vowels,
and consequently interpreted plenic writing to be a development
toward a partial or incomplete vowel system for the so-called
“consonantal alphabets” rather than for what it really was. It
was because of this misconception that the Phoenicians were
accredited with “inventing” the first alphabet. But plenic writing
has been found in a number of other systems which are
assuredly and definitely syllabic. It has been through comparisons of all these systems of writing that the error was finally
recognized. Prof. Gelb sees the distinction as extremely
important in studying the evolution of the structure of writing
systems.
However, plenic writing did make clear the dire need to express
all the vowel sounds in every word to further improve accuracy
in the transmission of knowledge, which led to the development of a true alphabet.
This brings us to the alphabetic stage of writing. We have just
seen that the so-called “alphabet” used by the Phoenicians was
in reality a syllabary incorporating the technique of plenic
writing. The so-called “vowels” of plenic writing are in reality no
vowels at all, but rather certain syllabic signs used as memnic
devices to alert the reader to the presence of a long vowel-sound.

It is to the Greeks that the credit must go for the invention of a
true alphabet; since the addition of a few more signs representing true vowel-sounds (which enabled them to follow each
initial consonantal sound with the appropriate vowel-sound),
accomplished the final result of “a single character for every
single sound,” which is the definition of a true alphabet.
Evolution of letters from early Phoenician to the Roman
So where does this leave the Phoenicians and the Atlanteans?
The most that we can accredit the Phoenicians with is the forms
of the characters used in their system. And, as we have seen,
these may have come from Atlantis! At least, they may have
been “western” rather than “eastern” in origin. The letters on
this page (since they evolved from the “Phoenician alphabet”)
may have had their origin in Atlantis! That question is explored
in the articles on the controversial Glozel Tablets, and classical
testimony which add weight to this hypothesis.
Writing is a technology for collective memory, for preserving
and passing on human experience. The art of writing may not
be as immediately practical as techniques of agriculture or textile
manufacture, but it obviously enhances the human capacity for
social organization—by providing a culture with fixed laws,
with a history, and with a literary tradition. Eventually writing
also becomes the preserver and extender of other technologies,
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as an advanced culture develops a technical literature. Writing is
and has always been a sophisticated technology: skill is required
to learn to read and write, and penetrating intelligence is needed
to invent or improve some aspect of the technology of literacy.
It is not difficult to recognize the printing press, the typewriter,
or the Linotype machine as technologies. These modern means
of book production are complex and to a degree self-activating
or self-directing. The mechanization of writing began with the
printing press in the fifteenth century. The press was the first
text “processor,” the first technology of writing of duplicate
words en masse. In replacing the scribe who formed his or her
letters one at a time, the press registered several pages of text
onto a large sheet of paper with each impersonal pull. As
Marshall McLuhan Lessons recognized, “the invention of
typography... provide[ed] the first uniformly repeatable
commodity, the first assembly-line, and the first mass-production” (see The Gutenberg Galaxy by McLuhan, 1972, p. 124).
Printing had the additional virtue that it could produce books
nearly identical to the best manuscripts: the press rivaled
handwriting in quality while far surpassing it in quantity.
Elizabeth Eisenstein notes that “[t]he absence of any apparent
change in product was combined with a complete change in
methods of production, giving rise to the paradoxical combination of seeming continuity with radical change” . This paradox
made the mechanization of the word easier to accept, and many
scholars in the 15th century immediately saw the advantages of
this new technology. Gradually, over several generations,
printing did change the visual character of the written page,
making the writing space technically cleaner and clearer. The
book had taken on a thoroughly different and modern look by
the late 18th century, In the 19th and 20th, steam and electric
presses, and automatic typesetting brought further mechanization, removing the need for human muscle and further
distancing the human controller from the printing process.
The computer in turn changes the technology of writing by
adding new flexibility to the rapidity and efficiency of printing:
the computer allows a writer or reader to change a text as easily
as he or she can duplicate it. The capacity to adjust the text to
each user’s needs is unmechanical, uncharacteristic of the classic
industrial machine, and this capacity derives from the
unmechanical materials of electronic technology. The computer’s
central processor itself contains no grinding gears or indeed any
moving parts above the level of electrons, and even the
mechanical components of a computer system, such as disk
drives and laser printers, are characterized by rapid movement
and fine control. The digital computer has helped to give us a
new definition of the machine, as a complex interrelation of
logical parts—an abstraction that, unlike the steam engine and
the dynamo, produces information rather than power. If the
printing press is the classic writing machine, the computer
provides us with a technology of writing beyond mechanization.
There is good etymological reason to broaden our definition of
technology to include skills as well as machines. The Greek root
of “technology” is techne, and for the Greeks a techne could be
an art or a craft, “a set of rules, system or method of making or
doing, whether of the useful arts, or of the fine arts”. In the

ancient world physical technology was simpler, and the ancients
put a correspondingly greater emphasis on the skill of the
craftsman—the potter, the stone-mason, or the carpenter. In
his dialogue the Phaedrus, Plato calls the alphabet itself a techne.
He would also have called the ancient book composed of ink
on papyrus a techne; Homeric epic poetry was also a techne, as
was Greek tragedy. All the ancient arts and crafts have this in
common: that the craftsman must develop a skill, a technical
state of mind in using tools and materials. Ancient and
modern writing is a technology in just this sense. It is a method
for arranging verbal thoughts in a visual space. The writer always
needs a surface upon which to make his or her marks and a tool
with which to make them, and these materials help to define
the nature of the writing. Writing with quill and parchment is a
different skill from writing with a printing press, which in turn
differs from writing with a computer. However, all writing
demands method, the intention of the writer to arrange ideas
systematically in a space for later examination by a reader.
Writing, like language itself, is therefore both natural and
artificial. Even if the human capacity for language is innate,
wired into our genes, we nevertheless use our innate capacity in
an artificial, rhetorical way. Writing is certainly not innate. Yet
writing can be taken in and become a habit of mind. What is
natural seems more intimately and obviously human. For that
reason we do not wish to dwell on the fact that writing is a
technology; we want the skill of writing to be natural. We like
our tools and machines well enough, but we also like the idea
of being able to do without them. Putting away our technology
gives us a feeling of autonomy and allows us to reassert the
difference between the natural and the merely artificial. Since the
time of Rousseau, much of the hostility directed against
modern technology has been rooted in the belief that, as our
technology becomes more complex, we are becoming creatures
of our own creations.
Today, the computer is a perfect target for such an assault on
technology, because of the computer’s apparent autonomy. But
in the case of writing as elsewhere, it is not possible to put away
technology. Writing with pen and paper is no more natural, no
less technological than writing at a computer screen. It is true
that the computer is a more complicated and more fragile device
than a pen. But we cannot isolate ourselves from technology by
reverting to older methods of writing. The production of
today’s pens and paper also requires a sophisticated manufacture. Without electricity, industrial organization, and networks
of transportation and distribution, we could not provide
ourselves with adequate supplies of these simple writing
materials. In any case, it is not the complexity of the devices that
matters so much as the technical state of mind, which is
common to all methods of writing. The ancient Sumerian
inscribing clay tablets with wedge-shaped marks was adopting
the same technical attitude toward his materials as the contemporary writer seated at a computer terminal: both are shaping a
writing space by filling it with visual signs.
Economies of writing
Each culture and each age has its own economy of writing.
There is a dynamic relationship between the materials and the
techniques of writing, and a less obvious but no less important

relationship between materials and techniques on the one hand
and the genres and uses of writing on the other. Economics of
writing—materials, techniques, and uses—evolve and expand
and sometimes deteriorate and collapse.
The earliest economies flourished in Mesopotamia and in
Egypt, where picture writing was gradually replaced by phonetic
systems, in which written symbols were associated directly and
consistently with sounds in the language. (The Egyptians may
have borrowed the idea of phonetic writing from the
Sumerians. The Chinese and the Mayans in the New World may
have been the only other peoples to invent phonetic writing
independently ) Both the Sumerians and the Egyptians
developed complicated word-syllable scripts, whose symbols
sometimes stood for whole words, sometimes more abstractly
for combinations of consonants and vowels. The Sumerians
and their successors wrote principally on stone and clay, the
Egyptians on stone and papyrus, a paper-like surface made
from a reedy plant that grew along the Nile. While the Egyptians developed a monumental style for their hieroglyphics in
stone, the Sumerians adopted a wedge-shaped stylus that
worked well in clay and led to their distinctive cuneiform.
Writing on stone and even on wet clay was a slow process. The
chief advantage, in which the two have yet to be surpassed, was
longevity. Egyptian hieroglyphics inscribed on the walls and
stone slabs have often survived for thousands of years, and we
possess millions of clay tablets from the Sumerians and their
successors in Mesopotamia. Papyrus, on the other hand, has
only survived in dry climates and by accident. Nonetheless, its
flexibility and portability made papyrus preferable for day-to-day
uses. Egyptian writing on papyrus became progressively more
cursive and less like the traditional and beautifully stylized
hieroglyphic images inscribed on stone.
The ancient Greeks and Romans borrowed both the materials
and the elements of their writing economy. The Greek alphabet
was taken from the Phoenicians, while papyrus from Egypt
served as the chief writing material for the Greeks and the
Romans. The ancient book was a roll, consisting of sheets of
papyrus glued together at the ends. Greek and Latin texts were
written in narrow columns perpendicular to the length of the
roll, an arrangement that made ancient books more strictly linear
than modern ones. The reader could not easily flip to the
middle of the book in search of a passage; instead the reader
had to start at the beginning and scroll his or her way through.
Each roll, 20 to 25 feet in length, held much less text than a
modern book, so that longer works, such as the Homeric
poems, had to be stored on many rolls. The roll later became a
structural unit in writing, and Greek and Roman authors often
conceived and wrote their works in units appropriate to the roll.
The paged book or codex, which came into use in the second
and third centuries A.D., opened a range of new possibilities
for writing, by defining a writing space both more varied and
more accessible than that of the roll. In any form, roll or codex,
ancient books offered their readers few visual aids for the
understanding of the structure of a text. The books had little
punctuation and did not make consistent use of page numbers,
indices, or tables of contents. Ancient scribes did not even leave
extra space to mark boundaries between words. Instead each
line of text was a continuous row of twenty or more letters,
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and separating one word from the next was part of the reader’s
task of decipherment.
The paged book became a more sophisticated technology in the
Western European economy of writing. In the Middle Ages
parchment provided a more durable and more attractive writing
surface than papyrus, which in any case became hard to obtain
from Egypt. Paper was introduced from the Far East as a
cheaper replacement for parchment in the later middle Ages.
Although not as tough as parchment, paper made from rags
could be produced in greater quantities and could therefore
supply growing demand for reading materials. Upon these new
materials, medieval scribes set out to create a new writing space;
they used word division, punctuation, rubrication (decorated
initial letters), and in some cases headings, and letter styles to
organize the writing visually on the page. They also began to
insert critical notes and glosses into the margins of the text,
sometimes in several layers. In the medieval codex, the page
became a web of text and interpretation, tradition and innovation.
Finally, the invention of printing in the 15th century initiated
the modern economy of writing. Printing has defined for us the
contemporary, highly organized and standardized writing space.
The techniques of spatial organization used in modern printing
include most of those devised in the middle Ages and others
besides. If legibility is measured by reading efficiency, the
printed book is more legible than any previous technology.
Good readers can manage 600 words a minute as they devour a
printed novel. Such speeds are unthinkable for an ancient
papyrus or medieval codex. Typographic standardization also
permits us to consult a modern encyclopedia with far greater
ease than an ancient could consult Pliny the Elder or a medieval
scholar Vincent of Beauvais. But with this gain in legibility, our
books have lost the organic beauty they possessed in the age of
manuscripts. The printing press gives us stiff, mechanically
correct letters in place of the sometimes beautiful, sometimes
wretched medieval hands. This price is one we have willingly
paid. For 500 years the printing of alphabetic texts has remained
our dominant technology for writing and reading, where our
culture locates its most important and lasting writing.

technologies. The codex effectively replaced the roll in late
antiquity. Papyrus was replaced in the middle Ages by parchment and paper. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the
typewriter replaced handwriting for business communications.
(That change created secretarial jobs for millions of young
women, because before the typewriter, clerks were generally
male) No one technology of writing has ever proven adequate
for all needs. The economy of writing is always diversified, as
secondary technologies occupy places around the dominant one.
These secondary technologies may even have been dominant
ones that were pushed aside. Secondary technologies survive by
meeting some need better than the dominant technology. The
wax tablet remained in use from ancient times through the
middle Ages, because it was convenient for rough drafts and
other ephemera. Stone has served as a medium for thousands
of years when the writer wants a permanent, public display.
Although printing completely replaced handwriting in book
production, it did not make handwriting obsolete. Printing led
to increased literacy, and, as more people learned to read, more
have learned to write. In today’s complex economy, pen and
paper serve for notes or personal communications; word
processing and typewriting are used for texts not important
enough or not ready for typesetting. We also have (or have had)
the stenograph, the mimeograph, microfilm and microfiche
readers, the overhead projector, and the Xerox copier—all
serving in some capacity that the press and printed books
cannot.
The economy of print has succeeded in absorbing all of these
technologies, even the word processor. Hyper textual electronic
writing, however, now threatens to rearrange our economy by
promoting an ideal of writing very different from the ideal of
print. In the process, electronic writing gives new life to
marginal techniques of the past. Electronic writing shares with
the wax tablet the quality of rapid change. It shares with the
typewriter its keyboard (at least at present), its method of
discrete selection of alphabetic elements, and its machine-like
uniformity. The computer can serve as a copier, a note pad, a
calendar, or a teletype machine. In fact, it is hard to think of a
marginal technology in the history of writing that the computer
cannot imitate, just as it is hard to think of a dominant
technology (the papyrus roll, the codex, and the printed book)
whose elements the computer does not borrow and reinterpret.
Electronic writing will therefore be felt across the whole
economy and history of writing: this new technology is a
thorough rewriting of the writing space.

Workshop
Each new technology must find its place in the current economy
of writing, and in so doing it may supplement or replace older
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Try to reflect on your own experience of writing using a pen,
typewriter, on computer etc. When you write concentrate on the
nuances of writing like the experience of organizing thoughts,
the differences in the sensory experience of writing etc.

LESSON 3
NEWS SOURCES

Topic Covered

Introduction, Finding and Using News Sources, Recognizing
the sources, getting acquainted, Sources of News, News sources
and their Solutions. At the scene, Making Phone calls, Stringers,
Tipsters, Employee Inputs, Eye Witnesses, Do Cameras
influence Eye Witnesses.

Objectives:
•
•

To identify news sources and use them effectively.
To analyse problems during the collection of news form its
various sources and find solutions.

•

To learn about various primary sources for collection of
news

•

To be able to judge their authenticity and news worthiness

Introduction

As you know it, journalists do not create information. They
gather it. And a significant portion of every news story is
dedicated to revealing the sources of information on which the
story is based. If Manmohan Singh unexpectedly resigns as
P.M., then the information must be attributed to a reliable
source: the P.M. himself, the president, a Congress secretary, the
spokesperson, or even an unnamed administrative official. In
an abstract sense, news sources allow the audience to verify
statements in a news story. They imply the objectivity and
authenticity of the news.
What is true in print is doubly important in broadcasting.
Newspaper stories are printed in black and white, but radio
news is communicated using a human voice. All too easily a
listener can take exception to a statement voiced by the newscaster. Unless that statement is attributed to a specific source,
the listener’s irritation or skepticism about the news may seep
into his or her evaluation of the anchor’s credibility. Incontrovertible facts do not need attribution nor, ironically, do
universally held prejudices, but, if there is a glimmer of doubt,
partisanship, subjectivity, or prophecy in a statement, then it
needs an attribution. Otherwise, someone in the audience will
become upset at the anchor for injecting personal opinions into
the news.
The one problem with attributions is that they make sentences
more complex. They add an extra layer of packaging. Print
journalists prefer attributions at the end: “The warehouse fire
broke out in a first floor office and spread from there, said
arson investigators.” Broadcast journalists demand that they be
placed at the beginning: “Arson investigators say the fire broke
out in a first floor office and spread from there.” Both have
good reasons.
Print journalists, who are especially sensitive to grammatical
forms, want the topic of the sentence-”the warehouse fire”-and
the grammatical subject of the sentence to be one and the same.
That focuses reader attention.

Broadcast journalists, however, have three major reasons for
ignoring this rule. The first is the one just alluded to. Attributions remind the audience that the surprising, incredible, or
controversial assertions made by the newscaster are not his or
hers but are those of other authorities or interested parties.
Second attributions at the end of sentences are not the conversational norm. When talking with friends, we are more likely to
place the source of information if given at the beginning of a
statement: “My doctor says smoking will cut three years off my
life.” And. Finally because the validity of an assertion may be
highly dependent on the source of information, it can be
misleading to withhold that element until the end of the
sentence. For example if the assertion is that the president
cannot avoid raising taxes to reduce the budget deficit the
listener’s evaluation will be substantially different depending on
whether the statement is attributed to the president. a top
assistant or a leader of the opposition party. Furthermore to
make a controversial or incredible assertion and then withhold
the source of information until the end of the sentence forces
the listener to reprocess the assertion within its new context.
While newspaper readers can stop processing the text at any
time, broadcast listeners must ignore what’s next if they want
to reconcile second thoughts engendered by a questionable
source.
FINDING AND USING NEWS SOURCES
More than a century ago, Henry M. Stanley of the New York
Herald searched Africa for two years until he found a missing
missionary, Dr. David Livingstone. Stanley’s expedition, along
with the 72-day round-the-world trip of Hearst’s Nellie Bly in
1889, helped create the popular belief that a reporter will doanything to get a story.
Although some journalists are reluctant to admit it, the myth
has considerable foundation. Reporters have crashed parties and
spied on closed meetings by crouching on window ledges. They
have evaded police lines, smuggled film past federal officers,
and commandeered or chartered vehicles without money or
authorization. A few have joined volunteer fire departments or
got themselves elected constable in order to drive cars with
sirens and flashing red lights. They have used deception,
impersonation, pursuit, and outright invasion every tactic that
was legal and a few that weren’t. They have risked and often
lost-their lives in combat, criminal investigations, exploration,
and daredevil adventures. Like Ernest Hemingway, they have
captured cities-or at least saloons-in advance of approaching
armies. Like George Plimpton, they have taken physical
punishment merely to write about it.
But, however frequent, such dramatic reporting stunts remain
the exception rather than the rule. Few reporters find it necessary
to comb Africa, travel around the world, or venture into outer
space to get a story. Indeed, the successful reporter often does
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nothing more exciting than pick up a telephone and make a half
dozen calls. Reporters can do this, however, only if they have
sources.
Perhaps unconsciously, reporters usually define “source” as a
human being, an acquaintance in a key position who can be
trusted to supply straight information. Many editors quarrel
with this limited definition, criticizing what they consider a
tendency to rely too: on word-of-mouth information. They
argue with considerable justification that the best source is a
written reporter document because its legal status and the care
that has been taken in preparing it fortunately, documents aren’t
always available especially when are dealing with fast-breaking
news. Reporters still must rely on word-of-mouth information
from newsmakers, their clerks and go betweens, and tipsters.
More often than not, you must rely on sources in order to
obtain documents as well.
To make certain they have plenty of sources, professional
reporters are constantly compiling and revising lists. Some of
the names on the list probably were supplied by the city editor,
others inherited from other reporters, and still others culled
from directories. Regardless of how they were acquired, the lists
are constantly changing. Each election-general, municipal, or
school district-calls for an up So do the private elections of
lodges, professional societies, chambers of commerce, corporations, and trade associations.
Reporters fill address books and file folders with names,
telephone numbers, standard biographical information, and
other pertinent about their sources. Some of the personal
information, however, may be kept only in their heads. They
learn where their sources eat, drink and play, as well as where
they normally work, so that they can be reached at any hour.
Reporters learn which documents their sources handle routinely,
which subjects they will talk about and which won’t, and how
they can be coaxed or pressured. Reporters trade some of this
information with fellow reporters and keep some to themselves. After all, some of the information is confidential, and a
reporter’s success often depends on his ability to respect a
confidence.
Good news sources first must have access to special information. Second, they must be much like reporters, in that they
recognize makings of a news story and act immediately. Instead
of waiting to be called, good sources telephone the reporter day
or night with scrap of information that might be important.
Such sources seldom spring up overnight. A few—for example,
public relations practitioners may have journalism training, but
most are the product of long and careful cultivation by a
journalist who has earned their trust.
Cultivation of the source is a form of low-key salesmanship
and may amount to nothing more than a few minutes of
conversation each week on the street, in the coffee shop, or at
social events. The goal is merely to keep the source aware of
your interest and expectations. A beat reporter may achieve this
automatically during normal rounds. But reporters with no
clearly defined beat may find it necessary to through their
address books occasionally and telephone those sources whom
they haven’t seen recently “just to visit.”
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No amount of cultivation, of course, will make some potential
informants cooperate regularly. These are sources who have
information but are chronically reluctant to talk because some
degree of secrecy is essential to their activities. They may be FBI
agents, diplomats, bank examiners, or persons on the fringes
of the underworld. News reporters often must take unusual
steps merely to keep track of their source’s movements. For
example, during the last years of prohibition in Oklahoma, the
police reporter of the Daily Oklahoman found it helpful to
memorize the auto license numbers of all the known bootleggers and gamblers in two counties. Some of his sources
rewarded this effort by running his car off the road and
shooting at him. Others, however, reluctantly cooperated after
he pursued them.
Sources can be categorized in two broad heads:
Primary Sources: sources that give first hand information
(straight from the horse’s mouth)
Secondary Sources: sources that give second hand information.
These sources are add-ons from archives, reference materials,
books, newspaper records etc…
RECOGNIZING THE SOURCES
Anyone may on occasion become a news source. He or she need
only (1) participate in a newsworthy action, (2) observe it, (3)
know some person who did, or (4) have access to special
information. To borrow an example from sports, a news source
may be a player, a spectator, a confidant of one of these, or a
statistician. He may also be a club owner, a coach, or the fellow
who tried to fix the game—anyone or anything that has some
information about the subject.
Some sources are acquired-literally by accident. Examples would
be survivors and witnesses at a disaster scene. Unless you learn
otherwise, you must assume that these are “untrained” sources,
unaccustomed to speaking for publication. Such sources must
be treated, although diplomatically, much the way witnesses
would be treated in court: Are they mentally competent? Were
they actually at the scene? Were they in a position to see and hear
what happened? Was the light adequate? Are they impartial?
And how much of what they are telling is merely hearsay?
Accidental sources may never be useful again. This may be the
only time they will ever experience or witness anything worth
putting into print. But you can’t be sure. It’s best to spend a
few seconds getting acquainted, learning about an informant’s
occupation, and taking his or her telephone number and
address. Tell the source that you may want to phone later; never
dose the door to possible future use.
Everyday Informants
The sources you want most are those you can use day after day.
They can be divided roughly into two groups: (1) the highly
visible sources, newsmakers and lesser public officials, whom
the reporter must share regularly with competitors and fellow
workers, and (2) those who are virtually the reporter’s private
property by right of discovery or special attention. Each reporter
tries to increase the membership of the second group without
overlooking or failing to cultivate members of the first.
Shared or private, most sources are in some sense members of
the community power structure. They can be found in govern-

ment, business, the school system, charitable agencies-even in
the organized antiestablishment forces. Many are the “doers” of
the community. Some hold offices of statutory power; others
merely aspire to such positions. As a reporter, you must know
both the person in charge and the person who would like to be.
You also must know those on the fringes of power-the clerks,
records-keepers, and political errand boys who make few
decisions but are in positions to know what is happening.

sources-as long as you recognize their bias and the danger of
coming to depend upon them.Remember that PR practitioners
are working for their employers; not the general public. They
will be on your side when the employer’s interests coincide with
the public’s, but they will be of no help when the boss’s best
strategy is silence. If PR people are wise, they will avoid the
politician’s “no comment”; they will say only that they can’t talk
about the subject at the moment.

Names of high-visibility sources can be found in directories of
public officials or lists of corporation officers labor union
executives, and service organization directors. Here is where you
find the news makers-the legislators, judges, executives, and
others who routinely and publicly make decisions that affect
your public- and often those who keep the records of
newsmakers decisions. In any community, you can easily identify
most of these sources by studying the newspaper for a week or
two. But when you have done this, you know little more than
average readers do, and you are in no position to give them any
more news than they already have been getting.

One of the commoner public relations ploys is the staged
event: the anniversary celebration, groundbreaking ceremony,
check presentation, open house, president’s speech, or press
conference. All of these are what historian Daniel Boorstin (The
Image) calls pseudoevents; they are planned primarily to gain
favorable publicity. Your approach to these events will be
dictated by your organization’s policy and your boss’s instructions. Usually you will give them no more space than they merit
as legitimate news.

Less Visible Sources

Digging beneath the surface, you will find that some of the
best-informed and most powerful members of the community
hold on major public office and therefore appear in no official
directories. Even their names may seldom appear in the news.
Some of these specialists: medical scientists, architects and
engineers, law professors, or scholars in little-publicized fields.
Others are persuaders salespeople, clergy, and opinion leaders in
various social and professional organizations. Still others are the
true kingmakers community: bankers, major property owners,
political bosses, syndicate leaders. All are persons of influence,
whether it is exercised by words, money, patronage, or the threat
of violence
Some persons loudly proclaim themselves as “influentials” by
habitually writing letters to the editor, voicing their opinion
meetings, and regularly running for office. And they may in
indeed gain influential status if their names appear often
enough in print. Normally, however, such self-advertising must
be viewed with skepticism. The truly powerful (for example,
slumlords and racketeers) tend to shun publicity. They can be
identified, however, if you listen carefully, ask questions, and
dig through enough public records. You need only observe the
frequency with which certain names are mentioned in certain
contexts. Not all of these backroom powers can be converted
into news sources, but occasionally you may score an unexpected success. Mafia families once were considered virtually
inaccessible; all that ended with Gay Talese’s Honor Thy Father.

The Go-Betweens

Many reporters view public relations practitioners as nuisances
bent on grabbing space for trivia or keeping embarrassing
stories out of print. Most PR practitioners, however, know
their business too well to stoop to such practices. They offer
only what they believe to be news, and they never try to kill a
story. The most they ask when their client or employer is in
trouble is time enough to prepare a defense. Nor will ethical PR
practitioners lie to you or mislead you. Without credibility, they
are out of business. They are therefore some of your best

The biggest danger in dealing with PR practitioners is the subtle
matter of seduction. Most PR people probably were once
reporters themselves. They know what you want, and they give
it to you. And you are tempted to do favors for them in return.
Up to a point, reciprocation may be justified. You have crossed
the line, however, when you begin to serve the PR person’s
interests instead of the public’s.
Perhaps the most frustrating go-betweens are those who serve
government agencies, especially the armed forces. They often
conceal information or supply misleading “leaks” -practices
considered both unethical and self-defeating in corporate or
institutional public relations. Government information officers
have gone so far as to justify outright lies in the name of
national security. In one respect, however, government gobetweens are less dangerous than more subtle practitioners;
their misbehaviors have been so widely publicized that even the
beginner seldom is seduced. An interesting book in this area is
All the President’s Men ‘by the two reporters on the Wash in who
helped expose the Watergate scandal.

Sources Closer to Home

As a beginning professional, you may easily overlook potentially
productive sources simply because they are not “official.”
include the people closest to you-relatives, friends, people you
have known for years, and people you meet every day. Here are
potential sources for offbeat stories:
Your own experience and acquaintances-are you a Sunday painter, an
amateur musician, a radio ham, a gun collector, or, watcher? If
so, you probably come into contact with a hobby 1 that is doing
something newsworthy. Or perhaps you had some usual job
experience before you entered journalism. One reporter, a gold
miner until he was 30, regularly uncovered stories among
miners with whom he once worked. Another, who grew up in a
Small town telephone exchange, frequently used his knowledge
of electronics and the telephone industry. Many more have put
their military experience and acquaintances to good use years
later.
People you work with-printers, advertising salesmen, circulation,
workers, and other newsmen. Circulation people regularly hear
stories that seldom reach a reporter, and advertising salesmen
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often know more about business activities than the editor who
is supposed to be covering them. Printers, who deal with
circulation and advertising as well as news- editorial staffers,
provide an additional listening post. In the newsroom itself, a
casual chat with a fellow reporter may yield a scrap of information that completes a puzzle that has baffled you for weeks.
Even a competitor may give you a clue to a story- sometimes
inadvertently, sometimes because his employer’s policy prevents
the reporter from using information, which he thinks, should
be published. People who regularly hear a lot- salespeople,
barbers, waitresses, hotel porters, receptionists, taxi drivers, and
beauty operators. Much of what they hear is fragmented or
distorted, and a lot is unusable personal gossip. But some of it
may lead to legitimate news stories. The first inkling of a price
increase, an impending strike, a major business deal, a transportation delay, a vice operation, a mass food poisoning may come
from sources who sometimes are referred to patronizingly as
“the little people”. Their rumors must be checked carefully, but
you can’t afford not to listen.

Routine Written Sources

Many standard fixtures that appear on the inside pages of
newspapers are culled from reports and documents kept at the
police station and the county courthouse. These include traffic
accidents, complaints, arrests, fines, the filing of civil suits, and
the daily lists of marriage licenses and divorces. The custodians
of these records are the police dispatcher or booking sergeant,
the sheriff or his chief deputy, highway patrol headquarters, the
county clerk, and various court clerks.
Each day police reporters must read stacks of complaints and
reports of investigations, only a few of which ever result in
stories. Many are so similar that reporters can easily lose their
place and discover later that they have been wasting time by
reading something that was read and rejected the day before.
One way to avoid this is to pay close attention to the date and
hour of the report. If the complaints are numbered, reporters
can keep their place by jotting down the number of the last one
examined, then starting with the next number the next day. In
small-town police departments where the complaints may not
be numbered, reporters often leave their initials or some small
identifying mark on each report read. Some such system is
necessary, particularly when a substitute reporter must cover the
beat.
Dates should be observed carefully when you are examining
court records. Occasionally a lawyer checks out a file and keeps it
for months. When it reappears, a clerk may place it among the
recent dispositions. And if you aren’t alert, you may find that
you have written a “news” story about a case that was disposed
of two years ago. This can be embarrassing if you have reported
the divorce of a couple long since remarried.
Both police and court records are notoriously inadequate in
some respects. Ages and street addresses seldom appear in court
records. Police reports may include these details, but they may
omit marital status-and misspell all the names. Much of what
you get from official documents must be verified by asking
questions and consulting the city directory.
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Getting Acquainted

One of a reporter’s more important assets is the ability to “talk
shop” with almost anyone. This is because it offers a means of
establishing rapport, a way of getting the source to talk. And it
usually leads quickly to a newsworthy subject.
Because so many sources are part of the community power
structure, the first step in learning to talk shop is to study
government, economics, institutions, and procedural law. Learn
all you can about each news making agency or information
collection centre: its budget, the scope of its powers, and to
whom it is responsible. Determine where it fits into the overall
community structure, then get acquainted with its internal
operations. Mere textbook information isn’t enough.You must
understand the daily routine of each office, the documents that
it collects and issues, and the enthusiasms and frustrations of
tl1e people who work there. You must learn how your sources
think ‘and feel, as well as what they do.

People and Power in Government

No matter what your beat or assignment, you will come into
contact with government agencies at some point. If you are a
sports writer, you may find $e federal courts settling a dispute
between professional athletes and their employers, or the
attorney general’s office investigating a fixed race. If you work for
the home and family or “women’s” department, you may keep
watch on the activities of the Consumer Protection Bureau, the
Food and Drug Administration, and the Equal Opportunity
Commission. As an education writer or police reporter, you will
encounter government at every level- local, state, and national.
No one textbook can describe all-you need to know about
political structures, the court system, or principles of law. This
can come only from detailed study and experience. You may
speed up the learning process, however, if you approach each
government source with the goal of analyzing his power-the
nature of that power, its scope, and its source.
The first consideration is whether an, official makes law,
interprets, or enforces it-whether he or she belongs to the
legislative, judiciary, or executive branch. But this is only the
starting point. It is equally important to determine the control
this person’s office exercises over money, jobs, information, and
other branches of government. Can it levy taxes and appropriate funds? If so, is there .a statutory limit on how much it can
tax? If it has no taxing power, how large is its budget? What
kinds of contracts may the head of the office negotiate? Does
the official have full authority to determine who gets these
contracts, or does law require acceptance of the lowest bid? How
many people are employed in the office or department? Is the
person in charge empowered to choose these people freely, or
are there some restrictions? Can the official remove employees at
will, or must, a hearing be conducted in order to discharge
tenured personnel? What special information does the person
collect or have access to? What other branches of government
can be overruled by the office?
The scope of an official’s power may be limited in many ways.
It may be a personal power, as is th6 case with executives and
many judges, who are answerable only to the law. Or it may be a
power shared with others, as in legislative bodies, regulatory

commissions, and the Supreme Court. It may be a national,
state, or merely local power. It lasts only as long as the term of
office, which may be a specified number of years, a lifetime, or
only as long as the person pleases some higher official.
The reporter must know who put the source in office, to whom
he or she must answer, and how the official can be removed. Is
it a constitutional office, one established by statute, or one
created only b executive order? Is the source answerable directly
to the voters, 0 only to the leaders of a political party? Who can
fire this official when, and by what method?
Except for the few who are wealthy, the average person in
government is in one respect like almost everyone else. The
public official male or female-is concerned about his job: how
much it pays, how
long it will last, how he can gain recognition for good efforts
and make them more effective, how he can use this current job
as a springboard to something better. If you recognize these
interests, you have a good start toward learning what makes the
source tick. But to deal with this person effectively, you need to
know still more. To what individual or pressure group does the
official owe his present position? If he is an elected official, who
supplied the money for the last campaign? And how are
political debts being repaid? What are his ambitions, political
philosophy, personal loyalties, and occupational prejudices?
If you can answer all these questions about the government
source, you can explain many of his actions and evaluate the
extent to which this person is influenced by public opinion.
And you can get a fair idea of how well he will cooperate as a news source. To illustrate, let’s examine some of the people you
will meet.

Sources of News

Every reporter has to develop and nurture news sources of his
own. Some of these sources emanate from his beats and
assignments, others are cultivated by him during the course of
professional duties and through social contacts. Some of the
important news sources are:
(i) Government ministries and offices
In a country like India, where even today the political leadership
and vast government bureaucracy take decisions on subjects of
national interest, government ministries and offices constitute a
major source of news. The ministers and senior officers of the
government at the central level and in the states announce
decisions; hold press conferences and their offices issue
handouts. The media regularly covers the Address of the
President to the Parliament, budget speeches of the Finance and
Railway Ministers, and important policy announcements. Apart
from the formal sources, informal contacts always help a
reporter in getting at the news behind news.
(ii) Political parties

Always a big source of news, the ruling and opposition parties
at the Centre and in the states, their policies and programmes,
changing political loyalties and stances have been important for
all journalists. Most of the newspapers have senior reporters
assigned to political parties. A large quantity of gossips and
speculation regularly emanate from political parties. In India
political reporting at the national level has always been consid-

ered an important responsibility. Senior journalists, who cover
political parties, have easy access to the government and political
leaders. They also have sources, cultivated over a period of time,
which help them build a perspective beyond the stated public
positions of the political parties.
Most of the political parties have established media departments and senior leaders appointed
spokespersons. National parties like Congress and BJP usually
have more than one designated spokesperson. These parties
hold press conferences and briefings regularly.
(iii) Civil society organisations
Civil society organisations, NGOs, trade unions and professional bodies have assumed increasingly significant role in the
contemporary society. Several influential organizations, which
have been working in important areas and have established
national presence hold conferences, publish findings and
conduct research on important sociopolitical aspects. Some of
these espouse popular causes- upholding of human rights,
environmental protection, women empowerment, education as
a fundamental right, and several others. This gives media an
opportunity for practicing serious journalism with a social
purpose. In fact, there has been a regular interaction and even
exchange of positions between journalists, NGOs and
voluntary bodies. This also ensures that the media works in an
open environment.
(iv)Business and commercial organisations
In this age of liberalization and privatization, where the
economic scenario has been undergoing fundamental changes,
these organisations have been playing an important consultative
role in shaping and formulating business and economic
policies. These bodies regularly interact with the media and
whenever an economic issue came up, their representatives are
contacted for presenting
their paints of view. Several national level apex business
organizations-FICCI (Federation of Indian Chambers of
Commerce and Industries), and ICI (Indian Confedaration of
Industries), ASSOCHAM (Associated Chambers 0.1 Commerce
and Industry of India)-play a leading role in helping shape the
economic policies of the country. They organize seminars, hold
conferences and meets and provide a forum to the political
leaders and captains of industry to spell out their views on
relevant subjects.
It is, therefore, essential far a reporter to build his awn sources
in these organisations so that he gets a comprehensive view an
important matters in cases where contentious issues are
involved.
(v) Hospitals
An important source for information about accidents, disease
and death. All newspaper organisations and concerned reporters
maintain regular contact with hospitals.
(vi) Specialists and experts
It is worthwhile far any news organisation to have lists of
specialists and experts in different fields who can be contacted
for an opinion or a quote on some new development. The
quantum of news coming up in the media these days is so vast
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and on so many subjects that it is essential for a media
organisation to maintain a panel on subjects such as industry,
law, education, defence, constitutional affairs and such other
subjects which are currently in news.
An imaginative and upcoming reporter will make his own
source list and never lose sight of the need to amend it. Some
of these sources need checking everyday of the week because
they prove useful for his information. News sources such as
public meetings, press conferences, news briefing and seminars
are available to all the reporters. But his own contacts provide
exclusive information to the reporter. Some of these sources
may like to be quoted for publicity. On occasions they may like
to give their opinion on the condition of anonymity. In that
case, it is essential for the reporter to maintain the confidence of
the contact. The reporter must treat his sources as absolutely
confidential. At times, there may be pressure on the journalist
from the government or judiciary to disclose the source of his
news. The journalist must maintain the confidentiality of the
source under all circumstances.

News Sources & Their Solutions

Reporters depend upon many sources for collecting facts and
figures. For ideal reporting they do not carry fixed ideas. They
analyse and comment judiciously and intelligently.
The news reporter in quest of facts plans his strategy to fit the
occasion adapting his line of questions to the situation.
Responsible news reporter make notes to be sure that they have
statements or figures 10 the form in which they were presented.
It is not necessary -for them to master shorthand. In fact, the
typical news reporter has his own system of shortcuts and
abbreviations. He should take notes unobtrusively, recording
them in an order which will enable him to write his own story
quickly or telephone details to the rewrite man.

1. The Telephone

The news reporter should be adept in telephoning the news, for
many of his stories are relayed to the rewrite man. Speaking
clearly, he should sketch the facts of his news story in the order
they are wanted. He should exercise particular care in reporting
names and numbers. It is good practice for the news reporter to
note the location of nearby telephones whenever he is covering
the news.
To get the news, the reporter may talk to all kinds of people. He
is aware of both what they say and how they say it, nothing also
what they fail or refuse to say. He sees the wink, shrug, scowl, or
attempt to slug him. The interaction of groups as well as
individuals interests him too, as he covers meetings and
parades, riots and trials, games and conventions, ward gatherings and UN sessions

2. Recourse to Public Records

Essentially a fact-finder, the news reporter examines releases,
reports, and records. It is a part of his job to know which
public records he as a citizen may inspect. He learns to differentiate between news and puffery and propaganda as he sifts facts
supplied by the government, organizations, institutions,
corporations, and foundations, for such material often reflects
the bias of those who prepare it.
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News is not always available for the asking. What, then, should
the news reporter do if he cannot get his news through normal
channels. Should he become a peeping Tom or break in’ to
snatch a photograph? Should he masquerade as a repairman or
deputy sheriff? Should he resort to black-mail or violent tactics?
There questions, of course, have been answered by news
reporters off and on the screen.
Temptations to tamper with the facts come to news reporter as
to all men. Both Mark Twain and Edger Allan Poe, for example,
perpetrated hoaxes. Other news reporter may feel that a few
changes in detail will make a more interesting story. These
temptations, whether based on good motives or bad, should
be resisted, for any form of faking may be a discredit to all news
reporters and news media.

3. Accent on Accuracy

Accent on accuracy is not new in journalism. The newspaper
should be a “a faithful recorder”. The newspaper should difuse
correct information.
The professional news reporter, therefore, verifies the facts he
gathers. He avoids bias, prejudice, exaggeration, misrepresentation. A competent observer, he weighs the evidence of his news
sources carefully, checking them all more carefully if he suspects
that they are unreliable or corrupt. He does not guess at little
details—street addresses, middle initials, football scores, budget
totals, traffic violations.
He knows that ‘the story loses fifty percent of its punch—
where the name in misspelled.
Occasionally the news reporter gathers facts that may not be
disclosed immediately. Investigating grant, corruption, or crime,
he may obtain details from sources he may not be in a position
to mention. Now and then a news reporter is jailed because he
refuses to identify his sources. The “newspapermen may refuse
to reveal confidences or disclose sources of confidential
information in court or before judicial or investigating bodies.

4. Off-the Record Commentary

Similarly, news reporters are not supposed to report in the news
what is told to them “off the record”. Before World War 11
leaders in public affairs developed the practice of talking “off
the record” ; that is, of taking reporters into their confidence
and telling them background details. This practice in press
conferences was helpful, for it helped news reporter to interpret
the news later if the information or explanation was released
officially.
If the news reporter is to be a resourceful researcher, he must
understand the news he investigates. If he covers labour, crime,
business, science, or agriculture, for example, he needs more
than a superficial knowledge of the subject In fact, he should be
a specialist as well as a general practitioner, for he should be able
to talk on even terms with men and women who devote their
lives to a specialized activity. At the same time, he should realize
that the demand for such experts is not great enough yet for
him to forget how to write routine news.

5. Handling the Sources

Reporters too often tend to take for granted their sources of
information. A “source”, in the newspaper sense, is not a cold
fountain of information— it is a human being, fascinatingly

complex like most human beings. The handling of a source
demands as much in human terms from a reporter as the
handling of a news story demands in professional terms. Here
are some tips based entirely on personal experience.
(1) On Cultivating a Source: First of all, study your beat —
whether it is Parliament, or the Foreign Ministry, or the Town
Council, or the Medical Association. In every Government
department, or every institution, there are a handful of man
who actually do all the work. These are the “front men” —
those who give a department or ministry or public institution
its public face — and the “behind the scenes” men who are
intimately aware of every detail of the working of such an
institution. Make a close study, for days, of what makes a
particular department “tick”; who knows, in detail, what is
going on; who is the quiet, non-entity who keeps the place
doing its daily job.
(2) Deciding on your contact: Once you have studied an
institution, decide on your contact, or source. Do not allow
your decision to be guided by other newspapermen’s habits.
(3) Making and Maintaining the Contact: Make the contact,
maintain the contact. Most goods newspapermen today
maintain their own kind of private filing system— a good
alphabetically arranged diary will to do to begin with. Note
down phone numbers of your contacts (both official and
residential), and addresses, and telegraphic addresses, too. If
your contacts have a private (unregistered) line, try to get it. You
never know when these will be useful. Never pass on private
numbers to fellow reporters. Keep your diary up to date.
(4) Knowing the Background of the Contact: Know your
contact. Know his name, how he spells it, and how he pronounces it. Know his background — where was he born -;
what kind of parents; where did he study; for example, is he
interested in sailing, or racing or swimming; where can you find
him at his most relaxed; what are the books he reads, or the
newspapers he considers important; who are his friends; who
knows his hero figures.
(5) Letting the contact know about you: Let your contact
know you. This is the main weakness of reporters, the better
they are the more careless they are. Let him know your paper,
too. Does he read it? Why not? Whenever you have used
information provided by him for a story (even for background)
see that he gets a copy of your paper — if the story is not
published, send him a copy of your story, anyway. If you have
used a contact “causally,” used a photographer, it is even more
important to let him have a copy (or a set of complimentary
photographs). Too often we tend to feel “Oh, I shall not have
to see this person again” — and too often one realizes too late
that one has to see the source again. Let him know more about
you — what kind of a person you are, that you have integrity as
a reporter. It is the frightened reporter (or the irresponsible one)
who will be afraid to let a contact know about him.
(6) Using the source adequately: Use your source only when
needed. Many reporters, especially on routine stories, or routine
beats, tend to take advantage of their privilege as journalists and
waste the time of “sources” who are really very busy. In the
long run you will discover that this causes annoyance. Especially

if you can check things at a lower level, do not waste a good
source.
However, it is sometimes necessary to “show your face”. This
means, in a reporter’s routine, that it is sometimes necessary to
call on a source when you actually need no information at all.
Just call, provided the source has time, and surprise the source
by not asking for anything, Show that you are interested in him,
for himself, ; in just maintaining contact.
(7) Keeping an Alternative Source: In any Beat always have
another source. Certainly in political stories it is necessary to
have an opposition source, but generally it is a good idea to
have an option of another source of information. Sources, are
human — and one day you may find’ your source going sour
on you for reasons you don’t know. Equally important, there
are times when you may have to cross-check, a story might
sound slightly wrong unless it is corroborated.
(8) Feeding the Source with facts: Sometimes You may have
to feed your Source with News. Let us imagin you have heard
of some news. However, you have not heard from your regular
source — or, that news is worthless to you unless it has the
stamp of authority, unless it is confirmed by a good source.
You would then have to act as a source of news— in order to
get it stamped with authority. Remember, in feeding your
source, that you should make it clear that you reserve the right
to check again with other sources, in case your source can tell you
nothing.
(9) Keeping faith in the Source: Never break a confidence —
even telling another reporter is a breach of confidence — if
something has been told you for background information, or
as “off the record” with perfectly good reason why it should be
“off the record”. Never tell one source what another source
says. Never tell a source anything that can be easily identified as
coming from only one other person. Never tell a source what
you believe to be true without knowing it to be true. Always
make clear to your source how you are using his information.
(10) Offbeat Sources: Publications of special bodies, publishers’ proof copies, trade bulletins, readers’ letters— these are a
few examples of off-beat sources of news. Learn to have a
regular system of looking at these sources which others tend to
ignore.
Finally, never use another newspapermen as a source of news.
This, may prove to be a cardinal sin. If a fellow reporter tells
you something, check it, get it as news for yourself — then use
it. If you can’t check it, remember it is better to be beaten on the
story.

‘At the Scene’

In the recent years, greater insistence on leaving nothing to
chance has brought increased use of the broadcast newsman
with his own, first-band, on-the-spot reporting of a story,
where possible directly from the scene of the news. Rapid
improvement of equipment and techniques particularly in
advanced countries, has made such coverage faster and easier
than ever before. The highly organized team fielded today by
network news establishments is geared to the day-by-day
demands of the regular network news offerings, just as it is to
the prolonged coverage of the live event. Judgments and critical
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selections that shape the daily news broadcast begin at the very
top of the news organization, with news executives of the
network. Reporting to them are the editors or producers of
programmes. The latter command a corps of reporters, writers,
cameramen, tape and film editors, technicians, and airmen.
Several hours before a programme is to be broadcast, the editor
makes his plans and assigns his forces on the basis of the news
then available. He anticipates later developments and he reserves
sufficient flexibility to cope with the new/news that will
undoubtedly occur in the interval before airtime.

Making Phone Calls

Unless a station has someone on duty overnight, which is not
that common except in very large markets, the first member of
the news staff to arrive at the station each day should call police
and fire department headquarters. Large cities provide a special
phone number and public relations staff just to handle the
media. For the most part, however, reporters will be dealing
with the police and fire dispatchers.
News staffs, particularly in medium-sized and large markets,
routinely make other telephone calls. Before and during rush
hours, they check on auto traffic and commuter train and bus
service to see if there are any major delays. During bad weather,
such information becomes more critical. Trains and buses may
not be moving. The roads may be treacherous. School officials
may call in to report closings; that information is important in
every market. During bad weather, the news staff also takes calls
from the PTA, the Rotary Club, the YWCA, the local theater
group, and numerous other organizations that may cancel
events because of the weather.
The newsroom should have a complete list of emergency
telephone numbers on rotary files, clipboards, or in the
computer. The local gas and electric companies will have
information on disruptions of service and potential dangerous
situations brought on by snowstorms, tornadoes, and
earthquakes
A serious snowstorm turns a routine weather report-normally
read near the end of a newscast-into a lead story. News staffs
check with the local weather bureau at least every hour, perhaps
more often, during a potential disastrous weather situation.

Stringers

Many stations-both radio and television-have working relationships with stringers, people who are not on the payroll but who
are paid for stories they develop, or who cover breaking news at
night when no one is working at the station. Stringers often
help a station avoid the embarrassment of missing a story that
breaks overnight.
Some stringers have their own camera gear, and some TV
stations provide gear to stringers who are productive. In large
markets, particularly where crews belong to unions, stringers
often cause resentment among full-time employees.
Many news directors also have arrangements with firefighters or
ji1I officers on duty overnight who agree to call the news
director at home if an important story breaks. Some stations
encourage viewers to submit stories shot on home video
recorders if the stories have news value. Such video must be
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aired with extreme caution, however, because of the potential
for deception, libel, and other problems.

Tipsters

Most stations also encourage people to call with news tips.
Some even pay for such information. It is surprising just how
much news is generated this.
All tips should be taken seriously. Many are about breaking
news stories- a shooting heard from the listener’s bedroom
window or a fire spotted someone walking the dog. Other tips
come from people who are upset some reason. It may have to
do with something going on in local government or at the
plant where they work. If possible, get the caller’s name and
phone number. Frequently, tipsters refuse to identify themselves, but assignment editors should not make the mistake of
thinking that most people who call radio or TV station are
cranks. There will be lots of crank calls, but newspapers must
consider every phone call to be potentially important.
One of the news producers for a network investigative unit
made the mistake of telling a tipster to “write a letter,” one of
the worst ways to deal with someone who calls with information about a story. Instead of writing a letter, the tipster called
another network, which assigned a producer to check out the
information. The story attracted national attention when it was
broadcast.

Employee Input

Story ideas often come from people on the news staff-reporters,
producers, anchors, desk assistants, and others-and some ideas
originate with secretaries and people in the mailroom.
People working in news seem to develop a sense that alerts
them to news in all sorts of places. A producer waiting to cross
the street near a bus stop suddenly got a blast of soot in her
face. As she recovered, she noticed that a passing city bus
continued to emit a steady stream of pollutants as it moved
down the block. Standing next to the angry producer was a
police officer. “Did you see that?” yelled the producer. “What?”
replied the officer. “All that pollution!”
The police officer looked a little confused by the observation
and shrugged his shoulders as if to say, “So what?”
The producer could not wait to get to the newsroom to share
her experience with the assignment editor. The editor listened
intently and agreed that there might be a story here. A couple of
telephone calls later, the assignment editor strolled over to the
producer’s desk and said, “The reason that cop gave you a blank
stare is because we don’t have any laws that cover air pollution
in this city.” That was the start of a good series on pollution.
Everyone on the staff should be encouraged to develop story
ideas. One news director uses the station’s newsletter to
encourage non-news employees to stop by the assignment
editor’s desk if they should see or hear anything that might
make a news story.
Assignment editors do listen to a lot of stories, and some of
the stories do generate news. But assignment editors do more
than just listen. They are responsible for collecting and organizing most of the source material that comes into a newsroom.

Sometimes the assignment desk is very modest. There may be
one person in charge of assignments, and then only during the
daytime. Assignment editors are found mostly in TV newsrooms, but some large radio news operations in major cities
also employ them. At many radio stations, and some small TV
stations, the news director or perhaps an assistant news director
will function as an assignment editor but will not have that title.
Large-market TV stations normally have at least two assignment editors-one for the morning

witness bias, or because the witness is lying. One study involved
an experiment in which subjects acted as jurors in a criminal
case. Jurors heard a description of a robbery-murder, then a
prosecution argument, then an argument for the defense. Some
jurors heard only circumstantial evidence, others heard from a
clerk who claimed to identify the defendant. In the first case,
18% percent found the defendant guilty, but in the second, 72%
found the defendant guilty. (Loftus 1988) Lineups, where the
eyewitness picks out a suspect from a group of people in the
police station, are often grossly suggestive, and give the false
impression that the witness remembered the suspect. In
another study, students watched a staged crime. An hour later
they looked through photos. A week later they were asked to
pick the suspect out of lineups. 8% of the people in the lineups
were mistakenly identified as criminals. 20% of the innocent
people whose photographs were included were mistakenly
identified. (University of Nebraska 1977) Another study looked
at sixty-five cases of “erroneous criminal convictions of
innocent people.” In 45% of the cases, eyewitness mistakes
were responsible. (Borchard p. 367).
A witness who specializes in an area of study relevant to the
crime is called an expert witness. Scientists and doctors are often
called to give expert witness testimony.
There have been a number of films and television dramas
revolving around the idea of the witness, generally with the
word in their title - Witness for the Prosecution, Witness (television
series), Silent Witness, Mute Witness, and Witness (1985 movie).

Assignment desk at WTVJ-TV
and one for the evening. In the largest newsrooms, the
assignment desk operates around-the-clock.
Almost everything starts at the assignment desk because that is
where the information enters the system. Assignment editors
are the “keepers’, the news wires. They monitor the wires
constantly, looking for stories tat will be of interest to producers who are responsible for putting newscasts, the air. Some of
these stories will be assigned to reporters. Others will given to
writers for read stories or, perhaps, to be used for V-SOTs. Still
others will need follow-up by the assignment editor. In a
breaking story, that follow up will be immediate.

Eyewitness

Definition: A person who sees something happening with his
or her own eyes.

Witness

A witness is someone who has first-hand knowledge about a
crime or dramatic event through their senses (e.g. seeing or
hearing) and can certify to its happening. A witness who has
seen the event at first-hand is known as an eye-witness. Witnesses
are often called before a court of law to testify in trials.
Eyewitness testimony is often presumed to be better than
circumstantial evidence, but studies have shown that eyewitness
testimony is often so flawed as to be meaningless. This can
occur because of faulty observation and recollection, because of

A certain number of witnesses are legally required to be present
at weddings and certain other official events, and may have to
sign a register as evidence of the event having taken place. Many
other legal documents require witnesses to signatures; the
witness does not need to read the document, but does need to
see it being signed. The witness should not be party to the
transaction, so in the case of wills, the witness should not be
one of the beneficiaries.
Some interviews are not meant to be challenging, but to
inform, explain or entertain. It is important eyewitnesses know
why they are being invited for interview, what subjects they are
going to be asked about, the context of the programme and the
sort of part they will play in it. Some eyewitnesses ask in
advance what the particular line of questioning may be. This
request is not unreasonable, but it should be pointed out that
only a broad outline can be given because the interview itself
will depend on what the interviewee says. It is not usually right
to submit details of actual questions in advance - or to give any
undertaking about the precise form of questions.
Eyewitnesses will sometimes try to change the terms on which
an interview was suggested - perhaps to exclude a particular line
of questioning. They may try to filibuster or use the interview
as a platform for their views and evade answering the question.
Do not interrupt too much but evasions should be exposed
coolly and politely if necessary by repeating the questions and
explaining to the interviewee and the audience why the previous
answer has not dealt with the question.
At times, people interviewed as eyewitnesses or as experts may
need to be encouraged, rather than challenged.
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Occasionally, a person who has been interviewed seeks to
withdraw permission for the interview to be broadcast. If the
producer nonetheless believes that the interview should be
presented in the public interest - a decision a producer is entitled
to take - the matter should be referred upward to senior
management. While there may be occasional exceptions in
special circumstances, only those with editorial responsibility
should view or hear the programme before broadcast. While
there must be impartiality and fairness in presentation, there
must not be external interference in the preparation of
programmes. Eyewitnesses cannot be allowed to give directions
on how an interview should be edited or broadcast.

Protection of Sources

Protecting sources is a key principle of journalism - for which
some journalists have even gone to jail. Information, which the
public should know, is sometimes only available through a
confidential source. Off-the-record conversations take place
frequently between journalists and public figures. If the
confidentiality of sources is not respected as a matter of
principle, this would inhibit the free flow of information which
is essential to the vitality of a democratic society.
Information from someone who wishes to remain anonymous
(or be on a non-attributable basis) may be used if the source is
known to the journalist and has a record of reliability. However
to avoid the possibility of being manipulated to broadcast
inaccurate or biased information, the journalist must seek
corroboration from other sources.
Promises of confidentiality given to a source or contributor
must be honored. Otherwise the broadcasters’ journalism will
suffer if people who have provided information on condition
they remain anonymous are subsequently identified.
Anyone who comes across information which could prevent a
terrorist act or lead to the arrest of a terrorist wanted for
violence is obliged to inform the authorities.

Anonymity

Accuracy and integrity in journalism require that the identity and
credentials of an interviewee be evident to the audience.
If an interviewee or participant in a programme is concealed or
has their voice distorted, this is tantamount to depriving the
audience of pertinent information enabling the viewer or
listener to make a judgment on their comments. The authority
of the programme can be undermined by the use of anonymous contributors whose status the audience cannot judge. But
there are times when anonymity is appropriate:
· For reasons of safety. Someone - e.g. in a totalitarian state whose personal safety may be jeopardized by identification
· If the subject is a delicate one – e.g. health
· For legal reasons
Where anonymity is necessary, producers must make sure it is
effective. Both picture and voice may need to be disguised.

Do Cameras Influence Witnesses?

Elizabeth Semel, a prominent San Diego defense attorney, said
she believes cameras change the performances of witnesses.
“Who is the audience for the witness,” asked Semel. She said
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“audience is a troubling word, but if there is an audience, it
should be the jury and not the camera.”
Professor Norman Karlin of Southwest Law School shares that
view. “Lawyers,” he said, “tend to ‘play’ to a camera.” However,
a three-year experiment regarding television coverage in selected
cities completed by the federal court system in 1994 showed that
cameras had little effect on trial participants, courtroom
decorum, or any other aspects of the trials. Regardless of that
survey, however, the federal court system decided to resume its
total ban on TV cameras in federal courts. A spokesperson said
federal judges remain concerned about the impact that cameras
would have on trials. And the circus-like atmosphere brought
about by the cameras in the 0. J. case will most certainly be a
negative factor in their future use in all courts.
Writing in USA Today, Tony Mauro said the Simpson case was
the “severest test of the right to a fair trial in recent memory.”
He said the trial became “tangled because of the unprecedented
wash of pretrial publicity, the unpredictable effects of
Simpson’s fame and money, and issues of race and domestic
abuse,”
No other trial since the advent of television had such a mix of
ingredients and was based so strongly on circumstantial
evidence. As New Yorker’s Jeffrey Thobin observed, the case
combined “everything-sex, race, violence, celebrities, sports and
the only eyewitness was a dog.”
Although many authorities generally favor TV cameras in court,
many believe the Simpson trial may have been a special case,
warranting different rules. Jay Wright, a communications law
professor at Syracuse University, said the difficulties that Judge
Ito faced in trying to protect Simpson’s fair trial rights were so
great that he could not treat it as an ordinary case.
In a column in the Seattle Times, Don Williamson referred to the
Simpson trial as a “Hollywood re-enactment of a multimedia
circus masquerading as news coverage Williamson said the TV
coverage, beginning with the “non chase” involving Simpson
and his best friend, Al Cowlings, was a “travesty.”
What frightened him most, the columnist said, was that there
was no letup of the news coverage. He said the media “was
driven to keep pumping out the 0. J. stories even when there
was no news to report.” Williamson said it had nothing to do
with “the people’s right to know” but instead everyone “trying
to out-do the competition.” He said he’s “angry, embarrassed
and deeply concerned that there is something very wrong with
this news business that has been my only job for all of my
adult life.”
CBS Evening News Anchor, Dan Rather, said the Simpson
story was “over covered. . . in many instances very well covered,
and in some instances, atrociously covered.” Rather described
the trial as “a great story.” He said he was not surprised that
people were interested in it and, to a certain degree, “mesmerized. “
Jane Pauley of “Dateline” said she didn’t think the media has
“the liberty of deciding when we’ve covered something too
much.” She added, “you cover it to the degree that people are
interested. And we’re all a little embarrassed at the interest we
take in it.” Pauley admitted that, when she could, she followed

the trial on her computer in her office, getting the transcripts of
the trial virtually in real time, when colleagues and staff thought
she was working.
Former CBS News correspondent Charles Kuralt said he does
not criticize the news media for over covering the Simpson
story. Kuralt said he can’t imagine a time when a story like this
“wouldn’t have excited people’s imagination, made them want
to know more, made them yearn to know the outcome,” He
added, “it’s not so much about journalism as it says something
about human nature. “
Although CNN was the only network to carry the trial from
beginning to end, all of the networks devoted substantial
amounts of time to the story, situating correspondents, and
cameras at strategic locations outside the courthouse. Writing in
Esquire, John ‘Tyler said the Simpson trial became a “modern
pagan spectacle.” He noted that to get an unimpeded view of
the
Courthouse and a sweeping cutaway shot of the glass-towered
banking district, every network had to construct a skybox on the
parking lot adjacent to the courthouse that was higher than the
ones in front. “They were staggered, taller and taller, toward the
rear of the lot,” observed Tyler, “until those at the very back
soared some five stories into the air.”
The skyboxes were made of construction scaffolding with white
canvas awnings and the “spindly, swaying edifices resembled
primitive burial towers,” said ‘Tyler. “The correspondents
broadcasting live to the morning talk shows seemed like some
officiating priestly caste.” Tyler said the crowd was drawn to the
courthouse “the way a solar eclipse or stunning planetary
conjunction could compel ancient tribes to gather at the
temple.”
Jeff Greenfield, a reporter for ABC News and a syndicated
columnist, described the scene outside the’ Los Angeles
courthouse as the “media’s Chernobyl.” He suggested that if
Judge Ito had thrown out the cameras there might have been a
“less hysterical approach to the story by the schlock end of our
business.”

Note :
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LESSON 4
RESEARCHING THE STORY
Dear student,
This is a chapter which helps you in researching a story. It is
basically conceived from the idea that all stories are not born,
rather created. This will provide you guidelines so as to cull out
the ideational part of each news story. It points out some of
the resources for research.

bend the truth because they only hear part of an argument or
only see what they want to see. You should always check with
another source to verify information – until then, it is only a
claim
When you first start work on a regional newspaper or radio
station or move to a new area, you will need to contact all the
organisations that are the source of most stories. This means
getting to know press offices for all the big local companies and
public authorities – local government, police, other emergency
services, the local courts, health authorities and hospitals.
Many of these will already have solid links with your paper or
radio station but it is important that they develop a personal
link with you. These formal sources are often a starting point
for stories and most of these people will be happy to talk to
you as they need you to publicise their pet projects and promote
their own agendas, just as you need them to write stories about
their pet projects and agendas.

Having found your story, you now need to find out if it is
something worth writing about. No good story comes to a
reporter fully formed. Only boring press releases seem to
contain ready-made stories – and that’s only by the definition
of the person who wrote it. The ubiquitous press release,
indeed all story tips, should be scrutinised carefully to ensure
they are not trying to disguise a story as something else. You
need to discover the angle of the person selling you the story.
All stories need to be checked out and sourced from elsewhere,
with additional views added if needed. In order to produce
good copy, reporters need to be able to trace a story back to its
source. In practice, it is usually easier to have the sources and
then work the story up from them. For this reason, a reporter is
highly reliant on the sources that he or she cultivates. The wider
the sources, the more you’ll know – and the more you know,
the better the stories.
The important thing to remember about any source, official or
unofficial, is that they are telling you it because they want to.
This might simply be because it’s their job, or they’re interested
to talk to a reporter or because there’s no real reason why they
shouldn’t; but whatever the reason, we are using up their time
and their goodwill and they don’t have to do it. Of course there
may well be more complex reasons for them telling you things.
They may have their own purpose in exposing the story they are
offering you: they may want revenge on someone, to get them
into trouble or expose them. They may want to win public
support for a campaign. Nor can you rely on people telling you
the truth, or certainly not the whole truth. Not that many
people tell outright lies, in my experience, but of course they do
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Your local politician is an important source and will give you a
direct access to what is happening in parliament. If your MP
belongs to the governing party then you are going to get
support for the government and its line Local councilors and
council candidates also need to keep their media profile high to
ensure election or re-election. Teachers, vicars, shop-keepers,
publicans and activists in local voluntary organisations are all
funds of local knowledge and should not only appear in your
contacts book but should be talked to regularly to keep you in
touch with the local community.
There may be one or two celebrities in your area, while these
tend to be thickest on the ground in big cities or places with
strong showbiz links such as Mumbai. Usually these celebrities
are hoping for a bit of peace and quiet in their home area and
you certainly can’t use stories about them every day, but they
should be cultivated so that the occasional low-key feature on
their plans can help your readers feel they are on speaking terms
with the stars.

Press officers

All government departments, local councils and moderatelysized companies these days have press officers. There is now
sufficient media about to make it a full-time job explaining the
council’s or government’s policy and presenting it in a positive
light. Councils and the government have long since seen the
need to employ people whose particular skill is to present their
employer well to the media. This is a mixed blessing to the
journalist. It is certainly useful to have someone whose sole job
is to tell you things, but it can be annoying that a part of their
job can also be to try not to tell you things, or worse still,
disguise them as something else.
At the end of the day, they are just people with a bit of news
savvy, intent on presenting information about their employer in
a good light – exactly the same as anyone else, but better at it

and therefore more of a match for the journalist. Journalists can
and should use press officers to their advantage, however. A
good PR knows who to speak to in the company or council.
They know how to get the information you need quickly and
accurately. Don’t be afraid to use them in this research role.
They can often do a lot of the basic legwork for you. It is
important to remember that the press officer will always follow
the employer’s policy line and so you will also need to build
links elsewhere in the organisation. The press officer is useful
for finding out basic facts and figures, but you may need to talk
to someone else to find out what those facts and figures mean
and how they may have been twisted or misrepresented. As
always – never believe anything you are told until you’ve either
verified it or worked out the person’s motive for telling you.

Spin doctors

Spin doctors are often spoken about with awe or loathing. They
are a variant of press officer so closely linked to the centre of
power that they become part of it. This means they can be
particularly useful to the journalist in that they can give a unique
insight into what is going on – once you get past their very
careful interpretation of the facts. Spin doctors often try to
pressure reporters by offering unique tidbits of information in
return for ‘favors’ at another time.
A reporter who has built up a strong relationship with a spin
doctor may not want to jeopardize receipt of those tidbits in
order to print a damaging story from another source that the
spin doctor assures them is completely untrue or is at least
misrepresenting the facts. It is for this reason that the relationship can be difficult. One of Britain’s best-known spin doctors
must be Alistair Campbell, Tony Blair’s spokesman.

Experts

Experts can be called upon to add authority to a news item or
feature. They are particularly useful for radio, which likes calling
in local experts to add an authoritative view to a major issue of
the day. Lecturers at the local college or university are OK. Top
local businessmen, trade union leaders and local politicians are
also standard fare. The key to a good expert is someone who
clearly knows his or her subject, has an appropriate title and is
able to give you a snappy, to-the-point quote quickly and easily.
These people are hard to find and are worth keeping in your
contacts book. Being able to get an authoritative quote on any
subject from astrology to zoology quickly and without fuss is
very useful. Radio and TV need to ensure that such experts look
and sound the part. Interviewing a farmer with an Oxford
accent dressed in a three-piece suit may not carry the same
conviction as one in working clothes with a soft country accent

Ordinary people

Although journalists need to talk to the powerful, rich and
famous, it is often the ordinary person who is the really useful
contact. The famous will probably contact your organisation if
they have a story to tell, whether you are there or not. Equally
they won’t tell you anything if they don’t want to, so they don’t
require cultivating in the way ordinary contacts do. Ordinary
people get to hear a good deal of what’s going on in their field,
but won’t necessarily tell you about it unless they know you
well or you ask them.
‘Ordinary’ people include: committee members of local
organisations and charities, trade union officials, teachers, health
workers, lawyers, planning officers, police officers – the list is
long because you never know who you are going to need as a
contact. That’s why it’s so important for a reporter to socialise
with as many people as possible. The official spokesperson will
never tell you what they want to keep secret. The same principle
applies in any organisation. The boss won’t tell you anything,
but if you talk to the secretary, or the person on reception, you
may learn a good deal – not necessarily detailed information,
but certainly an idea of trends.
Chatting to a caretaker, secretary or sales assistant can often give
interesting results. They don’t always know all the details but
neither have they been considered important enough to have
been instructed not to talk to strangers and they can often see
no harm in doing so. They can get to know a surprising
amount about what’s going on – after all, they do work there –
and can certainly tell you things about the business or
organisation you’ll never hear from the boss. Everyone you
meet should be cultivated because you never know when they’ll
ring you up with a story, or at least an idea for a story, or when a
story will throw up someone you’ve met as the ideal contact. It
is important to keep a note of who you know, partly because
you don’t look a complete fool when they ring up and you can’t
remember them, and partly because you can contact them if you
need to.

Reference Books and Archives

Although computers tend to be the first research thought of
most young reporters, don’t forget that there are a number of
traditional reference routes that are still quick and easy. The
phonebook is the easiest way of getting a local contact’s address
and phone number, while Who’s Who does the same for the
famous, There are numerous other reference books covering all
the subjects one can imagine. Your own news organisation’s
library and archive can also be an extremely useful resource.

Contact Book

Although your office will have a long list of potential contacts
filed in an index system on the news desk, your own contact
book is one of your most important possessions. Your contact
book is your property and should not normally be shared.
Never leave your contact book with anyone and never let the
news desk or other reporters see or read it. It is, of course, up
to you whether you share the information contained in the
book, but showing anyone some of the names could lead to
your sources being compromised. You have a duty to your
contact. It is you they know and are prepared to talk to and they
may be unhappy at being passed around the office as some sort
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of convenience. If you are willing to share the contact with a
colleague, it may be appropriate to seek permission from the
contact first.

E-mail

E-mail can be an excellent way to get information from people
who might otherwise be hard to contact. It is perfectly possible
to guess e-mail addresses in order to be able to contact people
who might otherwise be heavily screened. It isn’t guaranteed,
but it is surprising how often you can get an e-mail to someone
to either ask a question or ask them to ring you. It is, of course,
perfectly possible to interview by e-mail.

Newsgroups

Newsgroups are another good way to find contacts for a story.
There are hundreds of newsgroups and you can subscribe to as
many as you want. Your browser should allow you to choose
newsgroups and you can add new ones all the time. Choose the
subject you are researching and you will find all sorts of people
from experts to beginners talking about subjects of their choice,
whether that’s UFOs, crop circles, air disasters, trains or their
favorite pop band. You can then either join in or quickly identify
someone who will be worth speaking to either by e-mail or by
phone.

Chat Rooms
Chat rooms allow people of similar interests to get together
and chat. Mainly these are used as dating systems, or at least a
chance to meet people, and so are of limited value to the
reporter, but it is important to remember they are there and can
occasionally be used as a way of contacting people.

Finding a site

Search engines try to make sense out of the chaos of the
Internet. The Internet links together networks of computers
which are themselves a collection of computers often containing
thousands of pages of information posted by hundreds of
users. This makes for millions of sites run by millions of users
and it is impossible for the average human to cope with tracking
down all that information. Since the number of computers
being added to the Internet and the amount of information
they can access is growing exponentially, this information
overload is not going to go away.

Workshop
•
•
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Go to your local news paper morgue and find a story which
is now not alive in the public memory and document it.
Create a small study guide to one of the major literary
figures, who also have contributed to journalism. This
study guide should include publication information about
the work and at least five study questions designed to help
readers understand the work’s style, themes, and
journalistic qualities.

Note :

LESSON 5
NEWS AGENCIES
Topic Covered

Introduction, Monitoring, News Agencies around the world,
The ‘Big Four’ as the paramount news sources, Contribution
of the agencies to broadcast media, The Agencies as Agendasetters, Agencies Vis-à-vis the Media Contract, Ownership
Structure of the New Agencies, Details of some News Services,
full listing of agencies on line.

Objectives
•

To have a basic understanding of News Agencies.
To understand their working.

•

To study the roles of various important news agencies.

•

Introduction

Times of India News Service-TINS (India)
Tanjug (Yogoslavakia)
TASS (Soviet Union)
National News Agency-NNA (India)
Central News Agency of China—CNAC
New China News Agency-NCNA
Pakistan Press International-PPI
Bangladesh Sangbad (Dacca)
Polish Press Agency-PAP (Poland)
Press Trust of India-PTI (India)
Foreign News and Feature Limited-FNF (India)

Though newsgathering is the job of the reporters, all the news
that is supplied is not gathered by its reporters, correspondents
and special correspondents. Some comes from them and some
from retainers or stringers who are not on the regular staff but
send news as and when they get it.

Bulgarian Telegraph Agency-BTA

The main source of news are news agencies or wire services. We
find their credit lines-Reuters, AP, TASS, AFP, PTI, UNI, etc.
with the the story or in some newspapers after intro such as
‘reports PTI’.

United News of India-UN!

The wire services have large network of teleprinter circuits
connecting hundreds of cities and towns from where their
reporters gather news and after processing it deliver to subscribers in their news room at a teleprinter receiver set.
Some important News Agencies of the world are as
below:

Arab News Agency-ANA (Egypt)
Economic News Service-ENS (Hongkong)
Eraqi News Agency-INA (Baghdad)
Indian News & Feature Alliance-INFA
Indian Press Agency-IPA
Eastern News Agency-ENA (Bangladesh)
Novosty Press Agency-NPA (USSR)
Express News Service-ENS (India)
Agency National Stamp Association-ANSA (Italy) Agence
France Presse-AFP (France)
ADN (Berlin News Agency)
Associated News Service-ANS
Associated Press of America-APA
Associated Press of Pakistan-APP
Kyodo News Service Japan)
GGP (Japan)
Deutsche Presse-Agentur-DPA (Federal Republic of
Germany)

British Information Service-BIS (England)
British Broadcasting Corporation-BBC (UK)
United Press International-UPI (USA)
Reuters (Britain)
Rastriya Samvad Samiti (Nepal)
Bhasa (of PTI)
Univarta (of UNI)
Samachar (India) etc.
All the above news agencies are serving the various newspapers,
television and radio stations of the world.
India has two wire services or news agencies-PTI (Press Trust
of India) and UNI (United News of India). Both have a
language wing UNIVARTA (of UNI) and BHASA (of PTI).
There were two multilingual wire services with Hindi as base
language-Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti. During the
internal emergency declared in 1975 all the four were merged by
the government into Samachar. But the status quo ante was
restored and the four agencies again revived by the Janata
Government in 1977. Because of poor management and
inadequate support from the press, the two language agencies—
Hindustan Samachar and Samachar Bharti have collapsed.
Though not yet liquidated they are dead for all practical purposes.
News agencies should not be confused with newspaper agents
also called news agents. A news agent sells newspapers and
periodicals. Similarly, a name such as Central News Agency can
also be confusing. It may not be a news agency but a news agent
supplying newspapers and magazines to homes or at their
show room.
News agencies or wire services do not sell newspapers but they
collect and sell news to newspapers, and other stations. They
also have reporters, sub-editors, news editors, special correspondents and foreign correspondents. News agency desk processes
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copy from reporters and foreign news agencies not for printing
but for creeding to suppliers on their teleprinter network. News
agency copy is also called creed in the news room.

Monitoring

Besides these sources, namely reporting staff and the wire
services, monitoring of radio and television stations also serves
as source of news. Almost all newspapers have a provision for
monitoring to check whether they have all important news
items. Radio and television are regularly monitored by news
agencies also and sometimes prove of great help.
Then, there are press releases that directly reach newspaper
offices. They are either passed on to the reporters or handled by
the desk depending on the discretion of the news editor.
Telephone also at times serves as a news source as somebody
from the site of an accident may ring up a newspaper office and
give a tip which would be later followed by reporters.
Besides these sources that are normally reflected in the by line or
credit line, there are other classifications of news sources which
find mention in the intro or body of the story and indicate
from where or how the news has come to the reporter. These
include:
1. Press Release or Handout
Signed or unsigned statement issued by a government department, civic body, political party, institution or organisation
released to the press is called press release, press note, or press
handouts.
2. Press Conference or Briefing
A formal conference of pressmen invited by a dignitary in which
after initial announcement he answers questions of newsmen.
It is also called news conference.
Press briefing is similar to press conference in that newsmen are
told something and they can ask questions. The difference is
that briefing is done by spokesman who is authorised to make
a statement and answer questions on behalf of a dignitary
department, or party.
A prime minister holds a press conference, while a spokesman
of the prime minister’s secretariat or a spokesman of the
external affairs ministry briefs the press. A party president
addresses a press conference while a party general secretary briefs
the press. But the president of the party may brief the press on
the proceedings of national convention of the party. Similarly,
the prime minister may brief newsmen on proceedings of a
summit conference or he may brief Indian newsmen travelling
with him about what transpired between him and the head of
the host state. Thus, though there is a very thin dividing line
between them, press conference sounds more formal while
briefing is less formal.
3. Interview
Interview is also growing an importance these days. More and
more news items are based on interviews of dignitaries.
Sometimes even news agencies creed stories based on interviews
which are to be published by some newspapers or magazines.
4. Legislatures
Legislatures and civic bodies when in session become major
sources of news. When parliament is in session all government
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decisions are announced in parliament. Similar is the case of
state legislatures and civic bodies.
5. Courts
All courts serve as source of news. Proceedings of various
courts on important cases and important judgments by High
Courts and the Supreme Court come in the news.
6.Conferences, Seminars and Symposia
These are also sources of news depending on the subject and
organisation involved.
7. Speeches
Speeches in legislatures, in seminars and conferences, public
meetings, diplomatic dinners and bodies like UN form a major
source of news.
8. Reports
Official reports published by government and sometimes by
other institutions also serve as source of news. Besides, eye
witness at the site of a crime or accident, police, hospital staff
and district authorities also serve as sources of news. In
international coverage UN and related bodies are also important
news sources along with other government, political and nongovernment sources.

News Agencies Round the World
Non-aligned News Agencies Pool
Major world news agencies had enjoyed a period of relative
obscurity in the public consciousness until three events in the
mid-1970s beamed a sometimes hostile, spotlight in their
general direction. The non-aligned nations, at the Fourth NonAligned Summit in Algiers, 1973, endorsed a recommendation
for the establishment of a Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool,
to help compensate for perceived shortcomings in the existing
system of international news supply for developing countries.
A similar concern helped inspire draft declarations discussed at
the General Conference of UNESCO in 1976. Acting on the
mandate of the 1976 UNESCO General Conference,
UNESCO’S Director-General Amadou Mahtar M’Bow set up
an International Commission for the Study of Communication
Problems whose world brief included a consideration of
international news and the role of the major world news
agencies.
Common to each of these events, in so far as each pertained to
the world news agencies, was a focus on the relationship
between these agencies and the national news media of the
developing countries. Moreover the sympathetic thrust of this
focus was very much informed by a concern for the interests of
the developing countries. These events, therefore, however
laudatory or inevitable their choice of issue so far as the news
agencies were concerned, had adopted a partial framework of
analysis.
But given that any analysis of international news supply must
include the world news agencies, it is important that these
agencies be seen not only in relation to the media of developing
countries but also to those of the developed world. The major
world agencies face imposing problems even in these more
affluent markets. It is certainly in the interests of developed
countries, and very probably of developing countries as well, to

initiate a full review of such problems, and relate these to the
global situation. While in the developing world there is a move
towards establishing supplemental news services to the ‘Big
Four’, western media analysts must begin to wonder whether
the existing total global market is large enough to sustain even
the ‘Big Four’ in their present form indefinitely, and what
arrangement, if any, could possibly replace them.

The Agency Continuum

The ‘Big Four’ are the major western based news agencies: two
American agencies, Associated Press (AP) and United Press
International (UPI), the British agency Reuters, and the French
agency Agence Franc Presse (AFP). Difference between news
agencies can be conceptualized as representing different points
on a continuum, which itself is made up of several dimensions. The world agencies, for example, not only collect news
from most countries and territories of the world, but also
distribute news to most countries and territories.
This is why, despite their national affiliations, these agencies
(with some important qualifications) can be described as ‘world’
agencies. These are the agencies with which this book is
primarily concerned. ‘The Russian Tass is often considered to be
the communist version of a ‘world’ agency. There are some
other agencies with extensive international representation and
distribution, such as PTI of India DPA of West Germany,
Kyodo of Japan, Tanjug of Yugoslavia. ADN of East
Germany, EFE of Spain. Yet they are commonly regarded as
intermediate between the ‘world’ agencies and the average
‘national’ agency. The scale of their international operations is
smaller; their activity is more highly concentrated in a few specific
geographic areas. The foremost concern is the news requirement
of their own domestic markets. They individually serve far
fewer overseas clients on a contractual basis than any of the ‘Big
Four’. These intermediate agencies also subscribe to the services
of the world agencies, whereas the western-based world
agencies do not subscribe to one another’s international
services.
The 1970s saw the development of what can be called the
international intermediate’ category, agencies without a specific
national base or involving the cooperation of many different
national agencies, and generally catering for the news requirements of specific regions of certain categories of country: these
include the Non-Aligned News Agencies Pool: Cana, the
Caribbean News exchange Pool established in 1979. Then at a
further jump down the continuum is the ‘national’ agency,
which typically does not have more than a handful of foreign
correspondents, does not engage in foreign distribution
(although it will often exchange its service with other agencies,
including a partial exchange with a world agency) and functions
solely for the benefit of its domestic market. In some countries
the primary function of a national news agency is simply to
distribute news from the ‘Big Four’ to local media or government departments. At the bottom of the hierarchy or
continuum are a wide variety of generally smaller organizations
which may specialize in certain kinds of news, such as economics, photo, sports, or news features, or in certain geographic reg.
country, or in certain kinds of client. A few of these, like the

syndicated services of some of the large US newspaper dailies,
serve sizeable international markets.

The ‘Big Four’ as the paramount news
sources

Possibly less than two-dozen newspapers around the entire
world could make a reasonable claim to independence in the
gathering of a comprehensive international news file. Most of
these are situated in a small handful of countries: e.g. the UK,
Japan, West Germany, and France. The others are wholly or at
least heavily dependent on the world agencies news reports or
both. Even those media, which might seem to have their own
sources to survive without the agencies do in fact subscribe to
them and at high cost. The more extensive the international
news gathering operations of any individual ‘retail’ news
medium, in fact, the greater the range of news agency services to
which, as a general rule, it subscribes.
The services of the ‘Big Four’ agencies eventually affect, to a g
lesser degree, a total world daily newspaper circulation in excess
of 450m and a world broadcast audience well in excess of
1.283m persons. The extent of media dependence on the world
agencies has been documented in dozens of academic and
professional studies over the past quarter century. Dependence
takes a variety of forms. The most visible is the quantitative
extent to which media around the world depend on the world
agencies not only for general world news but also for news of
their own geopolitical regions and in the case of the US, France
and one or two other countries, for their national news as well.

Western Europe

The US and Western Europe are the world’s most well endowed regions for media facilities. In 1971 they accounted for
62% of the world’s daily newspapers (excluding China). It is
their circulation revenue and volume of advertising which helps
provide the resources for extensive foreign newsgathering. Yet
in the US by far the most important sources of domestic and
international news for most dailies are AP and UPI.
Increasingly, US dailies leave even local State House news to
agencies. The London Fleet Street press is particularly well
endowed-with its own foreign correspondents. Yet all national
papers subscribe to Reuters (and either AP or UPI or both)
while most provincial dailies rely on an edited service of Reuters
and AP news from the UK’s national agency, the Press Association (PA). Though the world agencies may be less visible to the
public on the pages of the UK press than in most other
countries, their importance as initial spot-news tipsters,
providing ‘wholesale’ input for editorial reprocessing is
enormous. In most other parts of the world, where individual
media rarely have substantial alternative sources of their own
and where there is insufficient community wealth to support
large, collectively owned world news agencies, the scope for
western-based world agency influence is potentially all the
greater. Japan is almost the only non-western and noncommunist country, which could claim to be self-sufficient in terms of
international newsgathering resources, though its principal
national agency, Kyodo, does subscribe to the ‘Big Four’
agencies. Likewise Tass and Xinhua, use ‘Big Four’ agency
reports in compiling their international news services for Russia
and China respectively.
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Economic News

The agencies do not supply newspapers merely with general
news, and they do not merely serve newspapers. Each of the
western agencies has a specialist economic news service. Most
important of these are Reuters Economic Services (RES), and
Associated Press-Dow Jones, which is run in conjunction with
North America’s leading domestic economic news agency. Both
these services are distributed internationally, not only to media
clients but also to non-media clients like banks, brokers, and
commercial houses. Well over 80% of Reuters’ revenue now
comes from such sources. The American agencies, AP and UPI,
have news photo services unequalled by the European agencies
or any other institution. AP, UPI and Reuters all provide
various forms of communication and technical assistance to
other media via the sharing of communications networks and
consultancy services for smaller news agencies. UPI and Reuters,
through their involvement with UPITN and Visnews respectively, are leading providers of international news film for
television. And all the major agencies sell to radio and television
stations. Increasingly, they sell to data banks.

Contribution of the agencies to
broadcast media

It is difficult to quantify the contribution of the agencies to
broadcast media, but what evidence there is suggests it is at least
as substantial as their press contribution. There are four major
kinds of world agency service for &cast stations: specially
tailored teleprinter services; audio ‘voicecasts’; printed news and
news pictures for CATV; and television news film. Many of the
smaller radio stations in the United States use agency teleprinter
services directly. These are the ‘rip and read’ radio news
programmes. The anchorman rips off the news as it comes in
on the printer and reads it out over the airwaves. Larger stations
have their own news editorial staff, but the agencies remain by
far the most important single source of international and nonlocal news stories. A 1974 US study, for instance, found that
even for local area news, agencies accounted for 59% of
incoming stories to the 29 radio stations studied, of which 45%
were used for broadcast purposes. As in radio, so in television:
for example:
As do the other networks, NBC bases the bulk of its news
service on the worldwide facilities of the AP, UP and Reuters.
A case study of two American affiliate television stations found
that information from some sources, especially from the news
agencies, was accepted without secondary checking:
Professional journalists who are assumed to check on their
stories before ‘sending’ them over the wires staff wire services.
Since most of the reported stories are too far removed to be
verified by local newsmen, stories sent by wire services are
assumed to be ‘institutionally verified’.

B.B.C. Television

In Britain, the news agencies were -identified as, the most
important basic news sources for BBC Television News in a
1974BBC Television documentary. And between November
1976 and October 1977 Visnews and UPITN (involving Reuters
and UPI respectively) accounted for 40% of all items input to
the Eurovision network of television news exchange, an
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extremely important source of world news for European
television networks. The film agencies are of even greater
importance to very many television stations in the developing
world.
There is no strong evidence to suggest that over time the
quantitative importance of the ‘Big Four’ agencies has diminished. Many western media in the 1970s have cut back on their
own full-time foreign correspondents, and are potentially more
reliant on the ‘Big Four’ in consequence. There has been an
increase in supplementary services such as the New York Times
News Service. (NYINS), but these often concentrate on
background feature-type material rather than spot-news
coverage, and their services are devoted generally to developing
countries through of ‘intermediate’ agency services, regional
news agencies (e.g. CANA, although CANA distributes Reuters
world services), or regional news exchanges (e.g. NANAP) have
slightly reduced the overall dependence upon the world
agencies. Client media however invariably prefer to concentrate
most of their attention on a few comprehensive services rather
than attempt to blend together stories from an extremely
heterogeneous diversity of much more limited services.
The supply of news received via exchange arrangements is of
greatly varying quality and often arrives late. Even in the case of
Tanjug, the central coordinating agency for the NANA pool,
reports from other members of the, pool and other national
agencies account for approximately 40% of world news input
and 21 % of output while the ‘Big Four’ supplied 52% of
input and 37% of output Moreover a 1977 study of media
editors in Bangladesh and Sri Lanka found that they distrusted
NANA news sent from Tanjug on the grounds that the
government sources of much NANA news reduced its value;
the ‘development’ services, Depth News, organized by the Press
Foundation of Asia had n subscribers at all in these two
countries.

The Agencies as Agenda-setters

The agencies exercise several important ‘agenda-setting’
functions. Historically, they have been one of the most
formative influences in the development of the very concept of
‘news in the western world. They aimed to satisfy the news
appetite of as much daily retail media as possible, regardless of
political persuasion; so they promoted the idea of ‘impartiality’
as a valued journalistic objective. They relied on telegraphic
communications because the speed with which they delivered
news (especially economic news for financiers and investors etc.)
was as important as the news itself. And because the telegraph
was costly, they excelled at terse and precise expression.
Amongst their potential media clients they focused their
attention on the established daily press and helped to confirm
its supremacy amongst print news media. Because they supplied
the same news to clients whose individual circumstances varied
they constructed a product that was at once standardized and yet
flexible: ‘the inverted pyramid’ became the basic principle of all
news reporting. The standardized nature of the product helped
bring about a substantial measure of uniformity in professional
theory and practice far beyond the confines of their initial
markets.

In this way the news agencies have played an ‘agenda setting’
function by influencing the very concept of ‘news’. On a day-today basis there are four other distinct agenda setting functions.
The first of these, as we have, is exercised in their provision of a
substantial proportion of the general and international news
presented by ‘retail’ media.

their own newsgathering. It affects the evaluation which news
editors place on the work of their own correspondents. .

A second more subtle influence that it is often alleged the
agencies exercise is upon the judgments which client media
make about the relative weight or importance of different kinds
of news. Most, but not all, the relevant academic analyses are of
US newspaper usage of AP and UPI.

News media send reporters to occurrences they have learned of
through wire service accounts. They send a reporter to develop
the local angle at a national event for which there is wire service
coverage. By complementing the wire services, they reaffirm the
sagacity of the wire service’ initial identification of the occurrence. Additionally, they fan their reporters through institutions
in the same pattern used by the wire services.

Agencies Vis-à-vis the Media Contract

Where there is high correspondence between the agencies and
the media in terms of content balance, it is difficult to determine whether it is the agencies, which influence the clients more,
or the clients who make their preference known to the agencies.
Certainly there is an element of both, while clients are also
influenced by one another, and by their reading publics. But
where the agencies are initial sources of a majority of news
items, as is often or usually the case in the supply of non-local
news for many news media, they are plausibly he dominant
partners in this mutual ‘agenda-setting’ process. This may be
specially so in international news, where there are fewer corroborative sources, and where high agency-client correspondence in
story selection is found even in those world regions known for
their intense concern about over-dependence on the ‘Big Four’
and the need for alternative sources, Schramm found that he
described as a ‘remarkable’ correspondence between the overall
content balance of the ‘Big Four’ wires and fourteen Asian
newspaper clients in the supply of non local Third World news:
One seldom obtains correlations like that from research
involving human elements and large number…The practical
significance is that either the newspapers are following to an
extraordinary degree the news agenda set by the wires or the
wires are meeting to an extraordinary degree the tastes of the
newspapers, or the newspapers are following the lead of the
wires, whether they like it or not, because they have no way of
changing it and no suitable alternatives.
Given that the Asian newspaper market is of relatively little
revenue importance to the agencies, that these newspapers have
few other equally comprehensive resources to draw on, and that
Asian media executives frequently attack. ‘Big Four’ agency news
provision for taking insufficient account of their needs, the
prima facie evidence in favour of Schramm’s third interpretation
is impressive. As in Stempel’s study, however, there were great
variations between \he wires and their client papers and
between each member of these two categories on individual
stories: for example, in the total length of stories, the particular
choice of stories from any given country or category of news,
and the style of coverage, etc. “lb1s suggests that correspondence between agencies and clients on the overall structure of
the news package is - greater than correspondence on individual
items, and this again may be function of the sheer volume of
news which agencies provide and from which editors must
choose.
The most striking feature of the agencies’ agenda setting role is
the influence they exercise on the approach of client media to

Agenda setting affects the way in which client media deploy their
own scarce newsgathering resources, with the news agencies, the
‘umbilical cords’ as Tuchman has called them, binding the
media together into ‘news net’:

The Daybooks

In some countries the agencies further influence client reporting
by issuing ‘day books’ which list the major events due to
happen that day in each major city. This helps media plan their
own news coverage, and, since the agencies (especially AP) take
stories from client media in the US, it helps secure the kind of
local and national news the agencies want. On a world-wide
basis the agencies (but especially the US agencies) keep each
other and themselves ‘in line’ by closely monitoring the play
given to their stories in those client media which subscribe to
more than one agency service. More indirectly, the agencies shape
client media news-gathering through their involvement in
consultancy and training programmes (especially for newly
developing national agencies). In the 19708 Reuters, for
example, depended for almost all of its news from some Black
African countries on national agencies which it had helped to
establish. Most surreptitiously of all, perhaps, the agencies
influenced client media newsgathering practices through the
sheer force of example, represented through the constant
exposure of sub-editors around the world to news-agency
‘style’, although the agencies might themselves often wish that
for the benefit of world news flow such influence was even
greater.
Agencies influence extends beyond client media and affects
decision-making in many important walks of life. In economic
services, for instance Reuters’ money-market Monitor Service
effectively becomes a market-place in itself. More significantly the
agencies are possibly the single most important international
news source for government departments. Three times during
the 1961 Cuban missile crisis a news-agency dispatch - was the
first source o f information for Washington on Moscow
developments.
The major European agencies were based in imperial capitals.
Their expansion outside Europe was intimately associated with
the territorial colonialism o f the late nineteenth century., The
‘Big Four’ agencies appeared among the world’s most advanced
nations, precisely where the demand for international as well as
national news had almost fully matured. Fully matured for
three reasons: the growth of international trade and investment
required a constant source of reliable hard data about international economic affairs; trade and empire required a constant
supply of information affecting political alliances and military
security; population mobility as a result of international trade
and empire helped create a popular demand for news of these
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places among relatives at home and established a general climate
of international awareness. Especially important was the fact
that in these countries, Britain, France and above all the United
States news media flourished in conditions which, relative to
most other countries even European were extremely sympathetic. News media were here allowed to cater for mass markets,
relatively uninhibited by political restraint, and with their large
circulations they attracted advertisers.
The four agencies began as non-government agencies. Reuters,
in the interwar years, cultivated a cosy relationship with British
imperial interests, which did not, however, profit from it
financially in any important respect. Any hint of government
collusion has long since disappeared, although it is still
sometimes inaccurately alleged to continue. From early in its
history Havax received a government subvention to help meet
the cost o f news-gathering, and its successor, AFP, is heavily
dependent on government assistance in the form o f service
subscriptions by central and local government departments. But
by comparison with many national agencies the French agencygovernment relationship is at arm’s length.

The Big Four and the International
Markets

The general non-government character of the ‘Big Four’ has
operated as an extremely effective buoy in international markets
where much of the potential competition is from governmentbacked agencies. Attempts to deflate the bur by ascribing
ideological motives, and by identifying correspondences
between the agencies and the political aspirations of their
domestic governments have always been easy to make, if
somewhat more difficult to substantiate. This constitutes an
area of vulnerability for the ‘Big Four’ but its impact is limited
by the generally more substantial evidence against the agencies
of the accusing nations. French government assistance to AFP
meanwhile, may h encouraged that agency to provide more
generously for the specific client [l( of media and governments
in many ex-French colonial territories and its record in the
supply of region-specific African news, for instance, is especially
good.
In their relationship with clients the agencies have universally
operated contractual basis involving the exchange of a world
service for cash or cash the national news service of a subscribing agency. In some instances the required may be less than cost,
but the cash element places the agencies different category from
those news services which, for propaganda or public relations
reasons some government-backed agencies may distribute free
and from those news services which for propaganda or public
relations reason government-backed agencies may distribute
free, and from those news services which are exchanged between
national agencies. The cash relationship might seem to place in
implicit obligation on the world agencies to supply a service
higher standard than those in the other categories. While clients
and agencies may dispute what that standard should be it
would seem that the cash relationship does represent a lever of
some kind. But a single client, especially in a developing country
may feel that the very extent of its dependence weakens its
bargaining power: Its sole recourse being its power to change
from one ‘Big Four agency to another.
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Ownership Structure of the New
Agencies

Management of the world agencies allows scope for client
media participation, reflected in their respective ownership
structures cooperative of daily US newspapers; Reuters is
owned by four daily press associations; a majority of media
representatives sit on AFP’s general council; while UPI is also
owned by media interests. Agencies differ in, intensity and
manner of media client participation but their ties with
important constraints on their freedom to adopt policies or
explore new business possibilities which would seem to conflict
with traditional media interests or tarnish in any way their
reputation for disinterested objectivity. However, such influence
is not always sufficiently uniform nor concerted to inhibit
innovations which may be essential for agency survival and
whose consequences traditional media client interests are
ambiguous or uncertain. Moreover, media participation tends
to be concentrated in the domestic markets of the agencies.
Diversification of services has been an important feature of
agency development, both within media markets and in nonmedia markets, such as banking or education but again the
agencies differ in the extent and especially in the manner of such
diversification. In general, diversification has function to
supplement the relatively poor returns that are characteristic of
traditional agency services to media, thus helping indirectly to
maintain more diversity of such services than the real state of
the traditional newspaper market probably would have allowed.
Since the manner and speed of diversification has differed, the
intensity of inter-agency competition in the newer markets has
to some extent been contained. But clearly, similar organizations
are likely to see the same kind of possibilities for market
extension, so that in the longer term the trend may simply be to
duplicate the problem of excessive competition relative to
possible returns.
By and large, the agencies produce a similar kind of product The
similarity is evident, above all, in their focus on ‘spot news’, that
is, news of events which are in the process of happening or
which have happened within the current product cycle of
agencies’ clients, although different sets of clients will be in
different stages of their product-cycle at any given time. The
temporal dimension of an agency’s definition of what constitutes an ‘event’, therefore, is even slighter than that of, say, a
daily newspaper or even a broadcast organization. This factor
alone, together with the constant organizational pressure
exerted by emergent ‘new’ events, precludes even that extent of
back grounding, analysis and commentary which is characteristic
of many of the wide-circulation dailies, and even more so of
weekly news media. A typical extent to which background is
given is the identification of the prominent actors of the story
by name and position etc., and the pegging of the story of
reference to the immediately preceding event of which client
media are likely to have an organizational memory.

Spot News Plus Backgrounders

In addition to ‘spot news’ however, some agencies have also
increased the proportion of their wires given over to background, feature and commentary journalism, especially in
periods of relatively slack output, although this kind of

journalism in the agencies’ case may strike the observer as
relatively low-key in tone by comparison with the commentary
of many client media. Nevertheless, the concession” to
‘commentary’ journalism helps serve clients’ increasing appetite
for pre-package news analysis and also provides a suitable
occasion for by-lined articles to slake the thirst of some agency
journalists for the ‘star’ syndrome characteristic of much
newspaper journalism. Client media may be more likely to print
by-lines for these more ‘personal’ forms of journalism.
‘Spot news’ is generally not the product of a formed ideological
vision, one which is consciously molded to accord with a
predefined ‘correct’ interpretation. However, like any human
activity, it does and must inevitably represent the expression of
certain social interests, in this case as mediated by (often
conflicting) client media and their respective relationships to
governments, readers and advertisers, as well as certain interests
of the agencies themselves. Thus it is certainly available for
sociological study as an expression of a social ideology. But it is
by and large distinct from the tautological use of ‘news’
coverage to directly support and confirm established and
formally articulated dominant ideological orthodoxies as, for
instance, is expected of some of the socialist agencies and
agencies of some of the ‘developing’ countries. Ideology for
the western-based world agencies emerges from (1) whatever
professional and socio-political consensus can be attributed to
the journalistic communities of the agencies’ base countries
(consensus’ signaling either agreement on specific values or
agreement as to what the issues of conflict should be), together
with (2) the ‘routinized’ handling of organizational and task
constraints in the light of experience for the purpose of
organizational and individual survival.
Product similarity extend beyond the ‘spot-news’ emphasis to
aspects of the form and substance of the services provided,
namely, the approximate weights given to broad categories of
news, particular stories covered, geographical regions represented etc. But ‘similarity’ is far from being complete:
differences of emphasis and style within the broad pattern of
conformity are very symptomatic of differences between the
agencies-for example, in terms of which markets are the most
important, the distribution of the respective newsgathering
resources, differences in the extent to which editorial operations
are centralized, differences of length and style of writing, and
even differences of quality in the output of individual bureau
teams.
The broad business climate in which the agencies operate is
clearly perceived by them as a competitive one, and this spirit of
competition is experienced at every level of their separate
organizations. Nevertheless the intensity of competition is not
uniform: where in some cases it seems that four organizations
are competing, in other instances it seems that the competition
has been effectively reduced to two, or even on occasion that
only the agency has cornered a particular market. And on certain
issues, in certain international forums, the agencies cooperate. It
is not unknown even at bureau level that, just as other journalists from rival organizations will occasionally offer mutual
assistance or trade information, agency journalists sometimes
do likewise. For a time in agency history there was structure of

considerable and overt collusion which although now dismantled has had a continuing influence. A degree of
cooperation beyond the mere provision of services is also
evident between agencies and certain clients or client groupings;
and ambiguous competitor colleague relationships are to be
found in individual relationships between the agencies and
smaller ‘rivals’.
The agencies have a geographically more diffused clientele than
any other comparable organizations in the news business; their
produce-cycle, if not continuous, is at least shorter than any
other media organization’s, and their product, because of the
‘spot-news’ emphasis and because of the competition, is highly
perishable. They have therefore developed extensive and
complex systems of communication for news-gathering and
news-dissemination. They have been innovators in adapting
existing communications to their own task requirement;
increasingly they have become innovators in communication
technology per se, and in the design of associated transmission
and reception hardware. They have developed communications
expertise associated with nation-wide and international systems
of news-handling with which few, if any, other media organizations could compete. Because of their size they benefit from
economies of scale, benefits which can then be made available
to client media (through what, for example, might be termed
the effective ‘subleasing’ of communications business, the
world agencies are leaders, innovators and traders on a scale
which would make it very difficult indeed for news comers to
emulate.
Seen from the benefit perhaps of academic and political
delegates at UNESCO conferences, it is easy to lump the world
agencies together and attribute to them common motives and
common behaviour. Closer inspection reveals not only that
there are significant differences but that precise blend of
similarities and differences is the key to their survival. And it is a
very real one. The basic raw material in which they deal is cheap,
by comparison with, say, mineral extraction. It doesn’t take
many people to mine it, though the ‘marginal’ cost of getting
more than a tolerable basic service of ‘routine’ news may be
surprisingly high. This factor, coupled with the relatively low
prices at which news has traditionally been retailed in the
important western markets, has led to an in-built minimum
pricing tendency. If they try to do much more than just cover
costs in their pricing policies for media they are in trouble. In
the non profitable Third World markets higher prices could not
be paid anyway, while in the industrial markets the relatively low
establishment costs would encourage competition, especially in
the form of new media cooperatives making do with existing
staff or with only slight additions to substitute for the world
services for as long as it took to “get the high prices down
again. But so long as the existing world agencies adopt a
minimal pricing structure, together with their advantages of
tradition and their carefully balanced network of similarities and
differences, there is little scope for new candidates since the
world’s most affluent media markets are precisely those which
enjoy the closest relationship with and best services from, the
existing world agencies, and do not share the same political
and/or content balance concerns of, say, some of the leading
national agencies of the developing countries. An ideological
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incentive exists, particularly in the Third World, hut so far the
political and economic resources have not sufficiently matured
to realize a truly world wide and credible substitute. But for the
existing world agencies the low pricing policy is the source of a
constant vulnerability to such factors as deteriorating profit
margins in retail news dissemination or circumstances which
require prolonged and substantial increases in news-coverage
costs.
Diversification has been one response to the problem of how
to escape the consequences of a fragile market, but there may be
restraints on the extent to which news agencies can diversify
without affecting their credibility as news agencies. Thus, the
world agencies are caught in a tight vice in their efforts to avoid
the problems of excessive competition in traditional media
markets on the one hand and, on the other, the problems of
news monopoly or oligopoly, and of conflicts of interest that
can arise from diversification.
NOTE: The next lesson which is a part of lesson 13 talks about
some important news agencies and their working. They need to
be given ample time with current exercises and lessons. This will
help the students to study the roles of these news agencies in
detail and clearly.

Note :
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LESSON 6
HARD NEWS AND SOFT NEWS
Dear student,
Main aim of this lesson is to introduce the basic concepts of
news, hard news and soft news. Their differences and their
applications in the context of media.
Hard news” refers to coverage of breaking events involving top
leaders, major issues, or significant disruptions in the routines
of daily life, such as an earthquake or airline disaster. Hard news
has traditionally been considered essential for an informed and
participatory citizenry. “Soft news,” on the other hand, is news
unrelated to public affairs or policy, and is typically more
sensational, more personality or celebrity oriented, less timebound (meaning that the traditional journalistic norm of
“timeliness” does not apply), and more incident-based than
hard news (Patterson 2001a).

The background, non-deadline piece, sometimes running to
three or four minutes, provides viewers with background on a
political or social issue, a scientific discovery, an educational or
cultural subject This story form, running two or three times the
length of the average deadline story, could never find room on
the five, or rarely on the fifteen-minute versions of television
news. As the volume of hard news on a particular day permits,
the short feature or even shorter humorous story gets an airing
as a change of pace and mood from the usually heavy nature of
the news of the day.
One of the big community contributions of television is
covering the news of civic affairs- city, country and state. These
visually static stories are getting air-time and -are being dealt
with by more knowledgeable television newsmen then was the
case only a few years ago. The television news programme is no
better than its direct link with the viewer; this link constitutes a
direct on-the-air communication. Whether or not it is good for
the air person to become a star, for a show-business aspect to
be injected into electronic news, for a personality to become a
part of the news that is delivered- these are nevertheless the
realities. As the big network news names are famous across the
land, their counterparts on local stations are celebrated in their
communities.
This star system, created by the public is not likely to change
either at the national or the local level. What is changing and will
continue to change is the caliber and capability of the star. Up to
now, too many electronic communications with a knack for
holding an audience have been “readers” — personalities with
no news credentials.
The world has already launched into an era of technological
capacity which was only in the testing laboratory just a few years
ago. Studio film and videotape colour are already in use and
spreading rapidly. Network-station and inter-station closed
circuit systems are used for instant airing or recording of live
film, and tape material throughout most of the countries. Still
pictures and copy go the same route by facsimile transmission.
Quicker editing, and incredible things like stopping the action
of a story at will, are making videotape- one of the greatest of
all inventions for television- into an even more versatile tool.

The hard news concentrates on stories of national and international significance. Politics, government, foreign affairs, are the
categories of news treated daily. In a good many cities, network
viewers are exposed to more hard news from outside world
capitals than they can get from their newspapers. Another kind
of hard news- the tabloid story of highway crash, violent crime,
and gore- is nearly non-existent unless the story is on a scale,
which cannot be ignored.

Historically, a distinction between hard news and soft news was
maintained through a number of institutional structures and
processes including:
•

The division of media organizations into separate news
and entertainment divisions

•

An assumption that public affairs programming would be
free from expectations of profitability

•

Trade distinctions between news and entertainment media
Print layout and programming cues that distinguished for
readers or viewers hard news from soft news

•
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•

A routinization of program schedules that placed a time
orientation to hard news, with local news in the early
evening followed immediately by national news, and then
local news again at 10 or 11pm

•

A limited number of television stations through the 1980s
that broadcast news at the same time

•

The professionalization of journalists

•

Formal standard operating procedures for determining
newsworthiness (Delli Carpini and Williams 2001).

Structural changes in the telecommunications industry and in
technology over the past 20 years have erased what was once a
“walling off” between hard news and soft news. Due in part to
the ubiquitous adoption of the remote control, the widespread
availability of cable and satellite television, the popularity of the
Internet and World Wide Web, and the horizontal and vertical
integration of the media industry, the public can now find news
anywhere, anytime — or virtually ignore the news altogether,
choosing alternative programming.
With increased competition, news organizations today are held
to strict profit expectations, resulting in economic performance
pressures that increasingly guide content choices, and staff
cutbacks that damage product quality. This sea change in
organizational imperatives has spurred a reconsideration of
professional standards, with a new generation of media
operatives who hold little allegiance to prior codes of journalistic ethics, and who fashion themselves as celebrity personalities
shape shifting across the genres of news and entertainment
(Delli Carpini and Williams 2001).
Government regulations that once mandated public affairs
programming in return for the licensing of the public airways
have been lessened, removed or ignored, and the integration of
the entertainment and news industries by an oligopoly of
conglomerates has meant that entertainment products are
increasingly the coverage topic of news outlets (Bagdikian 1992;
McChesney 1999).
These changes have led to an embrace of soft news across the
media landscape. A recently released report authored by Thomas
Patterson (2001), Bradlee Professor of Government and the
Press at Harvard University, finds that soft news has increased
dramatically over the past two decades. News stories lacking
public policy content jumped from less than 35% of all stories
in 1980 to roughly 50% of stories appearing today. Stories with
a moderate to high level of sensationalism rose from about
25% of news stories in the early 1980s to a current tally of 40%.
Stories that include a human interest element also figure heavily
in contemporary reporting, accounting for less than 11% of
news stories in the early 1980s, but more than 26% of reports
today. The same holds true for stories with crime or disaster as a
main subject, rising from 8% of stories in 1980 to close to 15%
of stories today.
Programming examples of soft news abound. These include
tabloid syndicated programs like Hard Copy, and nightly
network newscast features on personal finance , consumer
affairs, and health. The regular features of network news
magazines Dateline NBC, ABC Primetime Live, CBS 48 Hours,
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and the made-for-soft-news spin-off ABC 20/20 Downtown, are
notorious for their soft news formats.
Major print media outlets rate only marginally better than
television at providing hard news over soft news coverage. The
leading example of newspaper soft news journalism is the USA
Today, which from its inception has adopted an editorial
direction that seeks a “television in print” style, with a heavy
emphasis on color, photos, flashy graphics, brief articles, and
lifestyle, entertainment, and news-you-can-use coverage. Elite
newspapers like the New York Times, Washington Post , and Boston
Globe have avoided the USA Today approach, making purposive
editorial decisions to build readership through in-depth
journalism focused on public affairs. Other newspapers,
however, like the Atlanta Journal-Constitution and the Los Angeles
Times, have weakened their strong journalistic traditions by
attempting to compete with television on television’s terms,
and by combining business with editorial departments
(Underwood 2001).
In the magazine industry, many publications have taken a soft
journalism approach to public affairs; the most prominent
examples include Talk and George, both of which mix politics
with celebrity culture. Newsweek and Time routinely feature soft
journalism cover stories. For example, across the eight issues
released in March and April 2001, Time ran cover stories on
phobias, yoga, Jesus (an annual Easter rite), how to a raise a
“superkid,” and the death of race car driver Dale Earnhardt, Sr.
There is little doubt that the paranormal is an excellent fit for
soft news. Stories about psychics, ghosts, UFO abductions, or
miracles feature heavy elements of human interest, sensationalism, and drama. And due to the public’s lingering fascination,
these stories are never in short supply. The paranormal also
appeals to journalism’s “investigative” preference, allowing
reporters to conduct “hidden camera” reports on faith healers,
or put psychics “to the test.” These investigative conventions,
originally employed in coverage of political corruption, or in
investigations of workplace dangers, industry polluters, or
consumer fraud, are now just as likely to be applied to fantasy
yarns like the paranormal.
This is not to say that journalism that uncovers false claims
related to the paranormal or the pseudoscientific does not
provide a public service. In fact, if done well, some stories on
paranormal topics can offer valuable insights into psychology
and the natural sciences, and might actually foster an appreciation for the scientific method, or cold hard logic.
Still, if a news organization’s motive in deciding to cover the
paranormal is based on the topic’s dramatic appeal, there is little
incentive to provide scientific or critical assessment of the given
claims. After all, where is the entertainment in learning that
psychics are ordinary, UFOs are earthly, and that haunted houses
are built on haunted minds?

“Hard” Versus “Soft” News

News stories are basically divided into two types: hard news and
soft news. Hard new generally refers to up-to-the-minute news
and events that are reported immediately, while soft news is
background information or human-interest stories.

Politics, war, economics and crime used to be considered hard
news, while arts, entertainment and lifestyles were considered
soft news.
But increasingly, the lines are beginning to blur. Is a story about
the private life of a politician “politics” or “entertainment”? Is
an article about the importance of investing early for retirement
a “business” story or a “lifestyle” story? Judging solely on
subject matter, it can be difficult to tell.

Examples of Hard News:
Example 1-

Saddam will get his due, if tomorrow comes
REUTERS[ THURSDAY, JULY 01, 2004 10:02:01 AM ]

BAGHDAD: Deposed Iraq president Saddam Hussein appeared
before an Iraqi judge on Wednesday as Iraq's new government
took the first step towards putting him on trial - with a possible
death penalty - for decades of killing and torture.

One difference between hard and soft news is the tone of
presentation. A hard news story takes a factual approach: What
happened? Who was involved? Where and when did it happen?
Why?
A soft news story tries instead to entertain or advise the reader.
You may have come across newspaper or TV stories that
promise “news you can use.” Examples might be tips on how
to stretch properly before exercising, or what to look for when
buying a new computer.
Knowing the difference between hard and soft news helps you
develop a sense of how news is covered, and what sorts of
stories different news media tend to publish or broadcast. This
can be important when you want to write articles or influence
the media yourself.
Soft news and critical journalism eroding audiences A rise
in soft news and critical journalism “may now be hastening the
decline in news audiences” and “weakening the foundation of
democracy by diminishing the public’s information about
public affairs and its interest in politics,” according to a Harvard
study.The study, conducted by the Joan Shorenstein Center on
the Press, Politics and Public Policy at Harvard University’s John
F. Kennedy School of Government, included an analysis of
changes in news coverage during the 1980s and 1990s.”Over the
long run, soft news is shrinking the numbers of viewers and
readers, especially because those who prefer hard news are much
heavier consumers of news,” said Thomas E. Patterson, the
author of the study’s report, “Doing Well and Doing Good,”
and Bradlee Professor of Government and the Press. “And
negative coverage of politics and government is having an
impact on Americans’ attachment to politics, which further
erodes their interest in learning about it through the news.”

Saddam who was found hiding in a hole near his home town of
Tikrit on December 13 200 3 and has since then been in US
custody, looked in good health when he was presented before the
judge.
"Saddam said 'Good morning' and asked if he could ask some
questions," said Salem Chalabi, the US -trained lawyer leading the work of a tribunal set
up to try the former president.
"He was told he should wait until tomorrow," Chalabi told Reuters after attending the
formalities in which Saddam and his former lieutenants were turned over to Iraqi justice.
"Today at 10:15 am (0615 GMT) the Republic of Iraq assumed legal custody of Saddam
Hussein," said a short statement from interim Prime Minister Iyad Allawi's office.
The deposed leader and 11 of his lieutenants were turned over to face Iraqi justice nearly
15 months after US-led forces overthrew him. They will stay under US military guard.
Saddam's former aides appeared nervous or hostile and one of them, Ali Hassan al-Majid,
known as Chemical Ali for his role in using chemical weapons, was shaking.

Example 2Portugal storm into Euro final
REUTERS[ THURSDAY, JULY 01, 2004 02:25:19 AM ]

LISBON: Hosts Portugal roared into their first major final as goals from midfielders
Cristiano Ronaldo and Maniche sealed a deserved 2 -1 victory over the Netherlands in the
first Euro 2004 semi -final on Wednesday.
Nineteen-year-old Ronaldo headed home a Deco corner after 26 minutes and Maniche
blasted in a stunning 58th-minute second to send the Alvalade Stadium and the entire
nation wild.
The disappointing Dutch were given brief hope by Jorge Andrade's 63rd-minute own
goal but were outclassed by the Portuguese and have now lost four of their five European
Championship semi -finals.
Portugal, defeated in the 1984 and 2000 European Championship semis and in the last
four at the 1966 World Cup, will play Greece or the Czech Republic in Sunday's final in
Lisbon.
The victory continued Portugal's remarkable recovery from their opening day loss to
Greece and they can now emulate the Netherlands in 1988 by winning the title after
losing their first game.

Examples of Soft News
Example 1Dravid voted MTV youth icon of '04
TIMES NEWS NETWORK[ MONDAY, JUNE 28, 2004 03:37:03 PM ]

Rahul Dravid has been voted by the youth of India as MTV youth icon of the year 2004.
Dravid defeated Amitabh Bachchan, Ritu Beri, Shekhar Suman, A R Rehman, Amartya
Sen and Ratan Tata to emerge winner.
Said Alex Kuruvilla, managing director, MTV Networks India, "Anil Ambani opened the
innings last year as MTV's first youth icon. I am happy to announce Rahul Dravid as the
MTV icon of the year.
“Goes to prove that hard work, consistency and ulimately talent gets to the top. There's
no short cut to success.''
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Example 2-

Right target!
TIMES NEWS NETWORK[ SUNDAY, JUNE 20, 2004 12:00:56 AM ]

His pet dog, Puggy, greets you at the door and escorts you across the white marble flooring to the soothing brown coloured
sofas. The elegantly designed interiors of Hrithik Roshan’s 9th floor penthouse, Palasso, in suburban Mumbai’s posh Juhu, is
decorated with plants, framed pictures of the actor with his family and wife Sussanne, and striking artefacts. Huge glass
windows bathed in sunlight overlook the Mumbai skyline, creating an ambience as warm and pleasant as the owner.
With the actor having swept away all the awards this year for his splendid performance as
the autistic Rohit in Koi Mil Gaya and Farhan Aktar’s much talked about Lakshy a, just
having hit the silver screen, the air in the Roshan household is redolent with the sweet smell
of success and an aura of new expectations. “The awards were the culmination of all the hard
work we had put in the film. I could not have asked for a better end,” says Hrithik, with a
bright smile, “But the celebrations have been done with. The euphoria was replaced by fear
and anxiety as soon as I put the awards on the mantlepiece. I knew the path ahead was more
trying, as I had to set higher goals, and come up with something greater.”
The aim of course was Lakshya, Farhan Akhtar’s slice-of- life movie, which is set around the
Indo-Pak conflict. In his latest film, Hrithik splendidly portrays the character of Karan
Shergill, someone who starts off as a young, confused boy without a goal in his life, but
eventually finds his ‘lakshya’ when he joins the army. “I remember the day Farhan and I
were sitting to discuss the character. The meeting took precisely three minutes, because as
soon as I bombarded him with questions like who he wanted me to frame the character on,
he said ‘YOU’. He was right, I completely identified with Karan in the initial stages of his
character. At 18, I was hopeless and aimless and did not know what to do with myself. It’s
the first time I have actually been myself in front of the camera and expressing myself, rather
than projecting a character. It’s a different kind of acting, something I have never done
before,” gushes the light-eyed actor.
Though he feels wanted, loved and glorious today, it can’t be easy being Hrithik Roshan. Much adulated, admired and feted
after Kaho Na... Pyar Hai he was criticised, analysed and ridiculed after flops like Aap Mujhe Achhe Lagne Lage, Yaadein, Na
Tum Jano Na Hum, Main Prem Ki Diwani Hoon . “There is no such thing as a bad phase in one’s life as even the saddest
times are punctuated with the most beautiful moments. It hurt when my films were flopping, but that was the time I had Rohit
to work on. A character I was so passionate about that there was no time to fret. So despite my films flopping, those were still
the golden years of my life! On the other hand, during the time KNPH was revolutionising the box- office and everything was
so beautiful, I was actually working in films which were going to be responsible for making me a flop actor! Looking back, I
feel everything happens as destiny desires. You should l earn rather than repent,” philosophises the electrifying screen
presence.
One wonders how he views the uncertainty of this profession, where soon after a disastrous Main Prem Ki Diwani Hoon, there
was a Koi Mil Gaya to assuage the dejection. “I am a very cautious and an extremely intuitive person who can predict what is
in store for me, and I am always prepared for the worst. In fact, the barbs for Main Prem Ki Diwani Hoon, (the first and only
film in which my performance came in for severe criticism), were not as bad as I had expected. I saw it coming during the
making of the film when I was going overboard with my acting, but I had to follow my director’s instructions. But then I look
at it this way, that my work is a part of my life, not my whole life. When people ask me, what if Lakshya doesnt work, I say
it’s OK. What is important is that I must continue striving to do good work,” he maintains.
So soon after Lakshya, another landmark movie which has just been released, the prince of Bollywood is busy going through
scripts for his next project. It is said that father Rakesh Roshan also has something lined up, a sequel to KMG? “Yes, dad’s
working on his next script but nothing about the concept is finalised as yet. Otherwise there are a couple of other ventures I am
looking into,” he smiles.
Mention that he is the fitness icon for today’s youngsters, and Hrithik laughs, calling himself a foodie who loves to eat
mangoes and ice creams while Indian food like biryani and dosas top his lists of favourites. And free time to him denotes
spending it with his wife, rather than pumping iron in the gym! “I love being married. It’s a great feeling to have someone
walk the path with you, mirror your faults and applaud you when you do well. In Sussanne, I have found the perfect team
mate. As for becoming a father, I will only do so when I develop the instinct of fatherhood.”
Another goal to achieve for Hrithik Roshan.

Note :
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LESSON 7
NOUN-PRONOUN & VERB - ADVERB
Topic Covered

Definition, Classifications, Usage of a Noun.Definition,
Classification, Usage of a PronounDefinition, Classifications,
Usage of a VerbDefinition, Classification, Usage of an Adverb

Objectives

•
•
•

Upon completion of this Lesson, you should be able to
understand:
What are Nouns and their types.
How can we put Nouns to use correctly.q What are
Pronouns and their types.

•

How can we put Pronouns to use appropriately.q What
are Verbs & Adverbs

•
•
•
•

What are the types of Verbs & Adverbs
How can we put Verbs & Adverbs to use correctly
How can we identify them in sentences.

2. Abstract Noun: It names a quality or concept.
E.g. Voting would save us the FREEDOM we enjoy under
DEMOCRACY.

3. Proper Noun: It names a specific person, place or a thing. You may identify it
with Capitalization.
E.g. The Congress President, addressed the party members after
returning from Amethi.

4. Collective Noun: It is a Common or a Proper Noun which names a group of
persons or a thing.
E.g. The CROWD became unmanageable after India’s victory.
1.2 USE OF NOUNS
Nouns may be used as:
1)

SUBJECT

2)

OBJECT

Words, the basic units of speaking and writing, are classified as
parts of speech in the English Language.

3)

PREDICATE

4)

OBJECTIVE COMPLIMENT

Theses eight classifications are:
1. Noun

5)

APPOSITIVE

6)

DIRECT ADDRESS

2.

Pronoun

3.

Verb

4.

Adjective

1.1.1 AS SUBJECT
The subject of a sentence is the person, place, or thing about
which the statement is made or a question is asked.

5.

Adverb

6.

Conjunction

Didn’t the BOY know the rules of examination?

7.

Preposition

8.

Interjection

1.1.2 AS OBJECT
This use of noun would be clear in the object of a sentence
(direct or indirect) getting affected directly or indirectly by the
action of a verb.

What are the tips & tactics to identify & use Verbs &
Adverbs.

You & me, we both learnt this in school that the name of a
‘Person’, ‘Place’ or a ‘Thing’ is a Noun, but we still end up not
applying all the relevant rules when we read or write. This
Chapter would help you understand the rules that follow.
Lets start from the basics:

1.1 CLASSIFICATIONS
Nouns are classified into: 1

Common Noun

2

Abstract Noun

3

Proper Noun

4

Collective Noun

1. Common Noun: -

E.g. The GIRL enjoyed drawing.

E.g. The car crossed the BRIDGE {Direct Object}
He sent HIS MOTHER a birthday Present. {Indirect object,
indirectly affected by action of a verb}
1.1.3 AS PREDICATE
You will notice here that the noun is related directly to the
subject, and not the verb.
E.g. He is the heaviest PLAYER in the team.
1.1.4 AS OBJECTIVE COMPLIMENT
The Objective Compliment completes the sense of a transitive
verb, related directly to the direct object and not the verb.
E.g. She called her best friend a green- eyed MONSTER.

It names a class or group of persons, places or things.
E.g. My MOTHER is a ENGLISH TEACHER.
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1.1.5 IN DIRECT ADDRESS
An example would clarify it straight:-

3) Interrogative Pronouns
Interrogative Pronouns introduce questions, like who, whom,
whose, which, what.

E.g. SWEETHEART, I’m with you
You be good, my DEAR, and let others do as they like.

E.g. WHICH is the shortest route for Jaipur?

Considering a very common mistake made by moist of you,
please note that when we want to show that something
belongs to somebody or something, we usually add ‘s to a
singular noun and an apostrophe (‘) to a plural noun, for
example:

4) Demonstrative Pronouns
Demonstrative pronouns point out specific persons or things,
like this, that etc.

•

The boy’s ball (one boy)

•

The boys’ ball (two or more boys)

Notice that the number of balls does not matter. The structure
is influenced by the possessor and not the possessed.

E.g. THIS is the best use of color in all her work!
Have you sent THOSE?
5) Indefinite Pronouns
Indefinite pronouns point out persons or things, but less
specifically than the demonstrative pronouns, like another,
everything, several, most, some, none etc.
E.g. SEVERAL examples of injustice are recorded in this book.

one ball

more than one ball

one boy

the boy's ball

the boy's balls

more than one boy

the boys' ball

the boys' balls

Although we can use “of” to show possession, it is more usual
to use possessive ‘s. The following phrases have the same
meaning, but #2 below is more natural:
1.

The boyfriend of my sister.

2.

My sister’s boyfriend

The structure can be used for a whole phrase:
•
The man next door’s mother (the mother of the man next
door)
•

The President of India’s secretary (the secretary of the
President of India).

Pronoun

To help you understand in very simple terms, a pronoun refers
to a person, place or a thing, without naming it. Pronouns
substitute for nouns.

Verbs

A verb is a word or group of words that indicate action,
condition(being) or process. Eg. They began the boat race
this morning. His house seems empty without his wife.
Types of Verbs
Transitive Verb: - A transitive verb requires a direct object to
complete it’s meaning. E.g.The maid bathed the baby.
Intransitive Verb: - An intransitive verb is complete within itself
and does not require a direct object. E.g.Let us pray. We
plunged into the pool & swam.
You can study Transitive & Intransitive verb comparatively
with this example.
You can study Transitive
& Intransitive verb
comparatively with this
example.
Present Tense
Past Tense
Past participle

E.g. SHE hates HIS beard.

Transitive

Intransitive

Lay ( something
down)
Laid ( Something
down)
Have laid ( Something
down)

Lie (on my bed)
Lay (on my bed)
Have Laid (on my
bed)

EVERYONE who wants to attend the party is welcome!

1) Linking Verb: -

1.1 CLASSIFICATIONS

A linking verb joins the subject to it’s complement which is a
predicate noun or adjective. The most common ones for your
reference are:-

Pronouns may be classified as follows:2) Personal Pronouns
3)

Relative Pronouns

4)

Interrogative Pronouns

5)

Demonstrative Pronouns

6)

Indefinite Pronouns

1) Personal Pronouns
Personal Pronouns substitute for the name of a person or
object. Personal Pronouns
E.g. I, me, mine, you, he, she, it, they, them, theirs, yours etc.
2) Relative Pronouns
Relative Pronouns link a clause with the antecedent.
E.g. She smiled at the boy WHO had brought flowers.

Appear Be Seem Become Smell

Taste etc.

Let us now see the difference as to when the use is that of a
linking verb & as other verb:
Used as Linking Verbs

Used as other verbs

It grew colder

He grew a beard ( transitive verb)

That tasted bad.

They will taste the food. ( transitive verb)

He turned pale

She stopped and turned

2) An Auxiliary Verb

An auxiliary verb helps the main verb of the sentence. It may be
formed from have, can, may be, shall, will, might, must, do and
appears before the main verb in a verb phrase.
E.g. We can go if we like.
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Feel

She might have been told earlier.

•

She worked less confidently after the accident.

I am finishing my work.

•

That was the least skillfully done performance I have seen.

PARTS OF VERB

The as — as construction can be used to create adverbs that
express sameness.

Verbs have 3 main parts
E.g

Infinitive :
Past Tense used in Simple Past
Past Participle (“used to”)

To walk
Walked
Walked

To go
Went
Gone

You all must remember the two things I am going to share
with you now:1)

2)

For eg.
•

“He can’t read as fast as his brother.”

Adverbs often function as intensifiers, conveying a greater or
lesser emphasis to something.
Intensifiers are said to have three different functions of:

Regular Verbs form their principal parts by adding –ed, -d,
or –t to the infinitive.

•
•

Emphasize
Amplify

E.g. Wanted, Placed, Dealt

•

Downtone.

Irregular Verbs change or retain the vowel of the infinitive
and do not add –ed, -d or –t

For eg.

E.g. Throw, threw, Thrown
Choose, Chose, Chosen.
E.g. for Intransitive

Sit, Sat, Sat

E.g. for Transitive

Set, Set, SET

When we discuss tenses, the role of verb will come to the fore,
as the tense of a verb indicates the time of it’s action, which is
where the role of tenses comes into being.

Emphasizers:
•

I really don’t understand him.

•

She simply irritated me.

•

They’re not going to make it, for sure

Amplifiers:
•

The teacher completely rejected her request.

•

I absolutely refuse to meet him anymore.

Let us now discuss what are adverbs.

•

I so wanted to go with him.

Adverbs

•

We know Delhi well.

Definition

Downtoners:

Adverbs often tell when, where, why, or under what condition something happens or happened.

•

I kind of like it here.

•

His mother mildly disapproved his actions.

•

We can improve on this to some extent.

•

The boss almost quit after that.

•

The school was all but ruined by the storm.

Tips to identify Adverbs
Adverbs frequently end in – ly
•

Many words and phrases not ending in -ly serve an
adverbial function and an -ly ending is not a guarantee
that a word is an adverb. The words lovely, lonely, motherly,
friendly, neighborly , for instance, are adjectives and not
adverbs.

For eg.

Adverbs (as well as adjectives) in their various degrees can be
accompanied by premodifiers:
•

She runs very fast.
We’re going to run out of material all the faster

•

That lovely woman lives in a friendly neighborhood.

•

•

Adverbs can modify adjectives, but an adjective cannot
modify an adverb.

This issue is addressed in the section on degrees in adjectives.

For eg.
-

“The students showed a really wonderful attitude”

-

“The students showed a wonderfully casual attitude”

-

“My professor is really tall.”

Like adjectives, adverbs can have comparative and superlative
forms to show degree
•
Walk faster if you want to keep up with me.
•

The student who reads fastest will finish first.

We often use more and most, less and least to show degree with
adverbs
•

With sneakers on, she could move more quickly on the
track.

•

The flowers were the most beautifully arranged creations
I’ve ever seen.

Kinds of Adverbs
Adverbs of Manner
She moved slowly and spoke quietly.
Adverbs of Place
She has lived on the island all her life.
She still lives there now.
Adverbs of Frequency
She takes the boat to the mainland every day.
She often goes by herself.
Adverbs of Time
She tries to get back before dark.
It’s starting to get dark now.
She finished her tea first.
She left early.
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Adverbs of Purpose
She drives her boat slowly to avoid hitting the rocks.
She shops in several stores to get the best buys.
Positions of Adverbs
One of the hallmarks of adverbs is their ability to move around
in a sentence.
•

Solemnly the minister addressed her congregation.
The minister solemnly addressed her congregation.

•

The minister addressed her congregation solemnly.

•

The following adverbs of frequency appear in various
points in these sentences:

•

Before the main verb: I never get up before nine o’clock.

•

Between the auxiliary verb and the main verb: I have rarely
written to my brother without a good reason.

•

Before the verb used to: I always used to see him at his
summer home.

•
•

Indefinite adverbs of time can appear either before the verb
or between the auxiliary and the main verb:
He finally showed up for batting practice.

•

She has recently retired.

•

THE ORDER OF ADVERBS
THE ORDER OF ADVERBS
Manner

Place

Frequency

Time

Purpose

Ram
swims

Enthusiastically

in the pool

every morning

before dawn

to keep in shape.

Dad
walks

Impatiently

into town

every afternoon

before supper

to get a newspaper.

in her room

every morning

before lunch.

Lata
snaps

In actual practice, of course, it would be highly unusual to have a string of adverbial modifiers beyond two or three
(at the most). Because the placement of adverbs is so flexible, one or two of the modifiers would probably move
to the beginning of t he sentence: "Every afternoon before supper, Dad impatiently walks into town to get a
newspaper." When that happens, the introductory adverbial modifiers are usually set off with a comma.

Exercises
Try your hands on this now: -

Exercise 1: Choose the correct verb form from those in
brackets;
1.

the Earth ________________ round the sun. (move,
moves, moved)

2.

My friends ________________ the Prime Minister
yesterday.(see, have seen, saw)

3.

I____________ him only one letter up to now. (sent,
have sent, send)

4.

She ____________ worried about something. (looks,
looking, is looking)

5.

It started to rain while we ______________ tennis. (are
playing, were playing, had played)

6.

He ________________ fast when accident happened. (is
driving, was driving, drove)
He ______________ asleep while he was driving. (falls,
fell, has fallen)

7.
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I’m sure I ________________ him at the party last
night. ( saw, have seen, had seen)

9.

He ________________ a mill in this town. (have, has, is
having)

10. He __________________ here for the last five years.
(worked, is working, has been working)
11. He thanked me for what I _____________. (have done,
had done, have been doing)
12. I ____________ a strange noise. (hear, am hearing, have
been hearing)
13. I ______________ him long time.(know, have known,
am knowing)
14. We ______________ English for five years. (study, am
studying, have been studying)
15. Don’t disturb me. I__________ my homework. (do, did,
am doing)
16. Abdul __________ to be a doctor. (wants, wanting, is
wanting)
17. The soup ________________ good. (taste, tastes, is
tasting)
18. He____________ TV most evenings. (watches, is
watching, is watch)

Order of Adverbs

Verb

8.

19. He ______________ out five minutes ago. (has gone,
had gone, went)
20. When he lived in Delhi, he __________________ to the
cinema once a week. (goes, went, was going)
21. The baby___________ all morning. (cries, has been
crying)
22. I _______________ Rahim at the zoo. (saw, have seen,
had seen)
23. I_________________ Kumar this week. (haven’t seen,
didn’t see, am not seeing)
24. This paper _______________ twice weekly. (is appearing,
appearing, appears)
25. Ashok fell off the ladder, when he ____________ the
roof. (is mending, was mending, mended)
Exercise 2:
Choose the correct or more suitable forms of the verb to fill in
the blanks:1.

The plane _____________ at 3:30. (arrives, will arrive)

2.

I will phone you when he ______________ back.
(comes, will come)

3.

When I get home, my dog _________________ at the
gate waiting for me. ( sits, will be sitting)

4.

I__________ the Joshis’ this evening. (visit, am visiting)

5.

Look at those black clouds. It _____________. (will rain,
is going to rain)

6.

The train ______________ before we reach the station.
(arrives, will have arrived)
Perhaps we_____________ Mahabaleshwar next month.
(visit, will visit)

7.

8.

Unless we _______________ now we can’t be on time.
(start, will start)

13. I’m sure she ___________________ the exam.( passes,
will pass)

9.

I ___________ into town later on. Do you want a lift?
(drive, will be driving)

14. I __________________ home next Sunday. (go, am
going)

10. The next term__________________ on 16 th November.
(begins, is beginning)

15. I _____________ you one of these days, I expect. (see,
will be seeing)

11. Oh dear! I ________________ (will sneeze, am going to
sneeze)
12. By 2005, computers ______________ many of the jobs
that people do today.(will be taking over, will have taken
over)

16. Help! I ____________ fall. (will , am gong)
17. She has bought some cloth; she ______________ herself
a blouse. (will make, is going to make)

13. I’m sure she ___________________ the exam.( passes,
will pass)

19. Hurry up! The programme ______________ (will start,
is about to start)

14. I __________________ home next Sunday. (go, am
going)
15. I _____________ you one of these days, I expect. (see,
will be seeing)
16. Help! I ____________ fall. (will , am gong)
17. She has bought some cloth; she ______________ herself
a blouse. (will make, is going to make)
18. I ___________ your house this afternoon. It is on my
way home from work. (will be passing, am passing)
19. Hurry up! The programme ______________ (will start,
is about to start)
20. This book is not long. I _______________ it by
lunchtime. (will be reading, will have read).

18. I ___________ your house this afternoon. It is on my
way home from work. (will be passing, am passing)

20. This book is not long. I _______________ it by
lunchtime. (will be reading, will have read)
Exercise 4:
1)

2)

Write an essay about Sonia Gandhi’s non-acceptance of the
Priminesterial post. Then try to identify the kinds of
nouns used in the sentence.
Write an essay on, “The Advertising world of today is
extremely competitive”. Now try to identify the kinds of
nouns used in the sentence.

Note :

Exercise 3 :
Choose the correct or more suitable forms of the verb to fill in
the blanks:1.

The plane _____________ at 3:30. (arrives, will arrive)

2.

I will phone you when he ______________ back.
(comes, will come)

3.

When I get home, my dog _________________ at the
gate waiting for me. ( sits, will be sitting)

4.
5.

I__________ the Joshis’ this evening. (visit, am visiting)
Look at those black clouds. It _____________. (will rain,
is going to rain)

6.

The train ______________ before we reach the station.
(arrives, will have arrived)

7.

Perhaps we_____________ Mahabaleshwar next month.
(visit, will visit)

8.

Unless we _______________ now we can’t be on time.
(start, will start)

9.

I ___________ into town later on. Do you want a lift?
(drive, will be driving)

10. The next term__________________ on 16 th November.
(begins, is beginning)
11. Oh dear! I ________________ (will sneeze, am going to
sneeze)
12. By 2005, computers ______________ many of the jobs
that people do today.(will be taking over, will have taken
over)
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LESSON 8
TENSES
Topic Covered

•

Definition, types & Sub- types, Rules ofx usage of all the types
of tenses.

4.

Objectives

5.

•

Upon completion of these Lectures, you should be able to
understand:

•

What are the different categories & sub categories of tenses

•

How do tenses affect our communication

•

How can we use tenses correctly

•

How can we identify tenses.
What are the rules of tense- usage.

•

1.

3.

Future tense

It is used to introduce quotations such as:
•
Shakespeare said, “Have more than thou showest”
In affirmative statements, with first and second persons
and third person plurals
(i.e., I, we, you, they and all other plural subjects), we use
the first or basic form of the verb:
•

I go to Shimla during vacation.

•

You like to read novels.

But with third person singulars
(he, she, it and all other singular subjects), we use s or es
with the basic form of the verb:

5.

There are 3 types of tenses:
Present tense
Past tense

Your sister speaks very well.

Rules to follow:

Lets us now start with the
fundamentals:

1.
2.

It is used in general statements:
•

Lets start with tenses, which is where most of us go wrong..
Haven’t you heard many people speak…. “I Didn’t Knew”.
Such usage, which is absolutely incorrect, has its base as
incorrect use of verbs & Tenses.

Types of tenses
Try to understand very broadly first …

There goes the book!

6.

Present Tense
The true formation of tenses begins when these three main
categories are branched out. The branching is as follows:

•

He goes to Shimla during vacation.

•

She likes to dance.

In negative sentences, with first and second persons and
third person plurals
(i.e.; I, we you, they and all other plural subjects), we use
do not with the first or basic form of the verb, but with
third person singular subjects, we use does not.
In interrogative sentences, with first and second persons
and third person plurals, we use the pattern
•

Do +Subject+ First form of the verb

With third person singular subjects the pattern is:

Simple present

•

1.

Affirmative

E.g. do you like to read books?

2.

Negative

Does your friend meet you very often?

3.
4.

Interrogative positive
Interrogative negative

7.

1.

2.

It describes permanent truths and habitual or customary
activities. It is found with such adverbs as these:

Negative-interrogative sentences have the following
patterns:

Generally, usually, frequently, often, always, rarely

•

Do you not like to read books?

•

With adverbial phrases as everybody, once, a week etc.

•

Don’t you like to read novels?

e.g. The Sun shines during the day.
It is used when we speak of the events that will take place
in future time but have been planned beforehand:
It is used in exclamatory sentences beginning with’ here’
and ‘there’
•
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8.

Question word +do/does + subject + verb

•

E.g. My exams are scheduled this December.
3.

In case of interrogative sentences beginning with a
question word, the usual pattern is:
•

Present indefinite

Does + subject + first form of the verb

E.g. here comes Mr.Bose!

Present continuous tense
Uses of the present progressive tense
1.

It is used for an action going on at the time of speaking
Eg.
•

She is talking on the Mobile.

•

The boys are watching the India- Pak match.

2.

I t is used for a temporary action which may not be actually
happening at the time of speaking

3.

have/has (in the beginning)+third form of the verb.

Eg.
•

3.

India is exporting leather to foreign countries.

For an action that has already been arranged to take place in
the near future
Eg.

4.

•

I am going to Waves tonight.

•

My uncle is coming tomorrow.

For habitual actions, which continues in spite of warning.
•

For e.g. you are busy sms-ing.

Rules to follow:
1.

I n affirmative sentences, we follow the pattern

•

3.

2.

He is going to the shopping mall.

•

We are taking our lunch.

In negative sentences, not is inserted between the auxiliary
and the main verb:
E.g. he is not singing the song.
In interrogative sentences, the auxiliary is put before the
subject:
•

3.

•

4.

•

With first person, second person, and third person plural
subjects always use :
have been+participle;
In case of third person singular subjects use
always use has been+participle:
She has been eating the bun.

Past indefinite tense
Uses of past simple tense
1.

For an action-taking place in the past.
•

2.

For an action in the past (regular habit, event)
•

Is he going to the US?

For e.g. He went to Mc Donald’s yesterday.
For e.g. he exercised very regularly.

1.

For e.g. aren’t you Studying?

It is used to indicate completed activities in the immediate
past (with just).

Pallab has gone to England.

e.g
a. It rained heavily last night.
2.

•

3.

Rules to follow:

Word + did + subject +first form of verb
•

Did the PC work last night?

•

When did you come?

Past continuous tense
Uses of Past Continuous Tense:
1.

With first and second persons and third person plurals, use
have+past participle of the verb
For third person singular, use

It did not work properly yesterday
In interrogative sentences, you must follow:
Did + subject + first form of verb

I have taken all the papers. (There aren’t any left for
you)

She has eaten this medicine for 5 years.

In negative sentences, use did not with the first form of
the verb:
•

For the past event whose effect is felt in the present. (And
not action)

For an action that began in the past and continued in the
present moment:

In affirmative sentences in the past indefinite tense, always
use
Past or second form of the verb:

He has just eaten the medicine.

For an action whose time is not definite

•

2.

•

Rules to follow:

•

1.

I have been watching.

Is, am, are + not+ first form of the verb+ing

•

4.

•

Past Tense

Uses of present perfect tense

3.

For e.g. haven’t you read the book yet?

Present perfect continuous tense

Present perfect tense

2.

Interrogative negative:

In interrogative negative sentences the rule is:
•

1.

e.g. have you heard about University?

have/has (in the beginning)+not third form of the verb

Is, am, are + participle
•

Interrogative positive:

Remember that the past continuous is used to denote an
action going on at some time in the past. It may not
indicate the time of the action though.
•

2.

We were roaming around CP all evening.

has+participle of the verb

You may also study the use of this tense with always etc.
for showing a habit in the past.

Negative sentences:

•

She was always eating chocolates.

have/has +not + participle

Rules to follow:

e.g. I haven’t spoken to her.

You must always follow Was/were+ participle:
Affirmative: She was going.
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Negative: She was not going.

Future continuous tense

Interrogative: Was she going?

Uses:

Interrogative negative: Weren’t they going?

1.

Past perfect tense

Talks about actions, which will be at some time in the
future:

Uses of past perfect tense :

•

1.

The past perfect describes an action completed at a “certain”
moment in the past; as
We joined the Theatre in NSD in 1998.
Take a situation of two actions happening in the past, in
such cases it may be necessary to show which action
happened earlier than the other.

2.

•

•

2.

The pattern is:
•

All of you must remember to use:

I had eaten the pie.

Past perfect continuous tense
Uses:
1.

It shows an action that began in the past before a certain
point and also has continued up to that time:
•

I had been writing for 2 hours.

Rules to follow :
Remember that with all persons you must use
had been+ participle:
•

I had been reading.

Will/Shall be + participle

(shall with the first person)

Rules to follow:

•

I will be staying here till Sunday.

Rules to follow:

The past perfect is mainly used in such situations.

had+past participle of the verb with all the persons both in the
singular and the plural:

I think she’ll grow fat if she stops this exercise plan.
Used to talk about actions in the future, which are expected
to happen like routine.

•

Affirmative: I shall be going.

•

Negative: I shall not be going.

•

Interrogative: Shall I be going?

Future perfect
Uses
1.

It shows the completion of an action by a certain time in
the future:
•

By December, we shall have completed the session.

2.

Shall/Will + have + third form of the verb

•

I shall have finished the course pack by April.

Rules to follow:
1.

Try to use will have + past participle of the verb with all
other persons:

I shall have played,

Future tense

You will have played,

Future indefinite tense:

They will have played.

Uses:

3.

1.

It expresses the future as fact.
•

2.

I shall be 25 next Month.

We use this tense to talk about what is expected to happen
in the future:
•

I think India will win the Samsung Series.

Formation of negative and interrogative sentences follows
the usual rules, like:
•

I have not played. Have I played?

•

You had not played. Had you played?

•

She will not have played. Will she have played?

Future perfect continuous tense

Rules to follow:

Uses

1.

Shall or Will with the form of the verb

The future perfect continuous tense is used for action that will
be in progress over a period of time that will end in the future.

(mostly, shall + first person and

e.g By next march we shall have been living here for four years.

will + second and third person):

Rules to follow:

To express you must use

We shall visit the fair.
In negative sentences, you may use the following pattern:
•

2.

•

3.
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We shall not break the rules of the college.

In interrogative sentences:

1.

With first person always use
shall have been+ participle
With second and third persons use:
Will have been + participle:

•

Will or shall + subject + the first form of the verb

•

will/shall + subject + the first form of the verb

Now Go through this …

o

Shall we meet for coffee?

Expressing the Future

o

Will you walk down the road with me ?

•

He will have been playing.

1.

In sentences that concern events that are on a definite
schedule or timetable. These sentences usually contain
future words. Only a few verbs are used in this way, eg: to
be, open, close, begin, start, end, finish, arrive, come, leave,
return.

The train LEAVES Detroit at 9pm tonight.
John STARTS work next week.
Tomorrow IS Thursday.
1.

In sentences that concern a definite plan or arrangement.
These sentences usually contain future words, or the future
is understood from the context.

Mary IS TAKING her music exam next year.
They can’t play tennis with you tomorrow. They’RE WORKING.
We’RE GOING to the theatre on Friday.
Be Going To Will
1.

When the speaker is making a prediction based on
evidence.

There’s a cloud in the sky. It’S GOING TO rain.
2.

When the speaker already has an intention or plan.

We’RE GOING TO paint our bedroom tomorrow.
Jo has won the lottery. He says he’S GOING TO go to Tahiti.
1.

When the speaker is making a prediction.

Tomorrow WILL BE hot and sunny.
People WILL GO to Mars in the next decade.
2.

When the speaker decides to do something at the time of
speaking. He had no previous plan. Spontaneous.

Hold on. I’LL GET a pen.
We WILL SEE what we can do to help you.

16 How long will we have been studying at 1pm?
17 Is it snowing?
18 Could you swim when you were two?
19 What time do you get up?
20 What time did you get up today?
Exercise 2
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in the
Present Continuous tense (Use the contracted forms wherever
possible)
1.

The Policeman________________________this street
(patrol)

2.

I ______________________________this case. (not
investigate)

3.

The players________________________________the
play. (rehearse)

4.

________________________________my best? (I,
not do)
Whom______________________________for the
misuse of funds? (they, blame)

5.
6.

_____________________________________very
softly? (the moon, not shine)

7.

____________________________________the
accounts of our firms? (he, not audit)

8.

The authorities_____________________________
adequate measures to check the spread of cholera (not take)

9.

____________________________________too hard
to move out? (it, not blow)

10. The child _________________________________
much attention to his studies. (not pay)

Exercises

Exercise 3
Fill in the blanks with correct form of the Past Continuous
tense (use the contracted forms wherever possible)

Now see if you all can get this right :-

1.

He_____________________________ on to a branch
with one hand. (hold)

2.

They___________________________ their tools away
to take a little rest. (put)

Maybe we’LL STAY IN and WATCH television.

Mixed-tense Questions
1

What did you do last night?

2
3

What are you doing now?
Are you going home after this lesson?

3.

4

What were you doing at 3am today?

_________________________________to save
money for a new bicycle? (he, try)

5

Have you ever been to America?

4.

_________________________________when you
went to see her? (she, sleep)

6

Are you speaking (French)?

5.

7

Do you speak (French)?

What_____________________________ in the
laboratory at that odd hour? (he, do)

8

What will you do tonight?

6.

9

What are you going to do at the weekend?

Why__________________________________ fun of
that innocent girl? (she, make)

7.

The baby_________________________________
because it was no longer hungry.(not cry)
______________________________________ across
the bridge when he was shot at? (he, not walk )

10 New York isn’t in China, is it?
11 Where do you live?
12 What will you be doing at 10am tomorrow?
13 Are you driving a car?
14 Where will you be this time tomorrow?
15 Were you born in Brazil?

8.
9.

She_________________________________ a
programme on the TV when somebody knocked at the
door. (watch)

10. It _____heavily when I left for the office. (not, snow)
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Exercise 4.
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb in the Future
Continuous Tense:
1.

I ________________________ harder next year. (work)

2.

________________________ the deer ? (the hounds,
chase)

3.

I_________________________ to you off and on .
(write)
I hope she _________________________ for
you.(wait)

4.
5.

_________________________________ the luggage
when you reach home ? (she, not pack)

6.

________________________________ a strict guard
at night ? (the policemen, keep)

7.

______________________________ the money if we
undertake this venture ? (we, not lose)

8.

Don’t you think she ____________________ into
trouble if she agrees to marry Mr. Malhotra.?(get)

9.

At this time tomorrow I
____________________________ towards Paris. (fly)

10. We_____________________________ for ward to
your visit.(eagerly look)
Exercise 5
Fill in the blanks with correct forms of the Present, Past or
Future Continuous tense of the verbs given in brackets:
1.

Yesterday you ______________________ ill, I am glad
that you ___________________ better today. (look,
look)

2.

When you call on him he
__________________________ an afternoon nap.
(have)

3.

I do not like working when it
_________________________ (rain)

4.

What ______________________when I same in ? (you,
write)

5.

We ________________________ the station when the
clock strikes four (near)

6.

The lights went out when we
___________________________ a TV show (watch)
She ______________________________ with her
friends when her boss sent for her. (chat)

7.
8.

I _______________________________ him everyday
when I go to Chandigarh. (meet)

9.

I could not hear what he
_____________________________ down in the
street. (shout)

10. When I got up in the morning, a fine cool breeze
_____________________ and the birds
________________________ in the garden. (blow,
chirp)
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Note :

LESSON 9
CONJUNCTIONS & INTERJECTIONS
Topics Covered

Definition, types of Conjunctions & interjections, Rules of
usage

5)

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:
·

What are the different categories of conjunctions &
interjections.
Specific use of typical, most commonly used conjunctions
& interjections.

A comma is also correct when and is used to attach the last
item of a serial list, although many writers (especially in
newspapers) will omit that final comma:
E.g. Ram spent his summer studying mathematics,
writing, and reading comprehension.

6)

A comma is used with but when expressing a contrast:
E.g. This is a useful rule, but difficult to remember.

7)

Conjunctions, in most of their other roles as coordinating
conjunctions can join two sentence elements without the
help of a comma.

•

Hemingway and Fitzgerald are among the American
expatriates of the between-the-wars era.

Definition

•

This is my idea of spending an evening at home, alone, eating
ice-cream right out of the box, watching a movie on TV, or
reading a good book. There are many others who aren't happy
unless they're out on the road, mixing it up with other people.
Imagine that such people were words….So these peoplewords;who like to mix up with people or was that words …
can be called joiners. If I were to define a conjunction now : - It
would be :-

•

Hemingway was renowned for his clear style and his
insights into American notions of male identity.
It is hard to say whether Hemingway or Fitzgerald is the
more interesting cultural icon of his day.

·
·

How can we use conjunctions & interjections correctly.

·

What are the rules of usage.

Lets consider this …

A conjunction is a joiner, a word that connects (conjoins) parts
of a sentence.

•

Although Hemingway is sometimes disparaged for his
unpleasant portrayal of women and for his glorification of
machismo, we nonetheless find some sympathetic, even
heroic, female figures in his novels and short stories.

Beginning a Sentence with And or But:A frequently asked question about conjunctions is whether and
or but can be used at the beginning of a sentence.

Coordinating Conjunctions

A sentence beginning with and or but will tend to draw
attention to itself and its transitional function. You should
examine such sentences with two questions in mind:

For E.g

(1) Would the sentence and paragraph function just as well
without the initial conjunction?

The simple, little conjunctions are called coordinating conjunctions.

Coordinating Conjunctions
and

but

or

yet

for

nor

so

Now let me give you some easy mantras to remember what I
am saying: 1) Try and remember that it may help you remember these
conjunctions by recalling that they all have fewer than four
letters.
2)

Another tact … remember the acronym FANBOYS: ForAnd-Nor-But-Or-Yet-So.

(2) Should the sentence in question be connected to the
previous sentence? If the initial conjunction still seems
appropriate, use it.
Among the coordinating conjunctions, the most common, of
course, are and, but and or.
It might be helpful for you to explore the uses of these three
little words.
AND
a.

Yes, I have tried this works !
3)

4)

When a coordinating conjunction connects two
independent clauses, it is often (but not always)
accompanied by a comma. E.g. Ram wants to play for his
school team, but he has had trouble meeting the academic
requirements.
The comma is always correct when used to separate two
independent clauses connected by a coordinating
conjunction.

To suggest that one idea is chronologically sequential to
another:
"Ra dha sent in her applications and waited by the phone
for a response."

b.

To suggest that one idea is the result of another:
"Tina heard the weather report and promptly boarded up
her house."

c.

To suggest that one idea is in contrast to another
(frequently replaced by but in this usage):
"Rita is brilliant and Shalimar has a pleasant personality.
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d.

To suggest an element of surprise (sometimes replaced by
yet in this usage):
"Hartford is a rich city and suffers from many symptoms
of urban blight."

e.

f.

To suggest that one clause is dependent upon another,
conditionally (usually the first clause is an imperative):
"Use your credit cards frequently and you'll soon find
yourself deep in debt."
To suggest a kind of "comment" on the first clause:

"Rohit became addicted to gambling — and that surprised no
one who knew him."
BUT
a.

To suggest a contrast that is unexpected in light of the first
clause:
"Rajat lost a fortune in the stock market, but he still seems
able to live quite comfortably."

b.

c.

To suggest in an affirmative sense what the first part of the
sentence implied in a negative way (sometimes replaced by
on the contrary):
"The club never invested foolishly, but used the services of
an investment counselor."
To connect two ideas with the meaning of "with the
exception of" (and then the second word takes over as
subject):

"Everybody but Ramya is trying out for the team."
OR
a.

To suggest that only one possibility can be realized,
excluding one or the other:
"You can study hard for this exam or you can fail."

b.

c.

To suggest the inclusive combination of alternatives:
"We can broil chicken on the grill tonight, or we can just eat
leftovers.
To suggest a refinement of the first clause:

2)

(B) It can be used with other negative expressions. E.g.
•

To suggest a restatement or "correction" of the first part of
the sentence:
"There are no snakes in this canyon, or so our guide tells
us."

e.

Consider the use of YET
(1) "yet another cause of trouble"
(2) "a simple yet noble woman"
(3) "yet more expensive" "he is yet a novice"
(4) "they may yet win"
(5) "he's not here yet".
(6) John plays basketball well, yet his favorite sport is
badminton.
(7) The visitors complained loudly about the heat, yet they
continued to play golf every day.
Yet is sometimes combined with other conjunctions, but or
and. It would not be unusual to see and yet in sentences like the
ones above. This usage is acceptable.
Now lets read through the use of FOR
‘For’ is most often used as a preposition, and on rare occasions,
as a coordinating conjunction.
I would like recommend you all that beginning a sentence with
the conjunction "for" is probably not a good idea, except when
probably you're singing to bid farewell to your dear friend,
American style …"For he's a jolly good fellow.
Please remember "For’s” function is to introduce the reason for
the preceding clause:
•

Revathi thought she had a good chance to get the job, for
her father was on the company's board of trustees.

•

Most of the visitors were happy just sitting around in the
shade, for it had been a long, dusty journey in the local
train.

f.

Lets now discuss the use of the conjunction SO
1) Sometimes ‘SO’ can connect two independent clauses along
with a comma, but sometimes it can't. For instance, in this
sentence,

To suggest a negative condition:
"The New Student Union motto is rather grim "Live free
or die."

•

2)

To suggest a negative alternative without the use of an
imperative
"They must approve his political style or they wouldn't
keep electing him.”

1)
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He is neither sane nor brilliant.

3)

PT Usha is not the only Olympic athlete in her family,
so are her brother and her sister.

Where the word so means "as well" or "in addition," you
must use a semicolon between the two independent
clauses. In the following sentence, where so is acting like a
minor-league "therefore," the conjunction and the comma
are adequate to the task.
•

The conjunction NOR
(A) Its most common use is as the little brother in the
correlative pair, neither-nor .

That is not what I meant to say, nor should you
interpret my statement as an admission of guilt.

(C) It is possible to use nor without a preceding negative
element, but it is unusual and, to an extent, rather stuffy:
•
Raj’s handshake is as good as any written contract, nor
has he ever proven untrustworthy.

"LSR is the premier all-women's college in the country, or
so it seems to most alumnae."
d.

That is neither what I said nor what I meant.

Vivek Oberoi has always been nervous in large
gatherings, so it is no surprise that he avoids crowds
of his adoring fans.

Sometimes, at the beginning of a sentence, so will act as a
kind of summing up device or transition, and when it
does, it is often set off from the rest of the sentence with a
comma:

•

So, the Police peremptorily removed the child from the
custody of his parents.

Lets now see the use of THEN and THAN
1)

Than is used to make comparisons.
E.g. "Rita would rather be rescued then stay on the island,"
I have employed the wrong word because a comparison is
being made between Rita’s two choices; we need than
instead.
In the sentence, "Other than Pincher Martin, Golding did
not write another popular novel," the adverbial
construction "other than" helps us make an implied
comparison.

2)

3)

Generally, the only question about than arises when we
have to decide whether the word is being used as a
conjunction or as a preposition. If it's a preposition (and
Merriam-Webster's dictionary provides for this usage), then
the word that follows it should be in the object form.
•

He's taller and somewhat more handsome than me.

•

Just because you look like him doesn't mean you can
play better than him.

A Subordinating Conjunction (sometimes called a dependent
word or subordinator) comes at the beginning of a Subordinate clause and establishes the relationship between the
dependent clause and the rest of the sentence.
It also turns the clause into something that depends on the rest
of the sentence for its meaning.
•

He took to the stage as though he had been preparing for
this moment all his life.

•

Because he loved acting, he refused to give up his dream of
being in the movies.

Unless we act now, all is lost.
Lets now notice some of the subordinating conjunctions in the
table below
•

Common Subordinating Conjunctions
After
although
as
as if
as long as
as though
because
before
even if
even though

Most careful writers, however, will insist that than be used
as a conjunction; it's as if part of the clause introduced by
than has been left out:
•
•

4)

Subordinating Conjunctions

He's taller and somewhat more handsome than I [am
handsome].
You can play better than he [can play].

In formal, academic text, you should probably use than as
a conjunction and follow it with the subject form of a
pronoun (where a pronoun is appropriate)

Then is a conjunction, but it is not one of the little conjunctions listed at the top of this page. Now use the FANBOYS
conjunctions to connect two independent clauses; usually, they
will be accompanied (preceded) by a comma.
Too many students think that then works the same way:
"Caesar invaded Gaul, then he turned his attention to England." You can tell the difference between then and a
coordinating conjunction by trying to move the word around in
the sentence.
We can write, "he then turned his attention to England"; "he
turned his attention, then, to England"; he turned his attention
to England then."
The word can move around within the clause. Try that with a
conjunction, and you will quickly see that the conjunction
cannot move around. "Caesar invaded Gaul, and then he turned
his attention to England."
The word and is stuck exactly there and cannot move like then,
which is more like an adverbial conjunction than a coordinating
conjunction. Our original sentence in this paragraph — "Caesar
invaded Gaul, then he turned his attention to England" — is a
faulty sentence construction in which a comma tries to hold
together two independent clauses all by itself: the comma needs
a coordinating conjunction to help out, and the word then
simply doesn't work that way

if
if only
in order that
now that
once
rather than
since
so that
than
that

though
till
unless
until
when
whenever
where
whereas
wherever
while

Common Subordinating Conjunctions

Afteralthoughasas ifas long asas thoughbecausebeforeeven
ifeven though
ifif onlyin order thatnow thatoncerather
thansinceso thatthanthat
thoughtillunlessuntilwhenwheneverwherewhereaswhereverwhile
Yet another point for you to remember is: The Case of Like and As
Well dear students, very strictly speaking, the word like is a
preposition, not a conjunction. It can, therefore, be used to
introduce a prepositional phrase
Consider this: "My brother is tall like my father" but it should not be
used to introduce a clause
"My brother can't play the piano like as he did before the
accident"
or
"It looks like as if basketball is quickly overtaking baseball
as America's national sport."
To introduce a clause, it's a good idea to use as, as though, or as
if, instead.
•

Like As I told you earlier, the lecture has been postponed.

•

It looks like as if it's going to snow this afternoon.

•

Johnson kept looking out the window like as though he
had someone waiting for him.

Analyze: - Omitting That
The word that is used as a conjunction to connect a subordinate
clause to a preceding verb.
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In the following sentences, we can happily omit the that lets see
how we do it :•

Sandhya knew [that] she was about to be fired.

•

She definitely felt [that] her fellow employees hadn't
supported her.

•

I hope [that] she doesn't blame me.

Sometimes omitting the that creates a break in the flow of a
sentence, a break that can be adequately bridged with the use of
a comma:
•
The problem is, that production in her department has
dropped.
•

Remember, that we didn't have these problems before she
started working here.

An Interjection therefore is a word of exclamation which
expresses emotion, but which has no grammatical relation to
the rest of the sentence.
E.g
Oh!
Hey!
Whoa!
Ouch!
Ha, Ha!
Boo!
Also you may note that many words that generally serve as
other parts of speech may be used as interjections:
Well!

As a general rule, if the sentence feels just as good without the
that, if no ambiguity results from its omission, if the sentence
is more efficient or elegant without it, then we can safely omit
the that.
There are three conditions in which we should maintain the
conjunction that:
•

When a time element intervenes between the verb and the
clause:

•

•

Heavens!
Nuts!
Run!
Good!
Here are some more incomplete examples : -

1.

Wow I won the lottery.

"The boss said yesterday that production in this
department was down fifty percent." (Notice the position
of "yesterday.")

2.

Oh, I don't know about that.

3.

I don't know what the heck you're talking about.

4.

No, you shouldn't have done that.

When the verb of the clause is long delayed:

Try & identify the right interjections & rewrite these sentences

"Our annual report revealed that some losses sustained by this
department in the third quarter of last year were worse than
previously thought." (Notice the distance between the subject
"losses" and its verb, "were.")

Exercises
1.

______You run, you will not overtake him.

Correlative Conjunctions

2.

He is very rich _________ he is not happy.

3.
4.

__________ I return, stay where you are.
He was punished, ____________ he was guilty.

5.

He behaved _________ a brave man should do.

6.

There is no doubt ________ the earth is round.

7.

I wonder _________ he will come.

Some conjunctions combine with other words to form what are
called correlative conjunctions. They always travel in pairs,
joining various sentence elements that should be treated as
grammatically equal.
•
She led the team not only in statistics but also by virtue of
her enthusiasm.

Exercise1: Fill in the blanks

•

Polonius said, "Neither a borrower nor a lender be."

8.

He is witty ________ vulgar.

•

Whether you win this race or lose it doesn't matter as long
as you do your best.

9.

Will you kindly wait ________ I return ?

10. Karim is tall, ________ Abdul is taller.

Correlative conjunctions sometimes create problems in parallel
form.

11. He lost his balance __________ fell off the bicycle.
12. He tried hard _________ did not succeed.

Here is a brief list of common correlative conjunctions.

13. Is this my book _________ yours ?

both . . . and
not only . . . but also
not . . . but
either . . . or

Interjections

neither . . . nor
whether . . . or
as . . . as

Interjections are words or phrases used to exclaim or protest or
command. They sometimes stand by themselves, but they are
often contained within larger structures.

14. Water _______oil will not mix.
15. They left ________we returned.
16. The vase will break_________ you drop it.
17. I shall not go out now _________it is raining very heavily.
18. Trains run from this station every few minutes
__________we shall not have to wait.
19. Man proposes __________ God disposes.
20. Time ________tide wait for no man.
21. Virtue ennobles, _________vice degrades.
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22. This _________ that must suffice.
23. The train was derailed _________no one was hurt.

9.

If you are to choose between glorious death or shameful
life, which one would you choose?

24. She writes slowly __________ neatly.

10. Students work hard because they may pass.

25. I believe him __________ he is truthful.
26. You will not get the prize _________ you deserve it.

Exercise 3:

27. Send for me ___________ you want me.

1.

He took up a different attitude than what he used to take.

28. Hari will do all right, ________ he perseveres.

2.

He is not hardworking or intelligent.

29. Catch me _________ you can.

3.

He had no choice than to accept our terms.

30. He told me _______ you had arrived an hour ago.

4.

Immediately i saw him, I recognized him.

31. You will never succeed ________ you try.
32. ________I were you, I’d keep quiet.

5.
6.

33. Wait ______ I come.
34. Be just _______ fear not.

When I punish one, I must punish all.
The question was that how he had managed to amass such
a huge fortune.

7.

Not only I passed but I got a first also.

35. Tell me _______ you understand.

8.

This book is as good though cheaper than other books.

36. We will come, _______it rains ______ not.

9.

Scarcely I said a word than he began to abuse me.

37. Make hay _______ the sun shines.

10. Make hay when the sun shines.

38. It is a long time ________ we last saw him.

Exercise 4:

39. Please write __________ I dictate.

Fill in the blanks with conjunctions:

Correct the following sentences:

40. It is hopped __________ all will go well.
41. Give me ________ poverty __________ riches.

1.

_________________ somewhat pompous, he was an
entertaining companion.

42. He is taller ______ I (am).

2.

“Mr. Johnson”, said I, “ I do indeed come from Scotland,
___________ I cannot help it.”

3.

The man that stands by me in trouble I won’t bid him
go_____________ the sun shine again.

4.

___________ you are upon Earth enjoy the good things
that are here, _________ be not melancholy.

5.

The art of pleasing is a very necessary one to possess;
______________ a very difficult one to acquire.
Never maintain an argument with heat and clamor,
________you think or know yourself to be in the right.

43. _______ I cannot get away, I will go next week.
44. ________ you wish it, it shall be done.
45. Why is our food so sweet? _______ we earn before we eat.
46. Take heed _________ you fall.
47. He gazed so long _______ both his eyes were dazzled.
48. __________there is life there is hope.
49. Walk on ________ you come to the gate.
50. They say ________ he is better.
51. I have been in such a pickle _______ I saw you last.
52. His plans _______vast, were never visionary.
53. Some people live _______they may eat.

6.
7.

__________ I am in serious humor, I very often walk by
myself in Westminster Abbey.

8.

I am persuaded _________ the translators of the Bible
were masters of an English style much fitter for that work
___________ any we see in our present writings.

9.

He (Chaucer) must have been a man of most
comprehensive nature, ____________ he has taken into
the compass of his Canterbury Tales the various manners
and humors of the whole English nation, in his age.

54. He went ________I came.

Exercise2:
Correct the following sentences:

1.

He enquired that when I would be able to return his
money.

2.

Though I have realized that it is a bad bargain, but I will
not back out of it.

3.

If he gives a written apology, then no action will be taken
against him.

4.
5.

No sooner had he returned when he was off again.
Keep him at arm’s length lest you may not repent in the
long run.

6.

He is both the manager as well as the proprietor of this
firm.

7.

Both he and his brother were not there.

8.

Neither did I go nor he went.

10. It is the common doom of the man ___________ he
must eat his bread by the sweat of his brow.
11. It is a sort of paradox , _________ it is true: we are never
more in danger ___________ when we think ourselves
most secure.
12. I have imposed upon myself,___________ I have been
guilty of no other imposition.
13. One of the pleasantest things in the world is going on a
journey; ____________ I like to go by myself. I can enjoy
society in a room;___________, out of doors, nature is
the company for me.
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14. It ( the game of fives) is the finest exercise for the body,
_________ the relaxation for the mind. Religion does not
banish mirth _________ only moderates and sets rules to
it.
15. Fit words are better __________ fine ones.

Exercise 5:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate conjunctions;

1.

Be just ________ fear not.]

2.

I ran fast, _________ I missed the train.

3.

He fled __________ he was afraid.

4.

Make haste________ you will be late.

5.
6.

_________ you try, you will not succeed.
I am sure ________ he said so.

7.

Wait _________ I return.

8.

Do not go ___________ I come.

9.

He finished first __________ he began late.

10. Take care __________ you fall.
11. Take a lamp, _________ the night is dark.
12. ________ he was ambitious I slew him.
13. Open rebuke is better __________ secret love.
14. _______ you eat too much you will be ill.
15. I shall not go________ I am invited.
16. He has succeeded better _________ he hoped.
17. I do it ________ I choose to.
18. ________ duty calls us we must obey.
19. Live well ___________ you may die well.
20. ________ he is industrious, I encouraged him.

Note :
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LESSON 10
ADJECTIVES

Topic Covered

Definition, types of Adjectives, Rules of usage

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:
•

What are the different categories of Adjectives
Use of modifiers

•

Use & placement of an adjective in a sentence.

•

Degrees of Adjectives

•

Problems & commom mistakes

•

Definition
Adjectives are words that describe or modify another person or
thing in the sentence.
E.g.
1)
2)

the tall professor
the lugubrious lieutenant

3)

a solid commitment

4)

a month's pay

5)

a six-year-old child

6)

the unhappiest, richest man

If a group of words containing a subject and verb acts as an
adjective, it is called an Adjective Clause.
E.g.
1)

My sister, who is much older than I am, is an engineer.

2)

If an adjective clause is stripped of its subject and verb, the
resulting modifier becomes an Adjective Phrase. This
example would make it clearer for you: He is the man who is keeping my family in the poorhouse.
Before I lead you into other usage considerations, one
general note about the use — or over-use — of adjectives:

clarion earth, the wet loaminess of the garden, the pungent
breakfast smells and the floating snow of blossoms. He knew
the inchoate sharp excitement of hot dandelions in young earth;
in July, of watermelons bedded in sweet hay, inside a farmer’s
covered wagon; of cantaloupe and crated peaches; and the scent
of orange rind, bitter-sweet, before a fire of coals. He knew the
good male smell of his father’s sitting-room; of the smooth
worn leather sofa, with the gaping horse-hair rent; of the
blistered varnished wood upon the hearth; of the heated calfskin bindings; of the flat moist plug of apple tobacco, stuck
with a red flag; of wood-smoke and burnt leaves in October; of
the brown tired autumn earth; of honey-suckle at night; of
warm nasturtiums, of a clean ruddy farmer who comes weekly
with printed butter, eggs, and milk; of fat limp underdone
bacon and of coffee; of a bakery-oven in the wind; of large
deep-hued string beans smoking-hot and seasoned well with
salt and butter; of a room of old pine boards in which books
and carpets have been stored, long closed; of Concord grapes in
their long white baskets.
An abundance of adjectives like this would be uncommon in
contemporary prose. Whether I have lost something or not is
left up to you.

Position of Adjectives

Unlike adverbs, which often seem capable of popping up
almost anywhere in a sentence, adjectives nearly always appear
immediately before the noun or noun phrase that they modify.
Sometimes they appear in a string of adjectives, and when they
do, they appear in a set order according to category. When
indefinite pronouns — such as something, someone, anybody
— are modified by an adjective, the adjective comes after the
pronoun:
1)
2)

Anyone capable of doing something horrible to someone
nice should be punished.
Something wicked this way comes.

Be particularly cautious in your use of adjectives that don't
have much to say in the first place:

Degrees of Adjectives

Interesting

•

Beautiful
Lovely
Exciting.
Consider the uses of modifiers in this adjectivally rich paragraph
from Thomas Wolfe's Look Homeward, Angel. (Charles
Scribner's, 1929, p. 69.) Adjectives are underlined for your
understanding.
He remembered yet the East India Tea House at the Fair, the
sandalwood, the turbans, and the robes, the cool interior and
the smell of India tea; and he had felt now the nostalgic thrill
of dew-wet mornings in Spring, the cherry scent, the cool

Adjectives can express degrees of modification:
Ritu is a rich woman, but Rita is richer than Ritu, and Rashi
is the richest woman in town.

The degrees of comparison are known as the positive, the
comparative, and the superlative.
We use the comparative for comparing two things and the
superlative for comparing three or more things.
Notice that the word than frequently accompanies the comparative and the word the precedes the superlative. The inflected
suffixes -er and -est suffice to form most comparatives and
superlatives, although we need -ier and -iest when a two-syllable
adjective ends in y (happier and happiest); otherwise we use
more and most when an adjective has more than one syllable.
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If the intensifier very accompanies the superlative, a
determiner is also required:

Read through the table below: Positive

Comparative

Superlative

1)

She is wearing her very finest outfit for the interview.

rich

richer

richest

2)

They're doing the very best they can.

lovely

lovelier

loveliest

beautiful

more beautiful

Most beautiful

Certain adjectives have irregular forms in the
comparative and superlative degrees:
Irregular Comparative and Superlative Forms
good

better

Best

bad

worse

Worst

little

less

Least

1)

Occasionally, the comparative or superlative form appears
with a determiner and the thing being modified is
understood:
Of all the wines produced in Connecticut, I like this one
the most.

2)

The quicker you finish this project, the better.

3)

Of the two brothers, he is by far the faster.

We Can not study Adjectives without studying this: Less versus Fewer

much
many
some

more

Most

When making a comparison between quantities we often have to make a choice between the words fewer and
less . Generally, when we're talking about countable things, we use the word fewer ; when we're talking about
measurable quantities that we cannot count, we use the word less.

far

further

furthest

"She had fewer chores, but she also had less energy."
We do, however, definitely use less when referring to statistical or numerical expressions:

My advice to all of you would be to be careful not to form
comparatives or superlatives of adjectives which already express
an extreme of comparison — unique, for instance — although
it probably is possible to form comparative forms of most
adjectives:
Something can be more perfect, and someone can have a fuller
figure. People who argue that one woman cannot be more
pregnant than another have never been nine-months pregnant
with twins.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

It's less than twenty miles to Agra.
He's less than six feet tall.
Your essa y should be a thousand words or less.
We spent less than forty dollars on our trip.
The town spent less than four percent of its budget on snow removal.

In these situations, it's possible to regard the quantities as sums of countable measures.

Taller than I / me ??
When making a comparison with "than" do we end with a subject form or object form, "taller than I/she" or
"taller than me/her."

Also, not to use more along with a comparative adjective
formed with -er nor to use most along with a superlative
adjective formed with -est

The correct response is "taller than I/she." We are looking for the subject form:

e.g., do not write that something is more heavier or most
heaviest

If we can say "He is tall like me/her," then (if "than" could be prepositional like like) we should be able to say,
"He is taller than me/her ." It's an interesting argument, but — for now, anyway — in formal, academic prose,
use the subject form in such comparisons.

The as — as construction is used to create a comparison
expressing equality:
•
He is as foolish as he is large.

We also want to be careful in a sentence such as "I like him better than she/her."

•

She is as bright as her mother.

"He is taller than I am/ she is tall."
Some of may, however, argue that the word "than" should be allowed to function as a preposition.

The "she" would mean that you like this person better than she likes him; the "her" would mean that you like
this male person better than you like that female person. (To avoid ambiguity and the slippery use of than, we
could write
"I like him better than she does" or "I like him better than I like her.")

Premodifiers with Degrees of Adjectives
Adjectives in their comparative and superlative forms can be
accompanied by premodifiers, single words and phrases, that
intensify the degree.
1)

We were a lot more careful this time.

2)

He works a lot less carefully than the other jeweler in town.

3)
4)

We like his work so much better.
You'll get your watch back all the faster.

The same process can be used to downplay the degree:
1)

The weather this week has been somewhat better.

2)

He approaches his schoolwork a little less industriously
than his brother does.

And sometimes a set phrase, usually an informal noun phrase,
is used for this purpose:
1)

He arrived a whole lot sooner than we expected.

2)

That's a heck of a lot better.
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What follows now may be taken as the mantra for
understanding the fundamentals of Adjectives.

Let me take you through what is called the Order of Adjectives
in a Series
Ever wondered why we say "little brown house" and not
"brown little house" or why we say "red Italian sports car" and
not "Italian red sports car."
May be you know this, the order in which adjectives in a series
sort themselves out is perplexing for people learning English as
a second language. If you master this order & understand the
fundamental of series, you can never go wrong.
There is, however, a pattern. You will find many exceptions to
the pattern in the table below, but it is definitely important to
learn the pattern of adjective order if it is not part of what you
naturally bring to the language.

Please study the table as a basic table for a generalized ruling in
your minds.
The categories in the following table can be described as follows:
I.

Determiners — articles and other limiters.

II. Observation — post-determiners and limiter adjectives
(e.g., a real hero, a perfect idiot) and adjectives subject to
subjective measure (e.g., beautiful, interesting)
III. Size and Shape — adjectives subject to objective measure
(e.g., wealthy, large, round)
IV. Age — adjectives denoting age (e.g., young, old, new,
ancient)
V.

Color — adjectives denoting color (e.g., red, black, pale)

VI. Origin — denominal adjectives denoting source of noun
(e.g., French, American, Canadian)
VII. Material — denominal adjectives denoting what something
is made of (e.g., woolen, metallic, wooden)
VIII.Qualifier — final limiter, often regarded as part of the
noun (e.g., rocking chair, hunting cabin, passenger car,
book cover)

•

We were irritated by the heat.

•

We were opposed to leaving early.

•

We were satisfied with the circus.

•
•

We were shocked at the level of noise under the big tent.
We were surprised by the fans' response.

•

We were surprised at their indifference.

•

We were tired of all the lights after a while.

•

We were worried about the traffic leaving the parking lot.

My teachers taught me what were called the
“A- Adjectives”. These are: -

The most common of the so-called a- adjectives are
ablaze,
afloat,
afraid,
aghast,
alert,
alike,
alive,
alone,
aloof,
ashamed,
asleep,
averse,
awake,
aware.

Remember, when adjectives belong to the same class, they
become what we call coordinated adjectives, and you will want
to put a comma between them: the inexpensive, comfortable
shoes.

Adjectival Considerations
•

We were amazed at all the circus animals.
We were amused by the clowns.

•

We were annoyed by the elephants.

•

We were bored by the ringmaster.

•

We were confused by the noise.

•

We were disappointed by the motorcycle daredevils.

•

We were disappointed in their performance.

•
•

We were embarrassed by my brother.
We were exhausted from all the excitement.

•

We were excited by the lion-tamer.

•

We were excited about the high-wire act, too.

•

We were frightened by the lions.

•

We were introduced to the ringmaster.

•

We were interested in the tent.

•

Occasionally, however, you will find a- adjectives before the
word they modify: the alert patient, the aloof physician. Most
of them, when found before the word they modify, are
themselves modified: the nearly awake student, the terribly
alone scholar. And a- adjectives are sometimes modified by
"very much": very much afraid, very much alone, very much
ashamed, etc.

Exercises:
Exercise 1
Recognizing Adjectives

The following paragraph is taken from D.H. Lawrence's short
story "The Horse Dealer's Daughter." Underline the adjectives as
per your understanding & then check the answers below.
And he hastened straight down, running over the wet, soddened fields, pushing through the hedges, down into the
depression of callous, wintry obscurity. It took him several
minutes to come to the pond. He stood on the bank, breathing
heavily. He could see nothing. His eyes seemed to penetrate the
dead water. Yes, perhaps that was the dark shadow of her black
clothing beneath the surface of the water.
He slowly ventured into the pond. The bottom was deep, soft
clay, then he sank in, and the water clasped . . . his legs. As he
stirred he could smell the cold, rotten clay that fouled up into
the water. It was objectionable in his lungs. Still, repelled and
yet not heeding, he moved deeper into the pond. The cold
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water rose over his thighs, over his loins, upon his abdomen.
The lower part of his body was all sunk in the hideous cold
element. And the bottom was so deeply soft and uncertain, he
was afraid of pitching with his mouth underneath. He could
not swim, and was afraid.

Answer:-

I hope you have been honest in identifying adjectives and
haven’t read this page before you actually answered.
And he hastened straight down, running over the wet, soddened fields, pushing through the hedges, down into the
depression of callous, wintry obscurity. It took him several
minutes to come to the pond. He stood on the bank, breathing
heavily. He could see nothing. His eyes seemed to penetrate the
dead water. Yes, perhaps that was the dark shadow of her black
clothing beneath the surface of the water.
He slowly ventured into the pond. The bottom was deep,
soft clay, then he sank in, and the water clasped . . . his legs. As
he stirred he could smell the cold, rotten clay that fouled up into
the water. It was objectionable in his lungs. Still, repelled and
yet not heeding, he moved deeper into the pond. The cold
water rose over his thighs, over his loins, upon his abdomen.
The lower part of his body was all sunk in the hideous cold
element. And the bottom was so deeply soft and uncertain, he
was afraid of pitching with his mouth underneath. He could
not swim, and was afraid.

Exercise 2
Opposite adjectives
Match the words in each column that mean the opposite or very
nearly the opposite.
Positive

extinct

Intelligent

export

Industrious

negative

Complex

stupid

Living

disagree

Import

take

Agree

lady

Provide

simple

Gentleman

lazy

Enormous

small

Note :
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LESSON 11
PREPOSITIONS
Topics Covered

Definition, types of Prepositions, Rules of usage, list of
prepositions for reference

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:
•

What are the different Prepositions
Use of typical prepositions

•

Rules to follow while using prepositions.

•

A preposition describes a relationship between other words in a
sentence.
In itself, a word like “in” or “after” is rather meaningless and
hard to define in mere words. For instance, when you do try to
define a preposition like “in” or “between” or “on,” you
invariably use your hands to show how something is situated
in relationship to something else. Prepositions are nearly always
combined with other words in structures called prepositional
phrases. Prepositional phrases can be made up of a million
different words, but they tend to be built the same: a preposition followed by a determiner and an adjective or two, followed
by a pronoun or noun (called the object of the preposition).
This whole phrase, in turn, takes on a modifying role, acting as
an adjective or an adverb, locating something in time and space,
modifying a noun, or telling when or where or under what
conditions something happened.
Consider the professor’s desk and all the prepositional phrases
we can use while talking about it.
You can sit before the desk (or in front of the desk). The
professor can sit on the desk (when he’s being informal) or
behind the desk, and then his feet are under the desk or beneath
the desk. He can stand beside the desk (meaning next to the
desk), before the desk, between the desk and you, or even on
the desk (if he’s really strange). If he’s clumsy, he can bump into
the desk or try to walk through the desk (and stuff would fall
off the desk). Passing his hands over the desk or resting his
elbows upon the desk, he often looks across the desk and
speaks of the desk or concerning the desk as if there were
nothing else like the desk. Because he thinks of nothing except
the desk, sometimes you wonder about the desk, what’s in the
desk, what he paid for the desk, and if he could live without the
desk. You can walk toward the desk, to the desk, around the
desk, by the desk, and even past the desk while he sits at the
desk or leans against the desk.
All of this happens, of course, in time: during the class, before
the class, until the class, throughout the class, after the class, etc.
And the professor can sit there in a bad mood .
These underlined words are all prepositions.

Some prepositions do other things besides locate in space
or time

— “My brother is like my father.”
— “Everyone in the class except me got the answer.
— “ — but nearly all of them modify in one way or another.
It is possible for a preposition phrase to act as a noun
— “During a church service is not a good time to discuss
picnic plans”
or
— “In the South Pacific is where I long to be”
— but this is seldom appropriate in formal or academic
writing.
List of some prepositions
a list of common
prepositions about
above
across
after
against
around
at
before
behind
below
beneath
beside
besides
between
beyond

by
down
during
except
for
from
in
inside
into
like
near
of
off
on
out

outside
over
since
through
throughout
till
to
toward
under
until
up
upon
with
without

according to
because of
by way of
in addition to
in front of
in place of
in regard to
in spite of
instead of
on account of
out of

Prepositions of Time: at, on, and in

We use at to designate specific times.
The train is due at 12:15 p.m.
We use on to designate days and dates.
My brother is coming on Monday.
We’re having a party on the Fourth of July.
We use in for non-specific times during a day, a month, a
season, or a year.
She likes to jog in the morning.
It’s too cold in winter to run outside.
He started the job in 1971.
He’s going to quit in August.
Prepositions of Place: at, on, and in

We use at for specific addresses.
Grammar English lives at 55 Boretz Road in Durham.
We use on to designate names of streets, avenues, etc.
Her house is on Boretz Road.
And we use in for the names of land-areas (towns, counties,
states, countries, and continents).
She lives in Durham.
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Durham is in Windham County.
Windham County is in Connecticut.

ADJECTIVES and PREPOSITIONS
afraid of
angry at
aware of
capable of
careless about
familiar with

Prepositions of location: in, at and, on and no preposition
IN
(the) bed*
the bedroom
the car
(the) class*
the library*
school*

AT
class*
home
the library*
the office
school*
work

ON
the bed*
the ceiling
the floor
the horse
the plane
the train

NO
PREPOSITION
downstairs
downtown
inside
outside
upstairs
uptown

fond of
happy about
interested in
jealous of
made of
married to

proud of
similar to
sorry for
sure of
tired of
worried about

* You may sometimes use different prepositions for these locations.

VERBS and PREPOSITIONS

Prepositions of Movement: to and No Preposition

Apologize for
ask about
ask for
belong to
bring up
care for
find out

We use to in order to express movement toward a place.
They were driving to work together.
She’s going to the dentist’s office this morning.
Toward and towards are also helpful prepositions to express
movement. These are simply variant spellings of the same
word; use whichever sounds better to you.
We’re moving toward the light.
This is a big step towards the project’s completion.
With the words home, downtown, uptown, inside, outside, downstairs,
upstairs, we use no preposition.
Grandma went upstairs
Grandpa went home.
They both went outside..
Prepositions of Time: for and since
We use for when we measure time (seconds, minutes, hours,
days, months, years).
He held his breath for seven minutes.
She’s lived there for seven years.
The British and Irish have been quarrelling for seven centuries.
We use since with a specific date or time.
He’s worked here since 1970.
She’s been sitting in the waiting room since two-thirty.
Prepositions with Nouns, Adjectives, and Verbs.
Prepositions are sometimes so firmly wedded to other words
that they have practically become one word. (In fact, in other
languages, such as German, they would have become one
word.) This occurs in three categories: nouns, adjectives, and
verbs.
Nouns and Prepositions
Approval of
awareness of
belief in
concern for
confusion about
desire for

fondness for
grasp of
hatred of
hope for
interest in
love of

need for
participation in
reason for
respect for
success in
understanding of

give up
grow up
look for
look forward to
look up
make up
pay for

prepare for
study for
talk about
think about
trust in
work for
worry about

A combination of verb and preposition is called a phrasal verb.
•
•

agree to a proposal, with a person, on a price, in principle
argue about a matter, with a person, for or against a
proposition

•

compare to to show likenesses, with to show differences
(sometimes similarities)

•

correspond to a thing, with a person

•

differ from an unlike thing, with a person

•

live at an address, in a house or city, on a street, with other
people

Unnecessary Prepositions

In everyday speech, we fall into some bad habits, using
prepositions where they are not necessary. It would be a good
idea to eliminate these words altogether, but we must be
especially careful not to use them in formal, academic prose.
•
She met up with the new coach in the hallway.
•

The book fell off of the desk.

•

He threw the book out of the window.

•

She wouldn’t let the cat inside of the house. [or use “in”]

•

Where did they go to?

•

Put the lamp in back of the couch. [use “behind” instead]

•

Where is your college at?

Prepositions in Parallel Form

When two words or phrases are used in parallel and require the
same preposition to be idiomatically correct, the preposition
does not have to be used twice.
You can wear that outfit in summer and in winter.
The female was both attracted by and distracted by the male’s
dance.
However, when the idiomatic use of phrases calls for different
prepositions, we must be careful not to omit one of them.
The children were interested in and disgusted by the movie.
It was clear that this player could both contribute to and learn from
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every game he played.
He was fascinated by and enamored of this beguiling woman.

4.

He is grateful ________his master ______many favors.

5.

He is a dependent ___________his parent.

EXERCISES

6.

He is abstemious __________ eating and drinking.

Exercise 1:
Fill in the blanks with appropriate Prepositions: —

7.
8.

He is prompt ____________carrying out orders.
He is vain ___________ his attainments.

1.

He lives ________ Hyderabad. He lives _______ 48 Tilak
Street.

9.

He is deficient ____________common sense.

2.

He started ________six _________the morning.

11. He is indifferent _____________his own interest.

3.

He hanged himself __________a piece of cloth.

12. He is proficient _____________mathematics.

4.

The portrait was painted ___________a famous artist
who flourished ___________the sixteenth century.

13. He is not ashamed_____________ his neighbours.

5.

I must start ____________dawn to reach the station in
time.

6.

I hope to reach the station ___________an hour at the
outside.
The child has been missing ____________yesterday.

15. He is suspicious ____________ all his neighbours.
16. He has a passion ____________ arguing.

7.
8.

The caravan must reach its destination
___________sunset.

9.

The mail train is due ____________3 P.M.

10. He traveled thirty kilometers __________two hours.
11. He rushed___________ my room, panting for breath.
12. He does not leave his house _________9 o’clock.
13. The Express departs ___________3 P.M
____________Delhi.
14. Human Sacrifices were practiced ___________ the Nagas.
15. I received his message ___________eight o’clock
____________ the morning.
16. ___________last month I have seen him but once.

10. He is vexed ____________me.

14. He is devoid ____________sense.

17. Recently there has been a reduction _______the price of
milk.
18. He proved false ___________his friend.
19. A square may be equivalent ____________a triangle.
20. The avaricious man is greedy _____________gain.
21. He is very different _____________his brother.
22. The head – dress of the Cossacks is similar
_____________that of the ancient Persians.
23. He was born ______________ humble parents in Nasik.
24. He views do not accord ______________ mine.

Exercise 3:
Fill in the blanks
1.

The college will break for the summer vacation
___________ about a week’s time.
The annual function of the college will be held
____________ Friday, the 23rd March _________ 4 p.m.

17. ___________ rice they had curry.

2.

18. The fever has taken a turn for the
better________________ yesterday.

3.

We have been hard at work ___________ the moment we
arrived.

20. I saw him felling a big tree__________ a hatcher.

4.

21. Come and sit ___________me.
22. Nobody_________ you knows the truth.

I shall wait for you _________ 5 p.m. ______ 6 p.m.
_________ Sunday; I hope you will come.

5.

He has been the principal of this college _________ the
last six years.

6.

This term ends _________ 24th December, and
___________ 21 st all assignments should be completed.

7.

Progress reports are sent to the parents __________ the
end of the month.

8.
9.

I am always at home ___________ a Sunday morning.
The examination will begin _________ the first week of
May and end _______ 12th.

19. He has spent his life ______________ Kolkata.

23. While I was ____Delhi he was ____Mumbai.
24. He was killed ____________the robber__________a
hatcher.
25. We shall stay three months ____________America.
26. ____________Rustom and Sohrab, there were three
other boys present.
27. ____________a Ford he has a Fiat car.

Exercise 2:

10. _________ how long has the patient been in such a
serious condition?

Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition:

11. It appears, I have not been to the theatre ________ ages.

1.

The stories in that book are full __________interest.

2.

Don’t associate _____________disreputable people.

3.

Do not indulge ____________strong language.

12. He has been in the hospital ___________ January.
13. He was in the hospital _________ January _________
March.
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14. _________ the time the fire brigade arrived, the shop had
been reduced to ashes.
15. Our shop has announced a clearance sale _________
Durga Puja.

Exercise 4:
Fill in the blanks with ‘at’, ‘in’, ‘between’, ‘among’,
‘under’,’ beneath’, ‘above’, or ‘over’:
1.

We have decided to hold our next meeting
_________________ my house ____________ Model
town.

2.

Can you distinguish ____________ these two words?

3.

The train was passing ____________ the bridge.

4.

She does not like mixing with people
_______________her.

5.
6.

__________ others, I have invited Sushil also.
His name was____________ mine in the list.

7.

Two vehicles collided _____________ the middle of the
road.

8.

They quarreled __________ a trifle.

9.

A boy was sitting ____________ the back of the class
tried to disrupt the lesson.

10. I put my signatures on the letter _____________
pleasure.
11. The members of his family are always quarrelling
_____________ themselves.
12. Delhi is ________ Agra on the Yamuna.
13. You are not entitled to vote, as you are _ age.
14. He is courteous, polite, gentle, but___________ all, he is
very noble.
15. There are only a couple of pine tress ____________ the
top of the hill but many ____________ the valley.
16. Understanding ___________ the partners is very essential
for a happy married life.
17. You should sign neither _____________
nor_____________ the stamp but ___________ it.
18. I doubt if we can show any progress if we continue
working ______________ these conditions.
19. The patient has been ____________ treatment for
__________ a week, but he has shown no signs of
improvement.
20. I have always been ____________ the impression that he
was _________ this sort of meaness.

Note :
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LESSON 12
PUNCTUATION
Topic Covered

Definition, types of Punctuation, Rules of usage

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:

•
•
•

What are the different types of punctuation
Specific punctuations
Usage of specific punctuation

Most of you must be looking at punctuations as those
annoying things that the English Teachers designed to make a
tough thing only look tougher!
Well! The fact is that we do ignore punctuation whenever we
can. Punctuation is almost essential to clear writing as words
themselves. It is the function of words to identity meanings,
and it is the function of punctuation to package the meanings
in usable clumps like phrases, clauses, and sentences. Imagine
trying to read this page if all the letters were run together (for
spacing is punctuation too) with no capital letters, no breaks,
and no clumping of word groups.
Punctuation also does the task of stylistic effectiveness.
Like when you speak you lower or increase the pitch of your
voice because you wish to add expression to your voice &
words, in written English this is done with the help of
Punctuation.
A paragraph, or even a sentence without any punctuation is like
a sentence without any expression, which may even fail to
express a meaning.
Lets start this way: 1.

Use a colon after the salutation of a business letter or a
formal personal letter:

•
•
•
2.

To the Editor:
To whom it may concern:

Use a colon between hours, minutes, and seconds when
writing them in numerals:
• It’s 6:00

•
3.

Dear Mr. Simpson:

The game starts at 12:15

The colon is most often used to introduce a list or a long
quotation. Note that a colon is only used following a
complete sentence.

Semicolon

The semi-colon is used when you want to stress a close
connection between two independent clauses in a sentence.
The dog was gaining; John ran faster.
The telephone rang; Mrs. Donaldson let it ring.
Steven turned the knob; Water flowed out of the pipe.
Stay away from snakes; They are poisonous.
When these words are used to join two sentences, a semicolon
goes before them and a comma goes after them:
however, therefore, for example, accordingly, nevertheless,
furthermore, besides. consequently
I tried; however, everything was against me.

Quotation

Quotation marks are used when you are writing the exact words
of a speaker, or when you want to isolate a specific word or
group of words.
“Where are you going?” he asked.
“I want to grow a beard,” said Mike.
“Those bulls,” said Harold, “are angry today.”
The word “awful” once meant full of awe.
Quotation marks are also used when quoting passages from
books

Ellipses

Ellipses are used in quotations to show where words have been
left out. For example, here is a statement you might wish to
shorten:
William Shakespeare, who lived in the sixteenth century, wrote
many plays for the theatre, including comedies, tragedies, and
histories.
Use ellipses to show where words have been left out.
William Shakespeare ... wrote ... comedies, tragedies, and
histories.

Parentheses and dashes

Like commas, parentheses and dashes are used to mark pauses
in sentences. Parentheses allow you to add information some
people may not know. Dashes can be used in place of commas
for sudden or abrupt interruptions.
My brother — the one in the wheelchair — is visiting this
weekend.
My brother (the one in the wheelchair) is visiting this weekend.

•

She took the following fruits with her: an apple, a pear
and an orange.

If you want to make friends, you should often — even always
— be pleasant.

•

French is spoken in the following countries:
Switzerland, Canada and France.

That was an old — no, a really stupid — thing to do
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Apostrophe
1.

The apostrophe can indicate possession.
Roy’s car
the table’s legs
the teacher’s decision
the lawyer’s notes

E.g. Children, will you please keep quiet.

Question Mark

Charles’ book.
the dogs’ leashes

This mark is always used to indicate a question.

the apostrophe is also used in contractions. It replaces a
letter or letters that have been left out of a word.

Have you done your work?

You’re the one I saw there.
It’s going to rain today
Don’t go there..

Do not use a question mark after an indirect question or where
no answer is required:-

Commas

The comma is the most frequently used mark within sentences.
It is used
1. Separate three or more words in a series or list
I have an apple, an orange and grapes.
I swim Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays.
2.

A period is used for an interrogative sentence for which an
answer is not required.

The question Mark (?) follows an interrogative word, phrase,
clause or sentence. It has the power to end a sentence, yet it may
also punctuate quotation within sentence without ending the
sentence.

If the word already ends in S, just add the apostrophe.
Ross’ house

2.

“Go at once! He shouted.”

“What time is it?,” he asked.

E.g.
I was asked if I had finished my homework.
Will you please enter my name in the list.
Also, never use a Question Mark, after a question that is actually
an exclamation.
How could you!

to separate two main clauses joined by a conjunction.
I didn’t go to school last year, and I won’t go this year.
I didn’t win the trophy last year, but I will win this year.
Will you be go by car, or will you go by train.

EXERCISES

3.

to set off an appositive or phrase that explains the noun it
follows.
I used to see Rick, the lawyer.

1.

In the Old Persian stories Turan the land of darkness is
opposed to Iran the land of light

2.

4.

to separate phrases or dependent clauses that add
information, but aren’t essential to the meaning.
He was too young for the war, which took place between
1939-1945.

History it has been said is the essence of innumerable
biographies.
Attention application accuracy method punctuality and
dispatch are the principal qualities required for the efficient
conduct of business of any sort.
When I was in Delhi I visited the Red Fort, Qutab Minar,
Raj Ghat, India Gate and Chandni Chowk.
He was now in the vigor of his days forty-three years of
ages stately in person noble in his demeanor calm and
dignified in his deportment.

5.

6.

to set off dates, places, and persons’ names.
She got her diploma September 21, 1968, in Toronto,
Ontario.
You, Katie, better get to the principal’s office.
whenever needed to avoid possible confusion.
to see Bob, Alice will go to the doctor’s office. (or)
to see, Bob Alice will go to the doctor’s office.

If you aren’t sure where to put a comma, read your sentences
aloud. Wherever you pause naturally, when reading, place a
comma.

Period
The Period (.) is the most common terminal of punctuation.
A period is used at the end of a declarative sentence.
E.g. We have nothing to fear but fear itself.
A period is used at the end of an imperative sentence.
E.g. Go at Once.
She said, “ Help me”
Do not use a period when an imperative sentence is so strong
that it becomes n exclamation. Such a sentence is followed by an
exclamation mark.
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Exercise 1:
Punctuate the following sentences:

3.

4.
5.

6.

Your wife would give you little thanks if she were present
to hear you make this offer.
7. A highbred man never forgets himself controls his temper
does nothing in excess is courteous dignified and that even
to persons whom he is wishing far away.
8. All that I an all that I hope to be I owe to my angel
mother.
9. We all or nearly all fail to last our “lease” owing to accidents
violence and avoidable as well as unavoidable disease.
10. Nuclear bomb testing fills the air with radioactive dust and
leaves many areas uninhabitable for centuries.
11. In a strict and legal sense that is properly the domicile of a
person where he has his true fixed permanent home and
principal the domicile of a person where he has his true
fixed permanent home and principal establishment and to
which whenever he is absent he has the intention of
returning.

Exercise2:

Exercise 4:

Punctuate the following: -

Punctuate the following:

1.

1.
2.

His story was in several ways improbable.
Anarchy and confusion poverty and distress desolation and
ruin are the consequences of a civil war.

3.

His argument to tell you the truth was not at all convincing

4.

Reading makes a full man; conference a ready man; and
writing an exact man.

5.

Some are born great some achieve greatness and some have
greatness thrust on them.

6.

We did not meet anyone on the airport but two ladies were
waiting for us at home.

7.

I have no dress but this one with worn-out collar.

8.
9.

You will be better I hope the next time I see you.
Edward told the story to his mother who was greatly
surprised.

2.
3.

As Caesar loved me I wept for him as he was fortunate I
rejoice at it as he was valiant I honour him but as he was
ambitious I slew him.
The shepherd finding his flock destroyed exclaimed I have
been rightly served why did I trust my sheep to a wolf.
However strange however grotesque may be appearance,
which Dante undertakes to describe he never shrinks from
describing it, he gives us the shape the colour the sound
the smell the taste.

4.

Perhaps cried he there may be such monster as you
describe.

5.

Sancho ran as fast as his ass could go to help his master
whom he found lying and not able to stir such a blow he
and Rozinante had received mercy on me cried Sancho did I
not give your worship fair warning did I not tell they were
windmills and that nobody could think otherwise unless
he had also windmills in his head.

6.

Modern ideas of government date back to the 1960s when
for the first time people began to question a king’s right to
rule once thought to be god given.

10. Elizabeth telephoned to her mother and her sister
answered the telephone

Note :

Exercise 3:
Punctuate the following: 1.

I am not willing to waste my money just because I have
plenty of it.

2.

Just because he has plenty of money he need not take airs.

3.

Whatever is right

4.

After that when they hunted only bears or wolves or
buffaloes would satisfy them.

5.
6.

My friend vinod has a flourishing business of his own is a
very eligible bachelor
This is the strange insect that we are talking about.

7.

This is my garden which I am very proud of.

8.

This bridge I think will be open only to light vehicles.

9.

The result on the whole is encouraging.

10. You like your new car don’t you?
11. Yes it should be good fun boating in the lake.
12. No I am sorry I can’t lend you such a large amount.
13. No will be my answer to any demand he may make.
14. Address this letter to Miss Mathur 4 Indus Court Road
Church Gate Mumbai
15. He died on 5th September 1968 and was cremated at
Nigambodh Ghat Delhi the next day in the afternoon.
16. He got a prize she a punishment
17. Persevere my boy said the teacher and you will be rewarded
in the long run.
18. Ever since she has cooperated willingly.
19. In between the tree looked dry and burnt.
20. He had a pen and an inkbottle on the table.
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LECTURE 13
SENTENCES
Topic Covered

Definition, types of Sentences, Rules of usage, Short & Long
Sentences.

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are the different types of Sentences
Art of writing sentences
Rules to follow for effective sentence writing.
Importance of :run on,
length,
coordination &
repeat terms in Sentence writing.

Definition of a Sentence

Before elaborating too much on the nature of sentences or
trying to define a sentence’s parts, it might be wise on my part
to define a sentence itself.
A sentence is a group of words containing a subject and
predicate.
Sometimes, the subject is “understood,” as in a command:
“[You] go next door and get a cup of sugar.”
That probably means that the shortest possible complete
sentence is something like
“Go!” A sentence ought to express a thought that can stand by
itself, but it would be helpful to review the section on Sentence
Fragments for additional information on thoughts that cannot
stand by themselves and sentences known as “stylistic fragments.”
Sentences are also defined according to function:

•
•

Declarative (most of the sentences we use),

•
•

Exclamatory (“There’s a fire in the kitchen!”),
and imperative (“Don’t drink that!”)

Interrogative (which ask a question — “What’s your
name?”),

A variety of sentence length can do some great expansiveness.
It’s not that one kind of sentence is better than the other; it’s
just that there are different kinds of energies use them and your
prose will be energized.

What are the different Styles of
Sentences?

In order for your writing to be interesting, you will need to vary
the styles of sentences that you use. If your writing only
contains simple sentences, your writing will be very choppy:
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I like Mrs. Breganza. She is my teacher. She teaches
writing.
POSITIVELY BORING!!!
I know you can do better than that!
SO can we go about saying that simple sentences contain only
one independent clause?
Well yes, here’s an Example:
Mrs. Bergey enjoys teaching writing.
(Try & identify the clause)
Now if I were to ask you from what little we have talked about
simple sentences, tell me “What are Compound Sentences?”
Compound Sentences join two or more independent clauses
(simple sentences), or we can say, Compound sentences join
ideas of equal importance.
Mrs. Bergey enjoys teaching writing.
Mrs. Bergey wants her students to succeed.
& it becomes:
Mrs. Bergey enjoys teaching writing, and she wants her students
to succeed.
A compound sentence contains two sentences joined by and, or, or
but. These words are called conjunctions. Compound sentences express
more than one complete thought

Now there is yet another category of sentences called the
Complex Sentences.

What are Complex Sentences?

Complex sentences join one or more dependent clauses to the
independent clause. Complex sentences are useful when your
writing includes some ideas that are more important than
others.
Mrs. Bergey, a teacher at Palms Elementary School, enjoys
teaching writing.
A complex sentence contains a clause (a statement) that is not
a complete sentence. This is in addition to the complete
sentence. “a teacher at Palms Elementary School” is not a
complete sentence and would not stand on its own.
(That is why it is sometimes called a “dependent” clause. It
depends on the rest of the sentence.)
A complex sentence contains a clause (a statement) that is not a
complete sentence. This is in addition to the complete sentence. "a
teacher at Palms Elementary School" is not a complete sentence and
would not stand on its own.
(That is why it is sometimes called a "dependent" clause. It depends on
the rest of the sentence.)

Since these rules are to help you write better professionally may
be as a journalist or as a copywriter or even a marketer who

sends in proposals, here are certain tips which you must
necessarily follow.

Run-ons and Length

Let me share something with you, which refers to length.
NOW IF NATURE SHOULD INTERMIT HER COURSE and leave
altogether, though it were but for awhile, the observation of her own laws; if
those principal and mother elements of the world, whereof all things in this
lower world are made, should lose the qualities which now they have; if the
frame of that heavenly arch erected over our heads should loosen and dissolve
itself; if celestial spheres should forget their wonted motions, and by irregular
volubility turn themselves any way as it might happen; if the prince of the lights
of heaven which now as a giant doth run his unwearied course, should, as it were
through a languishing faintness, begin to stand and to rest himself; if the moon
should wander from her beaten way, the times and seasons of the year blend
themselves by disordered and confused mixture, the winds breathe out their last
gasp, the clouds yield no rain, the earth be defeated of heavenly influence, the
fruits of the earth pine away as children at the withered breasts of their mother
no longer able to yield them relief — what would become of man himself,
whom these things now do all serve?

The length of a sentence, if handled well may not really sound
like a taboo, as most of you think. It is all about how to
structure it and then use it in your style for communication.
If you were to write such a sentence in academic prose, I would
probably call you in for a conference. But if, as a reader, you let
yourself go a bit, there’s a well-earned delight in finding
yourself at the end of such a sentence, having successfully
navigated its shoals. And, as writer, there’s much to be learned
by devising such monsters and then cutting them back to
reasonable size.
It’s an art and that you try your hands on it only after having
mastered the art of writing
Here are some hints about using long sentences to your
advantage. The ideas here are based loosely on those in
Williams’ book, which I highly recommend, but with my own
examples.

Coordination

•
•

Allow the complexity of a longer sentence to develop after
the verb, not before it.
Make the connection between subject and verb quick and
vigorous and then allow the sentence to do some extra
work, to cut a fancy figure or two.

Repeated Terms

One of the scariest techniques for handling long sentences is the
repetition of a key term. It feels risky because it goes against the
grain of what you’ve been taught about repetition.
Consider this ….

The Swiss watchmakers’ failure to capitalize on the invention of
the digital timepiece was both astonishing and alarming —
astonishing in that the Swiss had, since the beginnings of the
industrial revolution in Europe, been among the first to
capitalize on technical innovations, alarming in that a tremendous industrial potential had been lost to their chief
competitors, the watchmakers of Japan.
In the following sentences, from a speech by John F. Kennedy,
observe how the repeated, parallel phrases pile up meaning in
rhythmical waves:

IN AMERICA, OUR HEROES HAVE CUSTOMARILY RUN to men of large
accomplishments. But today this college and country honors a man whose
contribution was not to our size but to our spirit, not to our political beliefs but
to our insight, not to our self-esteem, but to our self-comprehension. . . .
I look forward to a great future for America, a future in which our country will
match its military strength with our moral restraint, its wealth with our wisdom,
its power with our purpose. I look forward to an America which will not be
afraid of grace and beauty, which will protect the beauty of our natural
environment, which will preserve the great old American houses and squares and
parks of our national past, and which will build handsome and balanced cities for
our future.
Amherst, Massachusetts
October 26, 1963

A Chain of Modifying Phrases

Try ending a sentence with a set of prepositional phrases or
phrases, each beginning with a present or past participle.
This device works well if used infrequently; used too often, it
can lead to what some writers call purple prose as one modifying phrase piles up against the one before it.
Used sparingly, however, it can create a wonderful music.
Consider this ….

I SEE IT NOW — THE WIDE SWEEP OF T H E BAY, THE GLITTERING
SANDS, the wealth of green infinite and varied, the sea blue like
the sea of a dream, the crowd of attentive faces, the blaze of
vivid colour — the water reflecting it all, the curve of the shore,
the jetty, the high-sterned outlandish craft floating still, and the
three boats with the tired men from the West sleeping,
unconscious of the land and the people and of the violence of
sunshine.
And we all nodded at him: the man of finance, the man of
accounts, the man of law, we all nodded at him over the
polished table that like a still sheet of brown water reflected our
faces, lined, wrinkled; our faces marked by toil, by deceptions, by
success, by love; our weary eyes looking still, looking always,
looking anxiously for something out of life, that while it is
expected is already gone — has passed unseen, in a sigh, in a
flash — together with the youth, with the strength, with the
romance of illusions.
Joseph Conrad
”Youth: A Narrative” (1902)

Exercises
Exercise 1 :Identify the type of sentences:1. Pauline and Bruno have a big argument every summer over
where they should spend their summer vacation.
2.

Pauline loves to go to the beach and spend her days
sunbathing.

3.

Bruno, on the other hand, likes the view that he gets from
the log cabin up in the mountains, and he enjoys hiking in
the forest.

4.

Pauline says there is nothing relaxing about chopping
wood, swatting mosquitoes, and cooking over a
woodstove.

5.

Bruno dislikes sitting on the beach; he always gets a nasty
sunburn.
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6.

Bruno tends to get bored sitting on the beach, watching
the waves, getting sand in his swimsuit, and reading
detective novels for a week.

7.

This year, after a lengthy, noisy debate, they decided to take
separate vacations.

8.

Bruno went to the White Mountains of New Hampshire,
and Pauline went to Cape Cod.

9.

Although they are 250 miles apart, they keep in constant
contact on the internet.
10. Bruno took the desktop computer that he uses at work,
and Pauline sits on the beach with her laptop computer,
which she connects to the internet with a cellular phone.

Note :
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LECTURE 14
ACTIVE & PASSIVE VOICE
Topics Covered

Definition, Rules of usage

Always use 'tell' when you say who was being spoken to (i.e.
with an indirect object):

Objectives

He told me that he was tired.

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to
understand:

•
•
•
•
•

What is direct & indirect speech
How tense change affect Direct & indirect speech
How change of time & place affects the parts of speech.
Rules to follow.
Specific usages.

Well, If we may start like this :You can answer the question "What did he/she say?" in two
ways:

•
•

by repeating the words spoken (direct speech)
by reporting the words spoken (indirect or reported
speech).

Direct Speech

Direct speech repeats, or quotes, the exact words spoken. When
we use direct speech in writing, we place the words spoken
between inverted commas ("....") and there is no change in these
words. We may be reporting something that's being said NOW
(for example a telephone conversation), or telling someone later
about a previous conversation
Examples:
She says "What time will you be home?"
She said "What time will you be home?"
and I said "I don't know! "
"There's a fly in my soup!" screamed Simone.

'Talk' and 'speak' are used:
-

to describe the action of communicating:

He talked to us.
She was speaking on the telephone.
-

With 'about' to refer to what was said:

He talked (to us) about his parents.

Tense Changes

Normally, the tense in reported speech is one tense back in time
from the tense in direct speech:
She said, "I am tired."

She said that she was tired.

The changes are shown below:
Simple present

Simple past

"I always drink coffee", she said

She said that she always drank coffee.

Present continuous

Past continuous

"I am reading a book", he explained.

He explained that he was reading a book

Simple past

Past perfect

"Bill arrived on Saturday", he said.

He said that Bill had arrived on Saturday

Present perfect

Past perfect

"I have been to Spain", he told me.

He told me that he had been to Spain

Past perfect

Past perfect

"I had just turned out the light," he explained.

He explained that he had just turned out the light.

Present perfect continuous

Past perfect continuous

They complained, "We have been waiting for

They complained that they had been waiting for

hours".

hours.

Past continuous

Past perfect continuous

"We were living in Paris", they told me.

They told me that they had been living in Paris.

Future

Present conditional

"I will be in Geneva on Monday", he said

He said that he would be in Geneva on Monday.

Future continuous

Conditional continuous

John said, "There's an elephant outside the window."

Reported Speech

Reported speech is usually used to talk about the past, so we
normally change the tense of the words spoken. We use
reporting verbs like 'say', 'tell', 'ask', and we may use the word
'that' to introduce the reported words. Inverted commas are not
used.

NOTE:

She said, "I saw him." She said that she had seen him.

1.

'That' may be omitted:
She told him that she was happy.

•

She told him she was happy.

•

'Say' and 'tell':

Use 'say' when there is no indirect object:
He said that he was tired.

You do not need to change the tense if the reporting verb
is in the present, or if the original statement was about
something that is still true, e.g.
He says he has missed the train but he’ll catch the next
one.
We explained that it is very difficult to find our house.

2.

These modal verbs do not change in reported speech:
might, could, would, should, ought to, e.g.

We explained that it could be difficult to find our house.
She said that she might bring a friend to the party.
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Change of Time and Place Reference
Time/place references are also changed in reported speech
Examples:
"I will see you here tomorrow", she said. She said that she
would see me there the next day.
The most common of these changes are shown below:
Today

that day

"I saw him today", she said.

She said that she had seen him that day.

Yesterday

the day before

"I saw him yesterday ", she said.

She said that she had seen him the day before.

The day before yesterday

Two days before

"I met her the day before yesterday", he said.

He said that he had met her two days before .

Tomorrow

The next/following day

"I'll see you tomorrow", he said

He said that he would see me the next day .

The day after tomorrow

in two days time/ two days later

"We'll come the day after tomorro w", they said.

They said that they would come in two days time/ two
days later.

Next week/month/year

The following week/month/year

"I have an appointment next week", she said.

She said that she had an appointment the following

3.

The previous/week/month/year

"I was on holid ay last week", he told us.

He told us that he had been on holiday the previous

"Have you got a computer?" He wanted to know
whether I had a computer.

e.

"Can you type?" She asked if I could type.

f.

"Did you come by train?" He enquired whether I had
come by train.

g.

"Have you been to Bristol before?" She asked if I had
been to Bristol before.

Question words:

This type of question is reported by using 'ask' (or another verb
like 'ask') + question word + clause. The clause contains the
question, in normal word order and with the necessary tense
change.
Examples:

week.
Last week/month/year

d.

a.

"What is your name?" he asked me. He asked me
what my name was.

b.

"How old is your mother?", he asked. He asked how
old her mother was.

c.

The mouse said to the elephant, "Where do you live?"
The mouse asked the elephant where she lived.

d.

"What time does the train arrive?" she asked. She
asked what time the train arrived.

e.

"When can we have dinner?" she asked. She asked
when they could have dinner.

f.

The elephant said to the mouse, "Why are you so
small?" The elephant asked the mouse why she was
so small.

week.
ago

before

"I saw her a week ago," he said.

He said he had seen her a week before.

This (for time)

that

"I'm getting a new car this week", she said.

She said she was getting a new car that week.

This/that (adjectives)

The

"Do you like this shirt?" he asked

He asked if I liked the shirt.

Other changes:
In general, personal pronouns change to the third person
singular or plural, except when the speaker reports his own
words:
I/me/my/mine, you/your/yours him/his/her/hers
we/us/our/ours, you/your/yours they/their/theirs:
He said: "I like your new car." He told her that he liked her new
car.
I said: "I'm going to my friend's house." I said that I was going
to my friend's house.

Questions
1.

Normal word order is used in reported questions, that is,
the subject comes before the verb, and it is not necessary to
use 'do' or 'did':
"Where does Peter live?" She asked him where Peter lived.

2.
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Yes / no questions: This type of question is reported by
using 'ask' + 'if / whether + clause:
a. "Do you speak English?" He asked me if I spoke
English.
b.

"Are you British or American?" He asked me whether
I was British or American.

c.

"Is it raining?" She asked if it was raining.

Reporting Verbs
Note that some reporting verbs may appear in more than one
of the following groups.
1.

Verbs followed by 'if' or 'whether' + clause:

1.

Verbs followed by a that-clause:
Ask
know
remember

Say
see

add
admit

doubt
estimate

reply
report

agree
announce

explain
fear

reveal
say

answer
argue

feel
insist

state
suggest

boast
claim

mention
observe

suppose
tell

comment
complain

persuade
propose

think
understand

confirm

remark

warn

consider
deny

remember
repeat

3.

Verbs followed by either a that-clause or a to-infinitive:
decide
expect
guarantee
hope

4.

5.

promise
swear
threaten

Passive Tenses and Active Equivalents

Notice that the tense of the verb to be in the passive voice is the
same as the tense of the main verb in the active voice.
Example: to keep

Verbs followed by a that-clause containing should (but
note that it may be omitted, leaving a subject + zeroinfinitive):
advise
beg

insist
prefer

recommend
request

demand

propose

suggest

Verbs followed by a clause starting with a question word:
decide
describe
discover
discuss
explain
forget
guess

Imagine
know
learn
realise
remember
reveal
say

see
suggest
teach
tell
think
understand
wonder

TENSE / VERB FORM

ACTIVE VOICE

PASSIVE VOICE

Simple present

Keeps

is kept

Present continuous

is keeping

is being kept

Simple past

kept

was kept

Past continuous

Was keeping

was being kept

Present perfect

have kept

have been kept

Past perfect

Had kept

had been kept

future

will keep

will be kept

Conditional present

would keep

would be kept

Conditional past

would have kept

would have been kept

present infinitive

to keep

to be kept

perfect infinitive

to have kept

to have been kept

present participle/gerund

keeping

being kept

perfect participle

having kept

having been kept

Example sentences
Active: I keep the butter in the fridge.
Passive: The butter is kept in the fridge.
Active: They stole the painting.
Passive: The painting was stolen.

6.

Verbs followed by object + to-infinitive
advise
ask
beg

forbid
instruct
invite

teach
tell
warn

command

Hopes, Intentions, Promises

When we report an intention, hope or promise, we use an
appropriate reporting verb followed by a that-clause or a toinfinitive:

Active: They are repairing the road.
Passive: The road is being repaired.
Active: Shakespeare wrote Hamlet.
Passive: Hamlet was written by Shakespeare.
Active: A dog bit him.
Passive: He was bitten by a dog.

Get / Have Something Done

This construction is passive in meaning. It may describe
situations where we want someone else to do something for
us.

"I'll pay you the money tomorrow." He promised to pay me
the money the next day

Examples:
a.

I must get / have my hair cut.

He promised that he would pay me the money the next day.

b.

When are you going to get that window mended?

Other verbs used in this pattern include:

c.

We're having the house painted.

hope, propose, threaten, guarantee, swear.

If the verb refers to something negative or unwanted, it has the
same meaning as a passive sentence:
d. Jim had his car stolen last night. (= Jim's car was stolen)

Examples:
"I'll be back by lunchtime."
He promised to be back by lunchtime.
He promised that he would be back by lunchtime.
"We should arrive in London before nightfall.
They hoped to arrive in London before nightfall
They hoped they would arrive in London before nightfall.

e.

They had their roof blown off in the storm. (= Their roof
was blown off in the storm)

The construction can refer to the completion of an activity,
especially if a time expression is used:
f.

We'll get the work done as soon as possible.

g.

I'll get those letters typed before lunchtime.

In all these sentences, we are more interested in the result of the
activity than in the person or object that performs the activity.
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'X' Needs Doing

In the same way, this construction has a passive meaning. The
important thing in our minds is the person or thing that will
experience the action, e.g.
a.

The ceiling needs painting (= the ceiling needs to be
painted)

b.

My PASSIVE, FUNCTION

Example: to clean
Subject
The house

•

The house

The house

The passive is used ...:
We are interested in the passive, not who uses it.

The house

The house was built in 1654:

is being

cleaned at the moment.

was

cleaned yesterday.

was being

cleaned last week.

has been

cleaned since you left.

had been

cleaned before their arrival.

will be

cleaned next week.

will be being

cleaned tomorrow.

would be

cleaned if they had visitors.

would have been

cleaned if it had been dirty.

Present perfect:

The road is being repaired:

The house

In other words, the most important thing or person becomes
the subject of the sentence.

Past perfect:
The house

Sometimes we use the passive voice because we don't know or
cannot express who or what performed the action:

Future:

I noticed that a window had been left open

The house

Every year people are killed on our roads.

Future continuous:

If we want to say who or what performs the action, we use the
preposition by:

•
•

cleaned every day.

Past continuous:

We are interested in the road, not the people repairing it.

•
•

is

Simple past:

We are interested in the house, not the builder.

•

past participle

Present continuous:

The passive voice is used to show interest in the person or
object that experiences an action rather than the person or object
that performs the action, e.g.

•

verb 'to be'

Simple present:

The house

"A Hard Day's Night" was written by the Beatles
ET was directed by Spielberg

Present conditional:
The house

The passive voice is often used in formal or scientific texts:

Passive, Form

Past conditional:

The passive voice in English is composed of two elements : the
appropriate form of the verb 'to be' + the past participle of the
verb in question:
Subject

verb 'to be'

past participle

The house

was

built ...

The house

NOTE: ‘to be born’ is a passive form and is most commonly
used in the past tense:
I was born in 1976. When were you born?
BUT: Around 100 babies are born in this hospital every week.
Infinitive form: infinitive of ‘to be’ + past participle: (to) be
cleaned
This form is used after modal verbs and other verbs normally
followed by an infinitive, e.g.
You have to be tested on your English grammar
John might be promoted next year.
She wants to be invited to the party.
Gerund or -ing form: being + past participle: being cleaned
This form is used after prepositions and verbs normally
followed by a gerund
Examples:
a.

Most film stars hate being interviewed.

b.

I remember being taught to drive.

c.

The children are excited about being taken to the zoo.

NOTE: Sometimes the passive is formed using the verb to get
instead of the verb to be:
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a.

He got arrested for dangerous driving.

b.

They're getting married later this year.

c.

I'm not sure how the window got broken.

Exercises
Exercise 1:
Convert the following into Indirect Speech: 1.

You have all done very badly!” remarked the teacher.

2.

They wrote,” It is time we thought about settling this
matter.”

3.

The teacher promised, “If you will come before school
tomorrow, I will explain.”

4.

He wrote,“ I am waiting and watching and longing for my
son’s return.”
The examiner’s orders were, “No one is to bring books
into the room nor ask me questions about what I have
told you to do.”

5.

2.

He confessed with regret that he had been cruel to his
brother

3.

We wished the girl many happy returns of the day. She
thanked us

4.

The teacher enquired of the boy’s angrily why they had
insulted the pious man.

5.

I bade my friends goodnight. I said that as it was getting
late, I would like to be allowed to go home.
He said that he earnestly longed for a moment’s respite.

6.
7.

The teacher wished the girls good morning and asked them
if they would like to play a friendly hockey match with their
seniors.

Exercise 4:
In the following sentences change the Voice.
1.

We elected Balu captain.

2.

I saw him opening the box.
We must listen to his words.
Shall I ever forget those happy days?

6.

The dwarf said to her, “ Promise me that when you are
Queen you will give me our first-born child.”

3.
4.

7.

“That is my horse,” said he, “and if I do not prove it in a
few minutes I will give to my claim.”

5.

By whom was this jug broken?

6.

His subordinates accused him of various offences.

I will avenge your wrongs,” he cried, “ I will not enter
Athens until I have punished the king who had so cruelly
treated you, “

7.

One cannot gather grapes from thistles.

8.

The telegraph wires have been cuts.

9.

Alas! We shall hear his voice no more.

8.

9.

He wrote and said, “ I am unable to come just now
because I am ill, but I will certainly start as soon as I am
well enough to do so.”

10. One day he sent for Cassim and said to him, “ You are
now old enough to earn your living, so you must set off,
and make your own way in the world.”

10. The 1998 Asian Games wee held in Bangkok. Thailand.
11. Without effort nothing can be gained.
12. Do not insult the weak.
13. All desire wealth and some acquire it.
14. Why should I be suspected by you?

Exercise 2:

15. The information is kept on our computer.

Turn the following into Indirect Speech: -

16. The legend tells us how the castle received its name.

1.

“What do you want?” he said to her. He said, “How’s your
father?”

17. My watch was lost.

2.

“Are you coming home with me?” he asked.

3.

He enquired, “When do you intend to pay me?”

4.

He said to us, “Why are you all sitting about there doing
nothing?”

20. He made his wife do the work.

5.

“Do you really come from China?” said the prince.

6.
7.

The poor man exclaimed, “Will none of you help me?”
“Which way did she go? “ asked the young Rakshas.

22. The doctor despaired of his recovery.

8.

Aladdin said to the magician, “ What have I done to
deserve so severe a blow?”

9.

“Don’t you know the way home?” asked I.

10. “Do you write a good hand?” he said.
11. “Have you anything to say on behalf of the prisoner?” said
the judge finally.

18. Why did he defraud you of your earnings?
19. The public will learn with astonishment that war is
imminent.
21. The master appointed him monitor.
23. He was refused admittance.
24. They laughed at his warnings and objected to all his
proposals.
25. The people regarded him as an impostor and called him a
villain.
Exercise 5:
Change the voice of the following sentences:
1.

This jug contains milk.

Exercise 3:

2.

Keep the ball rolling

Put the following sentences into Direct speech:
1. The children exclaimed with joy that their father had come

3.

I bought her a saree.

4.

One should keep one’s promises.
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5.

Nobody has beaten the child

6.

How are you sending the parcel?

7.

A thunderstorm often turns the milk sour.

8.
9.

Its time to take tea.
Whose camera did he steal?

10. He begged the teacher that he might be forgiven.
Exercise 6:
Change the voice of the following:
1.

His conduct pleased his officers.

2.

Shall I ever forget those happy days?

3.
4.

Pay that bill today.
Many people still believe in superstitions.

5.

How many friends helped you?

6.

How many friends did you invite?

7.

Someone saw him pick up the gun.

8.

He had lived only on liquid diet.

9.

Everybody desires to live.

10. They work hard to produce better results.
Exercise 7:
Change the voice of the following:
1.

Sorrows remembered sweeten present joys.

2.

Do you see this ring?

3.

Tell him to leave the room at once.

4.

The ship was wrecked.

5.

They say experience teaches even fools.

6.
7.

It is now necessary to consult the doctor.
Your money could be put to good use instead of being left
idle in the bank.

8.

Who taught you such a behavior as this?

9.

He made his wife do this work.

10. God helps those who help themselves.

Note :
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LECTURE 15
SYNONYMS & ANTONYMS
Topic Covered
Definition, How Synonyms & Antonyms can help improve
communication skills.

Objectives

Upon completion of this Lecture, you should be able to: q
Design an implementation plan about using synonyms &
antonyms for communication improvement.

Now you must try & find the opposites of all these 40 words
mentioned here.
The art of learning synonyms or antonyms is not by picking up
the book & start from the first page. You would rather have to
observe your own communication & that of others 7 learn
from that.
Now try this exercise.

Definition

Exercises

Synonyms are words that have the same or similar meanings.

Exercise 1

The idea of teaching you synonyms is to help you use better
words not only in your routine communication, but also in
your professional business writing.
Ever wondered, why we call A CANTEEN A CANTEEN
WHEN WE CAN CALL IT A CAFETERIA.
In our subconscious mind we do attach images & personalities
to words … all that makes a difference is that you try & use a
better word.
Antonyms on the other hand are opposite meaning words.
I have written down some synonyms for you, try and start
from these and then observe & record what you communicate
then try to make it better by using better synonyms, but always
remember that whenever you use a synonym, the meaning
communicated by the sentence should be the same.
Abject

Contemptible

Absolute

Certain

Abstain

Refrain

Brawl

Note the highlighted word. Underline its synonym. The first
one has been done for you.
1.

This law is far from perfect. We need to change parts of it
to make it fair. Unfortunately, it’s difficult to amend a law.

2.

That woman’s remarks are always rude! Why can’t she keep
her comments to herself?

3.

Don’t expend too much energy on that game or you won’t
have enough left to use on homework.

4.

You shouldn’t make a big deal about Sam’s errors when
you haven’t even corrected your own mistakes!

5.

I’ll create a new account for you if you make a list of
features you want it to have.

6.

Carefully observe the behavior of John’s sister Ashley. If
you study her actions, you’ll understand why John says
she’s weird.
Jordan is a very smart girl. She’s intelligent enough to solve
puzzles that some adults can’t handle.

7.
8.

The smell of your shoes is a most unpleasant odor.

Quarrel

9.

The smell of that flower is a very pleasant fragrance.

Buffoon

Jerk

Campaign

Crusade

Cessation

Stopping

Conceivable

Understandable

Exercise 2:There are two underlined words in each selection. They are
either synonyms or antonyms. Put an S (for “synonym”) or an
A (for “antonym”) in the blank after each number to indicate
how the words are related.

Facet

Side

1

Exuberance

Exhilaration, Zeal

_____ I couldn’t recall her name and I don’t even
remember where we met.

Humanitarian

Humane

2

Illustrious

Distinguished

Leeway

Margin

Magnificence

Grandeur

Nonchalant

Unconcerned

Profanity

Abuse

_____ Chris wasn’t in his seat when the teacher passed out
the morning assignment. He was tardy as usual. Then he
missed the bus and was late for supper.
_____ I thought I had a rare old bicycle that was worth a
fortune. It turned out to be a common model that nobody
wanted to buy.

Revoke

Retract

Rigorous

Uncompromising

Tantalize

Provoke

Vandalism

Defacement

3

4.

_____ “What is that awful smell?” Troy asked as Melinda
entered the room. “That wonderful fragrance is my
perfume!” she replied.

5

_____ Yes, taking your shoes off as we entered Patrick’s
house was a polite thing to do. However, placing them on
his coffee table was rather rude.
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6

_____ Mr. Smith never liked any of his daughter’s
boyfriends. He claimed that most of them were weird. He
was even less comfortable about any that he considered to
be normal.

7

_____ Miss Snowflake was convinced that George had
turned the heat up all the way. She demanded that he
confess his guilt. The other kids knew that George would
never admit that he had done wrong.

8

_____ Drinking the water in that lake is strictly prohibited.
It could make you sick. But for some reason, swimming is
allowed.

Note :
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LECTURE 16
STYLE
Dear student,
This chapter is one which can be called the crux of writing. This
will guide you through
•

the definition of style and the variations in style

•

help you polish your skills teach techniques of developing
a personal style

‘Proper words in proper places make the true definition of a style.’
- Jonathan Swift

The Importance of Style: An Overview

Effective communication demands clear, consistent style.
Everyone in media – whether in-house or a consultancy
Practitioner, or in a newspaper, Web Publication – should put
style at the top of their priority list. This book is about the
various characteristics of the written and spoken word, or the
manner of writing and speaking; in other words thestyle,
theultimate hallmark of professionalism. It is not about
English grammar, although it touches upon some of the hotly
argued rules that tend to be the territory of the pedant.
Style changes fast. Compare for instance , a magazine or news
paper printed only a few decades ago with one of the 90s –
Over use of capitals, stilted phraseology, and solid slabs of type
unrelieved by subheadings were all commonplace in the 50s and
60s. even now it is not hard to find press releases ridden with
banalities, boring headlines, headings devoid of verb and verve
apart from poor punctuation and spelling. The ignorance
towards modern style trends emanates through a lack of
interest towards the subject. For young people entering the
highly competitive field of communication it is important to
grasp the basics. For example media and data are plural, the
difference between a colon and a semi colon in rendering a
sentence, to appreciate that a dash and a hyphen are not the
same thing.
Some will wonder what the fuss all about is. . But the hyphen
masquerading as a dash is symptomatic of the lax attitude
toward style. New technology has brought scores of new
words and terms, and new style. Unless we keep up with the
trend we will soon become archaic out of touch with the rest.
Developing a style is much more than acquiring a grounding in
grammar.
The traditional view on English style is simply put. Be clear;
avoid ornament; let the message reveal itself. From Samuel
Johnson and Jonathan Swift in the eighteenth century to
George Orwell in the twentieth, the literary critics and experts on
writing have agreed. Style is not something to be strained for or
added on: it is there in the writer –or the subject – waiting to be
expressed. What is needed is plainness, decorum, economy,
precision – above all, clarity. What is not needed is rhetoric or
embellishment.
Quoting a college tutor Dr Johnson pronounced: ‘Read over
your compositions, and where ever you meet with a passage

which you think is particularly fine, strike it out.’ And echoing
Dr Johnson, Sir Arthur Quiller-Couch told Cambridge
undergraduates in 1913: ‘Whenever you feel an impulse to
perpetrate a piece of exceptionally fine writing, obey it – wholeheartedly – and delete it before sending your manuscript to
press.Murder your darlings.’
This emphasis on plainness and simplicity has been repeated by
those who lay down the law about journalistic style. The
Economist Pocket Style Book, first published in the 1980s, quotes
George Orwell’s ‘six elementary rules’ from a famous essay,
‘Politics and the English Language’, written in 1946:
•

Never use a metaphor, simile or other figure of speech
which you are used to seeing in print.

•

Never use a long word where a short word will do.

•

If it is possible to cut out a word, always cut it out.
Never use the passive where you can use the active.

•
•

Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word or a jargon
word if you can think of an everyday English equivalent.

•

Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright
barbarous.

The Fog Index

The Americans, who take journalism education and training
more seriously than the British, have developed a systematic
way of measuring the readability of newspapers and magazines.
The American journalism trainer Robert Gunning gave his
name in 1944 to the Gunning Fog Index, which sets out to
show how clear or obscure (‘foggy’) writing is.
The index is based on counting the long words and working
out the length of an average sentence in a sample passage. A
formula translates this into the approximate number of years
of education needed to understand it. The higher the fog index,
the harder the passage is to understand. Thus a popular
American TV magazine scores 6, the National Geographic 10, and
Time magazine 12 – equivalent to high school senior or 12 years
of education.
Whether or not we adopt the index, the idea that underlies it is
essential: to write successfully for a publication you must write
so that its readers understand you.

Write the Way You Talk

In the orthodox Anglo-American tradition there is a second
commandment: that good writing should mirror speech rather
than aspire to be something else, something artificial, contrived,
self-consciously literary. As William Hazlitt put it in the early
nineteenth century,
‘To write a genuine familiar or true English style is to write as
anyone would speak in common conversation, who had a
thorough command and choice of words, or who could
discourse with ease, force and perspicuity, setting aside all
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pedantic and oratorical flourishes. Harold Evans in his classic
Newsman’s English quotes Connolly with approval and recommends ‘a clear, muscular and colloquial style’; Nicholas Bagnall
in Newspaper Language quotes Hazlitt and calls his ‘the best
definition I know of the true language of journalism’’.
In one of his 10 principles of clear statement Robert Gunning
takes the argument a stage further and urges ‘Write the way you
talk’, while John Whale in his book Put It in Writing repeats the
point in more formal British English – ‘Write as you speak’.
For all sorts of reasons – including the powerful influence on
print of TV and radio – this link between the spoken word and
journalistic writing is now stronger than ever.

Metaphors are More Fun

Both these ideas – write plainly and clearly; write as you speak –
are obviously relevant to anyone learning journalism. The first is
essential in basic news writing and instructional copy (telling
readers how to mend a fuse, make an omelet, fill in a tax form).
But that is not the end of the matter.
Unfortunately – in journalism as in writing generally – the rule
is often assumed to apply across the board, whereas it does not.
Good style cannot be reduced to the slogan ‘Write plainly and
clearly’.
As the American writer Richard Lanham points out in a littleknown but forceful attack on the classics, Style: An Anti-Textbook:
‘People seldom write simply to be clear. They have designs on
their fellow men. Pure prose is as rare as pure virtue, and for the
same reasons.’
Lanham ridicules The Books for preaching that the best style is
the never-noticed, for recommending that prose style should,
like the state under Marxism, wither away, leaving the plain facts
shining unto themselves. ‘People, even literary people, seldom
content themselves with being clear. They invent jargons, argot .
. . and even when they succeed in being clear it is often only to
seem clever.’
It is not easy to find examples of great writers who wrote
‘plainly and clearly’. Certainly not the poets Chaucer,
Shakespeare, Keats, Eliot; and not the novelists from Fielding
to Martin Amis by way of Dickens and Lawrence. R.K.Laxman
and Charles Dickens might be exception of course. Even the
literary preachers didn’t always practice plainness. Dr Johnson
was famously florid rather than plain; Swift, the scourge of
looseness and incorrectness, often got carried away. On the
other hand, George Orwell, journalist, novelist, literary critic, is
perhaps the best exponent of the plain style in English
literature. His work is content-driven and in many ways he
provides an excellent model of control, simplicity and precision.

Note that word ‘apparent’ applied to ‘simplicity’: here is the use
of deliberate repetition (for example, ‘had seen many’ repeated
early on), the characteristic use of ‘and’ (three times in the last
sentence), the gradual increase in sentence length, all contributing to a rich and powerful rhythm. The paragraph ends with the
simile of the eagle’s claws – which stands out from the
‘plainness’ of the rest. Hemingway’s prose then is not as simple
as it looks. Other great writers of the twentieth century have
been dense (Faulkner), ornate (Nabakov) – or just plain difficult
(Joyce).
As in literature so in personal life, politics, business, advertising
– how can anybody argue that all speakers and writers aspire to
clarity first and foremost? Of course, they have to be capable of
clarity and know when to use it. But they don’t use it all the
time, not if they are arguing a case, wooing a woman or a man,
playing a scene for laughs, showing off, selling a secondhand car
Then there is the delight that so many speakers and writers take
in playing with words.

Clarity, Clarity, Clarity

But there is a strong – indeed overwhelming – argument that,
whatever politicians, lovers and secondhand car dealers may do,
journalists must be clear above all; that journalism has no point
otherwise; that an essential part of its function is to interrogate
the politicians and conmen, to represent and communicate with
the ordinary person confronted by authority, salesmanship,
jargon, pretension . . . Journalism must be clear.
Individual words and phrases must be clear so that your reader
can understand them. For example, you must be careful with
technical terms – a word suitable for a specialist periodical might
be too abstruse for a daily paper. And, just as important,
anything you write must be clear in structure: you must say
things in the right order – without aimlessly repeating yourself
or digressing too far from your main point.
Does this mean that the traditionalists are right after all? For
journalism (as opposed to other kinds of writing) do we have
to go back to the slogan ‘Write plainly and clearly’? Certainly, if
journalism could be reduced to plainness and clarity, life would
be much simpler and well-edited listings pages could stand as
the perfect model of good style. But obviously this won’t do.
So we have to think again.

Then of course there is Ernest Hemingway, master story-teller,
Nobel prizewinner, another novelist who started as a journalist
– his style is famous for its apparent simplicity. Here’s a
paragraph from his last great book, The Old Man and the Sea:
‘The old man had seen many great fish. He had seen many that
weighed more than a thousand pounds and he had caught two
of that size in his life, but never alone. Now alone, and out of
sight of land, he was fast to the biggest fish that he had ever
seen and bigger than he had ever heard of, and his left hand was
still as tight as the gripped claws of an eagle’.
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Plainness and clarity are associated for two reasons. First, to
repeat the point, there are certain kinds of journalistic writing

(basic news, instructional copy) where they belong together.
Second, the easiest, safest way to achieve clarity is by plainness:
avoid frills and you can be confident you will get your meaning
across without having to strain too hard.
This is why trainee journalists are instructed to write plainly: to
learn to walk before they start running. And this is why style
manuals that concentrate on the basics tend to elaborate
Orwell’s ‘six elementary rules’ into the Ten Commandments of
Plain Writing – each one to do with keeping it simple and
cutting out clutter. The point is not that these instructions are
wrong but that they are incomplete: plainness is not all. For if
we distinguish between plainness and clarity, we can see that
journalism – though it must have clarity –should not necessarily be plain. It should be plain where plainness is a virtue – as in
basic news and instructional copy – and it should be coloured
where colour is called for.

A Personal Style
Feature writers, for example, often develop a strongly personal
style –opinionated, anecdotal. Columnists and gossip writers
cannot do without one. People like Shobha De are celebrated –
and paid – as much for their style as for their content. They are
read because people enjoy their word play and tricks of style.

A frame can be fine or limit you, the choice is yours
Reviewers, on the other hand, are essentially people with
opinions – the stronger the better. But a distinctive style is a
great advantage to a reviewer because it can make their view of
the work easy to grasp and remember – as well as making the
review entertaining to read. If you read this kind of reviewer
regularly, you get used to their attitudes and can more easily
work out what you would think in their place.
Incidentally, there’s no escaping the point that knocking review
copy – like bad news – sells more papers than puffs do. Writers
like Victor Lewis-Smith in the London Evening Standard and A
A Gill in the Sunday Times have often been compulsive reading
in their brutal destruction of mediocre television. Program
producers may not like it – but most readers do. Even news
stories are sometimes written to tease, intrigue and entertain as
well as to inform. And while instructional copy must remain
plain and simple, the sections introducing it can be anything
but.
Take cookery journalism, for example: recipes must be plain,
step-by-step, no frills; but the writing that introduces the recipes
is often evocative, atmospheric, allusive. Before readers get
down to business in the kitchen, they want to be seduced by the
scent of rosemary, the softness of raspberry, the crispness of
celery, while all the time the Mediterranean murmurs in the
background.

Write Better Than You Talk

So reproducing speech as such can’t be the answer to the style
question. Indeed both Robert Gunning and John Whale
(‘Write the way you talk’/‘Write as you speak’) hedge more than
a little when they go into detail.
Their message turns into: ‘Actually, we recommend that writers
try to write better than they talk; to eliminate pauses, repetitions

of words, and too many connectives. But the goal is to achieve
a conversational tone.’ To which you might object: but what if I
have no top form to speak of, if I can’t talk coherently and
unhesitant at the same time, if my ear is wooden and I don’t
feel able to trust it? Does it follow that I can’t become a good
writer?
Pushed to the limit, the Gunning-Whale argument fails. For
there are certainly people who talk badly – hesitantly, repetitively,
clumsily – but manage to write well. Some successful professional writers clearly do not write as they speak. There is
another, more general problem. Most people’s speech has a
looser grammar than their writing: sentences change direction
without warning or are left unfinished; verbs don’t agree with
subjects; and so on. For most people, to follow the instruction
‘write as you speak’ would involve either reproducing the loose
grammar of speech or having to go through the copy afterwards to tighten up the grammar.
‘Write as you speak’ turns out to be an overstatement of the
obvious point that good written journalism has much in
common with coherent speech. To put it another way, you
don’t really ‘write as you speak’, though to write well you may
spend a lot of time and energy making it look as if you do.

Write With Your Ears

The simplest test of writing is certainly to read it out loud.
You’ll know immediately if sentences are too long: you won’t
have the puff to finish. You should be able to hear repetitions
and clumsy constructions, too. That is negative – a matter of
avoiding mistakes. More positively, you should write with what
is called cadence or rhythm. For example, write sentences that
build to a powerful conclusion as this one from Dickens does:
‘It was my mother, cold and dead.’
Here’s a more elaborate example, also from Dickens:
‘Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen
ninety six, result happiness. Annual income twenty pounds,
annual expenditure twenty pounds ought and six, result
misery’.
‘A resignation note read simply: Hours too long, wages too
low, life too short’.
With his characteristic laconic style Julius Caesar reported to
Rome: ‘I came, I saw, I conquered.’
Writing in triplets like this works – the third element provides a
punch line. Similarly, where there are two related points to
make, try to make your sentence balance, as in this example
from Hazlitt (in the Times): The love of liberty is the love of
others; the love of power is the love of ourselves. This is
antithesis: contrasting two opposite points. It often uses the
rhetorical device of repetition: here the word ‘love’ does not
become ‘affection’ or ‘passion’ in the second clause; if it did, the
sentence would lose its power.
The point about repetition is that it should be intentional,
serving a similar function to rhyme in verse. On occasion it can
run right through a section. Here’s an extract from a feature
published at the height of the President Clinton–Monica
Lewinsky scandal in 1998:
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‘Let’s review what we’ve learned so far. The president a liar?
Knew that. The president a philanderer? Knew that. The president
reckless in the satisfaction of his appetites? Knew that’.

And here’s the next part – starting with a short sentence:

Words and Phrases

‘Even worse, they were talking loudly. The great issue burning in
their brilliant minds, as I tried to savor the incandescent glory
of the African landscape, was this.’ - Daily Telegraph

‘Say what you like about the new ITV system that has arisen
from the morass of the 1990 Broadcasting Act but you can’t say
it don’t cater for minorities. GMTV, for example, caters for the
brain-dead, a small but important proportion of the electorate
whose needs have hitherto been addressed only by Rupert
Murdoch.’ - Observer

In both sentences and paragraphs the key points are the
beginning and the end. As with the piece as a whole, you must
get the reader’s attention and then keep it. Try to begin and end
with a strong word or phrase. In general, above all with
features, vary the length of your sentences. There is a place for a
series of short ones – if you want to produce a breathless or
staccato effect because what you’re reporting is dramatic or
terrible. Here, for example, is part of a quote from the fire
brigade:

Words and phrases are the building blocks – and the flourishes
– of writing. One single powerful word can transform a
paragraph:

‘Brain-dead’ follows an innocuous-sounding sentence – which
suddenly takes on a sharper meaning. Next, here’s a gossip
writer in a London glossy commenting on objections by
residents to a proposed memorial garden to Diana, Princess of
Wales.
‘It would be easy to deride the objectors for being cold-hearted
but having seen the crowds, flowers and all those public tears,
one can sympathize with Kensington residents who do not
wish to walk out of their front door only to trip over some
grieving wretch holding a bouquet.’ - London Portrait
A fine example of ‘writing for the reader’: from the pompous
misuse of ‘deride’ (the rest of us would say something like
‘criticise’ or ‘condemn’) to the strangulated ‘one’ (for ‘you’) this
has the Kensington dialect to a tee. ‘Grieving wretch’ is superb.
‘Look after the words and style will look after itself.’ - Harold Evans
A fixation with words whether read or heard can be put to
good use. Original vivid phrases are worth their weight: they
stop you having to rely on the cliché. Here’s one from a report
on the British bodybuilding championships: the heavyweights
are described as plodding on with gigantic thighs so big they
impede movement.
Successful phrases are often quirky, colourful, unexpected: they
rely on contrast and conflict, the shock of the mismatched. For
example, take a phrase and then – as though you’d landed on a
snake during Snakes and Ladders – slide off somewhere
surprising:
‘The British do not fear change. Only this morning a young
man asked me for some.’ - Daily Telegraph
Overstatement can work – if it is vivid and specific.’ She has Van
Gogh’s ear for music’ – Daily Telegraph
Sentences and Paragraphs
Start with the short sentence. That is: start by learning to write
the short one, then practice adding longer ones to create
contrast. Like this. The impact of a short sentence is greater if it
comes before or after long one or several long ones. Here’s a
short sentence ending a paragraph:
‘It was on the morning of day three that I started to worry
about George and Rose. We were tramping through the African
bush, dutifully scanning the wilds for primeval monsters, when
I suddenly noticed that George was wearing Bugs Bunny socks.
And Rose had floral shorts.’
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‘The cottage is now completely gutted. Everything has gone.
Only the walls are standing.’ - Daily Telegraph
Complete sentences, like words and phrases, are often written in
threes to produce a rhetorical effect:
‘Who were these people who sought to tell me what a good
sunset is? Why were they invading my holiday? And how dare
they defile my dusk?’ - Daily Telegraph

Figures of Speech

Alliteration, metaphor, simile and the rest are part of vivid
effective writing. But they can be overdone. The pun, for
example, is a virus that gets into the computer systems of some
tabloids.
Remember that alliteration – like other forms of repetition –
can be unintentional. So sometimes you need to remove it
from your copy to maintain an appropriate tone, to stop a
serious piece sounding comic.

Avoid Too Many Buts

‘But’ is a powerful word. Like ‘and’, it has its place in journalism whether in the middle of sentences or at the beginning. But
you must not overdo it.
First, avoid the false ‘but’, often put in to revive a flagging
sentence or paragraph. Second, avoid a succession of ‘buts’.
Even if some of them are ‘however’ or ‘although’, the effect is
to leave the reader feeling giddy. For a ‘but’ changes the direction
of the paragraph.
‘The householder could, of course, search for the owner and
arrange a deal. But tracing an owner is a long, laborious and
frustrating task although local history may give some leads.
Usually, it is when no-one comes forward with a paper title (title
deeds), that householders technically squat. But it can be
extremely frustrating.’ - Ideal Home

The Importance of Context

A word of caution to add to this emphasis on techniques and
tricks: beware of putting colour into copy in an artificial way.
Style, as was said early on in this chapter, is not a matter of
adding embellishment to content. It is a matter of expressing
content in a lively, vivid, pleasing way.
Faced with the (usually false) choice between style and content,
many great stylists would in fact choose content. Here is that
caustic wit Dorothy Parker, famous for her put-downs,
reviewing the autobiography of the dancer Isadora Duncan:

‘My Life . . . is a profoundly moving book. [Isadora Duncan]
was no writer, God knows. Her book is badly written, abominably written. There are passages of almost idiotic naivety and
there are passages of horrendously flowery verbiage. There are
veritable Hampton Court mazes of sentences. . . . There are
plural pronouns airily relating to singular nouns but somehow
the style of the book makes no matter. Out of this messes of
prose come her hope, her passion, her suffering.’ - New Yorker

3.

House Style

4.

Most publications have their own rules on grammar, spelling
and the use of words. If you write regularly for a particular
paper, ask for a copy of the house style notes. House Style
along with lay out is what makes a News paper identifiable to
its readers. So it means that a Newspaper sticks to the framework of the particular house style which it has developed over
the years through trial and error methods and also in relation to
technological innovations, competition within the industry etc.
It also means that the experimentation that is allowed should
also fall within the confines of this style. Not all potential
questions are covered in the relevant editors’ house style sheets.
In this case, you must decide for yourself. It is a good idea to
set up your own house style, to which you refer whenever there
is no other guidance available. This makes your writing
consistent. It would look awkward if, in an article which
contained lots of contact addresses, the telephone numbers
were prefaced sometimes ‘tel.’, sometimes ‘Tel:’ and sometimes
‘phone’.
For example if a publication’s house style requires a particular
way of dealing with ‘he’ and ‘she’ then you might have to
follow it. But then you can avoid the sexism of addressing
predominantly a male reader, whatever your own house style
and opinion is.
To illustrate this let us consider some of the ways which is
currently in practice in western journalism.
The use of ‘he’ and ‘she’ worries many writers. You don’t want
to be sexist, but you don’t want your article to read like a legal
document on equal opportunities either. You have the following possibilities. To illustrate this let us consider some of the
ways which is currently in practice in western journalism.
1.

2.

You can use ‘he’, ‘his’ and ‘him’ throughout. Example: ‘If
a writer wants to sell his work, he must study his markets.’
This is easy to read and easy to write, but it can prevent
female readers from identifying with the article. It may even
offend them. Another disadvantage is that it gives your
writing a conventional, even old-fashioned flavour, and
you add to the subconscious belief of many people that
men form the majority of people and are more important
than women. Choose this form if you write mostly for a
conservative or exclusively male audience.
You can use ‘she’, ‘hers’ and ‘her’ throughout. Example:
‘If a writer wants to sell her work, she must study her
markets.’ Again, this is easy to read, but can prevent male
readers from identifying and may offend them. It gives
your writing a modern, even aggressive flavour. Choose
this form if you write mostly for a female and feminist
audience.

5.

You can use ‘she or he’ (or ‘he or she’, ‘she/he’, ‘s/he’ and
so on) throughout. Examples: ‘If a writer wants to sell her
or his work, she or he must study his or her markets.’ ‘If a
writer wants to sell his/her work, s/he must study his/her
markets.’ This form is certainly non-sexist and nonoffensive, but it interrupts the flow and makes the article
difficult to read. Choose this form if you write mostly
short, factual articles.
You can use ‘it’ throughout, as some progressive writers
suggest. Example: ‘If a writer wants to sell its work, it
must study its markets.’ The idea is to abolish gender
altogether, and with it any remains of sexual
discrimination in writing. In practice, this doesn’t work as
well as in theory. For example, ‘He gave it to her’ becomes
‘it gave it to it’. This can make it difficult for the reader to
follow. Such a progressive approach would rarely endear
your writing to the average editor
You can use ‘he’ for some paragraphs and ‘she’ for others.
This gives your writing a real-life flavour and creates an
effect as if you were using case studies. Both men and
women can identify with your writing, and it is easy to
read. This form is used frequently in America, and is
becoming popular in Britain, too. However, it only works
for books, long articles and features. If you switch from
one gender to another within a sentence or a paragraph, or
switch five times in a two-paragraph article, the result can
be ridiculous.

Read, Analyze, Practice, Polish

To develop your writing style, you need good models. We have
tried in this course to provide some examples of the kind of
journalistic writing we think you should read and try to
emulate. Look for well-written books by journalists – whether
collected pieces or sustained reporting. Homage to Catalonia
shows George Orwell at his best, reporting on the Spanish Civil
War. Tom Wolfe’s anthology The New Journalism has been
quoted; there are good collections by the English interviewer
Lynn Barber and the American ideologue P J O’Rourke; Ian
Jack’s Before the Oil Ran Out and Bill Bryson’s Made in America are
both worth reading.
We also suggest that you read widely outside journalism:
history, biography, novels. Besides the writers already mentioned – Hemingway (everything), Tom Wolfe again
(particularly Bonfire of the Vanities), Norman Mailer (The Naked
and the Dead),– we would recommend Graham Greene (The
Power and the Glory, Brighton Rock, The Quiet American), Evelyn
Waugh (Decline and Fall, Scoop), P G Wodehouse (the Jeeves–
Wooster books).
Second, you need to go further than mere reading. You need to
analyse the pieces you read and admire, and find out for
yourself how they work. We suggest you follow the approach
used in this book, naming and listing different types of intros
and endings, for example. Does one of them contain a
technique or trick you could use in your next piece?
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Workshop
•

Re-read some passages from your favorite writer. Can you
find any cliches? Circle the most original and vivid images.

•

Brainstorm alternatives to these common metaphors: red
as a rose, white as snow, brown as a berry, blue as the sky,
cold as ice, hot as hell.

•

Read several stories in today’s newspaper. Circle any
surprising word, especially one you are not used to seeing
in the news.

Note :
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LECTURE 17
WRITING FOR VARIOUS MEDIA
Dear Student,
In the contemporary world where there is a coexistence of
various media, from the Old pamphlets and stone inscriptions
to the new convergence media, a journalist need to be prepared
to write for various media. The media which you write for
demands certain forms of writing from you. This chapter is
designed to introduce you to the basic differences between
writing for various media, how the media informs the form of
writing etc.
On the long, path to becoming famous, the history books
reflect that most illustrious authors and writers started out
writing for one or both of these venues in the early parts of
their careers. One of the reasons for this is because both venues
are almost always hiring, and because most people do make a
good living at journalism. Furthermore, it is fairly easy to break
into these careers. Both newspapers and magazines provide an
unparalleled education in the business of writing.
Another perk is that mentors can be easily found at these types
of jobs. You will also find a host of other newcomers from all
walks of life with whom you can often find lifelong friendships
and moral support from animals of your own kind, which
sometimes can be worth it in and of itself.
That said however, there are some fundamental differences
between the two kinds of writing, and if you’re like me and
think you can do both, there are a few things you should know.

In the Big Leagues: Magazine Writing

We’ve all heard of the style guide from the general rules of
Who, What, When, Why, Where, and How. But there’s a lot
more to it than that.
A newspaper is fundamentally different from a magazine in
content and style, because of the way in which it is produced
and who it is produced for. Because people who subscribe to
magazines usually are on a break, or plan on spending some
time reading the magazine at their leisure, (therefore, having
plenty of time to browse) an article can be longer than it
ordinarily would be in a newspaper. Also, magazines as a
general rule are more advertiser-driven than newspapers, so
content in larger magazines is often very carefully checked against
guidelines from those advertisers. For instance, a friend of mine
who works at a major women’s magazine tells me that there is a
fifteen-page guidelines list for all articles that are placed opposite
full-page ads for any General Foods products. Part of the
reason for this is that people often associate what they read with
an ad they see near the piece. It is a form of neural association,
and is not terribly unlike the way in which you probably recall
exactly what you were when a communal riot broke in the city
where you live.
Our minds just naturally attach group objects and associations
together. Advertising giants know this and because magazines
are inclined to listen to their biggest clients, they also have the

motive to get their ads placed exactly in proper alignment with
stories and articles they want to have associated with their
products.

Catchy Headlines vs. Baseline Concept

Newspapers are slightly different in this regard. Newspapers are
driven more by readership than by advertisers.
Newspaper editors tend to print articles that are controversial
and would loath to have an advertiser, no matter how large, tell
them what they can and can’t run in their paper. However,
people who read a newspaper do not have the time allotment
for reading that magazine readers do, and newspapers are made
to be very disposable, so articles are shorter, have more punch,
and get to the point quicker. They focus more on catchy
headlines than on baseline concept, in an effort to capture the
reader’s interest and get him to read the entire story. Also,
newspapers tend to have a myriad of writers all competing for
the same reader’s attention. They are usually specialists in certain
areas like opinion and editorial, city editors, crisis reporters, or
what’s affectionately known as “fluff reporting” on items like
home décor and parties, while magazines on the other hand
tend to have small staffs of writers who wear all the hats:
editing, writing, proofing, sometimes even doing some layout
and photography. Many top magazines are run by one hundred
or less staffers, while a newspaper, even a small weekly, will
often have anywhere from several hundred on up to a thousand
or more.
This is important to you as a writer, since the type of piece these
two buy are diversely different in style approach, and content.

Selling the Freelance Piece

To write a freelance piece for a newspaper, you must come up
with a catchy, quick piece on something that the everyday Joe
will enjoy reading over a cup of morning coffee in a few
minutes. To sell a similar piece to a magazine, you must give
something unusual, different and informative in nature. A
reader of a magazine is looking for an article which gives them a
feeling that they have either learned something of value, or have
connected in some way with the rest of the human race, or their
country, or that they have at least gained value in the form of
relaxation or entertainment.
They want something special that will make them feel as if they
have spent that relaxation time reading wisely. A reader of a
newspaper, on the other hand, is more concerned with staying
on top of current events and trends, and, since he is reading
because he feels he needs to, he doesn’t mind the controversial
or occasional sad story. He needs to hear what’s going on in his
world, how to stay ahead of the game in his city, career, life,
money, etc. And he expects not to agree with every piece of
writing he reads. A magazine reader prefers to read writers who
think like he does.
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Of course, an Outlook reader, for instance, may be widely
different than a Business Today reader. You have to use common
sense and target your approach to the magazine in question and
its own style. But, in general, most mainstream magazines are
read at leisure, while newspapers are read purposefully, while the
reader is in a bit of a hurry.
I recently read a statistic that most newspapers thrown into the
driveway are only read 1/3 of the way through. Most magazines
however, especially women’s, parenting, mainstream, and trade,
are kept for as long as a year by their subscribers and read and reread cover to cover. Some, like those found in dental and
medical offices and those kept in resort lobbies, are kept even
longer. But even in a waiting room, a newspaper is always kept
current.
Again, this is because a newspaper is like vegetables in your diet,
and magazines are like the desert. Just think about it: how
many whole newspapers vs. magazines from 1999 do you have
under your bed?

To Have and To Hold

A newspaper has to hold the balance much more tightly.
Newspapers must constantly be analyze zing the demographics
and watching their subscriptions closely for patterns of change
and loss. When a tremendous story breaks, often a paper will
double or even triple its newsstand sales on that particular day,
but since these things cannot be very well predicted in advance,
most newspapers consider three or four of these windfalls each
year a given, and don’t count on any more than that as far as
profitability goes. Their bread and butter lies in a steady number
of subscribers, (though individual subscribers will fade in and
out all the time and be replaced by new ones) and their value to
their advertisers, which is considerably less than a magazine
reader’s value. A good scoop on the cover can be a great impetus
to buy a paper on a whim, but for the most part, newspaper
editors are trying to catch new readers while magazine editors are
trying to hold the same ones all the time, preferably forever.
So, a newspaper’s ideas must be interesting, catchy, and new and
different, representative of many different views, whereas a
magazine’s need to be geared very much to the same reader in
each issue: what a reader liked last week he will usually like again
tomorrow. To use a food analogy, you could say that newspapers serve up a veritable smorgasbord, and magazines dish out
bland, wholesome, home-style meat and potatoes. Comfort
food. Regularly.

The News about Newsstands

I have a friend in the small town where I grew up who is a
third-generation newsstand owner. There is something vaguely
familiar about a newsstand guy, not unlike the feeling you get
from a good bartender. Even if you’ve never met him before,
it’s almost as if he knows you better than you know yourself.
And best of all, knows when not to say so. But suffice to say
that all those years in his business tell you a little something
about what people read and why. When I asked him what he
thought about the whole magazine vs. newspaper publishing
end of the business, he told me that magazines are at the
newsstand to catch new readers, while newspapers are there as a
matter of convenience to the people who already subscribe and
who left home without it.
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And that pretty much sums up how you should write for
them. Remember the old salesman’s adage: if you only can
figure out a person’s motivations, you can sell them anything in
the world

A Punch List for Writers

Newspapers: Pieces of all sizes, but especially under 900 words
Magazines: 500-3500 words
Newspapers: Punchy, short informative,
Magazines: gratifying, longer
Newspapers: Extremely correct grammar and punctuation
Magazines: more relaxed grammar and punctuation
Newspaper: Style: anything goes
Magazines: Style: If they say read sample issues, they mean it.
Even if they don’t, they mean it, too.
Newspapers: Anything that is news
Magazines: Anything that makes you feel good, informed
Newspaper: Highly competitive
Magazines: Just say something old in a new way and you’ll get
it

The Entertainment Print Media
Uncover the news:

An obvious journalistic tenet, to be sure, but one that cannot
be stated enough. Entertainment reporting may seem like a
relatively easy exercise. It’s not. In the entertainment business,
you come across a wide range of personalities who want to
control the information written about them. It’s your job to
filter out what information is being “spun” to you by the
individual and the various people there to protect them and
what information is the real news. It’s understandable that
when you find yourself among high profile, well-known people
you will want to write whatever pleases them. Your job is to
ferret out the who, what, where, when, why and how, and what
makes for the best news story or human-interest piece.
Get the Fcts Right:
You can never check a fact too often, whether it’s a quote, the
name of a project a person is working on, or to clarify a point
made by someone you’ve interviewed. With the fragile egos
that populate the industry, no one is ever going to call your
editor with a complaint that you called them too many times to
double check the facts. Recently one of the most successful film
producers in town told me, “I’d rather you call me as often as
you want to check the tiniest fact, than make an assumption and
get it wrong.”
Provide Context for your Readers:
If someone you interview says that 90% of a country tuned in
to watch a particular television program, have them define for
you how many people that is (5 million, 10 million, 100
million, etc.) and how many homes have TV sets in that
country. If you hear a film broke records for weekend box
office, get the name of the previous record holder and the year it
was released, how many theaters it opened in and the Rupee
figure it brought in opening weekend. This is the essential way
for the reader to put the story into some kind of perspective
and understand its relevance.

Make the appropriate phone calls:
Whenever you are doing a story, you have to make the calls to
those you are writing about. If one person at a company says
they plan to make a film with two other companies, you need
to try to confirm this point with the others allegedly involved.
People - especially in Bollywood - like to say deals are completed
when they are in truth far from it. By making the phone call,
you are not only doing your job, but you also are making sure
you’ve gone to every effort to confirm the information.. You
also gain the reader’s trust in your abilities.
Write tightly:
Get to the point quickly. We all like to read our well-crafted
prose that we’ve worked hard to shape and mold into wonderful prose. But the reader will care less if the point of your story
is buried in paragraph No. 10 when it should be up top.
(Another tip: your editors will thank you for doing a self-edit
before turning in your copy. The last thing an editor wants to
do - or should have to do - is cut inches upon inches out of a
story on deadline. It leaves everyone open to the possibility of
mistakes and the potential to lose important points among the
excess verbiage.)
Think about art and photo elements to go with your
story:
You can’t force art elements if they are not there, but with
people being bombarded with information these days, you
have to get their attention. When appropriate, provide your
editor with ideas for charts or graphs that can add to your piece.
Readers are more apt to clip and save a story that gives additional data for future use as reference material. Also be thinking
about photos that can go with your piece. If you are writing
about the promotion of an executive, ask for a headshot of
that person.
Learn the Business:
You can never be too informed. Read as many types of stories
- news articles and feature articles - related to the entertainment
industry as you can. With the explosion of the Web and cable
TV, never has the coverage of the entertainment business and
its related industries - and the ability to access such stories - been
so prevalent in the mainstream press. The great thing is that
you don’t have to go out of your way to find these stories.
Challenge yourself to find at least one story a week (if not
more) on a subject you might tend to avoid. If your interest is
in film, read an article about music. If you are interested in the
craft of directing, read an article that talks about special effects in
films. Very soon you will see trends emerge and begin to
understand the thread that ultimately ties together all of these
various pieces of the puzzle.

Treat the glamorous side of the entertainment business as a
bonus, not a divine right:
Bollywood gets unfairly labeled that all anyone does in the
business is have lunch, go to the beach and attend premieres
and parties. While that happens, you need to be prepared for
long hours and sometimes little rest. It does pay off, but you
can’t expect to reap the benefits without putting in the time.
Finally, have Fun:
Sometimes you lose sight of that in the midst of the day-today craziness. Realize that if you get the chance to cover the
entertainment industry, you have a chance to be at the center of
creativity and entrepreneurship. You get the opportunity to
meet amazing personalities and creative thinkers who are having
an impact globally. You are pursuing a profession that most
everyone you come across has some interest in or position
about.

Broadcast Journalism

. “Broadcast writing might not pass for good writing in a
newspaper. Broadcast writing is conversational English on
good behavior. That doesn’t excuse bad grammar or the wrong
use of words.” - Bill Slater, Former NBC News executive,
United States of America
1.

Like any journalist, your first priority is accuracy and
objectivity. It is your job to double-check all of your facts
and to report the news fairly. Remember that, above all,
you are a reporter.

2.

In broadcast journalism, eyes and ears come first. If you’re
shooting video for television, strive for unique angles for
your shots. For example, if you’re producing a piece on
toddlers, get down on your knees with the camera and
shoot video from a 2-year-old’s point of view. If you’re
working with radio, take advantage of natural sound or
“nat sound” (e.g. emergency sirens, children laughing, cars
speeding down the freeway).

3.

Whenever possible, practice reading your script out loud
before you deliver it on camera. When speaking, strive for a
natural style. Think of broadcast news writing almost like
conversation. Notice how professional reporters and
anchors read scripts — it sounds natural, like they are
telling a story to a friend.

4.

When writing for broadcast, remember that you are writing
for the ears, not for the eyes. Don’t use exotic words. For
example, I love the word “maudlin,” but I would never
use it for a broadcast news piece because it might distract
the viewers. In addition, use simple sentences that have a
basic subject/verb pattern. Many people find it difficult to
make this switch because they’ve become accustomed to
writing more creatively and using a sophisticated style.
When you’re reading a script, however, it’s important that
you not confuse the listener, so be sure to simplify your
writing style.

5.

Learn all aspects of broadcast journalism, including
shooting video, editing, writing scripts, reporting,
producing and anchoring. The more you know about what
goes into a broadcast, the better job you will do.

Have a Thick Skin:
It’s no fun to be yelled at by someone who is upset with
something you’ve written. But it’s your job to break news. If
your story is solid and you’ve covered all the bases in your
reporting, you have to be unafraid to hold the story for fear of
upsetting people. To be sure, you can’t and shouldn’t be
reckless. But if you’ve got everything in place, you need to run
the story.
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6.

Always shoot more video or record more audio than what
you think you will actually need. Inevitably, things go
wrong (the camera slips, the audio breaks in and out) and
you’ll need some back up video or audio to pull from.
Once you’ve left the scene of the news story, there’s usually
no going back!

7.

Maximize time! Get to the point of the story in the first
sentence. Listeners or viewers should get the at least the
“who,” “what” and “where” from the first sentence.
“When,” “how” and “why” should come shortly
thereafter.

8.

Use active verbs rather than passive. Example: The heat
was scorching. Better: Suffocating heat baked pedestrians
strolling Las Vegas sidewalks today.

9.

Come to interviews prepared. Write down at least five
questions in advance and do your homework on the
subject you are reporting. Always try to ask “how” and
“why” questions instead of “yes” and “no” questions. For
example, ask a question like “How did you feel?” or “What
exactly happened?” instead of “Were you scared?” or “Did
the police come quickly?” “How” and “why” questions
allow the person you are interviewing to speak more freely
about his or her experiences. This, in turn, will make the
interview more interesting.
10. Don’t simply read your questions in the order you’ve
written them. Always listen to the response after each
question you ask because new information may inspire you
to ask another question. Keep your questions short and
specific and try to allow the person to finish the response
before asking the next question.
11. Use your sound bites o to help write your news story. If
the sound bite or quote gives the information all you need
to do is fill in the sentence before it and after it. Example:
Hurricane ravaged the beaches of Orissa, turning houses in
splinters and frightening people to death. “I couldn’t
move when I saw a huge mass of black clouds and wind
coming toward us and tearing up everything in sight.”
Local stores in Bhuvaneswar looked like someone had torn
through them with a chainsaw.
Good newsrooms treasure good writing. Every employee in the
shop understands the importance of the written word.
Managers develop systems to grow good writers. Scripts are
faithfully checked before broadcast. But who is checking the
scripts? How are they doing it? Are they fixing copy–or are they
doing something much more valuable: Are they coaching
writers?
Let’s take a common newsroom situation. A reporter has
finished writing a package and is ready for a script-check.
1.

Tell the story in three words or OTPS, one theme per story,
one thought per sentence. Select, don’t compress, what
goes in your stories. The stuff that does not make it into
the story will make great tags, follow ups, or additional
material for Internet sites.

2.

Tell complex stories through strong characters. Readers and
viewers will remember what they feel longer than what they
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know. Characters help me understand how the complex
facts you uncovered affect people.
3.

Objective copy, subjective sound. Let the characters evoke
emotions, express feelings, and give opinions in their
sound bites. The journalists’ copy should contain objective
words, facts, and truths.

4.

Use active verbs, not passive ones. Consider the difference
between “the gun was found” and “the boy found the
gun.” Ask “Who did what?” and you will write stronger
and more informed stories.

5.

No subjective adjectives. Your lawyer and your viewers will
thank you. No more “fantastic-unbelievable-gut
wrenching” or “mother’s worst nightmare.”
Give viewers a sense for the passage of time in your story.
Make them feel you have spent some time by showing the
character in more than one setting, in more than one
situation.

6.

7.

Remember, leads tell them “so what,” stories tell them
“what” and tags tell them” what’s next.”

Workshop
•

Observe and analyse the Main news in newspaper,
television and radio and try to bring out the differences in
approach, structure and style.

Note :

LECTURE 18
WRITING FOR PRINT MEDIA
This is a chapter you would be studying the basics of writing a
News Story which will launch you into an exploration of
various forms of writing. Here you will learn
•

The structure of news stories

•

The various styles of introductions

News is something that somebody somewhere doesn’t want you to print/
wants to suppress. All the rest is advertising.’
William Randolph Hearst and Lord Northcliffe

What is News?

News is easy enough to define. To be news, something must be
factual, new and interesting. There must be facts to report –
without them there can be no news. The facts must be new – to
your readers at least. And these facts must be likely to interest
your readers. Newspapers are read by busy people who want to
know the facts as quickly as possible. That’s why a news story is
different from other stories you will write
So if a historian makes a discovery about the eating habits of
the Ancient Harappans, say, somebody can write a news story
about it for the specialist periodical, the information will be new
to its readers, though the people concerned lived hundreds of
years ago. Then, when the story is published, it can be followed
up by a national newspaper like the or the on the assumption
that it would appeal to their readers.
Being able to identify what will interest readers is called having a
news sense. There are all sorts of dictums about news (some of
which contradict others): that bad news sells more papers than
good news; that news is what somebody wants to suppress;
that readers are most interested in events and issues that affect
them directly; that news is essentially about people; that readers
want to read about people like themselves; that readers are,
above all, fascinated by the lives, loves and scandals of the
famous . . .

may say, what the papers actually say is more important or else
news gets redefined contemporaneously and you need to be
always on the look out for the changes in this particular genre
of this writing.It makes more sense to say that there is a
mainstream, traditional approach to news writing – with a
number of variants. The reporter may use one of these variants
– the narrative style, say – to cover the rescue of a cat stuck up a
tree or the siege of Sarajevo. Or they may decide, in either case,
to opt for the traditional approach. In fact both ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
news can be written either way

Why is it called News Story?

Since we’re talking definitions, why is a news report called a
‘story’? Elsewhere, the word means anecdote or narrative,
fiction or fib – though only a cynic would say that the last two
definitions tell the essential truth about journalism
In fact the word ‘story’ applied to a news report emphasises
that it is a construct, something crafted to interest a reader
(rather than an unstructured ‘objective’ version of the facts). In
some ways the word is misleading since, as we shall see, a
traditional news story does not use the narrative style.
And, while we’re at it, what is an ‘angle’? As with ‘story’ the
dictionary seems to provide ammunition for those hostile to
journalism. An angle is ‘a point of view, a way of looking at
something (colloq); a scheme, a plan devised for profit (slang)’,
while to angle is ‘to present (news, etc.) in such a way as to serve
a particular end’ (Chambers Dictionary).
So always keep in mind this famous saying: “When a dog bites a
man, that is not news, because it happens so often. But if a man bites a
dog, that is news.’”
We can’t blame the dictionary for jumbling things together but
there is a key distinction to be made between having a way of
looking at something (essential if sense is to be made of it) and
presenting news to serve a particular purpose (propaganda).
Essentially, a news angle comes from the reporter’s interpretation of events – which they invite the reader to share.

It may sound cynical but the most useful guidance for journalism students and trainees is probably that news is what’s now
being published on the news pages of newspapers and
magazines. In other words, whatever the guides and textbooks

A Quick Word before you Start

It’s not original to point out that news journalism is all about
questions: the ones you ask yourself before you leave the office
or pick up the phone; the ones you ask when you’re interview87

ing and gathering material –above all, the ones your reader
wants you to answer. Begin with the readers of your publication. You need to know who they are, what they’re interested in,
what makes them tick. Then what’s the story about? In some
cases – a fire, say – the question answers itself. In others – a
complicated fraud case – you may have to wrestle with the
material to make it make sense.
Never be afraid to ask the news editor or a senior colleague if
you’re confused about what you’re trying to find out. Better a
moment’s embarrassment before you start than the humiliation
of realizing, after you’ve written your story, that you’ve been
missing the point all along. The same applies when you’re
interviewing. Never be afraid to ask apparently obvious
questions – if you have to. The trick, though, is to be well
briefed – and then ask your questions. Try to know more than a
reporter would be expected to know; but don’t parade your
knowledge: ask your questions in a straightforward way.
Challenge when necessary, probe certainly, interrupt if you have
to –but never argue when you’re interviewing. Be polite, firm,
controlled, and professional. It may sound old-fashioned but
you represent your publication and its readers.
Routine is vital to news gathering. Always read your own
publication –and its rivals – regularly; maintain your contacts
book and diary; remember to ask people their ages if that is
what the news editor insists on. Above all, when interviewing,
get people’s names right.
Factual accuracy is vital to credible news journalism. A bright
and clever story is worse than useless if its content is untrue:
more people will read it – and more people will be misinformed.

News Formulas
‘I keep six honest serving-men
(They taught me all I knew) ;
Their names are What and Why and When
And How and Where and Who.’
-Rudyard Kipling
The two most commonly quoted formulas in the traditional
approach to news writing are Rudyard Kipling’s six questions
(sometimes abbreviated to the five Ws) and the news pyramid
(usually described as ‘inverted’).
Kipling’s six questions – who, what, how, where, when, why –
are a useful checklist for news stories, and it’s certainly possible
to write an intro that includes them all. The much-quoted
textbook example is:
Lady Godiva (WHO) rode (WHAT) naked (HOW) through the
streets of Coventry (WHERE) yesterday (WHEN) in a bid to
cut taxes (WHY).
This is facetiously called the clothesline intro – because you can
hang everything on it. There is nothing wrong with this
particular example but there is no reason why every news intro
should be modelled on it. Indeed some intros would become
very unwieldy if they tried to answer all six questions. In
general, the six questions should all be answered somewhere in
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the story – but there are exceptions. For example, in a daily
paper a reporter may have uncovered a story several days late.
They will try to support it with quotes obtained ‘yesterday’; but
there is no point in emphasizing to readers that they are getting
the story late. So the exact date on which an event took place
should not be given unless it is relevant.
In weekly newspapers and periodicals ‘this week’ may be
relevant; ‘last week’ as a regular substitute for the daily
newspaper’s ‘yesterday’ is usually pointless. Even worse is
‘recently’, which carries a strong whiff of staleness and amateurism – best left to the club newsletter and the parish magazine.
So the six questions should be kept as a checklist. When you’ve
written a news story, check whether you’ve failed to answer one
of the questions – and so weakened your story. But if there is
no point in answering a particular question, don’t bother to
answer it.
Two of these questions – who and what – are obviously
essential. In all news intros somebody or something must do
or experience something. A useful distinction can be made
between ‘who’ stories, in which the focus is on the person
concerned, and ‘what’ stories, which are dominated by what
happens. As we shall see, drawing this distinction can help you
decide whether or not to include a person’s name in an intro.

The News Pyramid

This particular pyramid is not quite as old as the ancient
Egyptians. But as a formula for analysing, teaching and
practising news writing it goes back a long way. And the
pyramid is certainly a useful idea (the only mystery is why most
commentators insist on ‘inverting’ it – turning it upside down
– when it does the job perfectly well the right way up).
The purpose of the pyramid is to show that the points in a
news story are made in descending order of importance. News
is written so that readers can stop reading when they have
satisfied their curiosity – without worrying that something
important is being held back. To put it another way, news is
written so that sub-editors can cut stories from the bottom up
– again, without losing something important.
As we shall see, some stories don’t fit the pyramid idea as well
as others –but it remains a useful starting point for news
writing.

Intros 1: Traditional

The news intro should be able to stand on its own. Usually one
sentence, it conveys the essence of the story in a clear, concise,
punchy way: general enough to be understood; precise enough
to be distinguished from other stories. It should contain few
words – usually fewer than 30, often fewer than 20.
First, decide what your story is about: like any other sentence a
news intro has a subject. Then ask yourself two questions: why
this story now? And how would you start telling your reader
the story if you met them in the pub? The intro is your chance
to grab your reader’s attention so that they read the story. If you
fail, the whole lot goes straight on to the floor of the parrot’s
cage.
The intro should make sense instantly to your reader. Often it
should say how the story will affect them, what it means in
practice. And always prefer the concrete to the abstract.

•

Don’t start with questions or with things that need to be
explained – direct quotes, pronouns, abbreviations (except
the most common).

•

Don’t start with things that create typographical problems
– figures, italics, direct quotes again.

Examiners were accused of imposing a ‘tax on Classics’
yesterday after announcing they would charge sixth formers
extra to take A-levels in Latin and Greek. -Daily Mail

•

Don’t start with things that slow the sentence –
subordinate clauses, participles, parentheses, long, difficult,
foreign words.

It is certainly true that A happened after B – but it also happened because of B. There should be a stronger link between
the two parts of the intro.

•

Don’t start with when and where, how and why.
Do start with a crisp sentence in clear English that tells the
whole story vividly.

One Point or Two?

•

When you’ve written the whole story, go back and polish your
intro; then see if you can use it to write a working news
headline. That will tell you whether you’ve still got more work
to do.

Who or What?

If everybody were equal in news terms, all intros might be
general and start: ‘A man’, ‘A company’, ‘A football team’.
Alternatively, they might all be specific and start: ‘A Bollywood
man’ is one; ‘A New Ruling party politician’/‘A Mumbai
hairdresser’ is another. Then there’s the explaining prefix that
works as a title: “ New Ruling Party leader .
But the point is that people are not equally interesting in news
terms. Some are so well known that their name is enough to
sell a story however trivial. Others will only get into the paper by
winning the national lottery or dying in a car crash.
So the first question to ask yourself in writing an intro is
whether your story is essentially WHO or WHAT: is the focus
on the person or on what they’ve done? This helps to answer
the question: does the person’s name go in the intro or is their
identification delayed to the second or third par?

When?

There is an exception to the general rule that you shouldn’t
begin by answering the ‘when’ question.
“Two years after merchant bank Barings collapsed with £830m
losses, it is back in hot water”. -Daily Mail
If starting this way gives the story a strong angle, by all means
do it. (And the same argument could apply to WHERE, HOW
and WHY – but such occasions are rare

After

‘After’ is a useful way of linking two stages of a story without
having to say ‘because’. Always use ‘after’ rather than ‘following’
to do this: it is shorter, clearer.
•

In some cases ‘after’ links the problem with its solution:

A six-year-old boy was rescued by firemen after he became
wedged under a portable building being used as a polling
station. -Daily Telegraph
•

In others the ‘after’ helps to explain the first part of the
intro:

An aboriginal man was yesterday speared 14 times in the legs
and beaten on the head with a nulla nulla war club in a traditional punishment after Australia’s courts agreed to recognise
tribal justice. -Guardian

•

Sometimes ‘after’ seems too weak to connect the two parts
of an intro:

As far as possible intros should be about one point not two,
and certainly not several. The double intro can sometimes work
‘Bill Clinton has completed his selection of the most diverse
Cabinet in US history by appointing the country’s first woman
law chief.
The President-elect also picked a fourth black and a second
Hispanic to join his top team’. - Daily Mail
In some stories the link between two points is so obvious that
a concise double intro is probably the only way to go. In the
two examples below ‘both’ makes the point:
‘Loftus Road – owner of Queens Park Rangers – and Sheffield
United both announced full-year operating losses’. - Guardian
Obvious or not, the link does give problems in developing the
story. The main cause of clutter in news stories is trying to say
too much in the intro. This makes the intro itself hard to read –
and the story hard to develop clearly.

As and When

‘As’ is often used in intros to link two events that occur at the
same time:
‘A National Lottery millionaire was planning a lavish rerun of
her wedding last night as a former colleague claimed she was
being denied her rightful share of the jackpot’. Daily Telegraph
This approach rarely works. Here the main point of the story is
not A (the planned second wedding) but B (the dispute) – as is
shown by the fact that the next 10 pars develop it; the 11th par
covers the wedding plans; and the final four pars return to the
dispute.
By contrast with ‘as’, ‘when’ is often used for intros that have
two bites at the cherry:
‘A crazed woman sparked panic in the High Court yesterday
when she burst in and held a gun to a judge’s head’ - Sun

Specific or Summary?

Should an intro begin with an example then generalise – or
make a general statement then give an example? Should it be
specific – or summary/portmanteau/comprehensive?
‘Torrential rain in Spain fell mainly on the lettuces last month –
and it sent their prices rocketing’ - Guardian
This intro to a story on retail price inflation grabs the attention
in a way that a general statement would not. Whenever
possible, choose a specific news point rather than a general
statement for your intro. But weather reports can be exceptions.
Here’s the first par of a winter weather story:
‘The first snowfalls of winter brought much of the South East
to a standstill today after temperatures plunged below freezing.
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The wintry onslaught claimed its first victim when a motorist
was killed in Kent.’ London Evening Standard

‘Yule Catto, the chemicals group, is believed to be preparing a
£250m bid for Holliday Chemical, its sector rival’ - Sunday Times

Pity about ‘plunged’ and ‘wintry onslaught’ – they were
probably in the cuttings for last year’s snow story too. But
otherwise the intro works well for the Standard, which covers
much of the south east around London. A Kent paper would
have led on the death. The wider the area your paper covers the
greater the argument for a general intro on a weather story.

Where possible, use the present or the future tense rather than
the past and, if you’re making a prediction, be as definite as you
can safely be.

Fact or Claim?

This is a vital distinction in news. Are you reporting something
as fact – or reporting that somebody has said something in a
speech or a written report? An avalanche of news comes by way
of reports and surveys; courts, councils and tribunals; public
meetings and conferences. In these stories you must attribute –
say who said it – in the intro. Tabloids sometimes delay the
attribution to the second or third pars –but this practice is not
recommended: it risks confusion in the reader’s mind.
‘Skiers jetting off for the slopes are risking a danger much worse
than broken bones, according to university research published
today’ - Guardian
Note that this is a general not a detailed attribution – that
comes later in the story. Only give a name in the intro when it is
likely to be recognised by the reader. The WHO/WHAT
distinction is important in these stories. The rule is to start with
what is said – unless the person saying it is well known, as in:
‘Pope John Paul II yesterday urged the United States to
reconsider its 35-year economic embargo against Cuba’ Guardian

Past, Present – or Future?

Most news intros report what happened, so are written in the
past tense. But some are written in the present tense, which is
more immediate, more vivid to the reader:
‘An advert for Accurist watches featuring an ultra-thin model is
being investigated by the Advertising Standards Authority’ Guardian
News of the investigation makes a better intro than the fact that
people have complained to the ASA: as well as being more
immediate it takes the story a stage further. Some intros
combine the present tense for the latest stage in the story with
the past tense for the facts that grab the attention:
‘BT is tightening up its telephone security system after its
confidential list of ex-directory numbers was penetrated – by a
woman from Ruislip’ - Observer
This intro also illustrates two other points: the use of AFTER
to link two stages of a story and the element of surprise. The
dash emphasizes the point that this huge and powerful
organisation was apparently outwitted by a mere individual.
Speech-report intros are often written with the first part in the
present tense and the second in the past. When you write the
intro for a speech report, take the speaker’s main point and, if
necessary, put it in your own words. Thus the version you end
up with may or may not be the actual words of the speaker. In
this example we don’t know what Carol Lee’s words were – but
they could have been more elaborate. Some present-tense intros
look forward to the future:
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The Element of Surprise

‘A woman who fell ill with a collapsed lung on a Boeing 747
had her life saved by two doctors who carried out an operation
with a coathanger, a bottle of mineral water, brandy and a knife
and fork’ - Guardian
‘Two British doctors carried out a life-saving operation aboard a
jumbo jet – with a coat hanger’ - Daily Mail
‘A doctor saved a mum’s life in a mid-air operation – using a
coat hanger, pen top, brandy and half a plastic bottle’ - Sun
These three intros agree with one another more than they
disagree: a woman’s life was saved in mid-air by doctors using
what lay to hand including a coat hanger. The best way of
writing the intro puts the human drama first but does not leave
the intriguing aspect of the means used until later in the story.
That would risk the reader saying ‘Good but so what?’ – and
going on to something else.
Nor in this kind of story should you begin with the bizarre. ‘A
coat hanger, pen top, brandy and half a plastic bottle were used
in an emergency mid-air operation . . . ’ misplaces the emphasis.
In any newspaper the fact that a woman’s life was saved comes
first.
In the three intros quoted above there are various strengths and
weaknesses: the Guardian is longwinded and clumsy, though
accurate and informative; the Mail is concise, but is ‘a jumbo jet’
better than ‘a Boeing 747’ (in the intro who cares what make of
plane it was?) and why just a coat hanger – what happened to
the brandy? The Sun spares us the plane spotter details but
insists on calling the woman ‘a mum’ (while failing to mention
her children anywhere in the story).
And is the story mainly about a woman (Guardian), a doctor
(Sun) or two British doctors (Mail)? But in style the biggest
contrast here is between the approach of the Mail and the Sun
which both signal the move from human drama to bizarre
detail by using the dash – and that of the Guardian which does
not.
When you start with an important fact, then want to stress an
unusual or surprising aspect of the story in the same sentence,
the natural way to do this is with the dash. It corresponds
exactly with the way you would pause and change your tone of
voice in telling the story.

The Running Story
When a story runs from day to day it would irritate the reader to
keep talking about ‘A man’ in the intro. Also it would be
pointless: most readers either read the paper regularly or follow
the news in some other way. But it is essential that each news
story as a whole should include necessary background for new
readers.
‘The tiger which bit a circus worker’s arm off was the star of the
famous Esso TV commercial’ - London Evening Standard

After this intro the story gives an update on the victim’s
condition and repeats details of the accident. Court reports are
often running stories. Here the trick is to write an intro that
works for both sets of readers: it should be both vivid and
informative.
‘The 10-year-old girl alleged to have been raped by classmates in
a primary school toilet said yesterday that she just wanted to be
a ‘normal kid’’ - Guardian
In some cases phrases like ‘renewed calls’ or ‘a second death’
make the point that this is one more stage in a continuing
drama:

The Follow-up

Like the running story, the follow-up should not start ‘A man’
if the original story is likely to be remembered. In the following
example the ‘mystery businessman’ has enjoyed a second
expensive meal weeks after the first – but the story is his
identity. His name is given in par three.

‘The handyman brushed off his hands and picked up a dusty
wallet, half expecting to find nothing inside’
‘But picking through the contents one by one, Mr Hallett
realised he had stumbled upon the details of a US Air Force
chaplain stationed at a nearby RAF base in Suffolk 50 years
earlier’
‘Choral scholar Gavin Rogers-Ball was dying for a cigarette.
Stuck on a coach bringing the Wells Cathedral choir back from a
performance in Germany, he had an idea – ask one of the boys
to be sick and the adult members of the choir could step off
the bus for a smoke’
Both stories begin with a dramatic moment – and name their
main character. As with fiction the trick is to get the reader
involved with that person and what happens to them. News
stories about court cases and tribunals can often be handled in
this manner.

‘The mystery businessman who spent more than £13,000 on a
dinner for three in London is a 34-year-old Czech financier who
manages a £300m fortune’ - Sunday Times

Intros 2: Variation

The possible variations are endless: any feature-writing technique can be applied to news writing – if it works. But two
variations are particularly common: selling the story and the
narrative style. The narrative sometimes turns into the delayed
drop.

Selling the Story

Here a selling intro is put in front of a straight news story:
‘If you have friends or relations in High Street banking, tell
them – warn them – to find another job. Within five years, the
Internet is going to turn their world upside down. This is the
confident forecast in a 200-page report’ - Daily Mail

Workshop
•

As you read and hear coverage of the military actions in the
Middle East, look and listen for examples of the story
forms described above

•

As you read and hear coverage of the military actions in the
Middle East, look and listen for examples of the Intros
described above

Note :

The report’s forecast is that the Internet will turn the world of
banking upside down – that is where the straight news story
starts. But the Mail reporter has added an intro that dramatizes
the story and says what it will mean in practice – for people like
the reader.
‘They were the jeans that launched (or relaunched) a dozen pop
songs. Yesterday the company announced that it is to cut its
North American workforce by a third’ - Guardian
The straight news here follows an intro that gives the story a
nostalgic flavour: the reader is brought into the story and
reminded of their pleasurable past buying jeans and listening to
pop music.
The risk with this kind of selling intro is that some readers may
be turned off by it: they may not have friends in retail banking;
they may not feel nostalgic about jeans and pop music. What is
important here is to know your readers and how they are likely
to react.

The Narrative Style

Here the traditional news story approach gives way to the kind
of narrative technique used in fiction:
‘The thud of something falling to the ground stopped Paul
Hallett in his tracks as he tore apart the rafters of an old outside
lavatory’
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LECTURE 19
WRITING FOR RADIO
Dear Student,
The media, which you write for, demands certain forms of
writing from you. This chapter is designed to introduce you to
the basic concepts of writing for radio. It will cover both news
as well as drama.

of course, regularly use compound and complex sentences, but
the clarity achieved through the use of simple sentences can
rarely be surpassed.
Linguists describe English as a highly asyndetic language —
which means that clauses in the same train of thought do not
always need to be connected by conjunctions or connecting
particles. Such particles in English include the words “moreover,” “furthermore,” and “however,” words that should be
avoided in broadcast newswriting. Listeners are themselves
capable of connecting the elements of a story if the story is
presented clearly and concisely, and these listeners expect
important news to be reported in simple sentences. This
expectation is especially true of leads, which generally should be
written as simple sentences. When a lead begins with a subordinating conjunction, listeners discount the story’s urgency. This is
why such leads almost always appear in feature stories or
zingers.

Avoid your Relatives

Broadcast Sentence-Structure

Journalism instructors often state that broadcast newswriting is
supposed to sound just like everyday speech. In essence,
however, writing broadcast news is more akin to writing song
lyrics. Both tasks involve constructing language in a visual form
(writing) for communication in an oral form (speaking or
singing). Like song lyrics, broadcast newswriting adheres to
patterns of language use (such as appropriate vocabulary and
formulaic sentence-structure) that the audience expects to hear
and will use in interpreting the communication.
Even though commercial broadcasting has been around for less
than a century, radio listeners have come to expect their newscasts to be written in a particular way. Learning about broadcast
sentence-structure is one of the foundations for developing
effective skills at radio newswriting.

Keep it Simple

Grammarians distinguish between three types of sentences:
simple, compound and complex. A simple sentence contains a
subject and a verb. A compound sentence is composed of two
simple sentences joined by a coordinating conjunction (“and,”
“but,” “or,” “nor”). A complex sentence is composed of two
simple sentences joined by a subordinating conjunction (which
may be temporal, such as “when”; causal, such as “because”; or
concessive, such as “although”).
You probably remember this lesson from elementary school,
but the distinctions remain quite relevant to broadcast
newswriting. In your scripts, simple sentences are best. You will,
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Relative clauses, which begin with a relative pronoun or adverb
such as “who,” “which” or “where,” provide additional
information about a noun in a sentence. Those relative clauses
which interrupt the flow of the sentence should not be used in
broadcast newswriting. In a text communicated visually, a reader
has the words on a page or screen to help guide him back to the
story after the detour of a relative clause. Listeners do not have
such a guide and must rely on the speaker to provide information in readily understood clauses that are concise and
uninterrupted.
A sentence with an interrupting relative clause should be
rewritten into two simple sentences. Take the following
example:
•

RAHUL DRAVID...WHO IS ALSO KNOWN AS ‘THE
WALL’ OR ‘MR. DEPENDABLE’...RECEIVED
PADAMSHREE FROM PRESIDENT YESTERDAY
EVENING.

A clearer means of expressing the same information is through
two simple sentences:
•
RAHUL DRAVID RECEIVED PADANSHREE FROM
PRESIDENT YESTERDAY EVENING.HE IS
KNOWN AS ‘THE WALL’ AND ‘MR. DEPENDABLE.
Recognize that apposition — the placing of a noun or phrase
after another noun and marked off only by commas or, in this
very example, dashes — is like a relative clause without the
relative pronoun. Long, interrupting appositions, like interrupting relative clauses, should be avoided in broadcast newswriting.
Relative clauses and appositions can be used at the end of a
sentence. This placement is especially useful for clauses beginning with the adverb “where,” as in
•

FIRE DESTROYED THE HISTORIC HOME, WHERE
GEORGE WASHINGTON ONCE SLEPT.

Clauses beginning with “who” or “which” are acceptable when
placed at the end of a sentence, but sometimes it may be
preferable to write two simple sentences instead. For example,
•

ESPN IS GUNNING FOR THE FIFA CUP RIGHTS,
WHICH ACCORDING TO INDUSTRY SOURCES IS
WORTH $25 MILLION.

Better still is the use of the present progressive tense — “am/
are/is” + present participle ending in “-ing” — to describe an
event that has just taken place. In the story above, it would have
been better to write:
•

could also be written as
•

ESPN IS GUNNING FOR FIFA CUP
RIGHTS.INDUSTRY SOURCES SAY THESE RIGHTS
ARE WORTH $25 MILLION.

Be Active

Finally, two very common writing faults made by beginning
reporters also appear nowadays in all other types of English
writing, namely the overuse both of the passive voice and of
the existential “there is,” “there are” construction. Use the active
voice. Write sentences with subjects that are doing things and not
subjects that are merely receiving actions upon them. Do not
waste time stating an object’s existence (this is what the “there
is” construction shows). Describe that object doing something.
Simple sentences with active verbs form the basis of effective
writing for radio. All other broadcast news writing techniques
are built upon the foundation laid by this type of sentence
structure.

Leads & Teases

Getting listeners to keep their radios tuned to your entire
newscast...that’s the function of leads and teases. (Incidentally,
the first phrase of the previous sentence is itself a tease.)
Despite the importance of leads and teases, many radio
journalists do not understand how to fashion effective “hooks”
to keep listeners listening.

Repetition is the most Common Mistake

Repetition is the most common mistake made in leads and
teases. As you may have experienced when recognizing the
identity of the first six words of the subhead with those at the
beginning of this paragraph, repetition of words or ideas is
tedious. Listeners understandably come to believe that there is
far less news than meets the ear.
Yet repetition is a far-too-frequent feature of news writing,
especially between the lead-in to tape (be it voicer, wrap or
actuality) and the first sentence on that tape. Here’s one such
example:
•
EMBATTLED CM RAM MODI HANDED IN HIS
RESIGNATION TO GOVERNOR DEVEN PARIKH.
REPORTER KUMAR KUNDAN SAYS MODI TOLD
THE GOVERNOR THAT THE RIOTS ISSUE HAD
BECOME A POLITICAL DISTRACTION.
The second sentence of the lead provides information that is
immediately given again by the first sentence of the tape. This is
not, however, the only problem with this lead.

Keep it Fresh

Tenses of the past should be avoided in leads and teases. The
preterite, or simple past tense, must almost never be used. Any
past action should be described in the perfect tense — “have/
has” + past participle, which often ends in “-ed.” The stative
quality of the perfect tense can make it seem like the present.

EMBATTLED CM RAM MODI IS CALLING IT
QUITS. MODI FEARS THE CONTROVERSY
SURROUNDING HIS ROLE IN THE GUJARAT
RIOTS IS HARMING PARTY PROSPECTS, SAYS
REPORTER KUMAR KUNDAN.

Present tenses give immediacy and energy to news writing,
allowing listeners to feel that they are hearing about the news as
it is taking place. Moreover, in the course of the day leads
should be advanced to freshen the story...even though the same
tape is being used. In the example story given above, a later lead
for the same tape could be as follows:
•

GUJARAT MUST FIND A NEW CM. REPORTER
KUMAR KUNDAN SAYS EMBATTLED CM HAS
RESIGNED.

The changing lead shifts the emphasis of the story to a future
event, the appointment of a new lottery director. The tape then
functions as background information for this future event, and
so the package of lead and tape together remain fresh.

Absent Antecedent Alert!

A frequent error in teases is the use of pronouns without any
reference to identify the pronouns. The pronouns’ antecedents
are absent. This error leads to teases such as:
•

HE WANTED TO DIE BUT THEY SAID NO. THE
STORY NEXT ON AIR NEWS.

Who is “he”? Who are “they”? (The story concerns a convicted
murderer who asked the jury to sentence him to death, but the
jury decided instead on a sentence of life in prison without
parole.)
Some might claim that this lead has mystery, and this mystery
will compel listeners to stay tuned. There certainly is mystery,
but confusion seems the only result in the minds of listeners.
A better tease gives listeners information, not a guessing game:
•

24 YEARS IN A BIHAR JAIL WITH NO HOPE OF
JUSTICE HAVE FORCED JILTED LOVER BANKEY
BIHARI TO APPEAL FOR DEATH. THE DETAILS
NEXT ON AIR NEWS.

Teases should not tell the entire story, but teases are only a
sentence long. Even the most information-packed short
sentence can rarely give all the necessary details to satisfy
listeners. The tease whets the appetite of listeners, who will
want the completeness of hearing the full script if they have an
idea of what the story is about. Deliberately confusing or
gimmicky teases only frustrate listeners and drive them away.

Using Numbers

One of the catch-phrases in teaching broadcast newswriting is
that scripts should be “just like speaking” — in other words,
you should write the words and phrases you would use if you
were talking to a friend. This is not quite correct, and it is
especially not the case when it comes to numbers.
Not exactly like speaking
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Take ages, for example. Ages in broadcast scripts are given as
adjectival phrases placed in front of the person’s name or other
identifying feature, such as “71-year-old Man Mohan Singh,” or
“the 63-year-old Prime Minister.” This type of construction is
not, of course, conversational. The purpose for it is to make the
use of numbers in scripts as clear as possible to our listeners.
This same desire for clarity should govern other appearances of
numbers in our stories, such as in the following script on
economic data:
•

THE NATION’S HOMEBUILDERS ARE KEEPING
BUSY. THE GOVERNMENT REPORTS HOUSING
STARTS CLIMBED ONE-POINT-FOUR PERCENT IN
AUGUST AFTER A THREE-POINT-FIVE PERCENT
RISE THE PREVIOUS MONTH. ECONOMISTS
WELCOME THE NEWS, SAYING IT’S ANOTHER
SIGN OF STEADY YET SUSTAINABLE GROWTH.

CONCESSIONS WERE NOT APPROVED, WORKERS
VOTED OVERWHELMINGLY AGAINST THE
PROPOSAL.
Keeping track of numbers is a difficult task even for the most
attentive of listeners. If your station broadcasts lottery results,
you may already have discovered that the newsroom telephone
rings immediately after the numbers have been read on the air,
and on the other end of the line is a listener who became
confused or was unable to remember the lottery numbers by
the time he or she found paper and pencil to write them down.
Our purpose as journalists is to impart information in a helpful
manner. Being judicious in the use of numbers should allow
listeners a clearer understanding of the events affecting their
lives.

Rewriting Copy

This story is economic — so to speak — in its use of numbers.
Only two numbers are given, the percentages of increase for the
months of July and August. Listeners aren’t faced with
statistical overload, and the script ends with expert explanation
of these numbers’ significance.

Radio reporters spend as much time rewriting scripts as writing
them. Stories are rewritten from three types of sources:
newspapers, press releases and other radio news scripts. The
first two of these sources are not written in broadcast style, and
radio reporters need to be aware of the differences between
print and broadcast.

Two Digits Only

Differences in Style

This story also follows the “two digits only” rule of
newswriting: every number must be reduced to two significant
digits. This involves rounding the numbers so that they don’t
end up taxing the short-term memories of listeners. For
example, “six point eight three” becomes “six point eight,” and
“527” becomes “roughly 530.” In addition, the descriptive
words “half” and “quarter” are generally preferable to “point
five” and “point two five.”
Here’s a story that fails to follow the “two digits” rule:
•
UNIONS REPRESENTING THE 1284 CLERICAL
AND MAINTENANCE WORKERS AT STATE
UNIVERSITY HAVE REJECTED PROPOSED
CONTRACT CONCESSIONS. UNIVERSITY
OFFICIALS WANTED THE UNIONS TO DELAY
THEIR SCHEDULED THREE-POINT-SEVEN-FIVEPERCENT PAY RAISE TO HELP THE SCHOOL
DEAL WITH ITS ESTIMATED FOUR-POINT-SIXONE-MILLION-RUPEES DEFICIT. ALTHOUGH
LAYOFFS HAVE BEEN THREATENED IF THE
CONCESSIONS WERE NOT APPROVED, WORKERS
VOTED AGAINST THE PROPOSAL 1090 TO 89,
WITH 105 FAILING TO VOTE.
This script is quite bad in its use of numbers, which are too
large and appear too often. A better approach is to simplify and
follow the “two digits rule”:
•
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UNIONS REPRESENTING NEARLY 13-HUNDRED
CLERICAL AND MAINTENANCE WORKERS AT
STATE UNIVERSITY HAVE REJECTED PROPOSED
CONTRACT CONCESSIONS. UNIVERSITY
OFFICIALS WANTED THE UNIONS TO DELAY A
SCHEDULED PAY RAISE TO HELP THE SCHOOL
DEAL WITH AN ESTIMATED FOUR-AND-A-HALFMILLION-RUPEES DEFICIT. ALTHOUGH LAYOFFS
HAVE BEEN THREATENED IF THE

One obvious difference involves numbers. In print style,
numbers can be written out to exactitude, while on the radio
numbers are reduced to two significant digits. Ages in the
newspaper are written between commas after an individual’s
name; in broadcast style, ages are given as adjectival phrases
preceding the name.
Newspaper stories also display a greater use of the past tense.
Print is a distancing medium, separating events through the
filter of the written word from the immediacy of their occurrence. Newspapers are also written hours before they are read, so
the events described seem “old news.” Radio, on the other
hand, has an intimate, “you-are-there” quality that is enhanced
by the use of the present tense. Newsmakers spoke to newspaper reporters (“Bush said....”); they speak to a radio audience
(“BUSH SAYS....”).

The art of Condensing

The greatest difference involves story length and detail. Print
reporters write hundreds, even thousands of words for a
particular story. Few, if any, of your stories as a radio reporter
should have even a hundred words. Rewriting newspaper
stories becomes an art of condensing. Take the following
example of a newspaper story from the imaginary DAILY
TIMES:
•

The crumbling Naini Bridge in Allhabad, considered one
of Country’s most historically significant bridges, will
receive a 20,000 crore Rupees grant for repairs from the
state Department of Transportation, according to county
engineer P K Gupta.

The funding comes from the state’s Transportation Enhancement Fund, Gupta said.
Built of sandstone in 1834, the bridge is a 285-foot span made
up of three arches on the old route from Naini to Baluaghat.
Deterioration of the bridge in recent years has been a worry to
local preservationists. The bridge was closed to traffic in 2001.

The 20,000 crore rupees infusion will cover the estimated cost to
stabilize the bridge until money can be found to restore it.

Indian Savings Bank has assets of $65,000,000 and operates
three branches, two in Indian and the third in Smalltown.

The example above is quite short by print standards, but it’s far
too long for radio. Remember, a radio story without an actuality
(a “reader”) should generally run about 20 seconds. Get to the
heart of your story and leave the additional details out, as in the
following 21-second rewrite:

Heron Bank operates in seven markets in two states and has
assets of $1,880,000,000. Heron Bank provides a full range of
banking services to individuals and small-to-medium businesses.

•

A CRUMBLING HISTORIC BRIDGE IS GETTING
SOME LONG-NEEDED REPAIRS TO KEEP IT
FROM COLLAPSING. THE DAILY TIMES REPORTS
THE STATE WILL PROVIDE TWENTY THOUSAND
CRORE RUPEES TO PRESERVE THE OLD BRIDGE
BETWEEN NAINI AND BALUAGHAT UNTIL
MORE MONEY CAN BE FOUND FOR PERMANENT
REPAIRS. THE 170-YEAR-OLD STONE BRIDGE
HAS BEEN CLOSED FOR THREE YEARS.

Unless you have spoken to individuals involved in the story
yourself, you must attribute your rewritten story to its newspaper source. The attribution generally begins the second sentence
of the script (“THE DAILY TIMES REPORTS....”). Not only
is it ethical to credit the news organization that discovered the
story, but if the newspaper gets it wrong (a not infrequent
occurrence), the error and any of its consequences will generally
not fall on you or your station.

Please Release Me

Most of the press releases a newsroom receives concern
community groups trying to gain publicity for themselves or
their events. Usually these press releases are of minor news
value. In smaller communities, however, listeners expect to be
informed of such events, and program directors may well
inform the newsroom that a story must be aired. Generally,
though, if a news or program director believes a press release is
worth a story, a reporter will make a phone call or visit an event,
with the result that the reporting is original rather than a rewrite.
Businesses and organizations often use press releases...through
mail though increasingly through the fax machine or PR
Newswire...to tout promotions, reorganizations, mergers,
hirings, layoffs and other activities. These press releases are the
first, and sometimes theonly official contact the business or
organization will make with the media. Press releases are an
essential aspect of business reporting. Let’s say your fax machine
spits out the following press release from an out-of-town bank
announcing a deal for it to buy a local bank:
•
Heron Bank, Inc., of Lyons, has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire the Indian Savings Bank, Inc., of
India, in a cash transaction for $8,375,000.
Mary Gonzales, President and Chief Executive Officer of
Heron Bank, announced, “We are very pleased with opportunities afforded by our prospective acquisition of Indian Savings
Bank. We are looking forward to serving the Indian community.”
The closing of the acquisition transaction is subject to the
completion by Heron Bank of its due diligence investigation of
Indian Savings Bank, as well as regulatory approval by federal
and state banking officials.

This press release is full of legalese and large numbers. Bring
the story close to home for your listeners by referring to
something that will directly affect their lives, as in the lead to
this 16-second reader:
•

YOU MAY SOON SEE A NEW SIGN OUTSIDE
YOUR BANK. INDIAN SAVINGS BANK IS
ACCEPTING A BUYOUT OFFER FROM LYONSBASED HERON BANK. THE EIGHT-POINT-FOUR
MILLION DOLLAR DEAL WOULD ADD INDIA TO
THE SEVEN OTHER COUNTRIES SERVED BY
HERON. THE DEAL STILL NEEDS THE OKAY
FROM REGULATORS.

Remember that press releases are primary sources of information, like the tape from an interview. The information in a press
release contains the bias of the organization that sent it out. Be
aware of that bias and show the same prudence in dealing with
press releases as you show with other forms of newsgathering.

Keep Stories Current

In the course of the day, stories you or other reporters have
written need to be rewritten. Rewriting is essential not just
because each time you tell a story it should sound different and
fresh, but also because situations change. Keep the focus on
what is current. An early-morning house fire will bring stories
about the blaze, the firefighters and any injuries or fatalities. By
midday, the lead concerns the amount of damage to the
building. In the evening, the focus shifts to the family that
might be homeless that night. The shifts in focus require
rewriting the story several times in the course of the day.
Rewriting is an important aspect of radio journalism. Knowing
how to adapt stories to your medium and to current situations
will aid you in informing the public and gaining respect as a
timely provider of news.

Avoiding Bias

As politics has become more polarized and the radio audience
more fragmented, listeners are now quite sensitive to perceived
biases in broadcast journalism. Radio talk-show hosts are
frequently highly partisan in their comments on current events,
and program directors may choose to promote controversial
talkers in order to attract a particular demographic for a particular
station. With media consolidation, many markets are now
dominated by a single ownership group, which programs
deliberately distinct formats and political viewpoints on the
different frequencies in that market under the group’s management.
Reporters must take particular care to ensure that their stories
are free from bias. Of course, journalists are expected to
discover the truth about events in their communities and report
that information to their audience. Journalists are not supposed
to be politicians or entertainers. Under the rules of classical
rhetoric, the three tasks of the public speaker are to inform, to
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entertain and to persuade. Let your talk-show host concentrate
on the final two tasks. You are responsible for the first task: to
inform. This is especially true if your reports are used on
multiple stations with different formats and demographics.

How Significant is the Story?

Story selection is one area where listeners are quick to perceive
bias. From my own experience, I remember criticisms I received
from listeners upset at the attempts by a mayor to fire the city’s
police chief. Supporters of the police chief complained that the
media highlighted negative news about the police department
but gave little attention when the police successfully solved
cases. One example brought up by these supporters was the
greater prominence given to the story that a city police officer
had been expelled from a statewide drug-enforcement task force
because of drunken behavior at an out-of-state convention,
than what was given to the capture of a local burglary ring and
the recovery of many of the items stolen from several homes.
Listeners argued that the burglary ring affected far more
members of the community than did the out-of-town antics
of a single police officer who was not acting under the police
chief’s direct supervision. Although the disgraced officer’s story
had merit as news and did reveal aspects of the management of
the police department — a central issue in the mayor’s desire to
replace the chief — these listeners were correct in the underlying
rationale that should always govern the choice and placement of
news stories: the greater the impact on your listeners, the more
significant coverage of the event should be. Bias is often
perceived when listeners believe that significant stories are given
diminished coverage in favor of sensational, salacious and
scandalous news that has little real impact on their daily lives.

Play it Straight

The popularity of sarcastic political talkers has infected some
reporters who perhaps aspire to talk-show careers. I recently
heard a story on a station in a midsized market about a
downtown antidrug rally involving elementary-school students.
The reporter affected a sarcastic tone in his voicer, which began
•

NANCY REAGAN SAID, “JUST SAY NO TO DRUGS.”
WELL, WITH THE WAY THESE KIDS ARE
RUNNING AROUND AT TODAY’S RALLY, THEY
CLEARLY DIDN’T SAY NO TO SUGAR.....

Aside from being an ineffective lead that fails to provide
listeners with basic information about the rally, this script seems
merely a lame attempt by a smarmy reporter to make himself
appear clever. It demeans the children who participated in the
rally. Furthermore, the sarcasm implies that the rally was a waste
of time. The reporter should not have been making social
commentary on how children are being raised and on the
efficacy of antidrug rallies. Listeners easily could have perceived
bias on the part of the reporter, harming the credibility of
station’s news department as an accurate source of information.
Keep the tone of scripts informational, without partisanship or
sarcasm. And give stories the proper amount of coverage,
neither too little nor too much. These steps will help ensure
that you become a trusted source of information in your
community, and that your listeners will not ignore, or worse,
turn off the radio during your newscasts.
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Be Enterprising

Enterprise reporting is a term that has become unfamiliar to far
too many radio journalists. Enterprise reporting refers to stories
generated by a reporter on his or her own, as opposed both to
stories assigned by the news director and to breaking news
(such as police and fire department activity).

What Neighbors are Talking About

Investigative journalism (of, say, the Watergate or Whitewater
variety) is one type of enterprise reporting, and important
political stories have been generated by reporters rather than
news directors. Most enterprise reporting, however, is rarely that
glamorous and involves bringing stories active within a small
subset of the community out to a wider audience.
For example, residents of a working-class neighborhood
complain that an unoccupied house is the site of illegal drug
sales and prostitution, and those neighbors want the house
torn down. The owner, who lives in another part of the city, is
an architect who says the building has historic value and that she
eventually intends to restore the house. The neighbors blame
the owner for leaving the property in disrepair, which they say
invites criminals. The owner blames the neighbors for allowing
criminal activity in their neighborhood, activity that she says
hinders her plans to restore the building.
This story does not belong at the top of a newscast, but it
brings up a variety of important issues: public safety, preserving
historic buildings, absentee owners, and disputes among
differing groups about urban planning and city priorities. It
may well be the most talked about story in the neighborhood at
that time, and because the issues it raises reverberate in neighborhoods throughout the listening area, it is worth reporting
on the air. But the story hasn’t made the daily newspaper, nor
has it appeared on television. How does the enterprise reporter
find out about it?

Paying Attention

Here’s where young reporters have to learn to pay attention to
what concerns ordinary listeners. When you’re in line at the
bank, the post office, the grocery store, you may hear about all
sorts of events going on in various neighborhoods. Some of
these stories may deserve a wider audience. Barbers and
hairdressers often have a wealth of information gleaned from
their clientele. When you’re getting your hair cut, think about
whether that information might be of interest to your radio
audience. Organization mailings and community newspapers
often provide valuable leads to stories you might otherwise
miss. And don’t forget your own curiosity.
I remember a former news director of mine a decade ago was
furious with himself one day. On this particular day, the front
page of the feature section of the daily newspaper had a large
story about the sudden popularity of car air-fresheners shaped
like little crowns. Not a major story, to be sure, but the news
director said, “I must have seen these crowns inside a dozen or
so cars, and I always wondered what they were. But I forgot that
others might also be wondering, which made it a story worth
investigating.” Now that the newspaper had explained the
mystery of the crowns, there was no longer a story to report.

Gaining Respect as a News Source
This episode gets to an important aspect of enterprise stories:
they distinguish your version of the news from that available
on other radio stations, on television or in the newspaper. By
reporting the stories no one else has...or has yet...you give your
station added stature as a primary source for information.
Listeners will perceive when TV stations and the newspaper are
following your lead. (They also know when you are following
them.)
Enterprise stories require a little more time than stories whose
basic facts are already known to listeners. While it may be
difficult to fit a wrap from such a story under 45 seconds,
having an enterprise story should never be a license to go long
(that is, more than 55 seconds). Condensing the story to its
basic elements also forces the reporter to gauge how important
the story really is and how interesting the station’s listeners will
find it.
You won’t get any additional pay for enterprise stories — after
all, most of the discovery will have to be done on your own
time — but you will gain a satisfaction far greater than that
from reporting assigned stories. You will also be developing
news judgment and journalist’s instincts, which will serve you
well in your career ahead.

Dealing with Profanities

Language changes over time, and each generation understands
words in a slightly different way. In addition, diverse ethnic,
religious and social groups have distinct usages and interpretations of everyday speech. Language that is acceptable to some
may be offensive to others, and often newsmakers will...both
deliberately and inadvertently...use words that offend some
listeners. Journalists need to take care when preparing reports
that may contain a profanity.

Is it News?

First and foremost is the issue of whether to report the
profanity at all. As we all know, there are many causes for
“cussing.” Minor self-injury is one of them, and such a cause is
generally not newsworthy.
For example, a local minister is hammering a ceremonial “first
nail” as part of a volunteer project to renovate low-income
housing. The minister sends the hammer down on his own
thumb and then screams several choice words, to the great
surprise of his congregants. While this is undoubtedly embarrassing to the minister and quite possibly amusing to the
congregants, the episode is irrelevant to the story of the
volunteer effort to fix up the housing.
Another example demonstrates that sometimes a profanity
should be reported. At a public hearing concerning controversial
behavior by members of the police department, the mayor faces
criticism from community activists and rival politicians concerning his administration. After listening to the angry...but not
generally offensive...words of a city councilmember and
potential mayoral candidate, the mayor becomes visibly irritated
and utters a profanity-laced reply.
Here we have a public official using a public forum to discuss
public events. It is newsworthy that a mayor would utter a
profanity in such a context because the utterance demonstrates

how the mayor interacts with the public and with other city
officials.

Private Emotions in Public View

Another reason for profane speech is sudden, deep emotion,
such as grief at the loss of a loved one. It has become fashionable for some stations to broadcast profanities spoken in these
situations because the language reveals the strong emotions felt
by the speakers.
In contrast, I believe that these sorts of actualities should not
generally be aired. The people involved are usually private
individuals thrust into the news because of the catastrophe that
has just enveloped their lives. They are not prepared to make
public statements, and they may well be embarrassed in the days
to come concerning their words and behavior at this moment
of intense emotion. A good reporter should have enough
sound to prepare pieces that adequately reveal the emotional
state of a victim’s relatives and friends without resorting to
replaying their profanities.

To Bleep or not to Bleep

If news judgment dictates playing an actuality containing a
profanity, the further question arises whether to broadcast the
cut unedited or whether to insert a tone to replace the offensive
word. Altering an actuality should never be done without
serious deliberation about the degree to which the meaning of
and impression left by the cut will be changed. Some words are
less profane than others and can be broadcast. Most profanities
— including racial, ethnic and sexual slurs — are, however, best
replaced in the actuality by a tone that extends from immediately
after the offensive word’s first phoneme to immediately before
the word’s last phoneme. This will allow listeners to figure out
what the word is without actually having to be confronted by it.
To give one example, it’s probably okay to broadcast the word
“bastard,” but not okay to broadcast “f*ck.”
Finally, a warning on racial, ethnic and sexual slurs, though this
warning also holds true for other types of profanity. When the
utterance of such slurs by a newsmaker is worth reporting, care
must be taken in the script to ensure that listeners are well
prepared if an actuality...even (probably, preferably) a bleeped
actuality...is played. Before the cart is played the anchor or
reporter should say that
•

THE FOLLOWING TAPE CONTAINS LANGUAGE
THAT YOU MAY FIND OFFENSIVE

to give listeners the opportunity to avoid listening to the
profanity themselves or to prevent children from listening.
Profanities...especially slurs...lend themselves all too easily to
sensationalism, particularly when reporters in their eagerness to
relate the story fail to provide adequate context for the utterance
or adequate warning to listeners who may not wish to be
confronted by offensive speech.

Polls, Surveys & Studies

Polls, surveys and studies have increasingly become a newscast
staple. Nearly every day we seem to be bombarded by a poll,
survey or study indicating, or seeming to indicate, how
everything from a disease to a politician (if the two are distinct)
might be faring among the public. It’s always a good idea to
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figure out beforehand the types of poll and study results you
plan to tell your listeners and why.

Get an Expert

Polling data are among the most misunderstood and misused
information with which we deal. It helps to have an expert
available to explain to our listeners...AND TO US...what a poll’s
results can mean. Usually there’s an expert on polling at a nearby
college or university. Get in contact with that person and try to
build a working relationship. Both you and your listeners will
be grateful.
Polls are conducted by various groups — polling organizations,
news operations, colleges and universities, businesses and
interest groups, as well as political consulting firms. These
groups will generally provide some information on how any
given survey was taken, such as how many people were
interviewed, how those people were chosen, and how they were
interviewed. There are advantages and disadvantages to various
polling techniques, and your expert should enlighten you on
how trustworthy the results may be.

The Numbers Game

Care must be given when providing poll results to our listeners.
On the one hand, a simplifying vagueness about the results can
be deceptive. To say
•

SENATOR ALISON WILLIAMS IS LEADING IN HER
RE-ELECTION BID OVER CHALLENGER MARC
ANTONY IN THE LATEST INDIAN TIMES/
CHANNEL 8 POLL.

and to leave it like that gives listeners no impression on how
close the race may be. Something must be said about the size of
the lead, keeping in mind how the the method of sampling
used affects the margin of error and other aspects of result
reliability.
Another presentation problem involves tossing ALL of the
numbers from a poll to our listeners:
•

SENATOR ALISON WILLIAMS HAS A 9-POINT
LEAD...42 TO 33...IN HER RE-ELECTION BID OVER
CHALLENGER MARC ANTONY IN THE LATEST
INDIAN TIMES/CHANNEL 8 POLL. 25 PERCENT
OF THE 607 PEOPLE SURVEYED STILL HAVEN’T
MADE UP THEIR MINDS, AND THE POLL HAS A
MARGIN OF ERROR OF PLUS OR MINUS 4 POINTS,
SO WILLIAMS COULD BE AHEAD AS MUCH AS 46
TO 29 OR ONLY 38 TO 37.

Aside from not being a particularly helpful interpretation of the
polling data, this story throws so many numbers that listeners
might think they’re hearing sports scores or the lottery results.
Numbers are, of course, necessary to this story, but they should
be included judiciously, and hypothetical results created by
manipulating the margin of error should not be included.

Whose Study is It?

Reporters who take great care to reveal the source and accuracy
of political polling data may be cavalier about surveys and
studies that do not directly address political issues. This
carelessness is especially apparent in the reporting of lifestyle
surveys, medical studies, environmental-impact studies, and
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surveys of economic activity. As an example, the American
Automobile Association released a study that said most
pollution in the air came from factory smokestacks rather than
from automobile exhausts. One major-market, clear-channel
station told the story this way. First the anchor read the
sentence,
•

ARE CARS THE BIGGEST POLLUTERS OF OUR
AIR?

Then followed a buzzing noise such as is heard when a wrong
answer is given on “Family Feud” or some other TV
gameshow. The anchor continued:
•

WRONG! FACTORIES ARE THE NUMBER-ONE
POLLUTERS ACCORDING TO TRIPLE-A....

Aside from the gimmicky (and credibility-destroying) presentation, this story gives undue credence to Triple-A’s study.
Triple-A is an interest-group for drivers of passenger vehicles,
and the link between Triple-A and the study must be prominently reported. Stating the report’s conclusions as fact at the
beginning of the story provides too much bias and may
prevent listeners from acquiring a critical understanding of the
report.

It ain’t Over ‘til it’s Over

Political polling provides a measure of how well a campaign is
doing at a particular point in time. Surveys are useful in
reporting on the progress (or lack thereof) of a campaign and
on any changes that may take place in the campaign as a result
of this feedback. But, as we all know, they are not official
election returns, and while they may reflect upon the substantive
issues in a campaign, poll results do not themselves represent a
substantive issue worthy of extensive coverage. In other words,
don’t spend your time covering the polls instead of covering
the election.

Public Meetings

For many radio journalists, their first “beat” involves covering
regular meetings of a governmental board such as a city council
or school board. Properly reporting board meetings demands a
significant investment of time and effort, but that effort will be
richly rewarded through informing the public about their
government and developing a sense of judgment about what
makes news.

Know thy Board Members

Make sure you know who the board members are. Study up on
their backgrounds, careers, the neighborhoods they represent,
their political experience and political affiliation. You are coming
to these meetings as an outsider, and only by demonstrating
familiarity with the people and issues involved will you gain the
respect and trust you need to do a proper job as a reporter.
Being present at the meeting is only part of your job. While you
should try to record all of the meeting’s activities from the call
to order to adjournment, rarely do the public deliberations
provide compelling actualities. Your best opportunities for
sound will come after the meeting has ended, through interviews with individual board members and members of the
public. Ask them for reactions to the decisions taken, remembering to get reactions from both sides. Moreover, do not “play
favorites” by interviewing the same board member meeting

after meeting. Sometimes political caucuses designate one board
member to speak on their behalf, but that’s a decision for the
caucus to make, not for you. By demonstrating knowledge and
fairness, you’ll readily be granted the interviews you need.

An Agenda for Reporting

Board meetings follow an agenda that is usually available at least
a day and perhaps even a week in advance. Some boards will
oblige news organizations by mailing or faxing the agenda to
them, though others may treat reporters like any other member
of the public and require them to stop by the board’s offices or
city hall to pick up a copy. Get the agenda and study it before the
meeting. Not only will you know what issues will be coming
before the board, but you will also have the opportunity to do a
preview piece (“Should skateboarding be banned from downtown? City council will take up the issue at tonight’s
meeting....”) to air the day of the meeting.

Keep your Focus

Far too many news directors view board meetings as inherently
dull, even though these meetings demonstrate the workings of
government. Reporters only reinforce this view by failing to
write interesting scripts. Perhaps this is because so many
meetings go on...and on...and on for hours, and reporters lose
focus on what the important issues were. Countless stories end
up sounding like the following, slightly modified from what I
heard on a small-market station:
•

THE INDIAN SCHOOL BOARD HEARD A REPORT
AT LAST NIGHT’S MEETING. THE REPORT WAS
PREPARED BY ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
CHESTER ARTHUR. ARTHUR FOUND THAT
STUDENTS COMMITTED 12 ACTS OF VIOLENCE
LAST YEAR IN THE INDIAN SCHOOLS, UP FROM
FIVE THE YEAR BEFORE. ARTHUR TOLD THE
BOARD THAT GREATER COOPERATION WAS
NEEDED WITH POLICE BUT THAT THERE WAS
NO NEED TO HAVE OFFICERS ASSIGNED TO
THE SCHOOLS AT THIS TIME.

This 21-second reader misses the story. The lead should not be
that the school board heard a report, but rather that violence
was on the rise in city schools. There are a number of ways to
bring the real story — violence in the schools — to the fore.
Here’s an example using a question lead:
•

SHOULD POLICE OFFICERS PATROL INDIAN
SCHOOLS? ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
CHESTER ARTHUR DOESN’T THINK SO...AT
LEAST NOT YET. DESPITE A DOUBLING LAST
YEAR OF THE NUMBER OF VIOLENT ACTS
COMMITTED BY STUDENTS ON SCHOOL
PROPERTY, ARTHUR IS TELLING SCHOOL BOARD
MEMBERS A DIRECT POLICE PRESENCE IN THE
SCHOOLS IS NOT NECESSARY.

Remember that even though you may have sat through a
meeting lasting 4 or 5 hours, you are condensing that meeting
into a 20-, 30- or 40-second story. The issues facing the community provide you with your subject matter. With those issues
forefront, you should be able to craft interesting stories that

inform your listeners about their government and their
community.

The In-Depth Style

Many stations run local news-talk during drive time, often with
a longtime, well-respected, pillar-of-the-community talker —
especially in morning drive. The newsroom needs not only to
inform listeners of the important events of the day, but also to
give them...and the talker...something to talk about. Stories
need to have enough detail to allow the talker to make cogent
arguments and hold intelligent conversations with listeners.
Here the in-depth style can help.

Asking...and answering Questions

We all remember the six essential questions a news story should
answer: Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? An indepth story needs to pay special attention to the last two: the
Why and the How...as in, Why is this politician proposing this
plan? How will the plan work?, or Why is this researcher’s work
important? How will the research help people? When writing
your stories, ensure that your script tries to provide some
answers.
For example, a press release arrives from State University
heralding better chickens. A researcher in the agriculture school
says she’s discovered that hens fed a special enzyme produce
offspring less prone to disease. When you do your phone
interview, ask about the implications for the person in the street
in order to get tape that will be comprehensible to those
listeners who are not poultry scientists. In your script, emphasize the general value of having healthier chickens while
including a few details of the research with, say, a sentence like
this:
•

...HENS GIVEN THE ENZYME TOBLERONE IN
THEIR FEED PRODUCED LARGER CHICKENS
LESS LIKELY TO PICK UP DISEASES THAT COULD
BE PASSED ON TO HUMAN CONSUMERS IF
THOSE CHICKENS AREN’T PROPERLY COOKED....

The story also gives your talker an issue, food safety. The talker
can even extend the issue to question whether there’s been too
much manipulation of nature through all these research
studies.

Thorough doesn’t mean Long

Story length in the in-depth style will be longer than in other
styles, but not by that much. Stories without tape should run
25-30 seconds....stories with tape, 40-45. Shorter, 20-second
stories should also be used both to increase story count (giving
a wider sense of news coverage) and to provide listeners with
some variety.
Since story count is relatively low, the in-depth style is not
suitable for 90-second casts. This style is best suited for stations
with a 5-minute news hole at the top of the hour and 3:30 at
the bottom.

Story Pplacement

Hierarchy is especially significant for the in-depth style. Length is
often used by listeners to judge the importance of a story, but
when many of the stories run at least half a minute, length no
longer helps listeners figure out what’s important. Story
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placement becomes the only means. The most important
stories should come at the beginning of the cast....the less
important stories towards the end.
You may want to end the cast with a zinger — a humorous or
unusual piece that gives the talker something immediately to
play with and helps the talker’s phone lines light up. Use
common sense, however, in choosing a zinger. A longtime,
well-respected, pillar-of-the-community talker is not going to
want to offend listeners. Also keep in mind that you’re
supposed to be a journalist, not a comedian.

The Network Style

Credibility can often be a problem in medium-sized markets,
where communities are too large for listeners to be personally
familiar with most of the people or places making news, yet the
resources of the station rarely allow for a newsroom staff of
more than half a dozen reporter/anchors (if that) — and this
small staff often means few stories are produced and listeners
perceive a “reporting gap.”
One way to restore station credibility is to make the cast
resemble the network hourlies, regardless of whether your
station replaces the hourly with a local cast or does a 90-second
local after the hourly.

High Story Count

The hallmark of the network style is high story count. Listen to
a network hourly and notice how many different events are
related. This variety gives listeners a sense of
completeness....they feel they know all the major stories. This
feeling helps build trust between your listeners and the station,
and it gives your newsroom credibility.
A 90-second cast should aim for seven stories. You might be
wondering, “My staff is so small to begin with, how am I to
get seven different stories?” Odds are you’re already taking some
of your stories from press releases and the local newspaper. The
two or three stories you’ve taken haven’t exausted their
source....there are still plenty of press releases on your desk and
dozens of pages left in the newspaper. Certainly there are stories
your listeners want to know about.

Short story Length

Of course high story count means short story length. A 90second cast with seven stories works out to an average of 13
seconds per story. This doesn’t mean every story should be 13
seconds....rather, important stories should be given adequate
time (20-25 seconds, though certainly no more), but less
important stories need only a sentence or two. For example, let’s
say city council has been in a dispute with the mayor over cuts in
the police budget. This story has been in the news on and off
for a couple of weeks, and today at City Hall council members
are holding a special meeting with the mayor to reach some sort
of compromise. Here’s all you need (and it runs roughly 7
seconds):
•

INDIAN CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS ARE
HUDDLING WITH MAYOR JANE SMITH TODAY,
WITH BOTH SIDES HOPING TO RESOLVE THEIR
DISPUTE OVER POLICE CUTS.

There should be some variation in story length throughout the
cast...don’t give listeners five 7-second stories followed by three
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20-second ones. But there should be some progression, with
the more important, longer stories at the beginning of the cast
and the shorter, less important stories towards the end. One
way of producing variation is to stick a 20-second-long
humorous or feature story near or at the end of the cast.

Tape and the Network Style

You might think it impossible to incorporate much tape into a
cast with such a high story count, but listen to the hourlies,
which often have half a dozen or more tape pieces (both
actualities and voicers/wraps). There’s little difference in editing
actualities for the network style. Keep them under 15 seconds or
so, as you probably would for a more discursive style. The
difference is in the copy surrounding the act. Two sentences in
front, one sentence at the most (and quite often none at all)
after.
For example, let’s say the governor is proposing eliminating
parole for those convicted of using a firearm when committing
a crime. Your State News Network has fed you a 9-second cut,
which runs as follows:
•

IF YOU USE A GUN WHEN COMMITTING A
CRIME, YOU SHOULD DO THE TIME...AND THAT
MEANS ALL THE TIME...BEFORE YOU ARE
ALLOWED BACK IN SOCIETY.

Here’s a script to make the cut fit within your time constraints:
•
PAROLE COULD BE A THING OF THE PAST FOR
CONVICTS WHO USED A GUN IN THEIR
CRIMES....THAT’S IF GOVERNOR DOUGLASS GETS
HIS WAY.
•

Douglass act...OQ: “IN SOCIETY.”

•

LEGISLATORS WOULD HAVE TO APPROVE
DOUGLASS’S PLAN.

This entire story runs 18 seconds. In summary fashion it
includes the important facts: the concept behind the governor’s
proposal, an actuality, and that the legislature would have to
pass a bill for the proposal to become reality.
For voicers and wraps, station reporters should be instructed to
keep stories short (though reporters often have difficulty with
the concept of limiting the time their voices are on the air). For
voicers in general...and network tape in particular...edit the cut
down to 20-25 seconds. Start either from the beginning or, even
better so long as the story remains coherent, with the second
sentence of the piece, and continue for 20 seconds or so until
there’s a natural break (which there usually is). Leave off the
lockout. In other words, transform the tape into what’s often
called a “correspondent’s” cut.
If you leave out the first sentence of the original report, the
information should be incorporated into your lead-in. You do
not need to identify the reporter at the front....the differences in
the sound of the voice will tell listeners there’s a new reporter.
When the cut ends, get out of the story only through identifying the reporter, such as:
•

ABC’S SUSAN STARR.

Cutting down wraps is far more difficult, and often wraps can’t
be coherently reduced under 30 seconds (especially if they
contain a 20-second-long actuality). Nonetheless by editing

voicers and wraps down to 20-25 seconds, you’ll be able to
include several pieces of tape into your network style cast.

Character

Your main character must have the sympathy of the audience.
Your audience has to identify with your main character. If this
does not happen you have created a failure. Booo!
Conflict

Drama = conflict = audience. There has to be an emotional,
financial, human, moral, physical struggle so your listeners can
laugh or cry. Yes, you want your listeners to laugh or cry or
laugh and cry. If you don’t, give up.
Here are some horrible truths:

Most radio drama is very badly written. Radio drama is an
endangered species. It has never taken a hold of mainstream
programming on commercial radio in the UK. It used to be the
mainstream in the States and Australia but lost out to TV in
the middle to late fifties.
It is under threat within public radio services including the BBC
because of the pressure of monetarist ideology and the fact that
authors and radio drama directors have been too complacent.
IRDP is a significant oasis and continues to support the
principle of the original play.
Ground Rules
The Beginning

The beginning is everything. If this part of it does not work
you are ‘up shit creek without a paddle’. Your listeners will
desert you. You have failed. You do not exist as a dramatist.
Booo!
The Moment of Arrival

This is how you drop your listeners into the story. Don’t give
them a warm bed with comfortable pillows and a hot water
bottle. The background and sub-text of previous histories is
better explored through revelation in dramatic action. So
parachute your listener into a top dramatic moment. Not the
climax. That would be premature. Find the MOMENT to join
the story. Avoid the slow snail’s explicatory route. Kick ‘em into
a high energy trip and whoosh them through the rapids.
Structure

Set up...struggle...resolution. You can reverse this if the set-up
is more dramatic and explosive than the resolution. Regard your
play as a series of phases
The Plot

This is the story with lots of twists and turns. The more the
merrier. Most listeners like good exciting plots. Without a good
plot you’re eating a souffle that has gone flat. You need plot,
more plot and more plot. Run at least two story lines. Two sub
plots would be interesting. Keep the plots linked logically
within the same play. The best system is a major and a minor
storyline linked to one another. Get them to come together at
the end.
Surprise

People are hungry for entertainment. If they wanted boredom
they would be filling out their tax returns instead of listening to
your radio play. Make people afraid, but also excited.

Polarities or Extremes

The art of story telling is exploring the extreme limits of our
psychological or physical existence. To pitch one polarity against
another.
The Climax

I apologize for the sexual metaphor. But there is something in
this. The better sex has foreplay, development, sustained
excitement, surprise and affection, nay love followed by an
explosion of ecstasy. Good radio drama is not all that different.
If you don’t use it, you lose it.
Dialogue

This is how we engage dramatically with the world. Characters
inform, argue, amuse, outrage, argue through the ebb and flow
of dialogue. When we do we talk and that is how great radio
plays are made.....by talking in dramatic dialogue.
Atmosphere / Ambience

This sets the emotional spirit of the play. It determines whether
your listeners believe in the world that you have created. Worlds
are not created by dramatic dialogue alone. There is attitude and
atmosphere. This is determined by detail and relevant detail. It
could be in a sound effect. It could be in the writing. It could be
in the music. It could be in everything. But the result is that the
fifth dimension of radio writing - the imagination of the
listener - is stimulated to become a picture palace of the mind.
Emotion

Got to be there. You have to generate an emotional response
from the audience....preferably to the main character....also not
so strongly in relation to the other characters. Emotion = love,
hate, admiration. Never mind about the type of
emotion.....concentrate on whether it is there or not. Emotional
connection between the writing and the listener = good radio
drama.
Balance Character and Plot

You have to have both. You cannot trade. One can predominate over the other. Where they are balanced equally....it can only
work if characterisation relates to plot development. If your
main plot is character intensive, make sure that your minor plot
is plot intensive.
Purpose

Crook’s golden rule is that every word, every line, every scene
must serve a dramatic purpose in terms of characterisation and
plot development. Drop anything that does not have a dramatic
purpose.
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Tension and Humour

To stop the listener dropping off or switching off, maintain the
tension always and throw in the humour. Tension, humour,
tension, humour, tension humour...like the foxtrot..Make the
emotional rhythm of the play dance on the listener’s heart and
mind. Charm and alarm, charm and alarm. But they’ve got to
be linked. Your character uses humour to react to the tension in
the scene or play. Keep one character who uses humour to deal
with difficult situations. Make sure the humour is verbal.
Slapstick belongs to a different type of play or entertainment.
Make sure you do not have characters taking it in turns to be
funny. This is not stand up comedy or sitcom. Make sure that
the character who uses humour has a consistent sense of
humour.

6.

Give each character a dominant physical or behavioural
characteristic. Make the dominant characteristic purposeful.
Make it extreme.

7.

Your main character must be active.

8.

Active character / urgent plot. The character’s energy has to
fight the urgency of the plot and the urgency of the plot
makes the character more energetic.

The principle of Hero / Heroine

1.

Listeners look up to main characters, want to admire them
because we all want heroes and heroines in our lives. Life’s
eternal fantasy that transcendent people and transcendent
moments conquer adversity.

2.

If you are very clever you can transfer the hero from the
obvious to the humble and make great the inferior or
character who has greater potential for human dignity.

3.

Charisma. Characters need intensity and conviction. They
may not be perfect but they are attractive. You cannot
identify with people who are unlike ourselves...too perfect,
no beliefs...take themselves too seriously...lack a sense of
humour..

4.

Give your characters private moments when they drop their
guards and allow us into their minds and hearts. Make the
listener privileged. Use this moment for revelation.

5.

The main character has to change and has to be changed by
the plot.

6.

You must have a main character and secondary characters.
Your main character changes. Your secondary characters are
probably more singular in their characteristics. Your
secondary characters are already committed. Your main
character is still weighing up the options.
You must have characters who are extreme in relation to
each other...characters that are different make drama.

Get your listener inside the world of your play. How?

a.
b.

Sympathy or empathy with the main character.
A bloody good set up.

c.

A big, nasty antagonist or villain.

d.

Great Plot...Great Story....twists and turns.

e.

Crisis at the beginning is dramatic and a great start.

f.

Emotional intensity. Hit some high points.

g.

Escalating conflict so the structure climbs with tension and
humour.

h.

Strike the colours with detail so there’s an atmosphere,
mood...ambience.
Modulate charm with alarm...humour with
tension...tension with humour...funny policeman nasty
policeman.

I.

j.

Surprise, surprise...that’s what you do to the listener,
through the plot.

The principle of developing scenes

1.

Introduction.

2.

Character one...goal and objective.

3.
4.

Character two...goal and objective.
Purpose of scene in overall plot.

5.

One of the characters achieves a goal.

6.

Link to the next scene by introducing or pointing to
location of next scene or presence of character in next
scene.

Question marks in the mind of the listener. Always keep
one, better two or three

7.

Where are we now?

Well, we should be here....
a.

The main character is in the middle of the story.

b.

You’ve used dominant characteristics.

c.

The listener likes the main character.

d.
e.

The listener cares what happens to the main character.
The listener hates the antagonist.

f.

The main character is developing.

Principles of Dialogue

The Principle of Character

a.

Dialogue must be a response to a situation, plot or action.

1.

Believable and recognisable.

b.

Dialogue must be a response to each character in the scene.

2.

Purpose within the plot.

3.

Characters have to have function. Character has to be
consistent with function.

c.
d.

Dialogue must be comic relief.
Dialogue must connect to the next scene.

e.

Avoid reflective, passive and neutral. Go for active, and
direct and emotional.

f.

Dialogue must be believable by being specific...by being
specific to the character’s background and emotional state.

4.

Characters have to be intentional.

5.

Start with a stereotype to ensure rapid recognition, then
twist the stereotype. Challenge the homily that there is
nothing new under the sun by making it new under the
moon.
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g.

If dialogue is reacting to action or situation then it must be
dramatic and poised on polarities. The goals of the
characters in each scene should be different.

h.

Dialogue should be continuous. Tip...characters often take
a tag by repeating the last word spoken by the first
character.

i.

Dialogue must relate to function.

j.

You can mix direct with indirect between two characters
because they have different goals.
Humorous dialogue is not a character telling a joke but a
line or lines responding to the dramatic situation.

k.
l.

Note :

Heightened dialogue vs naturalistic dialogue. Heightened
language is the language of the theatre...high octane
communication...poetic, philosophical...charged..the
expression of the playwright...It serves not only the
development of the plot and character, but it also presents
the view of the writer. Works well in radio. But there is
now a tendency for more naturalism. Radio producers like
to go out on location and explore realism. In these
situations you must stick to natural dialogue.

Principles peculiar to Radio

1.

The inner existence.

2.

The tension and conflict between the interior and exterior.

3.
4.

More psychological.
Easier to explore the real and the surreal and to delineate
the line between the two.

5.

Have to work in the fifth dimension...the energy of the
listener’s imaginative participation.

6.

The interior existence offers exploration of personal
thoughts, fantasies, emotions and conflicts.

7.

All levels of external conflict can be explored.

8.

The precipitating event through plot has to threaten the
inner life of the main character. This is the kick-off in radio
drama.

9.

The end or resolution in radio drama is more deeply
rooted in the emotional equilibrium and insight of the
main character. Changes are internal as well as external.

10. Time transposition and translocation are faster and more
rapid and more complicated. Flashbacks...flashforwards...
different ages.
11. Radio requires less rather than more characters.
Characterisation needs to be strong and fascinating.
12. Maintain the focus of the main character and plot.
13. Economy of words underlines subtextual surprise and
engagement with the listener’s imagination.
14. Wit is vital because language is so important...cleverness
with words...energy with words..humour with words...Wit
is advanced by surprising the listener...being aggressive
with the listener..being fast, short and clever with the
listener.
15. Irony is pathos and bathos. It’s conflict between the inner
life and outer action.
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LECTURE 20
WRITING FOR TELEVISION (ART OF NEWS BROADCASTING)
Topics Covered

Combining words and pictures, sound bites, the television
news writer, read stories, voice-overs, Video instructions, sound
and tape, headlines and teases, a team effort, trails and promos.

Objective

•
•

Explain the ways of television writing.
Define the terms used in this process.

The newsman relies very largely on headlines, cross-heads,
italics, general display and layout to make his impression on the
reader. The news broadcaster has none of these aids available to
him. In the circumstances he has to depend upon pauses and
inflection of voice to mark his delivery.
Delivery becomes all-important. The pause cannot be too long
lest the listener loses interest. A newspaper reader can glance
back over anything he has missed or failed to grasp or understand but the radio listener cannot pull the announcer up and
ask him to repeat what he has said. The announcer therefore has
neces-sarily to speak smoothly, his words must flow uninterruptedly, all of which calls for the use of short words and
unadorned sentences.
But, of course, what holds good for news reports does not
automatically hold good for commentaries, reviews and the like.
Else there will be a dull uniformity over the radio or TV that
can be palling. Here the commentator has greater leverage. His
personality has to stand out. President Franklin D. Roosevelt
made excellent use of radio in his famous Fireside Chats. He
spoke informally as one would to a friend across the table. His
sentences were sometimes long and there were calculated
pauses, just as there would be when one individual talks to
another. Mr. Roose-velt’s aim was to sound natural and hence
credible. Art Was sacrificed to naturalness with success. It is well
to remember that when a man speaks on the radio he has a
captive audience all over the country simultaneously. And that
audience is largely in the drawing rooms of the nation. In other
words, the speaker is on intimate terms with a whole family.
Obviously this rules out the use of bad language, obscenity and
anything jarring on the ear. The use of slang would be in poor
taste. One thing that the com-mentator must be aware of is not
to lose the respect of his audience. If that is lost, everything is
lost. Mr. Roosevelt aimed at an easy conversational style and he
was a big hit.

As often happens when news is scarce, the papers are forced to
use a little ingenuity in finding front page stories.
Some are more successful than others.
The Sunday Times, for example, headlines a story, which it
describes as an exclusive, about the high mortality rate among
babies.
The Observer has the same story, but on page twelve.
The Sunday Express, speculates about the purpose of Mr.
Joshua Nkomo’s visit to Libya.
The Express reporter says that Mr. Nkomo tried to keep the trip
secret adding to suspicions in Zimbabwe that he was seeking
international backing for a showdown with Mr. Mugabe,
possibly even a coup.
However, the paper quotes Mr. Nkomo’s supporters as
dismiss-ing the suggestion out of hand.
The Observer in an editorial considers another of Mr. Mugabe’s
problems, his relations with South Africa. The paper refers to
reports that the South African Prime Minister is under pressure
not to help Zimbabwe achieve economic and political stability.
If he should give in to such pressures, says The Observer, and
work actively to destabilize Zimbabwe, the outlook for
Southern Africa as a whole would darken considerably.
The paper appeals to the West to use its influence with the
South Africans to urge Mr. Botha to act realistically.
The Sunday Times correspondent in Johannesburg says that there
are certain factors which make a complete rupture of relations
between the two countries unlikely:
One of these is the large number of South African tourists
who go to Zimbabwe each year.
The Sunday Times devotes its entire leader column to an analysis
of unemployment in Britain.
It suggests some remedies to the government, which it accuses
in certain instances of slow, crude and wasteful methods.
If the present policies of tight monetary control and related
measures are allowed to continue, says the paper, the economy
may not start growing again until the mid-1980’s. . . .

Understandably, the use of a conversational style permits of
long, even involved sentences, as long as the speaker can carry it
off-and that requires a lot of expertise. Attention can still be
held, if the speaker can punctuate his talk with such physical aids
as a raised eyebrow, a gentle smile, a shrug of shoulders, even h
wave of the hand. But all that is for the expert, not the novice.

It will be noticed that even in summarising the news and views
appearing in the’ British national press, care is taken not to use
big words or economic jargon. A radio audience is much larger
than a newspaper audience. Its attention cannot be held by
sounding superior or intellectual. Certainly in Britain, the
average intelligence of the mass of radio listeners is not very
high. The broadcaster is not talking to an exclusive or sophisticated audience. Hence the need to write copy in plain, simple
English that is easily understood and just as easily assimilated.

Wherever possible, the news is given in the present tense.
Consider this example from the BBC Press Review of July 13,
1980:

There is yet another point that needs to be made. More
especially on TV, it is important that the spoken word sounds
as if it is aimed specifically at the particular listener who has
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turned on the knob. The listener must be made to feel that the
broad-caster is talking to him and him alone. Here it is a matter
not only of the use of words, but the personality of the
broadcaster as well. He is addressing not a million people but
one man in a million homes. It is easier to convince a large body
of people in one hall; it is more difficult to convince the same
number of people sitting in their separate homes listening to
the radio.

sized markets-no one is as-signed solely to writing. The
anchors, reporters, producers, and perhaps an intern from a
local college write the news. Television newsrooms in big
mar-kets and at the networks usually have several writers and,
perhaps, associate producers who also write.

Writing for the Television Newscast

Read, or tell, stories are read by the anchors without the use of
pictures except for those that usually appear next to the anchor’s
head. Visually, read stories are the least interesting in TV news.
They are virtually the same as radio copy. They are, however, a
necessary part of the TV newscast because they give the anchors
exposure to the audiences. Anchors are paid well, and the
audience expects to see their faces on camera at least part of the
time.

The major difference between radio and TV news is, of course,
pictures. When you write for television, pictures are always
crucial to a story. In radio, you must create pictures in your
mind-as did Edward R. Murrow and other great broadcasters
who used the medium effectively-and then find the words to
paint those pictures for your audience. In television, you can
show the actual pictures.

Combining Words and Pictures

The battle over which are more important in television newsthe words or the pictures-is endless. There is no doubt that
words are vital and that some broadcast writers use them more
effectively than others. Charles Kuralt is an example of a writer
whose words rival the pictures for prominence in a story. But
even Kuralt would be hard pressed to tell his stories without
pictures. His talent lies in his ability to strengthen the pictures
with words. Great pictures and great words make great television
news.
The beauty of good pictures is that they do not need a lot of
words-just some good ones. The challenge for TV writers is to
avoid clashes with the video. Do not tell viewers what they are
seeing. Instead, support the video by saying what the video
does not or cannot reveal. Fill in the blanks, but do not
overpower the video. Give your viewers time to savor the
pictures.
Such advice assumes that you have good pictures to work with.
If you don’t, then the words do become crucial because they are
needed to prop up the video. But because TV news is not
about using poor video, stories with bad pictures are likely to be
dropped for more appealing ones unless the mes-sages they
convey are too vital to be eliminated completely.
If the pictures are poor, however, you can be sure you’ll be
asked to tell the story quickly. A frequent criticism of television
news is that it relies on the pictures too much, but right or
wrong the formula is not likely to change: poor pictures, short
stories; good pictures, long stories.

Sound Bites

As in radio, sound bites, the words of newsmakers, are key to
telling a good TV news story. An advantage for TV writers is
that TV sound bites feature the faces of the newsmakers as well
as their voices. Good TV newswriters weave their copy between
and around the sound bites, much in the way that radio writers
create wraparounds. This combination, called a package, is the
best way to tell a news story on television. The chapters on
reporting will deal extensively with building packages.

The Television Newswriter

In television, as in radio, a writer’s duties depend on the size of
the newsroom. In a small market-and even in some medium-

Television newswriters have three basic writing tasks: read
stories, voiceovers, and lead-ins.

Read Stories

Sometimes, read stories are used because no video is available.
Read copy might even lead the newscast if it is about a breaking
story that is just devel-oping. We all are familiar with the phrase
film at eleven, which usually indi-cates that it’s too early for video,
but it will come later.
Read stories are most often stories that are not important
enough to require video or whose video itself would be dull.
At the same time, read sto-ries playa major role in the TV
newscast-they break up the other types of material. Too much
of anything tends to be boring, so the read stories provide a
change of pace.
Finally, read stories are easiest to work with in a newscast
because they.’ are flexible. They are the putty that fills in the
holes of the newscast. Read sto-ries often play the same role as
radio pad copy; they provide an opportunity to make adjustments that guarantee that the newscast gets off the air on time.
If the TV newscast is long, the read stories are the likely stories
to be dropped. If the newscast is short, more read stories are
likely to be used.

Voice-Overs

The second type of assignment given to TV newswriters is the
voice-over (V/O), copy that the anchor reads while video or other
graphics are shown. The video can either be silent or have a
soundtrack that is kept low for nat-ural effect, a technique
referred to as sound under or natural sound.
Remember-the copy must complement the video. It should not
duplicate what is obvious to viewers. Avoid phrases such as
what you are seeing here un-less the video is difficult to understand. For example, if you are showing video of a train
derailment, rather than tell your viewers “What you are seeing is
the derailment of a Conrail freight train that left its tracks last
night,” you would say “A Conrail freight train left its tracks last
night,” and let the pic-tures show the derailed train
To write voice-over copy intelligently, you need to look at the
video and take notes. When viewing the video, use a stopwatch
to time each scene. The cameraperson sometimes shoots a series
of short shots that may require little editing, but individual
shots are often too long to use without editing.
The cameraperson shot a long, continuous pan of the wrecked
cars that lasts about 30 seconds. There’s another shot of a
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derrick hovering over the scene for 20 seconds and a third 20second shot of railroad workers huddled around a hastily made
trashcan fire to ward off the frigid weather. Finally, there’s an
additional 30 seconds of video that shows some of the train’s
wrecked cargo-an assortment of steel rods and girders and
lumber. The total running time of the video is one minute and
40 seconds. The producer asks the writer for a 20-second voiceover. The writer, then, must lift an assort-ment of brief shots
from the video that can be strung together in some logi-cal
order that will make sense when the narration is added. (In a
small newsroom, reporters often write the script and edit the
videotape. In a large operation, a tape editor follows the writer’s
or reporter’s instructions.)
Now that the writer has notes on the length of each scene, she
must decide how to edit, or cut, the video. (Cut is a film term
that has carried over to video. All editing is done electronically;
the videotape is not physically cut.) The writer decides to use
part of the long pan of the wreck scene first. The camera-person
held steady on the scene at the end oft he pan, knowing that the
writer might wish to use part of it. It is poor technique to cut
into a pan, but it is ac-ceptable to use part of it as long as it
comes to a stop before the next shot. The writer uses eight
seconds of the pan. Then the writer selects five seconds of the
wreckage video that shows the steel girders and the lumber
spread over the tracks and terrain. Four seconds of the derrick at
work follow, and the voice-over closes with three seconds of the
railroad workers around the trashcan fire.

The Split Page

You have already learned that TV scripts differ from radio
scripts because they contain both the newscaster’s words and an
explanation of how the video is to be used. The format for a
TV script is known as the split page. In Chapter 5, you saw
examples of many such scripts.
The split page is divided vertically so that about 60 percent of
the page is in the right column and about 40 percent is in the
left. Most TV stations now provide their staffs with computers
to write their scripts, which are often sent electronically to the
teleprompters. However, typewriters are still used at some
stations. When that is done, the scripts are written on copy
books, usu-ally five or more pieces of typing paper separated by
carbon paper. There must be enough copies of the script for the
anchors, the director, the pro-ducer, and the teleprompter.
The right side of the split page is reserved for the copy that will
be read by the anchors, the running times (which also appear on
the left), and the out-cues (final words) of any videotape that
has sound. The anchors-and this is important to remember-will
be able to see only the right side of the script on their
teleprompters. It is also important that you write only in the
column on the right side. If you write outside the column, the
words will not appear on the teleprompter screens.
Video Instructions
The left side of the script is set aside for the slug and for video
and audio in-structions and tape times for the director. Because
of the limited space on the left side of the script, abbreviations
are used for the various technical in-structions. Here are some
common ones:
1.

Ole, “on camera,” tells the director that at this point in the
script the anchor will be on camera.

2.

Via, “voice-over,” means the anchor is reading copy while
the audi-ence is seeing something else, such as silent
videotape or graphics.

3.

SIL indicates “silent” videotape and is used in combination
with the via symbol.
SOT lets the director know that there is “sound on tape.”
It could be a sound bite with a newsmaker or a report from
the field that was taped earlier.

4.

Anchors Bruce Kirk and Lin Sue Shepherd of KPNX-TV in
Phoenix read scripts before going on the air. (Courtesy of
KPNX-TV, Phoenix)
The writer gives her instructions to the tape editor, and then
returns to her desk to type out the script from her notes and
wire copy. In preparing the script, the writer uses a format
different from that used in radio.
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5.

ENG, “electronic news gathering,” tells the director that the
video is on a videotape cassette.

6.

FONT, an abbreviation for the manufacturer Videfont,
indicates that names, titles, and other information are
superimposed over videotape or graphics to identify
newsmakers, locations, and various other pictures
ap-pearing on TV screens. Many stations use the term
super or the abbreviation VG (video graphic) instead of
FONT.

7.

SL, ESS, or ADDA indicate that pictures or graphics of
some sort will be shown next to the anchor. SL stands for
“slide”; ESS refers to Electronic Still Storage, an electronic
graphics and video computer system; ADDA is the name
of a computer system that also provides electronic stor-age.
If the word box appears next to any of these
abbreviations, the graphic will be enclosed in a box next to

the anchor, rather than fill the entire screen. There are other
technical abbreviations used by writers to help the director.
You will learn them once you start working with video on a
regu-lar basis.
Here is the split-page script for the train wreck story
TRAIN WRECK 3/15 6pm tw
O/C Smith Box ADDA

Via SIL (TRT: 40 sec.)

SMITH

A Conrail freight train today left
the tracks near Centerville,
Kansas, causing some major
prob-lems for passenger service
trains that also use the tracks.
V/O
Railroad officials say the locomotive and eight of the train’s 14
cars were derailed. They blamed a
broken rail. Remarkably, there
were only two injuries-to the
engineer and his assistant-and
they were not serious.

If you examine this script, you will see that the slug TRAIN
WRECK is in the upper left-hand corner along with the date,
the time of the newscast, and the writer’s initials.

this script has added the word tag after ole in the left column just
to remind the busy director that this is the end of the story.

Sound on Tape

Newswriters must also learn to write voice-over scripts that
include sound on tape (SOT). Because the voices and pictures
of newsmakers are a vital part of TV news, a great deal of the
sound on tape will be provided in the middle of reporter
packages and is of no real concern to the newswriter. But sound
is often worked into the anchor’s script without the help of the
reporter, and that is the newswriter’s function.
Let’s go back to the train wreck story and suppose that there is
some sound on tape of one of the workers trying to keep
warm around the trashcan fire. The writer decides to add that
sound on tape to the script at the end of the voice-over before
the anchor comes back on camera. A sound bite used at the end
of a voice-over is abbreviated VO-SOT or V-SOT. The script
would look like this:
SOT :15

TRACK UP

FONT: Mark F10rman

Out-cue” get any railroad worker
warmer.”
Time: 15

O/C Smith

Railroad officials say that while
the wreckage is being removed
and repairs made to the tracks,
Conrail passenger trains will be
detoured. This proba-bly will
cause delays for at least 48 hours.

On the next line in the right column is SMITH, the name of
the anchor. Because most newscasts have two or more anchors,
the name of the anchor reading the copy must always be
displayed at the top of the right-hand column.
On the next line at the left is ole Smith, which lets the director
know which anchor is on camera. Underneath that are the
words Box ADDA, which tell the director that there will be a
picture displayed in a box next to the an-chor’s head. In this
case, it could be a generic train wreck graphic that TV newsrooms keep on hand along with scores of other such graphics.
(It also could be a freeze frame of part of the video that would
be shown with the voice-over. But if that were the case, the
writer would have to indicate it by typing SILIFF [“silent/freeze
frame”] next to Box ADDA.)
The anchor’s script continues on the right side. Below the first
sentence, you see the V/O symbol, which means that at this
point in the script the video will be shown. The anchor
continues reading, but the audience no longer sees his face.
The V/O symbol is also displayed in the left-hand column with
the ab-breviation for silent videotape, SIL, for the benefit of
the director. In paren-theses is the total running time of the
videotape (TRT: 40 seconds), which tells the director that there
are actually 40 seconds of wreckage footage on the videocassette.
Since the via copy should only take about 30 seconds to read,
this means the director has a 10-second cushion to avoid going
to black, some-thing of a nightmare for directors and their
bosses. 1b avoid that problem, tape editors always “pad the
tape”-cut more tape than the writer requests.
When the anchor has finished reading the via copy, he returns
on camera (which is why we show O/C in both columns) to
read a final sentence about de-lays in rail service brought on by
the wreck. That final sentence is called a tag, and the writer of

O/C

The sound-on-tape symbol and the time appear in the left
column to indicate that sound on tape will be used at this point
in the script. The director now knows that when the anchor
reads the last words of the voice-over, “ . . . difficult and
unpleasant,” it is time to bring in the sound on tape.
The terms Track Up and Time:15 also appear in the right column
along with the out-cue, the final words of the sound bite. This
lets the anchor know that a 1S-second sound bite comes up
before he returns on camera to read the last sentence in the
story. The abbreviation FONT in the left column means that the
name and identification of the railroad worker is to be superimposed over the lower portion of the screen while the railroad
worker is speaking. The director will signal the font operator to
punch up the information ap-proximately three seconds into
the sound bite.
After the sound bite instructions, the symbol ole is written on
both sides of the script to indicate that the anchor returns on
camera to wrap up or “tag” the story, or to begin a new story.

Lead- Ins

The third common scripting chore for the TV news writer is
preparing lead-ing lines for sound bites and reporter packages.
Writing television lead-ins is similar to writing lead-ins for radio
wraparounds, but is slightly more com-plicated. As with radio
lead-ins, the information in the first line of the report or sound
bite cannot be repeated in the lead-in.
Unlike radio lead-ins, those for television require some additional instructions for the director because while the anchor is
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leading into the report or sound bite on camera, some visual is
usually shown in a box next to the anchor.
TRAIN WRECK 3/15 6pm tw
O/C Smith
SMITH
A Conrail train has derailed in
Kansas and we have a report
from the scene from our reporter
Frank Coakley.
SOT :55

TRACK UP

FONT: Frank Coakley

Out-cue: . . Frank reporting.”
“ Time :55

The writer used a soft lead-in because she knew that Coakley
would provide the hard-news lead. He started his report this
way:
The engine and eight cars of the Conrail train left the tracks
around midnight near the town of Centerville. Fortunately only
two people were injured slightly.
This lead-in is effective because it allows the reporter’s opening
words to build on it as he tells the rest of the story.

Headlines and Teases

Depending on the size of the news operation, headlines and
teases usually are turned out by the writer, the editor, or the
producer.
As always, the major difference between headlines for television
and those for radio is that headlines and teases on television are
normally sup-ported with pictures. Some network newsrooms
forgo the traditional head-line approach, preferring to have the
anchors talk briefly about the top story before going to a
reporter for details. But local news almost always leads the
newscast with headlines, which are most effective when used
with flashes of video. Here’s a sample of how one local news
room scripts headlines:
HOWARD (DEE)

(HOWARD)
Coming up on Action News at
Six

VIO # 5 (liquor store)

Police search for two men who
killed a liquor store owner
dur-ing a holdup.

RUNS :04
WIPE TO VIO #3

(DEE)

(Mayor shaking hands)

Mayor Thompson honors a
citizen who rescued a child from
a burning building.

RUNS :04
WIPE TO VIO #2

(HOWARD)

(Unemployment office)

And unemployment in Center
City reaches a new high.

In the left column, HOWARD indicates that one anchor reads
the opening line of the newscast and the first headline, while
(DEE)-note the parentheses -indicates that the other anchor is
also on camera. Both anchors quickly disap-pear from the
screen, but Howard is heard reading the first headline over
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video showing the scene of the liquor store holdup. The video
runs about 4 seconds. After the first headline, the video wipes
to a shot of Mayor Thompson shaking hands with a hero
while Dee reads that headline. The second voice-over also runs
four seconds. The video wipes a third time to a three-second
shot of work-ers standing on line at an unemployment office.
Howard reads that headline, as indicated, over the video. Then
both anchors return on camera as Howard says “good evening”
and identifies himself. Dee does the same and reminds the
au-dience that the stories just teased would be covered in the
upcoming newscast.
The numbers next to the voice-over symbols indicate which
playback ma-chines will be used in the control room, information that is vital to the direc-tor.
If the director or his or her assistant calls for the wrong
machine, the wrong video would appear, and the newscast
would get off to a confusing start. Some stations give numbers
to the tapes instead of the machines. In that case, the tape
numbers would be placed on the scripts so that the director
could call for the proper one.
Later in the newscast-before the commercials-teases will be used
in an effort to hold the audience. The same voice-over technique
used in headlines is used for teases. Many producers also
include fonts over the video to give it extra punch. For example,
these words might appear at the bottom of the ap-propriate
video:
Police hunt killer. . .
Hero honored. . .
Unemployment climbs. . .
The point of such teases is to hook viewers, to keep their
interest in the news during the commercial. Teasing three stories
increases the chance that your audience will be interested in at
least one of the upcoming stories.

A Team Effort

As you can see, writing television news is more complicated
than writing radio news. Although one individual writes the
television story and may even edit the videotape used in the
story, the final product involves other people in the newsroom.
In radio, writers usually pick the stories they wish to tell their
audience. In television, those who write the stories are told
what to write and how long the stories should be. In radio, one
person may do it all-record interviews on the phone, cover a
news conference, and include in the newscast some of the tape
he or she has edited. There are no one-person newsrooms in
television, although at small stations you may be expected to
play more than one role.
As in radio, there will be opportunities in television to learn
how to do several different jobs. Writers frequently go on to
other positions, often as re-porters, anchors, and producers.
Some move over to the assignment desk, where the people
“find the news,” a subject discussed earlier.

Trails and Promos

Part of a station’s total presentation ‘sound’ is the way it sells
itself. Promotional activity should not be left to chance but be
carefully designed to accord with an overall sense of style.

‘Selling’ one’s own programmes on the air is like marketing any
other product, and this is developed in the next chapter, but
remember that the appeal can only be directed to those people
who are already listening. The task is therefore to describe a
future programme as so interesting and attractive that the
listener is bound to tune in again. The qualities which people
enjoy and which will attract them to a particular programme are:
•

Humour that appeals.

•

Originality that is intriguing.

•

An interest that is relevant.
A cleverness which can be appreciated. . Musical content

•
•

Simplicity - a non-confusing message. . A good sound
quality.

If one or more of these attributes is presented in a style to
which he can relate, the listener will almost certainly come back
for more. The station is all the time attempting to develop a
rapport with the listener, and the programme trailer is an
opportunity to do just this. It is saying of a future programme,
‘this is for you’.

Summary

This chapter introduces a variety of terms used in television
news, such as split page, voice-over, package, and font, and describes
a television writer’s most common writing assignments.
In carrying out these assignments, you need to learn to work
with both words and pictures; broadcast news professionals
have very strong views on which is more important-the words
or the pictures. The truth, of course, is that both words and
pictures are critical to a successful TV news script. Television is a
visual medium, and the pictures must be effective, but if the
words that go with those pictures are unclear, confusing, or
contradictory, the story will fail because there will be no true
communication.
Choose your pictures carefully, and do the same with your
words.

Review Questions

2.

What is the major difference between writing for radio and
writing for television?
How will poor pictures affect TV news stories?

Having obtained the listener’s interest, a trail must provide
some information on content - what the programme is trying
to do, who is taking part, and what form (quiz, discussion,
phone-in, etc.) it will take. All this must be in line with the same
list of attractive qualities. But this is far from easy - to be
humorous and original, to be clever as well as simple. The final
stage is to be sure that the listener is left with clear transmission
details, the day and time of the broadcast. The information is
best repeated:

3.

How important are sound bites to a TV news script? Why?

4.

What is a read story?

5.

Why are read stories important to a TV newscast? List the
different ways they are used.

6.

What is a voice-over? Describe what the audience sees and
hears during a voice-over.

7.

Describe some of the things to remember when writing
for pictures in a voice-over script.

‘. . . You can hear the show on this station tomorrow at six
p.m. Just the thing for early evening - the ‘Kate Greenhouse
Saga’, on 251- six o’clock tomorrow.’

8.

Is it better to have too few or too many words in a voiceover? Explain.
Explain the steps that a writer takes in selecting videotape
to be used in a voice-over.

Trails are often wrapped around with music which reflects
something of the style of the programme, or at least the style
of the programme in which the trail is inserted. It should start
and finish clearly, rather than on a fade; this is achieved by
prefading the end music to time and editing it to the opening
music so that the join is covered by speech.
At its simplest, a trail lasting 30 seconds looks like this:
MUSIC: SPEECH:
MUSIC:
Bright, faded on musical phrase, held under speech. Obtains
interest.
Provides information on content.
(Music edit at low level under speech)
Gives transmission details.
Fade up to end.
There is little point in ordering a listener to switch on; the effect
is better achieved by convincing him that he will be deprived if
he does not. And of course if that is the station’s promise then
it must later be fulfilled. Trails should not be too mandatory,
and above all they should be memorable.

1.

9.

10. Explain the term split page, indicating the dimensions and
how the page is used.
11. Why must you be careful in observing the margins on the
split page?
12. Explain the purpose of fonts and give some examples.
13. Explain the following abbreviations: SL and ADDA.
14. What does SL Box in a script mean?
15. What does TRT mean, and why is that term important for
a director:
16. What is an out-cue, and why is it important to the director
and anchor?
17. What is the most important thing to remember when
writing a lead-in to a sound bite or a correspondent’s
report?

Exercises
1.

Take a story from the wire or a newspaper, and rewrite it on
a split page as a read story. It should be 20 seconds long.

2.

Using the same piece of copy, prepare a V-SOT. Suppose
that you have a sound bite from someone who is involved
in the story. Using the split page, indicate the proper
symbols and time for a 10-second sound bite. You have 30
seconds for the entire story.
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3.

Suppose that you have a reporter covering a story about a
tornado hitting Centerville, Kan. Three people have been
killed, and more than dozen have been injured. Write a
lead-in for a live report, indicating also what the reporter’s
first sentence will say.

4.

Using wire copy or the front page of a newspaper, script
three head-lines for a TV newscast.

5.

Using the same copy, script two teases that will come
before your first commercial break.

6.

Go to a local TV station and observe who is doing the
writing. Talk to either a writer or a producer on how the
writing is assigned, and re-port on what you discover.

Note :
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LECTURE 21
WRITING FOR THE WEB
Dear Student,
The media, which you write for, demands certain forms of
writing from you. This chapter is designed to introduce you to
the basic concepts of writing for web.

Introduction

A brand new approach to writing website copy (and e-mails) is
emerging - and it might well become the answer to the problem
faced by most commercial websites.
The problem is that websites are not generating enough
customers — and consequently, aren’t making enough sales and
profits.
People who do business online must either learn this new
approach to web writing, or hire web writers who are competent
in implementing the approach — or their websites’ sales and
profits will always fall way below their potential.
Everyone knows that in the text-driven world of the Internet, it
is the words - not stunning graphics or cool technology - that
are the key to successful online sales. Understandably, the single
most important ingredient in creating a profitable website is
web copy that sells.
Writing web copy that converts prospects into customers is a
discipline all its own. It’s a highly specialized genre of writing
that combines marketing wherewithal with a deep understanding of the Internet’s unique culture, mindset, psychology and
“language.” What most online business people don’t realize is
that web copywriting is distinctly different from regular
advertising copy and offline marketing communications. It is
also quite different from web content writing.

One of the biggest mistakes online businesses make is that
they take marketing principles that work well in the offline
world — and try to force them to work on the Web.
Many principles that are effective in direct mail, print ads, radio
ads, and infomercials simply do not translate well on the Web and in fact, they can even kill sales. Why? Because people online
generally do not want to get “sold to.” This is a proven fact
documented by a recent study conducted by John Morkes and
Jakob Nielsen. If web visitors ever do get “sold to,” they first
want to be finessed — not bombarded by blatant advertising.
As such, expert web copywriters employ some “adroit maneuvering” to capture the attention - and the patronage - of the
Web market. That adroit maneuvering has given birth to an
ingenious approach to web copywriting that’s fast becoming the
new profit-building model for websites. It’s called editorial
marketing.
The strategy involves writing irresistible content that slides
smoothly into a covert “sales pitch” for your product or service.
This means your content must be expertly crafted for hidden
selling. This is the “finessing” that the Web population is most
often receptive to.

It bears repeating that your “sales pitch” shouldn’t sound like
an ad, but rather read like an editorial, testimonial, advice, case
study, or endorsement.
[For an actual sample of editorial marketing in action, go to:
http://www.WebCopywritingUniversity.com.]
Just because someone is a skilled ad copywriter for the offline
markets doesn’t mean his/her writing skills can translate into
effective web copywriting. Even some of the best copywriters
for the offline markets are not necessarily adept at writing
effective copy for the Web.

In the brick-and-mortar (i.e., offline) world, the closest kin of
this kind of writing are the advertorial and the press release.
Many online businesspeople mistakenly regard the Internet as
an advertising medium — or one big shopping channel. As
such, they create websites that are nothing but cyber-billboards
that advertise their products or services. What they don’t realize
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is that on an average day, each one of us is bombarded with
3,500 commercial messages — from TV, billboards, radio, the
Internet and practically everywhere we turn. The last thing we
want to see when we land on a website is yet another ad.
The editorial style of online marketing gives your website an
aura of credibility — often referred to as the “halo effect.”
When you wrap your advertising message within the soft
cushions of a good editorial piece, you position yourself as an
expert, gain the trust of your audience, and increase the
likelihood of a sale.
Developing content for a Web site will probably mean writing
new materials. The writing you have already done for your
courses - for handouts and other instructional materials - may
not work well on the Web. Writing Web documents is different
from writing for print, and if you simply move your print
documents onto Web pages, you are not using the medium to
its best advantage. If you are including textual information on
your course Web site, you should rewrite or adapt your
materials to the style of the genre.
Web readers tend to scan text online and read text offline. They
typically do not read a page from start to finish on the computer
screen. Instead, they scan a site looking for relevant items and
then print pages that contain the information they seek. You
need to apply a style and method to your Web documents that
accommodate this type of reading.

•

Write for scanning. Most Web readers scan pages for
relevant materials rather than reading through a document
word by word. Guide the reader by highlighting the salient
points in your document using headings, lists, and
typographical emphasis.

These stylistic devices are meant to accommodate the reading
habits of online readers. Be careful, though, that you do not
undermine your message simply to be accommodating. Readers
will happily print lengthy Web documents if they are comprehensive and provide needed detail. For materials that do not
lend themselves to the clipped style of online documents, do
not compromise your content to fit the genre. Assume that
most readers will print your materials, and make printing easy.
Your readers are more likely to thank you for providing depth
than to grouse about page length.

Chunking

Another peculiarity of the Web is that readers generally do not
read pages in sequence. Novels are intended to be read sequentially, so readers know that they can’t pick up a work of fiction at
chapter 3 and expect it to make sense. Likewise, novelists can be
fairly confident when writing page 32 that their readers will have
just read page 31 and will likely continue to page 33, which
means that they do not have to keep setting the stage for the
reader throughout the story. Web readers, by contrast, are
unpredictable. There is no way to tell where they’ve been or
where they’ll go after visiting your page. Even if you try to
provide context using links to tie related pages together, you
cannot force a Web reader to follow those links. As a result,
your approach must be encyclopedic, giving the reader a fairly
comprehensive presentation of the topic on every page.
Much of what is on the Web is reference information, and
providing this type of information in precise segments, or
“chunks,” allows readers to quickly locate the materials they
seek. A well-constructed chunk provides readers with a comprehensive account, as well as links to related or supporting pages
for further study.
When deciding what defines a chunk of information, consider
the following:
•

Writing Style

Among the Web’s many peculiarities is its writing genre. Most
Web documents follow a style that you may not normally use in
your writing. One of an author’s tasks, however, is to write in
the language and style of the reader. You cannot afford to bury
your message so deep that the typical Web reader scanning your
pages will either skip over it or not even bother to find it. The
following approach will help ensure that Web readers will find
your information:
•
Summarize first. Put the main points of your document in
the first paragraph, so that readers scanning your pages will
not miss your point.
•
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Be concise. Use lists rather than paragraphs, but only when
your prose lends itself to such treatment. Readers can pick
out information more easily from a list than from within a
paragraph.

•

•

Access. Your content list should already be composed of
information chunks, because the definition of a content
item is any piece of information that needs to be accessed
individually. Consider how users will interact with your
materials: What items will they want to access directly?
Define your information chunks to accommodate the
expected usage patterns of your users.
Page length. Chunking provides a way to limit the length
of your Web pages: Web readers generally prefer shorter
pages. Don’t arbitrarily divide a document, however, and
don’t divide a document that is likely to be printed anyway.
Printing. Don’t break your narrative into small segments if
you expect that most users will want to print the
information. Documents are easier to print from a single
Web page. Or, if usage is difficult to predict, offer both a
Web version and a link to an easy-to-print page or printing
alternative, such as a downloadable PDF file.

The primary measure of page length should be content. Create
logical divisions and subdivisions based on the structure of
your information. Do not arbitrarily divide your information to
conform to some alleged measure of acceptable page length.

Printing Versus Reading Online

Most people prefer to read lengthy or complicated texts offline.
If your presentation includes extensive texts, dividing them
into chunks only makes it harder for users to print your
information. If you know that your content is likely to be
printed, either present it as a single Web page or divide it into
subdivisions but provide a link to a printing version.

On the Chronicle of Higher Education site, selecting an article’s
“easy-to-print” link takes you to a clean page with no navigation
column, links, or advertisements.

If your content is more like a reference work than a novel (that
is, more segmental than linear), users are likely to read it online,
and providing direct access should be the highest priority. In
this case, break your information into chunks and write for
scanning to accommodate online readers.

There are also hazards to watch for when chunking information:
•

Fragmentation. Be careful not to over-subdivide your
information. If you break up your information into many
small chunks, your readers will be overwhelmed and
frustrated by too many choices. You will also find it hard
to create a coherent narrative if the information chunks are
too specific to make sense out of context.

•

Redundancy. If you provide a comprehensive narrative for
each information segment, you are going to be redundant.
Don’t resort to an incomplete presentation of your
materials or to excessive use of links (see next entry) in
order to avoid repeating yourself. It’s okay - even necessary
- to be redundant when writing for the Web.

•

Excessive linking. Web authors often try to avoid
redundancy by using links. Instead of providing a full
account on one page, they sprinkle the page with links to
other pages, either within their site or elsewhere. These
linked pages are employed to supply the reader with the
context needed to understand the materials. A wellconstructed information chunk, however, provides a
complete account of the subject, with an appropriate
amount of background, and links to pages providing
supporting information. Readers should not have to follow
links to gain an understanding of the information; the
links are for those who wish to pursue the topic, or some
aspect of the topic, further.

When writing for the Web, break your text into sections so
users have direct access to specific information and use typographical emphasis to highlight the salient points on the page.

Links

Although the ability to link documents is one of the advantages of putting information on the Web, the misuse of links is
perhaps the most common failure of Web authors. Used
effectively, links can supplement a narrative by providing
background information, reinforcing concepts, and adding
detail. Used poorly, links disrupt narrative flow in several ways:
•

Page Length

One reason that Web authors chunk information is to limit
page length. It is generally believed that longer pages are
unsuited to the Web, based on the notion that the physical act
of scrolling is a deterrent for some users. Scrolling may have
implications for a casual audience: for “surfers” skimming along
the surface of the Web, scrolling goes against the grain. In this
discussion of course Web sites, however, your audience is made
up of committed users, and scrolling is probably not a big
concern. If you have information that students need, they will
scroll to get it.

•

•

Visual distraction. Colored and underlined text within
body text pulls the eye by disrupting the uniformity of the
text block. If you place a link within a paragraph, the user’s
eye will be drawn to the link. Many users will click on that
link directly without ever reading the text that forms its
context.
Disruption of narrative. Links lead to stories half-told. If
halfway though your account you offer a link to another
site, users may follow the link (and another link and
another) and never return to your site.
Lack of context. When readers follow a link, they move
from the contextual framework of your site into unfamiliar
territory. Users also may not be able to ascertain the
connection between the materials on your site and the
linked site. This plunge from the known to the mysterious
can frustrate and bewilder users.
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When creating content for your Web pages, do not mistake a
collection of links for content. Links are useful, but only within
the context of a narrative. Use links to support your presentation - to provide information that is not critical to your
argument but may be of use. And remember that links break Web pages change, move, or are removed - so the coherence of
your presentation should not rely on content from linked sites.

hypertext links. Each page can be brief and yet the full hyperspace can contain much more information than would be
feasible in a printed article. Long and detailed background
information can be relegated to secondary pages; similarly,
information of interest to a minority of readers can be made
available through a link without penalizing those readers who
don’t want it.

Be Succinct! (Writing for the Web)

Hypertext should not be used to segment a long linear story
into multiple pages: having to download several segments
slows down reading and makes printing more difficult. Proper
hypertext structure is not a single flow “continued on page 2”;
instead split the information into coherent chunks that each
focus on a certain topic. The guiding principle should be to
allow readers to select those topics they care about and only
download those pages. In other words, the hypertext structure
should be based on an audience analysis.

The three main guidelines for writing for the Web are:
•

Be succinct: write no more than 50% of the text you
would have used in a hardcopy publication

•

Write for scannability: don’t require users to read long
continuous blocks of text

•

Use hypertext to split up long information into multiple
pages

Short Texts

Reading from computer screens is about 25% slower than
reading from paper. Even users who don’t know this human
factors research usually say that they feel unpleasant when
reading online text. As a result, people don’t want to read a lot
of text from computer screens: you should write 50% less text
and not just 25% less since it’s not only a matter of reading
speed but also a matter of feeling good. We also know that
users don’t like to scroll: one more reason to keep pages short.
The screen readability problem will be solved in the future, since
screens with 300 dpi resolution have been invented and have
been found to have as good readability as paper. Highresolution screens are currently too expensive (high-end
monitors in commercial use have about 110 dpi), but will be
available in a few years and common ten years from now.

Scannability

Because it is so painful to read text on computer screens and
because the online experience seems to foster some amount of
impatience, users tend not to read streams of text fully. Instead,
users scan text and pick out keywords, sentences, and paragraphs of interest while skipping over those parts of the text
they care less about.
Skimming instead of reading is a fact of the Web and has been
confirmed by countless usability studies. Webwriters have to
acknowledge this fact and write for scannability:
•

Structure articles with two or even three levels of headlines
(a general page heading plus subheads - and sub-sub-heads
when appropriate). Nested headings also facilitate access for
blind users with screenreaders

•

Use meaningful rather than “cute” headings (i.e., reading a
heading should tell the user what the page or section is
about)

•

Use highlighting and emphasis to make important
words catch the user’s eye. Colored text can also be used for
emphasis, and hypertext anchors stand out by virtue of
being blue and underlined

Hypertext Structure

Make text short without sacrificing depth of content by
splitting the information up into multiple nodes connected by
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Each hypertext page should be written according to the “inverse
pyramid” principle and start with a short conclusion so that
users can get the gist of the page even if they don’t read all of
it.

Note :

LECTURE 22
WRITING FOR ADVERTISEMENTS
Dear Student,
The media, which you write for, demands certain forms of
writing from you. This chapter is designed to introduce you to
the basic concepts of writing for advertisements.

Introduction

While a great deal is known about what works in ad copy,
there’s even more we don’t know. What makes it difficult for
the uninitiated is that what you may judge to be great copy
because of the sheer poetry, imagery, sound, and lyricism, may
be lousy for accomplishing the mission of the ad.
Nor are copy rules decisive. When the advertising legend, David
Ogilvy, was told that copy should be short and terse, because
nobody reads more than a few words of an ad, he wrote the
classic, “At 60 miles and hour the only sound you hear is the
clock.” It was a full page of text, describing the features of the
Rolls Royce. It sold a lot of cars.
But in an imitative world, a great many ad people imitated not
the selling aspects of the ad, but its length. We were then
treated to a bunch of long text ads, most of which sold
nothing. Some ad people simply didn’t get it.

Perhaps the hardest thing for people who are not marketers to
understand is that the process is a function of not only training,
but skill, intelligence and imagination — all of which are what
we usually mean when we use the peculiar word “creative.”
There are rules, and there are ways to break the rules. But like
the best abstract artists, who know better how to abstract
because they are fine realistic artists, it’s likely that those who
know the rules best are those who break the rules best

ask questions. From your client you can probably get reprints of
previously published ads, product brochures, catalog pages,
copies of speeches, press kits and releases, user manuals,
package copy, testimonials, complaint letters, marketing plans,
product specifications, market research studies, back issues of
the company newsletter, and samples of the product. On your
own you should be able to get examples of competitors ads,
reprints of articles on the product, product reviews, and press
clippings.
You will need to study the material you collect from your client,
as well as what you collected on your own. Highlight the most
relevant information, then type that into your computer. Print
this out and you have the basis for your copy. After reviewing
the source material, you should write down any questions you
still need answered. Have your client answer these questions.
You cannot be afraid to ask or you will not have everything you
need to write the most effective copy.

Here are a few questions you might want to ask:
1.

What are the products features and benefits?

2.

Which is the most important benefit?

You got a job as a freelance writer. You know you can write well,
but how can you ensure that your clients will love. You cantbut
you can better your chances of success by taking a few simple
words of advice.

3.

How is your clients product different from the competitors
product?

4.

What are the applications of the product?

5.

Who will buy the product?

The first step in writing great copy is to do your research. Collect
all the published background on your market, your industry,
and your product that you can find. This will be the basis for
your copy. In order to find this necessary information, you have
to know where to look and what to look for. Dont be afraid to

You will likely come up with several more after looking through
all of your source material. Once you have the answers to your
questions, you should have all the necessary information at your
fingertips to write copy your clients will love.
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Sometimes, when writing copy, you have to break the rules. The
standard rules of the copywriting industry are Be concise, and
Use short sentences. These rules are great 90% of the time, but
sometimes the most effective copy is written by breaking these
rules. Short sentences arent always best. If you want to express
complex ideas and putting them into one sentence makes the
connection clearer than if you break them up into short, choppy
sentences that make the meaning cloudy. You might think short
sentences sound conversational, but sometimes they sound
unnatural. Being concise is usually a good rule to follow, but
not if you have to explain something that some readers might
not understand. Being too concise wont ensure that you get
your meaning across, so use however many words you need to
make sure your audience will follow your meaning.

billboard may be just the ticket if the headline is something like,
“There are not enough words to describe ... “ and you don’t
really expect people to read the text.

The Objectives of the Ad

Writing advertising copy begins, as you might expect, with
defining objectives — of the campaign, of the marketing
program, of the specific ad. These objectives will be unique to
you and your firm, to each campaign, and to each ad. They
dictate that the copy — as well as all other elements of the ad —
are focused and relevant.

Just remember, make yourself as knowledgeable about the
product you are writing about as possible to ensure great copy.
Make sure you do your research and ask any questions you need
answered. And know when to break the rules of copywriting.
Your clients will love it.

Elements of A Good Ad

An ad that includes at least the following elements might be
expected to be good …
•

Attention. In the clamor and clutter of sight and sound,
and the competition for the reader’s eye, ear, and heart, it’s
imperative that you compete successfully for attention.
There should be some element in the ad — whether it’s the
headline or the illustration or the layout — that attracts the
eye or ear and arouses sufficient interest to warrant
attention to the message. And the copy itself must sustain
that attention.

•

Promise of Benefit. Something in the ad should promise the
reader or the listener some benefit that will accrue from
accepting the ad’s premises.

•

Credibility. The premises of the ad must be believable. (On
the other hand, do you really believe that Exxon put a tiger
in your tank? But it sold a lot of gas.)

•

Persuasiveness. The ad should be persuasive. It should sell
or generate the need for the service you offer, and project
your service as superior. (On the other hand, what do
those Nike shoe ads say that persuade you? But they sell a
lot of athletic shoes.)

•

Interest . Once you’ve captured the reader’s attention you’ve
got to say or show something to sustain interest, or the
message will not be heard.

•

Desire. The ad must generate a desire to accept what you
have to say about what you have to offer; to want to do
business with you.
Action. The ultimate aim of an ad is to generate action on
the part of the reader or listener; to cause the reader to
want to do something that you want him or her to do,
such as buy your service, or, in the case of professional
services marketing, it might be to either generate an inquiry
or accept a selling situation. On the other hand, just getting
a reader to think about you in a specific way is an action,
too. That’s what institutional advertising is about.

The Limits of Copywriting

The limits of copywriting are essentially those of the medium.
You can’t write 10 minutes of copy for a 30-second radio spot.
The mechanics of writing for one medium are too infrequently
translatable into another medium. You can’t put 50 words of
copy on a billboard alongside a high speed highway and expect
the message to be read.
And yet there are times when originality, imagination, and skill
dictate that all rules be violated. Fifty or 100 words on that
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•

advertisement––plus the lower section of an advertisement
including the slogan, logo, signature, the name and address of
the manufacturer or service provide. All these can be referred to
as a whole by the word, copy, in the printer media. To some
writers, copy refers to the entire advertisement, including
illustrations.
The meaning of copy can vary slightly with the particular
medium. It is the reading matter in print advertisements; voice
on radio; the visual and the dialogue and description by
characters of background voice on TV and in film; and painted
matter with figures on hoardings and wall surfaces. In all the
media, therefore, ‘the words, sentences, lead voices and visuals
or pictures (moving or still), on newsprint, audio tapes or video
tapes,’ constitute copy.
Copy is the creamy core of an advertisement and people
attribute to it the magic capacity for influencing the buyers.
Much of the success of an advertisement or commercial
depends on the copy.

The Foundation for Copy
Ads seem to work best when you...
•

Know your prospect. Not only who your prospect is, but what
kind of service your prospective clientele really wants, and
what kind of problems they’ll depend upon your service to
resolve.

•

Know your service. Know your service in terms of what the
prospective client is willing to buy, not what you’re offering
to sell.

A creative person can see extraordinary ideas in ordinary
products; he/she can express in an extraordinary manner,
whatever is thought over by ordinary people. (‘What oft was
thought, but never so well expressed,’ in Pope’s words.)
But this extraordinary gift does not come automatically or
naturally like leaves to a tree! That gift is the poet’s. The
advertising man is a hard worker, rather than a poet who has
the luxury of writing when he pleases, whatever he pleases. The
copy creator’s gift comes ‘from art, not chance’. The perfect
dancer need not be a born dancer. Instead, she is one who has
practiced dancing to perfection.
Creativity is ten per cent inspiration and ninety per cent perspiration! It comes through regular practice––plenty of reading and
writing, and above all, through the keen observation of people
and matters, and through imaginative interactions with other
people.
Everyday hundreds of messages reach the media users. How
many of them will stick to the memory of those who read,
listen or watch the messages is anybody’s guess. One can say
with confidence that it is the most outstanding, unusual and
extraordinary messages that are likely to stick to people’s
memory.
But is that enough? The receivers of the message must act; they
should buy the product or engage the services advertised.
Otherwise, people may just enjoy the message without bringing
any benefit to the advertiser. How many people can connect the
messages they remember to the products advertised? And how
many of them take action? This is the essential difference
between pure literary creation and ad copy creation. Copy
creation is not therefore, literary creation, although elements of
poetry, fiction and drama may be a part of it.

On to Copy Folks
First, what is copy? The word has several meanings: The text of
a body of copy in an advertisement; the words printed in types
much smaller than those of the headlines and sub-heads in an
advertisement; the headline, body text and illustration in an

COPY CREATIVITY=IMAGINATION+POWER OF
EXPRESSION+FULFILMENT OF THE CLIENT’S GOALS
Armed with new information and practical features of the
product or service, the media user must find the copy useful
and practically beneficial. The copy should be credible; it must
build in the target audience confidence in the product or service
and the desire to acquire it.
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Copy Creation in three Steps

The copy creators have to devote considerable time for thinking
about the subject of their creation––the product, service, idea,
the target audience, etc. They should think about the manufacturing and marketing activities connected with the subject.

Lack of thinking affects the effectiveness of the copy. Ask the
following:
•

What’s my product or service?

•

What’s my product or service?

•

Do I have enough information about the manufacturing
process?

•

What are the ingredients that go into the making of the
product?

•

What are the reasons that prompted the company to offer a
particular service now?

•
•

What benefits does the product give the buyer?
What benefits will the user of a service get?

•

How does my product differ from other similar products?

•

What will motivate the target to patronize what is
advertised?

•

How will customers easily identify the product or service
offered? What special picture or drawing will help the
customer identify it easily and quickly?

•

What will the product price or service cost be?

•

Does the advertisement give full details of where the
product/service will be available to the customer?

•

Do the visuals clearly identify the product/service?
Is the script clearly renderable on Radio and TV?

•

Then there are demographic and psychographic data, which the
creative people must collect in relation to the prospective users
of the product or service. Age, sex, income, education, occupation, social status and lifestyles determine the buying habits of
people. The copy created for particular segments of society
reflect the special tastes and interests of the target group. Certain
products will not sell in certain regions: Anti-freeze radiator
fluid or snow tyres will not sell in tropical climates! Adjust the
copy to the needs, desires, buying habits, income etc. of the
target audience.

Most Advertisements are Built around a
Central Selling Idea

Psychologists have studied the innermost needs of human
beings. Some of the needs are very powerful––sex; ambition to
acquire riches and longevity; respect from others, reduction of
drudgery through labour-saving devices, etc. All these will attract
everyone as they occupy the upper rungs of a human being’s
desires, Charity, general social welfare, social service, etc., occupy
the lowr rungs!
Sometimes copy creators are criticized for giving too much
importance to sex appeal, especially when it is used as a bait to
hook the unwary media user. Many reasearchers have pointed
out that sex is very helpful in selling products or service on a
long-term basis. Some critics accuse certain types of copy
creators for exploiting sex even for selling products like ball
bearings and bulldozers! This may be an exaggeration. However, two examples come to mind: Capri the Sexiest Car was the
headline of a commercial designed to sell a European car in the
early 1970s. Another car advertisement for Vega, a Chevrolet
brand used a scantily clad beauty as the model during the same
era. Needles to say, these cars, attracted a good deal of public
attention but did not sell well at all!
The indiscriminate use of psychological needs may not yield the
desired results. Customers may be turned off and copy creators
must avoid the pitfall.

Visualization

Visualization concerns ideas; it is ideation, whereas layout is a
blueprint on how the visualized ideas can be presented.
The layout artist suggests where in the copy headlines, subheads, pictures and other graphics, body text, trademark, slogan,
logo, manufacturer’s address and telephone number, etc. should
appear and in what size and shape.
When the copywriter puts down in rough form, the words and
sentences that will make up the message, he or she makes a freehand drawing of the figures that will illustrate the copy. It is not
easy to have any ahrd and fast rules about writing and illustrating. Both may occur simultaneously.
All copywriters may not be good artists. To some of them,
writing, imaginative writing, is the forte. To others, drawing is
the strength. But all must be capable of putting down on
paper, at least a crude form of their ideas.
These days, computer graphics can solve many drawing
problems. Proper graphics can be obtained from appropriate
software.

Copy Structure

It is here that the copywriter builds copy with the bricks and
cement of words and phrases. The choice of the most appropriate words and word combinations is not enough. What is
chosen must be put in the right order after chiseling and
polishing. Words have to be shaped and re-shaped, simplified,
sequenced; and sentences must comprise the right diction,
syntax and grammatical construction. Make sure the words are
appropriate for the picture chosen.

Headline

During the first stage of copy thinking itself, that is, during the
germination of the major ideas and gathering, analysis and
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interpretation of facts, the copywriter must have formed some
vague notion of what the headline should be. It must have a
acquired more palpable formation during visualization.
Now it is more clear and probably it has received a much more
concrete form. Yet one cannot say for sure that the final form of
the headline has been arrived at.
While deciding upon the headline, the copywriter puts down on
paper (in the computer system) the sub-headlines and the text.
It is always good to put all these together––in the same timeframe, otherwise the thinking process will be disrupted. What is
needed is an integrated and unified structure with internal
connections: The headline connected with the sub-heads and
both connected with the text and picture, slogan, etc.

Text

What should be put in the first paragraph will depend on what
precedes it -----—the sub-heads and the main headline.
Similarly, there should be proper transition between the
paragraphs. One has to recognize that the whole copy will never
leap out of the copywriter’s brain (like Minerva born full-blown
and manure from the head of Jupiter!). No doubt, the
copywriter formulates the whole copy idea during the copy
thinking stage, the gestation period, but that formulation is
vague and plastic. Gradually, that pliable idea is given more
concrete and stable from during the second stage of copy
structuring.
Good copy is the result of a planned, step-by-step, brick-bybrick, layer-by-layer construction of a tower of ideas that reaches
the desired goal. And that goal is to make a product or service
acceptable tro the buyers or users.
In brief, the structure of a good copy is the same as the
structure of a sales presentation or selling proposition. Both
the advertising copy and sales presentation have the primary
goal of getting the attention, interest and approval of the target
audience.
Otto Kleppner, head of his own advertising agency in the latter
half of the 20th century, put the ingredients of copy structure
as follows:
1.
2.

Headline (An idea of interest that catches the attention of
the consumers and the public.)
Amplification of the headline (to lead the prospect to
higher levels of interest).

3.

Explanation of the claims made in the headline and subheadlines (to create a desire in the consumer more
convincingly). The body of the text serves this purpose.

4.

Citation of credible evidence /attestation through
endorsements or results of experiments and experience in
the text.

5.

Listing of benefits for the consumer (which will motivate
the consumer to think of action).

6.

A closing slogan that capsulizes the benefits and the
excellence of the product or service (which leads the
consumer to concrete action-----—now or later).

All advertising copies may not contain all these six factors. Print
media advertisements will have the space and the luxury of a
more permanent depiction of the benefits to the consumer.

Audio-visual media do not have the advantages of the print
media. They have to capture attention through sounds bites,
quick and unusual action of the characters, colourful and
scintillating presentation of a scene where the product blends
into the backgrounds or the user gets the feeling of touch, taste
or smell vicariously. But the whole atmosphere of romancing
with the product lasts just for a few seconds—maximum 90,
usually 30 and sometimes 60 seconds

Copy Style

Style is discussed here from a technical angle. Usually, each writer
has his or her own style. There is an age-old saying that
confirms this: Style is the man. Individuals differ in writing style
as they differ in finger prints. But we are not looking at copy
style from the perspective.
Style differs not only with the personality of the writer but with
the format of the literary genre or the type or writing. For
example, letter-writing style differs from poetry or fictionwriting style. Again, the personal letter style is different from the
novel or short-story writing style. And advertisement
copywriting style is different from all other writing styles
indicated here, although it may sometimes borrow certain
elements from other styles.
The advertising copywriting style can differ again according to
the product or service that is the subject of the advertisement.
Suppose the copywriter creates a copy for a personal health and
beauty aid that appeals to young consumers. The style of the
copy will differ from the one adopted for a motorcycle advertisement or a lifeinsurance policy advertisement.
Copy thinking and copy structuring are related to what is said
but copy style relates to how it is said. By merely accumulating
facts and figures (though essential), the copywriter cannot create
a copy that appeals to people. He or she should be a talented
writer capable of gathering facts through har research wherever
necessary and presenting the facts in an attractive, realistic and
credible manner. One can become an expert in this art only
through many attempts and even failures. An individual has to
accept critical remarks from senior colleagues and outside experts
(the client’s executives).
Copywriters should not be too sensitive to critical remarks from
colleagues or others; they should tackle them in a patient and
pleasand manner. Othewise, they—especially the junior ones—
will not learn the art or make any career progress.
Even senior copywriters may have to write and re-write the copy
to satisfy the client’s demands. Remember Aldous Juxley’s
comment, which said copywriting is an art that cannot be
conquered easily; it is much more difficult than most types of
creative composition. Since many people mix up literary writing
and copywriting, it is worthwhile to examine some of the basic
differences between the two types of creative writing.

Read The Ads!

That’s right. If you are going to write an ad to sell your “fancydancy fishhooks,” gather together every ad you can find that
offers fishhooks, fishing lures, fishing poles, or, even, fishing
boats. Read them, reread them, and read them some more.
Don’t even try to do any writing. Just read the ads!
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Again, you’re probably thinking, “That’s old hat. Everybody
tells us to keep a swipe-file of ads offering products similar to
our own, then use those ads to write our own ads.”
Wrong, again, copycat-litter-breathe! If you only use your swipefile to makeup copycat ads, you will be committing...

The Biggest Mistake Made By Beginning
Ad Copywriters!

Unfortunately, most beginning ad-copywriters take a successful
ad offering a product similar to their own and simply change a
few words in the headline, rewrite and rearrange the paragraphs,
maybe put in an extra “bonus” of some kind, and try to use it
to sell their product.
Think about it! That would be like copying “Moby Dick” by
changing the whale to a great-white buffalo, moving the action
from the ocean to the great plains and making Captain Ahab a
Buffalo Hunter with a missing arm. (Don’t laugh. It’s been
done... starring Charles Bronson, if memory serves.) No matter
how well done, it would still only be an imperfect imitation.
In the business opportunity field, one of the most successful
ads of all time was Joe Karbo’s “Lazy Man’s Way To Riches” ad.
Can you imagine how many times that ad has been adapted,
rearranged and enhanced to sell someone else’s opportunity
information? Some of the adaptations may have had some
success but, just a few weeks before he died, Joe Karbo himself
lamented to me that none of his copycat-ads, copycatting his
own ad, had ever been successful.

Use The Words In Your Ad To Attract The
Kind Of Customers You Want To Keep

The best way to explain what I mean is by illustration. Here are
two different headlines for an “opportunity” ad:
Earn $10,000 Per Month
Get $10,000 Per Month
It may appear, at first reading, that both headlines offer the
same type of opportunity, but read them closely.
The first headline begins with the word “Earn.” To the reader,
that means some “job” or “work” must be performed in order
to “earn” the $10,000 promised.
Compare that to the second headline which starts with the
word “Get.” That leads the reader to believe that little, if any,
“work” is involved in “getting” the $10,000.
Believe it or don’t. The readers don’t even realize that they are
making that subtle distinction. Their reaction to the headline is
ingrained in their “subconscious.”
Using the word “Earn” you will attract the kind of customers
who don’t have a subconscious aversion to work. Using the
word “Get” you will attract more people who are looking for
something for nothing by “getting” their share of the “free
lunch” that might just exist.

Do the same thing I told the young would-be writer to do to
learn to write, spend 80% of your time “reading” ads offering
products similar to your own. Then ...

Spend 20% of your Time Writing
“Sequels” to those Ads.

The dictionary says a “sequel” is “A literary work complete in
itself but continuing the narrative of an earlier work.”
Where most of the ads that just copycatted Joe Karbo’s “Lazy
Man’s Way To Riches” ad were failures, or only had limited
success, over the years I have written no less than five “sequel”
ads that produced significant revenue for me. (One of them is
the ad for my “How To STRIKE IT RICH” book.) I never
tried to ‘copy’ Joe’s ad, just continued his narrative to a different
conclusion: my product.
Use your swipe-file the same way. Read and reread those ads
until you have a complete story of the similar products being
sold. Set those ads aside and don’t even think about looking at
them while you write your own ad. Don’t try to ‘copy’ the ads
you’ve read...

Write a “Sequel.”

Let your ad-copy continue from where the other ads ended.
If you aren’t happy with your first results, do it all over again,
read the ads again, set them aside again and write your “sequel”
again. Keep looking for more and more ads offering similar
products to add to your story line, immerse yourself in those
kinds of ads to the point of drowning in ad copy. Then, lay
those ads aside and write your “sequel” ads.
As your “sequels” get better and better, your income will get
bigger and bigger.
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LECTURE 23
FICTION AND NON-FICTION WRITING
Dear student,
This chapter will be a journey through some of the techniques
of non fiction writing, which embraces all sorts of non fiction
writing from News Stories to New Journalism.
•

The differences between fiction and non fiction
writing.

•

The definitions of fiction and non-fiction writing.

•

The various techniques employed in fiction and nonfiction writing.

Fiction can be described as the art of making things up with
words in a prose narrative. The Oxford English Dictionary
describes it as “literature, esp. novels, describing imaginary
events and people.” But writing fiction isn’t quite as simple as
just making things up or imagining things and writing them
down. Like all kinds of writing, fiction has rules, or at least
guidelines and conventions. Understanding how fiction works
can go a long way towards knowing how to make your own
writing better.
The talent part of the equation is the part that can’t be learned
(or taught). You’ve either got talent or you don’t (but before
you give up in despair, realize that you may simply not have
discovered your talent yet; for example, someone may have very
little talent for fiction, but a great deal of talent for poetry).
Talent in writing is like genius in science. You can’t explain it, it’s
just there.
Fortunately, the craft part of the equation can be learned. This is
the nuts and bolts of how writing works. Much of the craft of
writing will be learned through trial and error. Reading the work
of other writers and figuring out how they did things will also
help you learn. But there are some general principles of writing
that can be described and understood. It is those principles that
this guide will address.

use fact as a basis). Within non-fiction, there are a number of
genres to choose from. Which you choose will depend largely
on what your material is. Biography, for example, is about
somebody’s life. A personal essay, though, can be about just
about anything, so long as it is from your own perspective and
filled with your own observations and attitude. Journalism is a
generally very structured form of non-fiction, beginning always
with who, what, when, where, why and how. Other forms of
non-fiction can be as creative as you want them to be.
Whatever form or genre you choose, just remember this: Don’t
limit yourself, experiment, and above all HAVE FUN!
This will help you to think through the questions like the basic
differences between fiction and non fiction, the fictionality of
non fiction writing and the continuum of skills required for
each.
Whether you are writing fictions or non fiction the most
effective technique for involving readers is making them feel as
though they are right .

Tools for Non fiction
Dig for the concrete and specific: the name of the
dog.
Novelist Joseph Conrad once described his task this way: “By
the power of the written word to make you hear, to make you
feel — it is, before all, to make you see.” When Gene Roberts, a
great American newspaper editor, broke in as a cub reporter in
North Carolina, he read his stories aloud to a blind editor who
would chastise young Roberts for not making him see.
Details of character and setting appeal to the senses of the
reader, creating an experience that leads to understanding. When
we say “I see,” we most often mean “I understand.” Inexperienced writers may choose the obvious detail, the man puffing
on the cigarette, the young woman chewing on what’s left of
her fingernails. Those details are not telling — unless the man is
dying of lung cancer or the woman is anorexic.
In St. Petersburg, editors and writing coaches warn reporters
not to return to the office without “the name of the dog.” That
reporting task does not require the writer to use the detail in the
story, but it reminds the reporter to keep her eyes and ears
opened. When U.S.Journalist Kelley Benham wrote ‘ The Story
of the Ferocious Rooster’ that attacked a toddler, she not only
got the name of the rooster, Rockadoodle Two, but also the
names of his parents, Rockadoodle and one-legged Henny
Penny. (I cannot explain why it matters that the offending
rooster’s mother only had one leg, but it does.)

Deciding between fiction and non-fiction is a little easier and a
little more straightforward than choosing a form of fiction. If
you’re working from facts, you’ll probably be writing nonfiction (though many fiction genres, such as historical fiction,

Just before the execution of a serial killer, reporter Christopher
Scanlan, a reporter of Providence magazine, flew to Utah to visit
the family of one of the murderer’s presumed victims in a
famous murder case, never did he thought that he will be
coming up with a wholly different angle for the story. Years
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earlier a young woman left her house and never returned.
Scanlan found the detail that told the story of the family’s
unending grief. He noticed a piece of tape over the light switch
next to the front door — so no one could turn it off. The
mother always left the light on until her daughter returned
home, and though years had passed, that light was kept
burning like an eternal flame.
Here’s the key: Scanlan saw the taped-over switch and asked
about it. The great detail he captured was a product of his
curiosity, not his imagination.
The quest for such details has gone on for centuries, as any
historical anthology of reportage will reveal. British scholar
John Carey describes these examples from his collection
Eyewitness to History:
This book is … full of unusual or indecorous or incidental
images that imprint themselves scaldingly on the mind’s eye:
the ambassador peering down the front of Queen Elizabeth I’s
dress and noting the wrinkles … the Tamil looter at the fall of
Kuala Lumpur upending a carton of snowy Slazenger tennis
balls … Pliny watching people with cushions on their heads
against the ash from the volcano; Mary, Queen of Scots,
suddenly aged in death, with her pet dog cowering among her
skirts and her head held on by one recalcitrant piece of gristle;
the starving Irish with their mouths green from their diet of
grass.
The good writer uses telling details, not only to inform but to
persuade. In 1963 Gene Patterson wrote this passage in a
column mourning the murders of four girls in the dynamite
bombing of a church in Alabama:
A Negro mother wept in the street Sunday morning in front of
a Baptist Church in Birmingham. In her hand she held a shoe,
one shoe, from the foot of her dead child. We hold that shoe
with her.
Patterson will not permit white Southerners to escape responsibility for the murder of those children. He fixes their eyes and
ears, forcing them to hear the weeping of the grieving mother,
and to see the one tiny shoe. The writer makes us empathize
and mourn and understand. He makes us see
Seek original images. Make word lists, free-associate, and be
surprised by language. Reject clichés and “first-level creativity
The mayor wants to rebuild a downtown in ruins but will not
reveal the details of his plan. “He’s playing his cards close to his
vest,” you write.
You have written a cliché, a worn-out metaphor. This one
comes from the world of gambling, of course. The mayor’s
adversaries would love a peek at his hand. Whoever used this
metaphor first, wrote something fresh. With overuse, it became
familiar and stale.
“Never use a metaphor, simile, or other figure of speech which
you are used to seeing in print,” writes George Orwell. He
argues that using cliches is a substitute for thinking, a form of
automatic writing: “Prose consists less and less of words chosen
for the sake of their meaning, and more and more of phrases
tacked together like the sections of a prefabricated hen-house.”
Orwell’s last phrase is a fresh image, a model of originality. The
language of sources threatens the good writer at every turn.
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Nowhere is this truer than in sports journalism. A post-game
interview with almost any athlete in any sport produces a quilt
of cliches: We fought hard. We stepped up. We just tried to have some
fun. It’s a miracle that the best sports writers are so original.
So what is the original writer to do? When tempted by a tired
phrase, “white as snow,” stop writing. Take what the practitioners of natural childbirth call a “cleansing breath.” Then jot
down the old phrase on a piece of paper. Start scribbling
alternatives:
•

White as snow.

•

White as Snow White.

•
•

Snowy white.
Gray as city snow.

•

White as Prince Charles.

He might have to create and reject more than a dozen images
before the process led him to the right one. Such duty to craft
should inspire us, but the strain of such effort can be discouraging. On deadline, write it straight: “The mayor was being
secretive about his plans.” If you fall back on the cliche, make
sure there are no others around it.
More deadly than cliches of language are what Donald Murray
calls “cliches of vision,” the narrow frames through which
writers learn to see the world. In “Writing to Deadline,” Murray
lists common blind spots: victims are always innocent, bureaucrats are lazy, politicians are corrupt, it’s lonely at the top, the
suburbs are boring.
On the other hand, familiarity - as well as breeding contempt also gives comfort. It would be an unsettling world where
developments were no longer shrouded in mystery and
blessings disguised, where consideration was not active nor
emergencies grave, where dilemmas were shorn of their horns
and old age was deprived of its ripeness, where ships did not
limp into port and criminals did not vanish into thin air, where
havoc was not wreaked and crashes did not deafen, where
strongmen were no longer undisputed, storms were not
preceded by calms, bystanders were not innocent nor strangers
perfect, where ignorance was not blissful, appeals emotional,
reminders brutal or stark, details gory, ends bitter, ranks serried,
and breaths bated.
Play with words, even in serious stories. Choose words
the average writer avoids but the average reader
understands.

Just as the sculptor works with clay, the writer shapes a world
with words. In fact, the earliest English poets were called
“shapers,” artists who molded the stuff of language to create
stories the way that God, the Great Shaper, formed heaven and
earth.The headline writer is the journalist most like the poet,
stuffing big meaning into small spaces. Consider this headline
about a shocking day during the war in Iraq:
“Jubilant mob mauls four dead Americans”
The circumstances of the story are hideous: Iraqi civilians attack
American security officers, burn them to death in their cars, beat
and dismember their charred carcasses, drag them through the
street, and hang what’s left from a bridge — all while onlookers
cheer. Even amidst such carnage, the headline writer plays with

the language. The writer repeats consonant sounds (like ‘b’ and
‘m’) for emphasis and contrasts words such as ‘jubilant’ and
‘dead’ with surprising effect. ‘Jubilant’ stands out as wellchosen, derived from the Latin verb that means ‘to raise a shout
of joy.’
Words like ‘mob,’ ‘dead,’ and ‘Americans’ appear in news
reports all the time. ‘Mauls’ is a verb we might see in a story
about a dog attack on a child. But ‘jubilant’ is a distinctive word,
comprehensible to most readers, but rare in the context of
news.
Too often, writers suppress their own vocabularies in a
misguided attempt to lower the level of language for a general
audience. Obscure words should be defined in texts or made
clear from context. But the reading vocabulary of the average
news user is considerably larger than the writing vocabulary of
the typical reporter. As a result, scribes who choose their words
from a larger hoard often attract special attention from readers
and gain reputations as “writers.”
Kelley Benham of the St. Petersburg Times is such a writer:
“When they heard the screams, no one suspected the rooster.
Dechardonae Gaines, 2, was toddling down the sidewalk
Monday lugging her Easy Bake Oven when she became the
victim in one of the weirder animal attack cases police can recall.”
The writer’s choice of words brings to life this off-beat police
story in which a rooster attacks a little girl. ‘Screams’ is a word
we see in the news all the time, but not ‘rooster.’ Both ‘toddling’ and ‘lugging’ are words common to the average reader,
but unusual in the news.

function, that complicated ideas should be communicated in
complicated prose. Writing coaches always say that the reader
benefits from shorter words and phrases, simpler sentences, at
the points of greatest complexity.
It is important to remember that clear prose is not just a
product of sentence length or word choice. It derives first from
a sense of purpose – a determination to inform. What comes
next is the hard work of reporting, research, and critical
thinking. The writer cannot make something clear until the
difficult subject is clear in the writer’s head. Then, and only then,
does she reach into the writer’s toolbox, ready to explain to
readers, “Here’s how it works.”
Beware of adverbs. They can dilute the meaning of the
verb or repeat it.
At their best, adverbs spice up a verb or adjective. At their
worst, they express a meaning already contained in it:
•

“The blast completely destroyed the church office.”

•

“The cheerleader gyrated wildly before the screaming fans.”

•

“The accident totally severed the boy’s arm.”
“The spy peered furtively through the bushes.”

•

Consider the effect of deleting the adverbs:
•

The blast destroyed the church office.

•

The cheerleader gyrated before the screaming fans.

•

The accident severed the boy’s arm.

•

The spy peered through the bushes.

Benham uses other words that are common to readers, but rare
in reporting: Ventured, belly, pummeling, freaking, swatted,
backhanded, shuffled, latched on, hammered, crowing, flipflops, shucked, bobbed, skittered, and sandspurs.
All of us possess a reading vocabulary as big as a lake, but draw
from a writing vocabulary as small as a pond. The good news is
that the act of reporting always expands the number of useable
words. The reporter sees and hears and records. The seeing
leads to language.
Place strong words at the beginning of sentences and paragraphs, and at the end. The period acts as a stop sign. Any word
next to the period says, “Look at me.”
Prefer the simple to the technical: shorter words and
paragraphs at the points of greatest complexity.
Too often, writers render complicated ideas with complicated
prose, producing sentences such as this one, from an editorial
about state government:
To avert the all too common enactment of requirements
without regard for their local cost and tax impact, however, the
commission recommends that statewide interest should be
clearly identified on any proposed mandates, and that state
should partially reimburse local government for some state
imposed mandates and fully for those involving employee
compensation, working conditions and pensions.
The density of this passage has two possible explanations: the
writer is writing for specialized one, legal experts already familiar
with the issues. Or, the writer thinks that form should follow

In each case, the deletion shortens the sentence, sharpens the
point, and creates elbow room for the verb. Excess ad verbiage
reflects the style of an immature writer, but the masters can
stumble as well. Adverbs have their place in effective prose. But
use them sparingly
Use verbs in their strongest form, the simple present or
past. Strong verbs create action, save words, and reveal the
players.
George Orwell, who wrote of verbs: “Never use the passive
when you can use the active”
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News writers reach often for the simple active verb. Consider
this New York Times lead by Carlotta Gall on the suicidal
desperation of Afghan women: “Waiflike, draped in a pale blue
veil, Madina, 20, sits on her hospital bed, bandages covering the
terrible, raw burns on her neck and chest. Her hands tremble. She
picks nervously at the soles of her feet and confesses that three
months earlier she set herself on fire with kerosene.”
While Fleming used the past tense to narrate his adventure, Gall
prefers verbs in the present tense. This strategy immerses the
reader in the immediacy of experience, as if we were sitting –
right now — beside the poor woman in her grief. Both
Fleming and Gall avoid the verb qualifiers that attach themselves to standard prose like barnacles to the hull of a ship:
•

Kind of / sort of

•

Must have

•
•

Seemed to
Could have

•

Use to

Scrape away these crustaceans during revision, and the ship of
your prose will glide toward meaning with efficient speed and
grace.

Description

There is this strange, erroneous belief that non-fiction can
smoothly skirt any visual description in the writing of features,
articles, profiles, interviews. Open the daily newspaper or leaf
through the pages of your favourite magazine and visual
description is conspicuous by its absence. The result is pages of
printed matter spilling over with generous doses of (a)
abstractions (b) ideas and (c) facts. The article that totally misses
out on visual description is generally filled with description that
serves the following three functions.
•

Exposition - to explain, analyse or clarify something;

•

Argument - to convince the reader of the thesis; and

•

Persuasion - to push the reader to accept the writer’s
conclusions.

None of these three functions imply the use of visual description within them. This is because since decades, we have taught
ourselves to connect everything about visual description with
fiction and poetry. Description would differ according to the
kinds of non-fiction writing that are done. For scientific,
engineering and other technical purposes, writers try to describe
things as objectively and as impersonally as possible. Many
writers choose their descriptions (a) to be an accurate reflection
of the objects they describe and (b) to suggest rather than tell.
Some writers, while writing a nostalgic piece of prose, can
effectively stress on description drawn from personal memories
while keeping factual details to a minimum and to a suggestive
level. The emphasis is on recreating the atmosphere and
evoking the mood of a particular place rather than citing dry
facts about the place.
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Workshop
•

Avoiding Names: an exercise in abstract concepts
Learn how to write about abstract ideas without becoming
vague, and give your writing more power. Write on a
concept of your choice

•

•

Words can be powerful. Do you think you can use them to
convince a reader that something ugly is beautiful? Try this
exercise to strengthen your descriptive powers. Describe
something which is generally considered ugly as beautiful.
Five Senses: A Description Exercise
Do you tend to concentrate on what things look like when
you write a description? This exercise is designed to remind
writers that they’ve got five senses to draw on for
descriptive detail, and to illustrate how the addition of
non-visual detail can enhance a piece of writing.

Note :

LECTURE 24
INTERVIEWS
Topics Covered

Introduction, Why am I interviewing, whom should I
interview, How many sources are enough, When should I
interview, Where should I interview, What should I interview,
How should I interview, Taking notes, Final thoughts, Writing
the interview story,

Objectives
•
•

To learn all the aspects of conducting an interview.
To apply it invarious live wire situations.

reporters may seek no more than a few specific facts, out from
the sum of the ‘interviews, re-porters construct a complete
narrative. This means reporters must interview the source or
sources that will provide the following:
•

Facts and details, including dates, names, locations and
costs.

•

A chronology showing the sequence of events or the
development of the issue over time.

•

Relationships among the people or interests involved.
Context and perspective, including the significance of the
event or issue, its relationship to other issues and its
historical significance.

•

Censorship can never be the solution. The only thing worse than on outof -control press acting with no regard For decency would be restricting
that very some press.
(George Clooney, actor)
One basic method used by reporters to gather information is
the interview. Newspaper, TV, Radio journalists use different
techniques, but for the most part they all try to reach the same
end: to find out as much news making information as they can
from the person they are interviewing. In broadcast jargon, the
interviewee is basically referred to as the talking head or simply
the “head.”
Newspaper reporters have the luxury of going into depth into
their interviews. Because radio and TV reporters have limited
time on air, they have less time to conduct their interviews.
Therefore, they must be selective in their questioning and must
be well prepared. This chapter discusses techniques for conducting successful interviews. Reporters interview people to gather
newsworthy information and opinions. Some interviews
provide facts about events reporters were unable to witness.
Other interviews provide opinions or colorful quotations about
events. How successfully reporters obtain information depends
on how well they have prepared. Just as every news story must
answer six questions-Who? What? When? Where? Why? and
How? -Reporters must answer similar questions for
them-selves as they prepare for interviews.

Why Am I Interviewing?

Reporters beginning the process of gathering information for a
news story should ask them-selves, “Why am I conducting this
interview? What kind of story will I write from this
informa-tion?” Their answers will determine what kinds of
questions they ask, what kinds of sources they seek and how
they conduct themselves during an interview.
The reasons for interviewing may be as varied as stories
themselves, but most often the re-porter will be seeking
information for one of three types of stories: the news story,
the feature story or the investigative story.
Reporters who cover a news story, such as a crime or a city
council action, probably will need to interview several individuals to gather all relevant information. From each individual,

•

Anecdotes that illuminate the event or issue and make it
more dramatic and understandable for readers or viewers.

•

Reporters seeking an interview in order to write a feature
story, such as a personality pro-file, need everything they
would need to write a news story plus the following:

•

A description of the environment in which the subject
lives or works.

•

A description of how the subject appears and dresses.

•

A description of the subject’s mannerisms.

•

A description of smells, sounds and texture using every
sense to create an image of the interview subject.

Interviews for personality profiles may consume many hours
for reporters and subjects, but often they are enjoyable experiences for both. In-depth interviews conducted for investigative
stories produce more tension. The purpose of the investigative
story often is to expose wrong-doing, and sources may fear
losing their careers and reputations. Reporters working on the
in-vestigative story must obtain the same information as those
working on more routine news stories or personality profiles
plus some additional data:
•
•

•

The subject’s version of events, which may differ from that
of other sources and records.
Explanations of contradictions. If the subject of the story
tells a version of events that differs markedly from that of
other sources, reporters must ask for an explanation. The
subject’s explanation may be reasonable and may resolve
the conflict-or it may not.
Replies to charges and allegations. During an investigation,
reporters may gather charges and allegations against the
subject of the story. Those charges and allegations should
be presented to the subject, who should have the
opportunity to reply to them.

Whom Should I Interview?

Once reporters know the purpose of the interviews, they must
decide whom they should inter-view. Sometimes the answer is
obvious. If reporters are preparing a personality profile of a
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prominent person, the subject of that profile and his or her
friends, enemies and co-workers should be interviewed. For
other stories, reporters must devote time and thought to the
question of who has the information they need.
The basic principle reporters should follow is to seek the best
available source. Such a source possesses knowledge, expertise
or insight relevant to the story. Sources also should be
ar-ticulate; they should be able to explain complicated matters
clearly and in a manner that readers, listeners or viewers will find
interesting. They also should be accessible. If the best source is
ill or backpacking in the Himalayas, reporters must be able to
find an alternative. Reporters should remember that sometimes
the best available source is not a person but a document or
record. Re-porters can save themselves and the people they
interview time and trouble if they begin by searching for
documents or public records that provide the factual background for a story.
Finding sources who can provide insights and information can
challenge a reporter’s skill. A number of resources can help
reporters locate the people they need to talk to.
Many of the most frequently used sources work in local
governments: cities, counties and school districts. Some of
these sources can be found through the telephone book. In
some com-munities, local chapters of the League of Women
Voters publish directories of local officials. And many local
governments now operate Web sites that can lead reporters to
sources.
State governments annually publish directories of their agencies.
Those directories describe each agency’s responsibilities and
identify its top personnel. The directories are available in most
community libraries. States also put much of the same
information on the World Wide Web.
The federal government publishes the U.S. Government
Manual every year. Most libraries have a copy. Like the state
directories, the U.S. Government Manual identifies all federal
agen-cies, their responsibilities and their top personnel.
Some excellent news sources work not for government but for
private organizations. The Encyclopedia of Associations, a
reference work found in most college and university.1ibraries,
lists thousands of organizations and interest groups. Each
organization is described in a para-graph accompanied by its
address and phone number and the name of its top official.
Many of these organizations have helpful information and are
eager to share it with reporters.
Local colleges and universities can provide helpful sources for
many stories. The faculty members can provide background,
explain complex issues and offer insights. College and
uni-versity public relations offices usually help reporters identify
and contact the faculty members who can provide the most
useful information.

How Many Sources Are Enough?

Beginning reporters sometimes wonder how many sources they
need for a story. The answer de-pends on at least four factors:
deadline pressure, the expertise of the sources, the degree of
con-troversy raised by a topic and the complexity of a topic.
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When stories involve breaking news, which must be published
or broadcast as soon as pos-sible, reporters cannot afford the
luxury of searching widely for sources and information. They
must construct a story from the materials readily available. Still,
reporters should get as com-plete an account of the event as
possible and include as many points of view as possible. If a
re-porter cannot interview some key sources before the deadline,
the story should say so clearly.
If reporters’ sources possess broad expertise in a topic, three or
four might be enough. If they have more limited experience,
reporters might need to speak to dozens. A reporter writing a
story about the economic health of a city, for instance, might be
able to produce a complete and accurate picture after talking to
just a few people with broad expertise, such as academic and
government economists, chamber of commerce officials, bank
executives or union leaders. The reporter would have to
interview dozens, if not hundreds, of individual business
owners for the same story. The individual business owners may
know the conditions for their own busi-nesses, but they
probably don’t know the economic health of the community as
a whole.
The degree of controversy also affects the number of sources
reporters should speak to. If a topic is not controversial-the
causes of polio, for example-then one source may be sufficient.
But if the topic is global warming-about which experts disagree
vigorously then a reporter must be sure the story includes all
reasonable points of view.
As a story becomes more complex, the number of sources
needed will grow. A story about a particular crime committed by
a particular teen-ager probably would be fairly straightforward.
Reporters could get a complete picture from only a few sources.
A story about the causes of teen-age crime in general is much
more complicated and would require talking to dozens of
sources representing many points of view.
No matter how many sources reporters talk to, they must
evaluate those sources. Journalists should do more than simply
pass along quotations from other people, even those considered
ex-perts. The obligation to evaluate information increases as the
complexity of the story increases. Evaluating sources requires
reporters to ask two questions: What is the basis of the source’s
knowledge? How credible or reliable is the source? The first
question calls on reporters to find out and weigh the manner in
which the source obtained the information. Water-cooler gossip
is not as valuable as information from an eyewitness. The
credibility and reliability of the source require asking about the
source’s credentials and cross-checking information from one
source with that from others. The process is not simple or easy,
but it is essential if reporters are going to produce sound,
accurate news stories.

When Should I Conduct My Interviews?

Social scientists have observed that many reporters are reluctant
to use documents or library re-sources. Reporters much prefer
to interview sources. The preference is understandable.
Inter-views with human sources are more likely to make
reporters feel as if they are getting as close as possible to the
events and issues they write about. Also, reliance on human
sources is a habit built from years of covering breaking news

stories where time may not allow library or documentary
research. Nevertheless, all interviews, especially in-depth
interviews, are most productive when reporters do their research
first.
To prepare for an in-depth interview, reporters may spend
hours, days or even weeks learning all they can about their
sources and about the topics to discuss with them. Their
research may lead them to a library, where they might read
everything published about a person or issue. It might also lead
them to public records, such as those showing what property a
person owns or who controls specific businesses. Research
might also lead reporters to secondary sources, people who are
familiar with the main source and who may have insights and
information that will help reporters interview the main source.
Reporters should always conduct their research before they
interview the main source I subject of their stories. Thorough
research gives reporters at least seven advantages:
•

They will not waste time by asking about issues that have
already been widely publicized.

•

They will have leads for asking productive, interesting
questions.

•

They will not embarrass themselves by appearing ignorant.
On the other hand, reporters sometimes want to feign
ignorance about a topic to elicit more in-depth, revealing
explanations.
They are more likely to recognize newsworthy statements
and ask intelligent follow up questions about them.

•
•

They are more likely to spot inconsistencies and evasions in
a source’s responses.

•

They are less likely to have to reinterview their main source.
If they interview the main source before doing their
research and interviews with secondary sources, their
subsequent research may uncover important topics they
failed to cover in the initial interview.

•

They encourage their sources to speak more freely, because
sources are more likely to trust reporters who seem
knowledgeable.

Reporters who fail to prepare for an interview will not know
what to ask or how to report the information they get. Some
sources will try to manipulate ignorant reporters or avoid
diffi-cult topics. Sometimes, sources will immediately end an
interview-and scold unprepared reporters.
Brief interviews for breaking news stories may be conducted,
usually over the telephone, without making previous arrangements. Reporters planning longer interviews-30 minutes or
more-should make appointments. When conducting the
interview in person, reporters should arrive early for their
appointments and keep the interview within the agreed-upon
time. They also should ask when the source might be available
to answer follow-up questions.

Where Should I Conduct The Interview?
The prospect of being interviewed creates anxiety for some
sources. Their nervousness will in-terfere with their ability to
answer questions in a natural manner. To reduce the anxiety,

re-porters conduct interviews in places where sources are
comfortable and will talk freely, usually their homes or offices.
Newsrooms are poor places for interviews. They are noisy and
chaotic. News sources unfa-miliar with newsrooms may find
them intimidating.
Reporters should also avoid luncheon appointments. Although
the idea of a leisurely inter-view over lunch sounds pleasant,
restaurants have several drawbacks as interview locations.
Crowd noise and interruptions from waiters may interfere with
the conversation. Reporters who interviews may find that the
background noise drowns out the interview. Lunch itself will
distract both reporter and news source. Also, reporters or their
news organizations should pay for lunch to avoid any appearance that they can be influenced by a generous source. Thus, the
practice of interviewing people over lunch can become expensive.
Reporters conduct many interviews by telephone. Telephone
calls save enormous amounts “me, since reporters do not have
to drive to a source’s home or office, wait until the source is
conduct the interview, then drive back to their offices.
Telephone interviews are fine for reporters who have a few brief
questions for each of sev-eral news sources or who have to
cover a breaking news story, such as a crime or a disaster, on
deadline.
Experienced reporters wear telephone headsets, keeping their
hands free to type notes directly to a computer as they interview
their sources. Some sources become upset when they the
clicking of the keyboard and realize that reporters are typing
everything they say; they begin to speak more cautiously or try
to end the interview. If a source cannot be soothed, re-porters
can take notes more quietly in longhand. Sources used to
dealing with reporters become accustomed to the noise.
Despite their advantages, telephone calls are an unsatisfactory
means of conducting interviews about controversial or complex
issues and personalities. It is difficult to cultivate -sources
known only by telephone and never seen face-to-face. Sources
are reluctant to talk I long time and to answer questions about
embarrassing or personal matters. Thus, tele-phone interviews
tend to be brief and superficial. If reporters want to conduct
longer, in-depth interviews, they must visit the source in
person.

What Questions Should I Ask?

The preparation of good questions may be the most important
step in the interviewing process. Every story has a unifying
central point. Interviewers should have a tentative central point
in as they plan their stories. That central point will help them
decide whom they should inter-view and what questions they
should ask. Say a reporter is planning a profile of a local bank
ex-ecutive who has won several marathon races. The central
point for the story may be that -distance running enhances the
bank executive’s personal and professional life. That idea
suggests certain questions the reporter may ask the bank
executive and his friends and family. If the reporter is investigating the bank’s treatment of minorities, however, the reporter
may want to interview the same bank executive, but the central
point will be different. It may be the way the bank’s lending
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practices affect minorities who want to buy homes or start
businesses. The questions reporters would ask to develop a
story about treatment of minorities would be much rent from
the questions they would ask for a feature about running in
marathons.
Once reporters have decided on their central point and have
done their research, they should write their questions in
advance. As they interview sources, they should check off each
question as they ask it to make sure they do not forget one.
The questions should be arranged in a logical order, so that a
source’s answer to one ques-tion will lead into the next.
Reporters may structure interviews in a variety of ways,
depending on the nature of the interview and the reporters’
preferences. Some organize their interviews to begin with
general questions and gradually focus on more specific issues.
Others go in the op-en direction, starting with specifics and
moving to general matters. Still others may remain at roughly
one level of specificity but organize their questions to cover an
entire issue systemat-ically. With all these strategies, reporters
usually ask their most important questions first so that if they
run out of time for the interview they will still be able to
produce a good story.
Reporters save their most embarrassing or difficult questions
for the end of interviews then, their sources should be more
comfortable answering questions. Moreover, if a source refuses
to answer embarrassing questions and abruptly ends an
interview, the reporter will have already obtained most of the
information needed for the story.
!
Regardless of how they organize the questions, reporters
should craft all of them to elicit much information as possible.
This means asking open-end rather than closed-end questions
closed-end question is one that sources can answer with a yes or
no: “Will the state’s new tax lid hurt schools?” If reporters
want more information, they will have to ask follow-up
questions. An open-end question would be, “How will the
state’s new tax lid affect schools?” The question pushes the
source to provide an analysis of the problem with some
supporting facts.
Reporters also should choose questions that will elicit anecdotes, examples and quotations. Here are examples of such
questions:
•

What crime was the most difficult for you to solve in your
career as a detective?

•

What television shows do you consider most harmful for
children?

•

What do you fear the most when you perform before a live
audience?

Anytime news sources generalize or give vague answers,
reporters should ask for anecdotes and examples that support
the generalizations or make the vague responses clearer and
more specific. Reporters can use the anecdotes, examples and
quotations to make their stories colorful, interesting and
understandable.

How Should I Conduct Interviews?

Live interviews with celebrities or important officials appear so
often on television that students may think them typical of all
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journalistic interviews. Live interviews, however, are proba1
worst model for journalistic interviewing. Even the few people
who do them well-ABC Koppel is one-recognize their limitations. The live interview usually lasts just a few II and allows
little chance to ask challenging questions. Taped interviews, such
as those on I “60 Minutes” and ABC’s “Prime Time Live,” are
better examples of journalistic inter Even with those shows,
viewers see only a few minutes of interviews that might have
hours. The profiles of noted individuals in The New Yorker
magazine are excellent examples of stories based on long
interviews.
Reporters should start an interview with a clear statement of its
purpose, if that’s I ready understood. For brief news interviews, reporters usually try to get right to the main questions.
For longer interviews, reporters often begin with a few minutes
of small talk to source at ease.
Once the serious questioning begins, reporters should take
charge of the conversation, decide what questions to ask, keep
the interview on track and make sure the source has fully
answered every question. If a source wanders or tries to evade
questions, reporters should the conversation back to the central
topic and politely but firmly ask the source to respond questions.
Successful interviewers are good listeners. They must make sure
a source is answering questions fully and clearly. The principle of
good listening means a reporter does not interrupt, argue with
or lecture the source. Sources do not want to be badgered, and
reporters who are likely to find their sources become reluctant to
speak. Reporters also need to give sources time to develop their
thoughts. Usually, the reason for interviewing sources is them
tell a story in their own words.
Reporters should ask for clarification when they do not
understand things source: Sometimes that means asking a
question that might appear naive or silly. Reporters should not
be afraid to ask those questions, however. Reporters who
assume they understand what a source said or who fail to ask a
critical question out of fear of appearing naive or ignorant may
make land embarrassing mistakes when they write their stories.
Reporters also need to be alert to unexpected but newsworthy
developments in an inter-view. Well-prepared reporters enter an
in-depth interview with a list of questions and a central point
they wish to develop. But sometimes sources reveal information or ideas reporters do not expect. When that happens,
reporters must abandon their plans and pursue new angles.
Most sources cooperate with reporters because they welcome the
opportunity to tell their side of a story; however, a few are
hostile and refuse to talk to reporters. They may fear that a topic
is too complex for reporters to understand; they may have been
embarrassed by reporters in earlier interviews; or they may fear
that the resulting story may portray them in a bad light.
Reporters who encounter a hostile source should try to learn
why the source is hesitant to speak to them. After learning the
reason, they may be able to overcome that specific objection. Or
reporters -may argue that sources will appear ashamed or evasive
if they refuse to comment about an issue whereas if sources
explain their side, a story may be less damaging. In another
tech-nique reporters obtain as much information as possible

from other people, including a source’s critics. Then they
confront the source and ask for a comment on the information.
Alternatively, reporters may pretend that they have already
obtained all the information they need for a story. If reporters
possess or appear to possess enough facts to prepare a story, the
reluctant source may talk in the hope of portraying those facts
in as favorable a light as possible.

Tape recording has drawbacks, too. After recording a one-hour
interview, reporters may have to replay the entire tape at least
once, and perhaps two or three times, before writing the story.
It also might be difficult to locate a particular fact or quotation
on the tape. By compari-son, reporters may need a minute or
less to find a piece of information in their handwritten notes
from a one-hour interview.

Reporters should never try to bully or intimidate hostile sources
or try to deceive them about the purpose of an interview.
Information obtained from a source who has been intimi-dated
may be unreliable. And sources who have been led to believe an
interview will be about one topic when, in fact, the reporters
want information about something else will feel unpre-pared to
respond fully.

As a final alternative, reporters may record major interviews but
augment tapes with written notes. The reporters can consult
their notes to write the stories, then use the tape recordings to
verify the accuracy of important facts and quotations. If a tape
recorder has a counter that indi-cates how much tape has played,
reporters can use that to note the location of important or
inter-esting quotations.

At the end of an interview, reporters should always ask sources
if they have anything to add. Sometimes the most surprising
and newsworthy information emerges in response to that
question. Reporters should also ask sources for the names of
other people to interview or for documents that might provide
additional information or verification. They also should ask the
best time to call sources back if they have follow-up questions.
Finally, reporters should thank sources for granting the
interview.

Although tape recorders have become commonplace, some
sources still refuse to be taped, Recorders are small enough now
that reporters can easily hide them in their pockets or handbags,
but taping a conversation without the other party’s consent is
unethical and sometimes illegal. In 13 states (California,
Delaware, Florida, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan
Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania and
Washington), it is illegal tc record a conversation without the
consent of all parties to the conversation. Linda Tripp, for
example, was prosecuted in Maryland for surreptitiously
recording her conversations with Monica Lewinsky in violation
of that state’s law. In all other states, one may record a conversation with the consent of only one party. In the case of an
interview, the consenting party would be the reporter doing the
taping. But even where it is legal, taping a conversation without
the other party’s consent raises ethical questions. Undisclosed
tape recording seems manipulative and invasive. Readers,
viewers and jurors (if a story results in a lawsuit) may consider
tainted any in formation reporters obtain through secret
recording.

Taking Notes

Reporters conducting interviews must balance the tasks of note
taking and questioning. Unless reporters take detailed notes,
they probably will forget much of what is said. Most interviewers take copious notes, writing down much more information
than they can possibly use. During an interview, reporters may
not know which facts they will need or want to emphasize in
their stories. If -they record as much as possible, they are less
likely to forget an important point or to make a factual error.
They can discard later the unimportant and irrelevant items.
Few reporters know shorthand, but most develop their own
shortcuts for taking notes. They leave out some words,
abbreviate others, and jot down names, numbers, good
quotations and key ideas and fill in the details soon after an
interview. When sources speak too rapidly, re-porters can ask
them to slow down or repeat important statements. Note
taking makes some sources nervous. Reporters should explain
that the notes will help them write more accurate and thorough
stories.
After completing interviews, reporters should review their notes
immediately, while everything is- fresh in their minds. They may
want to fill in some gaps or be certain that they under-stand
everything a source said. Reporters should write their stories as
soon as possible after interviews. The longer they wait, the
more likely they are to forget some facts or distort others.
Tape recording interviews frees reporters to concentrate on the
questions they want to ask and sources’ responses to those
questions. Tapes also provide verbatim and permanent records,
so reporters make fewer factual errors, and sources are less likely
to claim that they were mis-quoted. And when reporters replay
the tapes, they often find important statements they failed to
notice during the interviews.

Final Thoughts

Interviewing is an art form that requires practice. Journalists
who are most successful at interviewing have done it for years
and have developed insights into the sources they interview and
into their own strengths and weaknesses in relating to other
people. Student journalists often lack the experience and the
maturity to be excellent interviewers, and their initial attempts at
interviewing may yield disappointing results. Young reporters
should not become discouraged, however. With time and
persistence, they, too, can become excellent interviewers.

Writing The Interview Story

Writing a story based on an in-depth interview, such as a
personality profile, is little different from writing any other news
story. An interview story does raise a couple of unusual
problems, however.
One option reporters have when writing an interview story is to
use a question-and-answer format. Few do so, however, because
it requires too much space and makes it difficult for readers and
viewers to grasp quickly a story’s highlights. Instead, reporters
begin most interview stories with a summary lead that presents
the story’s central point. Reporters then present the highlights
in the following paragraphs. Reporters also may use an
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alternative lead, such as an anecdote or description that introduces a nut paragraph containing the central point. Information
in the body of the story usually is organized by topic, and facts
and quotations are presented the order of their importance, not
the order in which the source provided them. Reporters must
be sure, however, that in rearranging information they keep
every direct and indirect quotation in its proper context.
Background information is kept to a minimum and usually
presented in later paragraphs. Also, reporters vary their style of
writing so that every sentence and every paragraph do not begin
with a source’s name.
Making sure an interview story adheres to its central point can
be difficult. A student inter-ested in the U.S. space shuttle
program interviewed a representative of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. The NASA source overwhelmed
the student with facts about the technological benefits of the
Apollo and Sky lab projects. Those were the facts that filled the
re-porter’s story. They were accurate but irrelevant to the
student’s purpose of writing about the space shuttle program.
Had the student kept the interview focused on the shuttle
program, the story would have kept its focus, too. Another
problem is the overuse of quotations. Some writ-ers think they
have done their job simply by stringing together quotations
from their sources. Quotations should be used only for
emphasis and impact. Reporters should tell the body of the
story in their own words and use only those quotations that
show strong emotion or phrase a point in a particularly effective
manner.

The Writing Coach
FIGURE IT:
POETRY CAN BE IN NEWSPAPER STORIES
By Joe Hight
Managing Editor of The Oklahoman
Some journalists hate poetry. Sissy stuff, they say. Never in a
hard-hitting paper of worth.

Covey Bean:
The smooth surface of a lake shatters like a mirror when hungry
white bass slam into a school of shad.
Each of these similes added personality to the story by giving
readers specific im-ages through figurative language.
As for metaphors, Daryl Moen, a University of Missouri
professor, says they are “a splash of cold water on a hot day; it
jerks the reader to attention.” He describes his fa-vorite, one
from Associated Press writer Saul Pett about a former New
York mayor: “Ed Koch is a seltzer with a lifetime fizz.”
Another is one used by Charles Schulz in the Peanuts comic
strip: “Happiness is a warm puppy.”
Author John McPhee is known for using metaphors. In
“Coming Into the Country,” he writes how “a pedestrian today
in Juneau, head down and charging, can be stopped for no gain
by the wind.” McPhee then describes Anchorage as a “city that
has burst its seams and extruded Colonel Sanders. It has come
in on the wind, an American spore. A large cookie cutter
brought down on EI Paso cOllld lift something like Anchorage
into the air. Anchorage is the northern rim of Trenton, the
center of Oxnard, the ocean-blind precincts of Daytona Beach.
It is condensed, instant Albuquerque.”
Similes or metaphors will add life to your stories, but writers
should beware: Don’t throw them into your stories like some
people throw trash along the roadways.
“The key word is ‘occasionally,’ because the overuse. . . makes
words sound over-” worked. Slip in a simile or personification
rarely, and weak words may gain power,” Jeffrey McQuain writes
in “Power Language.”
Personification, another figure of speech, gives human traits to
something that’s not human.
Similes and metaphors can be used to add that personality, that
touch of poetry, to your writing. As Moen writes, “They don’t
decorate; they engage the readers’ senses.

But figures of speech often used in poetry can enhance wellwritten stories. Among them are similes and metaphors.

“When properly used, similes and metaphors invite us to see,
hear, smell, taste or touch familiar things in unfamiliar ways and
unfamiliar things in familiar ways.”

Before giving you examples, here are definitions of the two:

Summary

•
•

Similes compare unlike entities by using as or like.
Metaphors are words or phrases used to compare unlike
objects or ideas.

Mary Goddard, the late writer, editor and writing coach for The
Oklahoman, said similes and metaphors enliven reading.
“Nothing can match a simile when it comes to drawing verbal
pictures for a reader, especially if it is a brand-fresh one coined
from a writer’s imagination,” she wrote in 1986 when poetry
was even more taboo in newspapers.
Here are two examples of similes that appeared in The Oklahoman:
Berry Tramel:
Raymond Cato’s fork would leave his plate like an elevator,
straight up, before a 90-degree turn toward his mouth.
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This chapter discusses techniques for conducting successful
interviews. Reporters interview people to gather newsworthy
information and opinions. Some interviews provide facts about
events reporters were unable to witness. Other interviews
provide opinions or colorful quotations about events. How
successfully reporters obtain information depends on how well
they have prepared. Just as every news story must answer six
questions-Who? What? When? Where? Why? and How? Reporters must answer similar questions for them-selves as
they prepare for interviews.

Suggested Readings

Best Newspaper Writing. St. Petersburg, Fla.: Poynter Institute for
Media Studies. (This book, published every year since 1979,
contains prize-winning articles, followed by the editors’
comments and question-and-answer sessions with the writers.
Several of the writers have published exceptional interviews,
and some discuss their interviewing techniques.)

Biagi, Shirley. Interviews That Work: A Practical Guide for Journalists, 2nd ed. Belmont, Calif.: Wadsworth, 1992.
Killenburg, George M., and Rob Anderson. Before the StoryInterviewing and Communication Skills for Journalists. New York: St.
Martin’s Press, 1989.
Sincoff, Michael Z., and Robert S. Goyer. Interviewing. New York:
Macmillan, 1984.
Stewart, Charles J., and William B. Cash Jr. Interviewing Principles
and Practices, 3rd ed. Dubuque, Iowa: William C. Brown, 1985.
Yates, Edward D. The Writing Craft, 2nd ed. Raleigh, N.C.:
Contemporary, 1985.

Exercise 1
Interviews
Discussion Questions
1.

How would you respond to a source who, several days
before a scheduled interview, asked for a list of the
questions you intended to ask?

2.

Do you agree that reporters have an obligation to inform
their sources when they plan to record an interview even
when it’s legal to do so?

3.

If a story’s publication is likely to embarrass a source, do
reporters have a responsibility to warn the source of that
possibility? Does it matter whether the source is used to
dealing with reporters?
Would you be willing to interview a mother whose son
just died? Would it matter, whether her son drowned in a
swimming pool, was slain or was a convicted killer
executed in a state prison?

4.

5.

Imagine that you wrote a front-page story about students’
use of marijuana on your campus. To obtain the story, you
promised several sources that you would never reveal their
identities. If, during a subsequent legal proceeding, a judge
ordered you to identify your sources, would you do so? Or
would you be willing to go to jail to protect your sources?

Class Projects
1.

List 10 interviewing tips provided by other sources.

2.

Interview an expert on body language or nonverbal
communication, perhaps someone in your school’s
psychology or speech department, then report on the
information’s usefulness to journalists. You might also
invite the expert to speak to your class.

3.

4.

5.

Interview an expert on interviewing, perhaps a faculty
member in your school’s Psychology department. You
might also invite the expert to speak to your class.
Interview government officials who frequently deal with
reporters. Ask those officials what they like and dislike
about the interviews and how they try to handle the
interviews and the reporters conducting the interviews.
Ask several government officials which local reporters are
the best interviewers, then interview those reporters about
their interviewing techniques. You might invite one of
those reporters to speak to your class.

6.

Ask every student in your class to write one paragraph
about each of the three most newsworthy experiences in
his or her life. Then select the students with the most
interesting experiences and have your entire class interview
them, one by one, and write news stories about their
experiences.

Exercise 2
Interviews
Interview With An Injured Bicyclist
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Marsha L. Taylor, conducted this morning, two days after she
was released from a hospital after being injured in a bicycling
accident. “Q” stands for questions that Taylor was during the
interview at her home, “A” stands for her answers, which may
be quoted directly. Taylor manages a restaurant and lives at 2012
Lincoln Blvd. in your city.
Q: How long have you been bicycling?
A: I started when I was in college, but I didn’t do any serious
cycling until after I graduated. I spent that first summer
looking for work, and cycling was a way of j in time and
keeping fit while I waited for interviews. Eventually I got
involved with some groups of cyclists and participating in
weekend rides and even some races. Since then its been a
major part of my life. I can’t imagine what my life would
be like without bicycling.
Q: How active have you been in bicycling recently?
A: I rode a lot this year. Urn, I guess I must have ridden at
least maybe 3,500 miles because in the spring I rode in the
annual Governors Bicycle Tour, which goes across the state.
And in the fall I rode in a tour across the United States.
Q: How did your accident happen?
A: Well, a lot of it is hazy to me, but it happened shortly after
I finished the U.S. tour. I had been back in town about
two weeks and I was just out for a short ride of an hour
so. I was riding down 72nd Street almost to Southland
Boulevard when a car hit ill from behind and sent me
flying off my bike. That’s all I remember until I was in the
hospital.
Q: What were your injuries?
A: Gee, you might as well ask what wasn’t injured. I had a
mild concussion, a broken neck, six broken ribs, a broken
arm, and a broken pelvis.
Q: Were the doctors worried about your condition?
A: Yeah, somewhat. They didn’t think there was anything they
couldn’t control, but there was a lot of stuff broken. They
were especially concerned about the broken neck. One
doctor said I had what they call a hangman’s fracture. She
said it was a miracle that I wasn’t paralyzed.
Q: Was your recovery pretty smooth?
A: No. In fact I got worse at first. After a couple of weeks,
they sent me to rehabilitation facility, but then I developed
complications. The doctors discovered I had some internal
injuries. My intestine was perforated and my liver and gall
bladder were injured. All that caused my skin to change
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color, start turning bright orange. When my mother saw
me she said I looked like a Halloween pumpkin. I had to
go back to the hospital because of those complications.
But for that, I probably would have been out in two
months instead of four. I still have to go back for
rehabilitation three times a week.
Q: Have you changed your attitude about cycling since your
accident?
A: No. I still want to ride. If I could, I’d be out there right
now, but its hard to ride a bike when you have to use
crutches. If you, you know, take precautions and are careful,
bicycling’s pretty safe.
Q: What kind of precautions?
A: Well, the main thing, you know, is protective clothing,
especially the helmet. I never ride unless I have my helmet.
It probably saved my life this time.
Q: How long have you lived here?
A: Let’s see, ah 15, years now, ever since I started work for
McDonald’s.

Q: Did the police find him?
A: No, he was gone.
Q: Had you taken judo or some type of self-defense course?
A: No, but I used to be a tomboy and I used to wrestle with
the guys, my good friends, when I was young. It was a
good punch. I don’t know, I was just very mad. My dad,
he works out with boxing and weightlifting and
everything, and I’ve played with that, so I’ve got the
power.
Q: Could you describe the man?
A: I didn’t see him well enough to identify him, really, but I
hope he thinks twice next time.
Q: What time did the robbery occur?
A: This was about 4 in the afternoon, broad daylight, but
there were no other cars parked around, though.
Q: Did you see the man when you drove up, or was he
hiding?

Q: How old are you?

A: There was a dumpster, and I guess he came from behind
the dumpster, like he was waiting there, just like he was
waiting there. And I guess he was waiting around the
dumpster, because no one was standing around when I
pulled up, I remember that.

A: Ah, 37. Old enough, yeah.

Q: Were there any witnesses who could describe the man?

Exercise 3

A: There was no one around, there were no cars parked. The
clerks were inside the store. I didn’t see any pedestrians
around and, after I did it, I didn’t wait to find if there were
any witnesses because I wanted to leave right away.
Q: Was the man armed?

Q: How long have you been manager there?
A: Four years.

Interviews
Interview With A Robbery Victim
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Michele Schipper, a sophomore majoring in journalism at your
college. The interview provides a verbatim account of a robbery
that occurred yesterday. “Q” stands for the questions Ms.
Schipper was asked during an interview this morning, and “A”
stands for her answers, which may be quoted directly. (This is a
true story, told by a college student.)
Q: Could you describe the robbery?
A: I pulled up into the parking lot of a convenience store on
Bonneville Drive, but I pulled up on the side and not in
front where I should have, and I was getting out of my
car, and I was reaching into my car to pull out my purse
when this guy, 6 foot tall or whatever, approached me and
said, “Give me your purse.” I said, “OK.” I barely saw him
out of the corner of my eye. And then, I, um, so I reached
in to get my purse. And could see him approaching a little
closer. Before then, he was 4 or 5 feet away. So I turned
around and kicked him in the groin area, and he started
going down, but I was afraid he wouldn’t stay down, that
he would seek some kind of retribution. So when he was
down, I gave him a roundhouse to the nose. I just hit him
as hard as I could, an undercut as hard as I could. And I
could hear some crunching, and some blood spurted and
he went on the ground, and I got in my car, and I went
away. I called the cops from a motel down the street. They
asked where he was last I seen him, and I said. “On the
ground.”
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A: Out of the comer of my eye I realized I didn’t see any
weapon. And I guess I thought he was alone. You register
some things; you just don’t consciously realize it.
Q: What was your first reaction, what did you think when he
first approached and demanded your purse?
A: I didn’t think of anything, really, you know. I just reacted. I
was very, really indignant. Why, you know, just because he
wanted my purse, why should he have it? There was really
only $10 in there, and I probably wouldn’t really do it again
in the same situation. And my parents don’t know about it
because they would be very angry that I fought back.
Q: Had you ever thought about being robbed and about what
you would do, about how you would respond?
A: It just came instinctively, and after the incident, you know, I
was shaking for about an hour afterwards.
Q: About how long did the robbery last?
A: It really only lasted a second, just as long as it would take
for you to kick someone and then to hit them and then
drive away in the car. It really only lasted a second.

Exercise 4
Interviews
Sleep Shortage
Write a news story based on the following interview with Diana
Gant, a member of-the psychology faculty of your institution,
Gant is recognized as one of the nation’s leaders in the study of

sleep. The interview provides a verbatim account of an inter.
view you conducted today in her office. “Q” stands for the
questions that you asked Gant, and” A” stands for her answer,
which may be quoted directly.
Q: You’re a professor in the Psychology Department?
A: That’s right, for 17 years now. That’s how long I’ve been
here, ever since I finished graduate school.
Q: Have you been studying sleep all that time?
A: Even earlier. I started when I was a graduate student and
wrote my thesis, then my dissertation, about sleep.
Q: How much sleep have you found most people need a
night?
A: Most people need 9 to 10 hours a night to perform
optimally. Some should be taken in afternoon naps.
Q: I read somewhere that most people need only 7 or 8 hours
of sleep a night, and that there are people who need only 4
or 5.
A: Nine hours is better. I know not everyone agrees with me,
but that’s what I keep finding. Think of sleep like exercise.
People exercise because its healthy. Sleep is healthy.
Q: How much sleep does the average person actually get?
A: About seven hours.
Q: If most people need more sleep, why aren’t they getting it?
A: Believe it or not, some people think that going without
sleep is the big, sophisticated, macho thing to do. They
figure they don’t need it, that the rules don’t apply to
them, that they can get more done. It may work for them
for a while, but sooner or later they begin to suffer the
consequences. Then you can have some real problems.
Q: How can the average person tell if he’s getting enough
sleep?
A: Its easy. Ask yourself: Do you usually feel sleepy or doze
off when you are sitting quietly after a large lunch?
Q: What else happens if people don’t get enough sleep?

Q: How do you gather your data?
A: Partly laboratory studies and partly statistics, statistics on
the connection between sleeplessness and accidents. One
thing I’ve done is study the number of traffic accidents in
the state right after the shift to daylight savings time in the
spring, when most people lose an hours sleep. Theres an
8% increase in accidents the day after the time change, and
there’s a corresponding decrease in accidents in the fall
when people gain an extra hour of sleep.
Q: Why’s that?
A: What we’re looking at when people get up just an hour
early is the equivalent of national jet lag. The effect can last a
week. It isn’t simply due to loss of sleep, but
complications from resetting the biological clock.
Q: How else can a lack of sleep hurt people?
A: You feel as if your clothes weigh a few extra pounds. Even
more than usua1, you tend to be drowsy after lunch. If,
say, you cut back from 8 to 6 hours, you’ll probably
become depressed. Cut back even further, to 5 hours, and
you may find yourself falling asleep at stoplights while
driving home.
Q: If people aren’t getting enough sleep, or good sleep, how
can they solve the problem? What do you recommend?
A: That’s easy. Almost everyone in the field agrees on that.
First, you need someplace that’s dark and quiet. Shut off all
the lights and draw the shades. Second, its good to relax
for an hour or so before going to bed. Watch TV, read a
good book. Don’t drink or eat a lot. That’ll disturb your
sleep, especially a1cohol and caffeine. Plus, it should be
cool, about 65 is best for good sleep. Tobacco, coffee and
alcohol are a11 bad. As their effects wear off, your brain
actually becomes more alert. Even if you fall asleep, you
may find yourself waking up at 2 or 3 a.m., and then you
can’t get back to sleep. Also avoid chocolate and other
foods that contain a lot of sugar. Finally, get a comfortable
bed, and keep your bed linens clean and fresh.

A: Going without enough sleep is as much of a public and
personal safety hazard as going to work drunk. It can make
people clumsy, stupid, unhappy.

Exercise 5

Q: Can you give some examples of the problem?

Interview After A Murder
Write a news story based on the following interview with a
bookkeeper at the North Point Inn. “Q” stands for the
questions she was asked during an interview at her home this
morning, and “A” stands for her answers, which may be quoted
directly. (The interview is based on an actual case: a robbery and
murder at an elegant restaurant)

A: I look at a lot of disasters, really major disasters like the
space shuttle Challenger, the accident at Russias Chernobyl
nuclear reactor and the Exxon Valdez oil spill. The element
of sleeplessness was involved in all of them, at least
contributed to all of them, and may be-probably-caused all
of them. The press focused on the possibility that the
captain of the Exxon Valdez was drunk, but undershifting
and long shifts on the ship may have led to the third
mate’s falling asleep at the wheel.
Q: How did you get interested in sleep?
A: When I started I wanted to write about people who got
little sleep and remained productive. The problem was,
when my subjects arrived in laboratories and got a chance
to sleep in dark, quiet rooms, they all slept for about nine
hours. That and other work convinced me that most
people suffer from sleep deprivation.

Interviews

Q: Could you start by spelling your name for me?
A: N-i-n-a C-o-r-t-e-z.
Q: You work as a bookkeeper at the North Point Inn?
A: Yes, I’ve been there seven years.
Q: Would you describe the robbery there yesterday’?
A: It was about 9 in the morning, around 7 or 8 minutes
before 9.
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Q: Is that the time you usually get there?
A: At 9 o’ clock, yes.
Q: How did you get in?
A: I’ve got a key to the employee entrance in the back.
Q: Was anyone else there?
A: Kevin Blohm, one of the cooks. He usually starts at 8. We
open for lunch at 11:3 he’s in charge.
Q: Did you talk to him?
A: He came into my office, and we chatted about what
happened in the restaurant the night before, and I asked
him to make me some coffee. After he brought me a cup, I
walked out to the corridor with him. That was the last I
saw him.
Q: What did you do next?
A: I was just beginning to go through the receipts and cash
from the previous night always start by counting the
previous day’s revenue. I took everything out of cash and
receipts, and began to count them on my desk.
I
Q: About how much did you have?
A: $6,000 counting everything, the cash and receipts from
credit cards.
Q: Is that when you were robbed?

Q: Did the man look at all familiar, like anyone you may have
known or seen in the restaurant?
A: No.
Q: Did you notice anything unusual that day?
A: I saw a car in the parking lot when I came in, one I didn’t
recognize. It didn’t belong to anyone who worked there,
but that’s all I remember.
Q: Do you have any idea why someone stabbed Blohm?
A: No. Kevin might have gotten in his way or tried to stop
him or recognized him or something. I don’t know. I
didn’t see it. I don’t know anything else.

Exercise 6
Interviews
Hospital Bill
Write a news story based on the following interview with
Carmen Foucault, 1425 Penham Ave., the mother of a 23-yearold son, James, who died lost week. The interview provides a
verbatim account of an interview you conducted today in the
family’s home. “Q” stands for the questions you asked
Foucault, and” A” stands for her answers, which may be quail
directly.
Q: Can you tell me what happened, why you’re so upset?

A: A minute or two or less, a man came around the comer,
carrying a knife.

A: You’re damn right I will. I’m mad, mad as hell, and I want
everyone to know it, to know about that damn hospital.

Q: What did you do?

Q: Which hospital?

A: I started screaming and kicking. My chair was on rollers,
and when I started kicking, it fell. I fell on the floor, and he
reached across my desk and grabbed $130 in $5.

A: Mercy Hospital.

Q: Did he say anything?

A: Its hard, so hard, for me to talk about it now. Its not just
the sorrow, its the anger that makes it hard. I tried to do
the right thing, they told me it was the right thing, and I
thought my son would want it.
Q: What happened to your son?

A: No, he just took the money and walked out.
Q: Was he alone?
A: I don’t think so. I heard someone-a man-say, “Get that
money out of there.” Then someone tried to open the
door to my office, but I’d locked it. Three or four minutes
later, the police were there.
Q: Is that when you found Mr. Blohm?
A: I went into the hallway with the police and saw blood on a
door in the reception area. It was awful. There was blood
on the walls and floor. Kevin was lying on the floor, dead.
He had a large knife wound in his chest and another on
one hand.
Q: Can you describe the man who robbed you?
A: He was about 5 feet 10, maybe 6 feet tall, in his early 20s,
medium build.
Q: What was he wearing?
A: Blue jeans, a blue plaid button-up shirt and blue tennis
shoes.
Q: Did you see his face?
A: He had a scarf, a floral scarf, tied around the lower part of
his face, cowboy style. It covered the bottom half of his
face.
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Q: When you called, you said your son died last week. Can you
tell me what happened?

A: I worried about him. It was that Harley of his. I loved him
but hated that Harley, told him he’d kill himself on it
some day. Then two officers came ringing the bell last
Wednesday, saying a car hit him and I’d better ride to the
hospital with them.
Q: What did the doctors at Mercy Hospital tell you?
A: That I should agree to let them keep Jimmy alive long
enough to donate his organs, that even though he was
dying, just barely alive then, he could help save other lives.
Q: What happened then?
A: He died. We knew he was dying, maybe he was dead, I
don’t know. That wasn’t what upset me so bad, its what
happened next.
Q: Did he ever regain consciousness after the accident?
A: I don’t know, I’m not sure. A nurse told me there was a
flicker of brain activity, the nurse said, and they were
keeping him alive. I really didn’t understand that, if he was
dead, why they’d do that. Then they started asking me if I
would consider donating M organs. I knew its what he
would want.

He was always helping other people, so I agreed. I stayed
there, at the hospital, until about noon Thursday. That’s
when they said he was gone, that they’d gotten everything
they’d wanted and turned off the machine let him die. A
nurse told me it was over, that I should go home.
Q: Did the doctors tell you why they couldn’t help him?
A: They said he was brain dead, that he had real serious head
injuries and would never regain consciousness.
Q: What happened next?
A: They had him all cut apart, just butchered him. They didn’t
say it was going to be like that. Then they didn’t thank me
or anything. Can you believe it? My son dies, they take his
parts, and then they send me a bill.
Q: A bill for what?
A: For keeping him alive an extra day, $41,000 for keeping him
alive an extra day while they took his organs.
Q: Had they told you that you’d have to pay that much, or
anything, to help keep him alive?
A: No, no one said anything about it, not ever.
Q: SO you weren’t told anything about the cost?
A: Maybe. I don’t think so. I can’t remember them saying
anything about it. But I wasn’t understanding everything,
wasn’t, couldn’t, listen too good. He’s my only son, and all
I remember was them telling me he was dead, that there
wasn’t anything they could do for him.
Q: What’s happened since then?
A: They’ve put a lien on his estate.
Q: A lien?
A: Oh yeah, that’s what they said, but now their story’s
changing. Now they say they’re re-examining my bill, like I
should be grateful or something. Its bad enough dealing
with my son’s death without having to deal with this, too.
Q: Tell me more about the lien.
A: It was Thursday. He died, the day after his motorcycle was
hit. And, uh, we had a funeral on Saturday. I made it
Saturday so more of his friends could come. So then, uh, it
was yesterday I got a notice, a registered letter, that those
thieves put a lien on my son’s estate for $41,000. Today, in
the mail, I got the bill for $41,000 listing all the stuff the
hospital did to keep Jimmy alive. I couldn’t believe it! They
kept him alive to get his organs, then they send me the bill
for keeping him alive.

Q: Did Jimmy have enough insurance to pay for his bills?
A: Yeah, I managed to talk him into that, but I can’t use it
now, can’t pay for the funeral for my own son, can’t get a
gravestone, a good stone for my son. There’s still that
damned lien on Jimmys estate, so I can’t pay for his
funeral, can’t use his money, and I don’t have enough of
my own.
Q: Is there anything else you’d like to add?
A: I’d like to meet whoever got his organs but the donor bank
says it doesn’t allow that. I just want to meet them, touch
their chest and see who Jimmy saved.

Other Sources
Christina Snyder, a spokeswoman for the hospital, told you
early today: “The lien is standard procedure to ensure a bill is
paid. I agree the bill needs to be re-examined, and the donor
bank will pay most of it. But Mrs. Foucault will have to pay for
her sons initial treatment, and right now I don’t know what
that will be. Legally, we have to file a lien within 10 days after a
patient dies or is discharged. Its standard practice because 50%
of the trauma patients we get don’t have any insurance.”
Irwin Greenhouse, the hospitals chief administrator, returned
another of your calls just minutes ago and said: “Its a mistake
the bill went to Mrs. Foucault. We’re dreadfully sorry that
happened and hope to learn from our mistake. The bill should
have gone to the Division of Transplantation for review. We’re
looking at our billing procedures to make certain this never
happens again. It’s embarrassing, and we’ve already had our
attorney remove the lien, told him to make it his number one
priority. Normally, Mrs. Foucault would be billed the cost of
normal emergency care, but the donor bank has agreed to pick
up everything in this case, everything, and we’d like to apologize
to Mrs. Foucault. I called her twice today to apologize, just
hung up again a minute ago, and told her what we’re doing,
that she should be proud of her son-he’s helped save several
lives-and that we’re sorry for our mistake, terribly sorry.”

Note :

Q: Have you been told whether your son’s organs helped
anyone?
A: Oh yeah, that was in another of their letters. Got it from
the donor bank, not the hospital. They said his organs-his
heart, kidneys, liver and pancreas-saved five lives. Plus his
eyes. His eyes helped someone too.
Q: What are you doing now?
A: Got myself a good lawyer, one I saw on television saying
she can help people like me. She’s giving ‘em hell, getting
things right. They’re apologizing all over the place now,
since she called them, the doctors and other people at the
hospital, saying it was all a mistake.
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LECTURE 25
FEATURE WRITING
Dear Student,
This chapter is a journey through the intricacies of writing
features, one of the important kinds of news story which
provides you with an opportunity for a flight of imagination.
Here you will learn various kinds of features the differences and
the writing techniques.
The joy of feature writing lies in its variety. Anything from an
agony column to a profile, a product round-up to an obit, can
be considered a feature and this variety demands versatility. If
there’s one word that sums up what good feature writers have
it’s savvy – not a term found in the news writing chapter, and
that tells you a lot.

people’s homes first, papers grow more feature-oriented and
closer to magazines, and feature writing becomes an ever more
important craft. The guidelines are pretty basic:
•

Think

•

Focus

•
•

Have something to say
Take the reader with you from A to Z

•

Choose your words carefully and make them flow.

Another difference. Features have extras – and you’ve just
passed the first bullet points/blobs of the chapter, with more
to follow.
In ascending order of difficulty, features can inform, help,
entertain, persuade and amuse. Gradations exist within all these
categories. ‘Inform’, for example, ranges in difficulty from
providing coherent and accessible data to offering analysis and
promoting understanding. ‘Persuade’ ranges in difficulty from
prompting a reader to try a new hairstyle to convincing them to
try a new lifestyle. Writers achieve these aims by using words
their readers feel happy with.
A study of what features editors look for, conducted over many
years, produced remarkably consistent answers. The highest
common factors were that features should:
•

be readable

•

be credible

•

have a grabbing intro

•

involve the reader

•

meet the brief

The sole constraint for features is to write in the way that’s right
for the publication and its readers. What suits Car won’t
necessarily do for Custom Car. What suits Shoot is unlikely to
work for Four Two or When Saturday Comes. Being so varied,
features are hard to define. The safest guide is negative: they’re
not news. Not being news they’re liberated from spare,
functional prose. In place of the breathless messenger they can
be entertaining gossips, perceptive analysts, eccentric experts,
sympathetic counselors, bitchy snoops, inspiring guides.

•
•

be accurate
be crafted

•

have substance

•

contain an added element of surprise.

Because they’re so varied they’re harder to write. They build on
everything learnt as a news reporter and in addition demand
that writers attract and hold the reader’s attention without the
benefit of any narrative pull. They can require that writers
research and master complicated subjects, then turn huge
chunks of information into accessible and digestible form.
Reporters rarely mutate effortlessly into feature writers. The
apprentice time varies from months to years.

Use your Imagination

There are guidelines but no absolute rules to rely on for security.
Good feature writers take risks; they’re the sky divers of print
journalism. As 24-hour radio and TV get the news into
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Less frequent requirements reflected the varying character of the
differing publications:
•

table banging

•

sparkle

•

not jumping around

•
•

sexy
absorbing

•

authoritative

•

enthusiastic

•

good quotes

•

topical

•

vigorous

•

colourful

•

helpful.

Features divide into four main categories:

•

Interviewing an expert

1.

Profiles

•

a.

Of individual people, usually based on interviews, which
can be: written in the first person, ghosted or reported
(third person) edited down from a tape into Q&As in reply
to set questions (questionnaire).

Interviewing other people, who hold a different opinion or
who represent a different viewpoint

•

Your own observations, for example of the local colour
and atmosphere for a travel article

b.

c.

If the subject is dead, these become obits (written by
acquaintance, admirer, enemy, or cobbled together from
clippings).
Of two or more people, or groups; again these can be from
interviews, or clippings-assisted.
Subjects can be companies, pop groups, sports teams,
orchestras, university departments, clubs, councils . . .

Developing Ideas Into Articles

You know exactly what you want to write about. You have
researched the subject and the possible markets. And yet, you sit
at your typewriter and just don’t know how to get started.
Professional journalists, staff or freelance, turn out reams of
copy within tight deadlines. They have developed methods of
writing articles on anything, without delay Some of the most
brilliant features in the national newspapers and magazines are
structured with the experienced journalist’s standard formula.
Using a tried and tested approach is a good way to get started.

2.

Product stories: about one product/round-up of many,
described, compared, tested.

3.

Background features, which put news in context.

4.

‘News features’ are hybrids, somewhere between a
straightforward news story and a feature.

5.

‘Colour’ pieces describe events as they happen; particularly
used for funerals and sporting events.

6.

Opinion pieces: leaders/editorials.

Few journalists are willing to reveal their methods, but this one
can certainly be tested. Of course, you don’t need to follow
them strictly, and you can adjust them to suit your particular
subject or market. I don’t claim my guidelines are the only
possible way to structure a feature, and they are not always the
best. But I promise that they work, every time

7.

Think pieces: columns diaries.

Writing the Interview Feature

Except in the most staid publications, features have add-ons
such as stat tables, boxes, bullet points and illustrated panels –
‘extras’ now creeping on to news pages.
The quality of the questions you ask yourself before you start
writing is crucial. The sharper your questions, the more likely
you are to produce stylish copy. Best advice early on is to think,
think again and go on thinking if you’re to produce writing that
is fresh, appealing and original.
Readers approach features very much as they approach food.
Some want simple grub, some fancy cooking, some heavy
stodge. Very few relish stale cheese sandwiches or froth. To
labour the simile, good ingredients and preparation are
essential.
Writing for the reader is the key. This doesn’t mean playing safe,
always giving them more of what they liked last time. Slavishly
following market research has been the death of many a
publication. As in show business, what works best is to offer
an amalgam of known success and some element of surprise.
Features editors, asked to list their requirements, usually include
‘something unexpected’.

Structuring and Writing the Feature
Researching
Depending on the type of article, and how much you know
about your subject already, your research may include.
•

A visit to your library, to borrow and order books and to
look up reference works. If possible, make the most
economical use of your time by researching for more than
one feature at a time

Using an Infallible Formula

Personality profiles are based on interviews, and are always in
demand. Bear in mind that quotes characterise a person better
than description. Most beginners structure personality profiles
like a CV in chronological order, which tends to be boring.
Here’s how to do it better
•
•

Begin with a short, succinct quote which characterises the
person’s attitude to his/her work
One sentence about the person, who he/she is

•

One sentence which quantifies his/her recent success with a
precise, surprising figure (‘one million records sold’

•

One paragraph quote about how he/she feels about this
achievement, broken up by a description of his/her
appearance, gestures, facial expression or tone of voice
(‘there is pride in her deep voice when she talks about

•

Start with one or two sentences describing the fact as it is
generally seen

•

One paragraph which shows the fact in a new light

•

One paragraph quote by someone who is competent and
well-known and who sees the facts in this light

•

Two paragraphs analysing the background of the situation
in more depth

•

One-paragraph quotes from someone who holds a
different opinion (probably your first contact’s competitor
or someone who opposes his views )
One paragraph quoting your first contact, contradicting
what the second person said

•
•

One paragraph narration One paragraph quote from a third
person, such as the woman in the street
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•

Continue by alternating one or two paragraphs of
narration, one paragraph of quote. As topical features
usually cover unexpected events for which the editor has
not planned space in advance, she will throw another piece
out and fit the topical feature instead. This means that
topical features often have to be cu t drastically to fit into
the available space. The same rule applies as for the news
article: make sure that you give the essential bits in the first
few paragraphs, and the less important information further
down.

•

End with a paragraph which gives a summary and a critical
(but not patronising or moralising) future outlook.

Writing the Opinion Feature

Opinion features are the most popular category among
beginner writers, but the least popular among the editors. There
are hardly any commercial outlets for opinion features, unless
you are a VIP expert in your field. However, you can try writing
a comment column for your club’s or society’s newsletter. Last
but not least, the structuring recipe for opinion features is
suitable for a reader’s letter. If you want to see it published,
avoid the typical beginner’s approach (opening with a wellknown fact, with a proverb or a question) — this would read
like a school essay! Avoid a patronising tone.
•

Start with a surprising fact, if possible relevant to the
season or to a topical event, and develop your thoughts
from there

•

Alternate two sentences of thoughts, two sentences of
facts, throughout the feature. This makes your article easily
readable. Quote a couple of precise figures and state the
source; they make you appear competent.

•

Finish with a question, related to the future.

Writing the Subject Feature

The typical subject feature is of a specialist nature, (e.g. Hungary
as a Developing Market for Ice Cream Exports)often long and
in depth. Because of the wealth of information and the factual
treatment, subject features tend to be boring to read. Do your
best to liven them up with quotes.
•
Begin with an intro paragraph which may contain your
byline (‘Amanda Scribble visited Hungary to investigate the
country’s market potential’). This paragraph must contain a
surprising fact, which is topical and of relevance to your
feature, to hook the reader
•

Begin the main text with a provocative quote from
someone who is knowledgeable (perhaps the director of a
company which exports ice cream to Hungary).

•

Write two paragraphs of explanation about the situation
(why do so many western European producers target the
Hungarian market? How much ice cream do Hungary’s
own factories produce?).

•

For the rest of the feature, alternate quotes and narration.
Use quotes from several people who represent different
viewpoints (another British producer eager to export, as
well as the leader of a ‘buy Hungarian’ anti-import
pressure group, a Hungarian housewife and mother of
four, and an ice cream salesman

•

For narrative, use hard facts (‘The most popular flavours
are chocolate, coffee and coconut’), backed up with figures
(‘total annual ice cream consumption is 1.7 litres per capita’

•

Keep your own opinion out. Instead, finish with a quote
from someone competent that sums up the situation in
the way you think, and who can give a brief statement of
what to expect for the future.

Writing the Controversial Feature

This one is difficult both to write and to sell. Don’t tackle it
until you have some experience, and even then you should
discuss the approach with the editor first Structure a controversial article or feature like a subject feature, and make sure that
you give the two opposing parties equal space, but give the last
word to the party with which most of your readers identify.
As subeditors cut from the end, don’t write a huge chunk
about party A and then a huge chunk about party B. The
subeditor who is pressed for space may cut most of B’s quotes.
Use a pattern of one paragraph for A, one for B, and one for
facts, and repeat this until the end of the feature
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Writing the Personal Experience Feature

Never pretend to have tried something if you haven’t, or your
readers lose their trust in you. Take courage and try out that
helicopter flight, hypnosis, or bungee jump. Mention your scare
just before take-off, or how you almost changed your mind
before jumping, and your readers will believe every word you
say. Start with a surprising fact or quote. Alternate narrative and
quotes, facts and experience. Create atmosphere by describing
noises and smells. Consider writing in the present tense for
extra impact. The best illustration is a picture of you in action,
to prove that you’ve actually done it!

Literary Journalism alias New Journalism
A remarkable number of notable American writers dabbled in
both literature and journalism. Mark Twain and Ernest
Hemingway worked as reporters before making their names in
the world of letters. Stephen Crane straddled the line between
the two fields during much of his career. Truman Capote and
Tom Wolfe tried to merge the two fields into something called
New Journalism.

The combination should not surprise us. Literature and
journalism, after all, have much in common, as each seeks to
capture the human experience in words. Indeed, it seems quite
natural that someone gifted in writing—a Willa Cather, say—
should find success in journalism and then parlay this talent
into success in literature. Newspaper staffs are notoriously full
of reporters dreaming of writing the Great American Novel.
Still, the connection is also a tricky, even dangerous one. Writers
of novels and short stories are allowed to use both fact and
fiction, perhaps finding inspiration in a real person and then
massaging the details to make a good story or capture what they
see as the “truth.” The renowned Indian English writer Amitav
Ghosh is one who weaves historical facts and fiction to create
classics in Indian literature. Reporters, on the other hand, must
stick to the facts—whatever the “truth” might be. At least, that
is what readers—and editors—expect of them.
When such intimately linked and necessarily distinct fields come
together, they provoke some fascinating questions, among

them: How did journalism shape the literary styles of those
American writers who worked in it? What material did it
provide for those writers? How and why did they make the
leap from reporting facts to inventing fiction? How many other
journalists have made the same leap without being detected?
What is a fact? What is the truth? And what’s the difference?
We will explore it together.

Eight important Tools in Literary
Journalism
1.
2.

Immerse yourself in your subjects’ worlds and in
background research.
Work out implicit rules about accuracy and candor with
readers and with sources.

3.

Write mostly about routine events.

4.

Write in “intimate voice,” informal, frank, human and
ironic.

5.

Use a style that is plain and spare.

6.

Write from a disengaged and mobile stance, from which to
tell stories and also turn and address readers directly.

7.

Structure counts, mixing primary narrative with tales and
digressions to amplify and reframe events.

8.

Develop meaning by building upon the readers’ sequential
reactions.

Note :
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LECTURE 26
BUSINESS WRITING
Dear student,
Perhaps this is a lesson at unlearning many of the basics that we
learned about writing news stories and features. This chapter
prepares you to cope with the rigours of Business writing. But
it will also give room for your creative expression as a communicator.
Literature is the art of writing what will be read twice; Journalism is the art of writing what will be grasped at once- Cyril
Connolly “Enemies of Promise”

As always, knowing who the report is for is critical. Implicit in
that knowledge is the question, “What do they want to know?”
As a general rule, readers of business reports are looking for
two things: the bottom line and how will it effect me. It’s also
safe to say that your readers are busy, often extremely so. Use
these facts to structure the report. Start With The Bottom Line
All too often business reports start with some sort of introduction that includes a bit of history and, perhaps, the approach
taken to getting the results or items being reported. Usually,
however, the readers already have this information, so start with
the bottom line. This might involve money or it may be the
action the report recommends, or both.
Make sure assertions and recommendations are backed up with
solid information. History and methods can often be used as
back-up information, but it will usually need to be rewritten so
it fits.

Use Headlines and Subheads

Business readers scan for the information they need. Wellwritten headlines and subheads will help guide them to the
parts of the report they actually need.

Use the Active Voice

If possible, write in the first person, as a ghostwriter. Avoid the
passive voice like the plague. Even if the samples you are given
use a lot of passive language, use the active voice; chances are the
company will be delighted.
Freelance writers may be called on to write business reports of
one sort or another. In fact, such writing can be lucrative. It
often falls under the general category of Marketing Communications or MarCom. Companies and organizations that don’t
have the need or budget to hire a full time writer look for
freelancers who can fill the bill.
If you’ve read many business reports, you know they tend to
be dull and turgid. They don’t have to be. While writing a
business report won’t let you use all your creativity, you can
apply the principles of good writing to create a document that
communicates and is interesting.

Who Is The Audience?

Visuals Can Help

Groups of numbers should probably go into some sort of
table or chart. They not only break up large blocks of text, they
also can clarify the information.

Use an Abstract or Executive Summary

Once you’ve got a handle on the information, create an abstract
or executive summary. Include the recommended action and
put this section right up front. Now you’ve got a business
report that communicates the needed information easily.
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Write Well and Often

Once you get past the hard news sections of a newspaper, you’ll
find information of all sorts, including announcements from
non-profits, background on zoo animals, news of company
promotions and products - the list is almost endless. The same
sorts of articles are in almost every magazine, ezine, website and
even on TV broadcasts. Most of those stories are the results of
Press Releases of one sort or another. It works roughly like this:
A company, organization or even an individual wants to make
news Someone writes a press release. The release is distributed
to publications of all sorts that may be interested. The publication either uses the release or doesn’t.

PR Writing

Public relations writing has a specific goal and that’s to get
publicity for the person, organization, product etc. To be
successful, however, it also has to have some sort of news
value. That combination can sometimes be tricky, but it’s
learnable.
The first step is to identify and understand the audience. For
example, a piece on the Girl Scout who sold the most cookies is
aimed at parents in the community. Writing a PR piece to draw
audience for a visiting classical music conductor would be aimed
both at previous concert attendees and, probably, the arts
community in general.
The PR release on the Girl Scouts would be simple, straightforward and short - almost an announcement. On the other hand,
the one for the conductor would focus on why people interested in classical music must come to this particular
performance. It would be longer and probably include the most
interesting credits of the conductor and something about the
performance itself.
Both examples have news value. Both are designed to get a
result - congratulations to the scout and interest in scouting in
general on the one hand, attendance at a concert on the other.
The best PR writing is creative and concise. Like all forms of
writing, it takes practice.

Finding PR Gigs

Some PR opportunities for freelancers show up on job boards go ahead and apply, but know the competition is fierce and
credits will really help. If you don’t have credits yet, consider
doing some volunteer PR so you’ll have clips. Almost any nonprofit would be glad to have you write for them. Contact local
advertising agencies and ask if they have work for freelancers.
Plan on contacting them at least quarterly, as their needs change
rapidly.
Contact local businesses. Bigger companies will have marketing
departments. Start by simply calling and asking if they use
freelancers. Generally you’ll get a squishy answer; your goal is the
name of someone so you can send a resume and samples to a
particular person. Sometimes you’ll be referred to an ad agency.
Great, go for it, using the referring party’s name as an entrée.
Don’t overlook smaller companies and even sole proprietors.
Your insurance agent may be delighted to pay you for some PR.
Everyone who is in business can benefit from publicity. Many
simply don’t know how to go about it, or keep putting it on

the back burner. Once you get one assignment it will be easier to
get more. Write well and often.

Write to be Understood, not to
Overwhelm

Your goal in business writing should be to inform people. This
means you need to express ideas in a fashion your readers can
read quickly understand remember and act upon without any
hesitation or any confusion.Let’s put that another way. Keep
your business writing conversational. Your business writing
should sound as natural as a telephone conversation. That’s all
business writing is - conversation on paper.
I seriously doubt you start a conversation with a friend,
coworker, boss or client “per your request”.Also avoid your
academic tendencies to impress people with your vocabulary.
You are not writing to get a grade. You are writing to inform.
Rather than paradigm, use model, pattern or example. Rather
than subsequently, use after or later. Don’t make people guess
want you mean. Tell them. Give them a warning, not a caveat

Become Intimate with your Grammar
Checkers

This is another way of saying always leave time to edit and
possibly rewrite your first draft. Someone once said, “There’s no
such thing as good writing, just good rewriting.” I realize in the
hectic business world, finding time for editing and rewriting
becomes a challenge. However, investing the time to run your
writing through grammar checkers pays huge dividends.
Grammar Checkers will help save you time, improve the quality
of your writing, and eliminate the embarrassment of misspelled words, incorrect grammar or confusing writing styles.

Average 18 words per Sentence

The important word in this helpful hint is “average.” That does
not mean every sentence must be 18 words long. I feel confident most of you have heard the expression, “in 25 words or
less...”
“In 25 words or less, tell us why we should send you to
Hawaii.”
Please understand the importance of this concept. Do you
understand they are giving you the first seven words? “You
should send me to Hawaii because...” If you take the first seven
words they give you, you must then state your reason in 18
words!
A business memo helps members of an organization communicate without the need for time-consuming meetings. It is an
efficient and effective way to convey information within an
organization.Use memos rather than letters when you are
communicating within your organization, including members
of your department, upper management, employees at another
company location, etc.
Memos solve problems either by introducing new information
to the reader like policy changes or new products being introduced, or by persuading the reader to take an action, such as
attend a meeting, rinse the coffeepot when empty, or change a
current work procedure.
The writing style of a business memo is somewhat formal but
it doesn’t have to sound intimidating. Your aim in writing a
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memo is the same as with other correspondence: You want to
effectively communicate your purpose to your reader. Memos
are most effective when they connect the purpose of the writer
with the interests and needs of the reader. When planning your
memo, be sure to think about it from your reader’s perspective:
Pretend you are the recipient and ask yourself:
1.

How is this relevant to me?

2.

What, specifically, do you want me to do?

3.

What’s in it for me?

Opening Segment

Begin your memo by stating the problem—that is, what led to
the need for the memo. Perhaps a shipment has not arrived, a
scheduled meeting has been canceled, or a new employee is
starting tomorrow.
After stating the problem, indicate the purpose clearly: Are you
announcing a meeting, welcoming a new employee, or asking
for input on adopting a new policy about lunch hour length?

Discussion Segment

In the discussion segment, give details about the problem,
Don’t ramble on incessantly, but do give enough information
for decision makers to resolve the problem. Describe the task or
assignment with details that support your opening paragraph
(problem).
Closing Segment
After the reader has absorbed all of your information, close
with a courteous ending that states what action you want your
reader to take. Should they hand email their reports rather than
hand in hard copies? Attend a meeting? Chip in for someone’s
birthday cake? A simple statement like, “Thank you for rinsing
the coffeepot after pouring the last cup” is polite and clearly
states what action to take.
Traditionally memos aren’t signed. However, it is becoming
more common for memos to close the way letters do, with a
typed signature under a handwritten signature. Follow your
company’s example for this.
Except for memos that are essentially informal reports or
instructional documents, make the memo no more than one
page long. In a memo, less is more.

Summary Segment

If your memo is longer than a page, you may want to include a
separate summary segment. This part provides a brief statement of the recommendations you have reached. These will
help your reader understand the key points of the memo
immediately.
To further clarify your meaning, keep these formatting ideas in
mind:

•
•

Headings help the reader skim for sections of document.

•

Font sizes, underlining, bolding, and italicizing make
headings and important information stand out.
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Numbered and bulleted lists make information easy to
scan. Be careful to make lists parallel in grammatical form.

•

As in all technical and business communications, long
paragraphs of dense text make reading more difficult.
Therefore, keep your paragraphs short and to the point.

Press Releases

Connolly might have said that journalism is what is to be
grasped in ten minutes if he had to talk about press releases.
We live in a world of instant and fleeting images. You might
not think of that press release over which you have expended
so much creative sweat as a ‘fleeting image’. But to an editor it is
just part of a pile of bump on his desk that has to be shifted
before he can move on to the other work of the day. Editors
know that most of the press releases in their morning pile will
be rubbish - either non-stories or poorly targeted material that
could be of interest to some other journal but not to them. So
if you can provide some real news, it appears from the pile like a
rare orchid on a rubbish tip

Essential Elements of a Press Release

A press release is essentially a news story written to interest a
specific publication or group of publications. It consists of
three main parts, The headline, The introduction (often called
by journalists the ‘intro’, The body of the story. Sometimes a
press release may also contain a ‘note to editors’ which is added
at the end. The purpose of the note to editors is to provide
background information about the company or product
mentioned. Information in the note is not material that should
be in the story, but extra information that a journalist who is
not familiar with your organization might need to know.
Although the headline comes at the top of the story, you
should write it last. In this way, you ensure that the headline
reflects the story rather than twisting the story to justify the
headline. So we shall discuss headlines after talking about the
introduction and the body of the story

Choosing the Right Information

However, even before you start to write the press release, you
need to collect together your information and select the main
facts you need. You also need to pitch your story at the right
level for the publications you are aiming it at. These two tasks
are interlinked. After completing the interview(s) you should
have a mass of facts which you could use in the press release.
Which ones should you select and how should you use them?

First Step: Make the Facts Answer the W
Questions

These are the what, who, where, why and when. If the facts you
choose don’t answer those questions, you will probably leave
loose ends in your story. The story must tell.

Example One

Gobble and Belch, a food processing company, has decided to
launch a new range of baby food for discriminating infants in a
test market in London and the south east. It will be called
Gourmet Infant. The company’s research revealed that the
modern baby likes a range of subtle flavours. Gobble and Belch
plans to have its first three products in the range out for

Christmas. That information can be analysed using the five Ws
this way
What

Gourmet Infant baby food range launched

Why

Research reveals modern babies have sophisticated
palates

Where
When

In London and the South East
In time of Christmas,

Who

By Gobble and Bleach

In these examples, the facts you have chosen form the core of
the story. Without these facts, it is impossible to understand
what is happening. So these facts will form the introduction of
the story. They will appear in the first paragraph. However,
most readers will want more detail than the bare facts. So you
need to select more detail to add into your story.

Workshop

•

A leather goods factory has been under public eye and
scrutiny on charges of environmental pollution. It is facing
Public service Litigation, the court orders for the factory to
take precautionary measures. Imagine a situation where you
are the P.R.O and is responding through a press release on
the company’s behalf. Prepare a Press release.

Note :

Second Step: Choose Facts to Build Up
the Story

The second step is to choose facts to build up the story so that
you pitch your press release at the right level for the publication
you aim it at. Take the Gobble and Belch story, for example.
That could be written as a release for

•

National newspapers (especially women’s pages) and those
women’s magazines aimed at married women

•
•

Regional newspapers in London and the south east
The trade press covering grocery and supermarket outlets

Each will need a different treatment founded on a different
selection and use of facts. If you were writing that story, you
might find, apart from those already given, the following facts
among your notes:

Organizing the Information for Easy
Writing:

Having disentangled the facts you want to put in your release,
how should you organise the information so that you can use it
easily and naturally as you write your release? The golden rule of
all press releases is: Always get the story into the first sentence. This
ought to be obvious, but many press releases do not achieve it
The most common faults are

•

Putting in background information about the company
which should be left for much later in the story. Everything
between the commas in that opening sentence is
background information and should be left for later in the
story.

•

Describing the thinking leading up to the launch of the
new product (or whatever the real story is)
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LECTURE 27
EDITORIALS & ADVERTORIALS
Dear Student,
This final chapter introduces you to two powerful tools in
Journalism, editorial and advertorial. This is introduced to you
through a comparison of both and by teaching you the basics
of both. The chapter contains practical examples which
exemplify the difference in approach, content and style.

Introduction:

Paid advertisements placed within an editorial medium can
cause trouble for a publication’s editorial credibility if design
guidelines are not met. And with news and entertainment
publications moving into an online environment, those rules
are more difficult to define.
So how does one draw the line between editorial and
advertorial? How does a print/online publication, whether it’s a
magazine or a newspaper, educate and enforce the rules? “It is
really pretty simple,” says Jack Fuller, president of Tribune
Publishing Company, author of several books and a Pulitzer
Prize winner for editorial writing. “Everyone in the organization
needs to understand that you do not sell news stories. Period.
When that is clear, it is easy to tell the over-eager sales rep not
only no but also that he has some learning to so about the
newspaper business.”
And that education needs to start at the top. If the publisher
doesn’t understand “the wall” between editorial and advertorial,
it will be difficult for editors and sales reps to make incisive
decisions when advertisers come calling with open wallets. “It
has to come from the top,” says Scott Bosley, the executive
director of the American Society of Newspaper Editors. “It
requires the publisher to educate the staff on where that line is.
Management has to make those decisions and make it clear to
editors and reporters why it’s important. Publishers should
understand the difference.” “The business side needs to stand
behind it,” says Linda Tischler, senior writer at FastCompany
and a former editor at the Boston Herald and Boston Magazine.
“And if they’re not, they need to be educated.”
In other words, if the publisher is going to take a stand that
advertorial can seamlessly blend with editorial, it will be nearly
impossible for editors to push back when sales reps ask to
publish their clients’ “articles.” If the publisher understands the
difference and the inherent dangers of blurring those lines,
standards will be easier to keep. Even if a publisher “gets it,”
client expectations begin with the sales rep.
“The sales rep has to be educated and has to be square with the
client,” says Bosley. “The client needs to understand that what
they’re getting is going to be presented in a different font.
They’re not buying a relationship with the newspaper. Advertising folks need to know this. The education needs to happen on
both sides.”
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“In the print world, you need to draw a firm line,” says Tischler.
“Your first responsibility is to your readers. If you compromise
this, you put your integrity on the line.” “Marketing is always
looking for ways to get revenue and quite often this can be a
conflict if the newsroom is supposed to be focused on news,”
says Bosley. “Day after day, editors are put in a position to say
no to some very good ideas.”
There are two issues at stake here: the writing source and the
visual placement. For editorial, journalists do the writing.
Advertisers do not write editorial copy. If advertisers insist on
sharing their expertise with your reader base, it’s done through
an advertorial. This is where visual placement comes in. If
advertisers write the text, it cannot live in the same physical
location of editorial. It’s imperative that the creative team is
involved to visually illustrate the line. It can be as simple as
putting the advertorial in a shaded box and using a different
font. To make it crystal clear to the reader, simple verbiage like
“special advertising section” or “sponsored content” will
prevent the line from blurring. This applies to both offline and
online publications.
Print publications have an easier time than an online component establishing the boundaries between editorial and
advertorial because they can use different fonts to separate the
two texts. Sports Illustrated handles this by using different
fonts and by dedicating the entire page to the advertorial,
instead of sharing a page. There’s also a clear banner at the top
of the page that reads “special advertising feature.” The Boston
Globe and Newsday, for example, use a smaller font for their
advertorial.
This is more difficult online because the readership can customize their fonts through applications associated with their
browsers. With online advertising looking for new ways to
move beyond ineffective banners and buttons, it’s essential for
online publishers to have firm standards in place. Cutting-edge
technology further blurs the editorial/advertorial line online.
Pop-ups (ads that appear in new windows on your computer
screen), pop-unders (ads that lurk below the browser until you
close the main window), and targeted advertising through
customization (what a reader has selected through a registration
process) and personalization (system intelligence on which links
the reader has clicked) interrupt readers’ user experience.
Other types of online ads include skyscrapers, which are
elongated banner ads that begin at the top of the screen and
extend vertically along one side of the Web page. The New York
Times online and CBS Marketwatch sell these.
“If you’re trying to separate ads from content, there are tricks in
design that can make the distinction clearer,” says John Morkes,
the director of Human-Computer Interaction Group at Trilogy
Software. “But you have to remember, not everything will

render as you would expect because PC users can customize
their own settings.”
“It’s very difficult online,” says Bosley. “New media operates so
differently. These lines tend to blur even more.”
Clearly, online publishers need to recognize the importance of
“the wall” and the inherent dangers if standards aren’t preached
and enforced.
Another sticky point is what makes the Web so alluring – the
ability to link from one story to the next. The best intended
design in the world won’t help keep church and state separate if
links are inappropriately placed.
“You have to be careful of how and when you use links,” says
Tischler. “If you’re reviewing a GE refrigerator, you shouldn’t
link to the GE Web site, even though it seems to make sense.
Remember, the Web is about making it easier for people to find
things. But it’s easy to cross the line with hyperlinks.”
Any links within the advertorial should go to additional
advertorial and never to editorial. Similarly, links within editorial
should never point to advertorial. Violating these rules would
make it confusing to the reader from a usability perspective.
Archived links on an editorial Web site should always be 100
percent editorial links. An advertorial, even if it was well-written
with good information that might fit nicely into an editorial
category, is tricking the reader into assuming the advertorial
blends with the reporting done on similar topics.
Search engines are even getting into the act about maintaining
editorial standards. Google, which charges clients for prominent
placement in its directory of search results based on keyword,
implemented a policy where “paid for” placement is visually
flagged as such. So when a reader does a keyword search for
“Florida resorts,” paid advertisers show up in a shaded yellow
box accompanied with “sponsored link” verbiage.
Are editors living in a warped sense of reality? Do readers really
understand the difference between editorial and advertorial? Do
they care?

3.

Praise: The writer praises a person or an event.

4.

Entertain: The writer encourages or entertains the reader
about an important issue.

Steps to writing your Editorial:
Selecting:
Choose an issue ~ Your editorial could be about how the
readers could help the environment, inform the public about a
particular endangered species, praise an effort by a group who
has helped to take an endangered animal off of the endangered
species list, or any other idea that can be used as an
editorial...first check with your teacher to make sure it is an
acceptable article.
Collecting:
Gathering Support ~ Gather as many details to convince others
about your opinion (Facts or evidence, written statements from
sources or authorities in the subject (experts), comparisons to
similar situations to support your argument, pictures or images
that strengthen your argument, be able to counter argue your
opponents on this issue.)
Connecting:
Remember to brainstorm before you write the first draft ~
Body should have clear and accurate details and examples. Give
strong arguments in beginning of editorial and at the end.
Show the opposing arguments and their weaknesses (paragraph
2). Offer a solution at the end. Do not be wishy washy. Stick to
your argument or opinion.
Correcting:
Getting it right ~ Your editorial should be clear and forceful.
Avoid attacking others, do not preach, paragraphs should be
brief and direct. Give examples and illustrations (quotes give
strength). Be honest and accurate.
Sample of what could go into the five paragraph editorial:
1.

a personal experience, the thesis statement

2.

explanation of the other side of the issue

3.

examples to support your point of view

4.

reasons for your point of view

“It’s all about integrity,” says Tischler. “And that’s why we do
what we do.”

5.

the last paragraph should restate your thesis statement and
end on a positive note

What is an Editorial?

Structure of an Editorial

“The average reader understands the difference some of the
time,” says Bosley. “But in some cases, you would have to be a
discerning reader to understand the difference.”

An opinion piece written or aired by a media outlet to express
its position on an issue and to publicly endorse certain action or
policy. A column written by the editor that expresses his or her
opinion about a particular subject of interest. Click to do
activities: Editor’s Opinion, and Opinion Columns.
An editorial is one of the writing styles used to express an
opinion or reaction to timely news, event or an issue of
concern. Most editorials are used to influence readers to think or
act the same way the writer does. Not all editorials take sides on
an issue but have one of the following four purposes:
1.
2.

Inform: The writer gives careful explanations about a
complicaEditorials & Advertorialsted issue.
Promote: Writer tries to promote a worthy activity. Get the
reader involved.

General Tips before writing:

•

Don’t always take the easy route: Consider the less
popular stand. Remember the axiom which states the role
of a newspaper is “to comfort the afflicted and afflict the
comfortable.” Don’t necessarily play Devil’s advocate, but
don’t feel you must represent majority opinion either.
Hold your journalistic ideals high when you take your
editorial stance.

•

Take a reasonable approach: Since life has few absolutes
or superlatives, remember to consider the degree and
circumstance of the truth. Generally avoid inclusive words
such as “always” or “never.” Be specific and accurate with
examples.
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•

Make sure you refine your thesis: As I’ve said many
times, you can’t take on the world (or cover some of your
topics in the space allowed). Be specific with your thesis
and you will argue more effectively.

Here is a common structure for editorials:

The Lead

Attention-getter
_____________
Committal statement
Hook the reader with the opening of the editorial. Perhaps an
anecdote will do the trick. Or a shocking statement. The
narrative works well. Maybe a direct dialogue directed to the
reader will be effective. Whatever your approach, remember to
be accurate and specific. Once the reader is firmly with you,
indicate your topic and commit to your stance.

The Concession
Strongest argument against your thesis
_____________
but
_____________
You may wish to disarm the opposition by recognizing their
viewpoint has some validity. This is a good move because those
who disagree with your stand will be thinking it anyway.
The point is not rebutted; it is conceded.
The question might arise as to which point to use as a concession. Concede only the hardest point to argue against.

The Body
Strong argument for your thesis
_____________
Stronger argument for your thesis
_____________
Strongest argument for your thesis
_____________
The psychology of argument dictates saving the strongest
argument for last. There are two reasons for this strategy:
1.the reader will tend to remember the final argument longer,
and
2.to end with a weak argument would invite rebuttal.
The Conclusion
Thesis
_____________
Something extra
_____________
An effective ending to an editorial is to state or to restate the
thesis, then leave the reader with a little something extra: a call
to action, a vision of the future, food for thought, etc.
Of course, this basic outline of the editorial has many variations, and many professional different organizations for their
editorials. Lets look at few examples:
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Example 1: The Time of India
Walk the talk
[TUESDAY, JUNE 29, 2004 12:00:00 AM]

Indo-Pak dialogue ends on a promising note
In the recent years, the good old bus seems to have emerged as the metaphor for peace
between India and Pakistan. In 1 999, the then prime minister, Atal Behari Vajpayee, rode a
bus to Lahore to ink a historic agreement with Pakistan premier Nawaz Sharif. The bus was
shunted to the shed when war broke out on the Kargil heights. With the thaw on the IndoPak front, the Delhi-Lahore bus has returned. Will a bus service between Srinagar and
Muzaffarabad in PoK usher in peace in the Valley? The talks between the two foreign
secretaries in New Delhi ended on Monday sans any dramatic pronouncement. The bus
proposal did figure in the talks, but, it seems, broke down over the issue of passengers’
passports. The positive thing is Pakistan too, in principle, has agreed to the Kashmir-toKashmir bus. A Pakistan foreign office spokesperson has been quoted as saying a technical
level group would soon meet to work out the modalities of the bus service. The justconcluded talks, held at this level after six years, gave paramount importance to enhancing
people-to-people contact. Be it restoring staff strength at the high commissions and
reopening consulates in Karachi and Mumbai or initiating steps for the early release of
civilian prisoners, such measures are always welcome.
New Delhi should now engage Kashmiri groups to walk the talk of peace. The government
has made it clear that it is ready for a dialogue with anyone who is willing to have one. It is
time to transcend fixed gazes. Let the numerous Kashmiri groups — including those in
Pakistan — talk among themselves to formulate their demands. The Mirwaiz, when he visits
Pakistan next week as part of a 'fact-finding mission' to probe his uncle’s killing, could make
a beginning. New Delhi should enable interested parties to travel across the border. With an
elected government in place in Srinagar, the separatists should realise that it is futile to argue
that they alone represent Kashmiri opinion. The future of Indo-Pak talks, as always, will
depend on the flow from the terror tap. Current goodwill withstanding, New Delhi needs to
insist that Islamabad continues its crackdown on militants. Recent weeks have witnessed an
increase in violence in the Valley. The killings in Surankote on the eve of Riaz Khokhar’s
arrival was a reminder that all is not well in the border districts of J&K. The bonhomie seen
in New Delhi could disappear before the two foreign secretaries meet next in August if more
blood is shed in the Valley.

Example 2: The Hindustan Times

Wayward Christ Child
June 29
So the weatherman has good news, and bad news. The bad news, of course, is that the
monsoon may take its time to reach these parts of the country. But it’s the good news
about El Nino — that naturally occurring climatic phenomenon in the eastern Pacific —
deciding to take a break from its depredations for the next few years that’ll hopefully
bring back a smile on the lips of our farmers. El Nino, or ‘Christ Child’ in Spanish,
usually takes about six years to develop and play havoc on the planet’s weather system.
Normally, warm ocean currents flow west towards Asia, even as the cold nutrient -rich
water beneath rises along the east Pacific coast of the Americas. This trend reverses every
few years so that the warmer current flows east, and the cooler ocean body sinks, causing
a marked differential in the water temperature. The evaporation from the vast body of
warm water generates violent convection storms, which, in turn, disrupt the jet streams
— high altitude winds that preside over global weather. And the result? Dramatic changes
to the weather all through the tropics, creating drought in India and unusually heavy
rainfall in South America and Africa. With adequate warning it is not that difficult to live
with the whimsical El Nino because you can change crop patterns or fishing habits.
More disturbing is the increasing evidence that El Nino has a tendency to become more
severe and frequent on a warmer planet — certainly not good news for an Earth that’s
getting hotter every year. This is why climate scientists will now breathe easy that El
Nino’s taking an unusually long breather.

What is an advertorial?
advertorial - (ad.vur.TOH.ree.ul) noun
Definition: An advertorial is an advertisement designed to
simulate editorial content, while at the same time offering valid
information to your prospective clients.

It is widely known that people give more credibility to editorial
content than to paid advertisements. After all, anyone can claim
that their own product is the best. But editorial content
suggests that someone else has endorsed your product or
service.

business. But the combination of a display ad and an advertising feature can be very effective.

Are advertorials a new thing? No, although you might think so.
The noun advertorial was actually ‘discovered’ as early as 1961,
when it made an inexplicable appearance in Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary.With the growing popularity of
the Web today, advertorials are becoming more and more critical
to the overall success of your business.

Sometimes, the paper will write your advertorial for you. They
may have an advertising features coordinator on staff who will
interview you, take a photo and write the article, or assign a
freelancer. Before the article is printed, you’ll be shown a copy
for approval, and can make changes.

Distinguish your company from your competition, with a
powerful advertorial. Marketing experts and sales professionals
agree that your ad message is everything.

Advertorial

Should you spend money on advertising to attract customers or
clients? If you’re selling a product or providing a service to
consumers, advertising can help you reach your target market.
If you’re marketing your product or service to other businesses,
networking and targeted direct mailings usually achieve better
results. You can combine these marketing methods with
targeted ads placed in the right business-to-business newspapers and trade publications.
Let’s assume you’ve decided on a small 1/6-page, black-andwhite ad to promote your product or service. There’s a rule of
thumb — prospects will need to see your ad seven times before
you’ll start getting real response.
The cost of a small display ad in a weekly community newspaper is often quite reasonable — as little as $100 in some cases. If
you’re considering advertising in a monthly national trade
publication, be prepared to spend a lot of money. A one-time
1/6-page insertion can cost between $1,000 and $1,500. Adding
color increases your cost. While rates decline for 3-time and 6time contracts, you’re wasting money if your ad doesn’t
generate business.
There’s another, very effective way to promote your business —
with an advertorial, or advertising feature, as it’s sometimes
called. Many community newspapers welcome advertorials, and
often have entire advertising feature sections every week. Even
large dailies run advertising feature sections in weekend editions.
Trade publications may or may not accept advertorials. Check
with the publication.
An advertorial combines a marketing message with journalisticstyle editorial content. The content has value for the reader, but
allows you to promote your business at the same time. If
you’re a dentist, for example, your advertorial could focus on
the latest technologies that are making a trip to the dentist a
painless experience. At the same time, you let readers know
what services you’re providing, how you’re using those new
technologies in your practice, and why this makes you the
dentist people should choose.
A community newspaper may offer advertorial space when you
buy an ad. The advertorial usually runs right next to your ad, or
at least on the same page. An ad alone may or may not generate

So who should write your advertorial? Don’t try to write it
yourself. Writing advertorials is a real challenge. They’re a unique
form of writing that requires professional expertise.

A well-written advertising feature tells a story that gets your
message across in an interesting way. A bad advertising feature
is, well ... just not a very good read, and certainly won’t help
promote your business. If you choose to let the newspaper
write your advertorial, remember that the quality of it depends
on the talents of their staff. There’s a lot of good writing in
community newspapers. There’s also some bad writing and
editing that readers notice.
You may be wiser to contract a freelance writer who specializes
in advertising features and other marketing communications. It
will cost you more than what the community newspaper will
charge you (I charge 75 cents to $1 per word for an advertorial,
for example), but you’ll have a well-crafted advertorial that
promotes your business effectively — and that’s what you want
for your investment, isn’t it?
For those unfamiliar with the term, an “advertorial” is information that relates directly to a reader’s field of business interest,
and is written as a solid NEWS STORY OR ARTICLE, full of
useful facts, figures and quotes.
Another way to understand what an advertorial is to see it as a
human-interest story. The worst writers of advertorials are
marketing and sales types who push features and benefits.The
best writers of advertorials are journalists who are skilled
STORYTELLERS.
A well-written advertorial feature tells a story that gets your
message across in an interesting way. A bad advertising feature
is, well ... just not a very good read, and certainly won’t help
promote your business. Many community newspapers welcome
advertorials, and often have entire advertising feature sections
every week such as ‘Industry Surveys’, or ‘How To Save
Electricity’ written by your local electricity supplier/Eskom.
An advertorial combines a marketing message with journalisticstyle editorial content. The content has value for the reader, but
allows you to promote your business at the same time. If you
are a dentist, for example, your advertorial could focus on the
latest technologies that can make a trip to the dentist a painless
experience. At the same time, you let readers know at the
concluding paragraphs how you’re using those new technologies, and how to find out more about the services you offer.

How to write a good advertorial (a story
that sells)
An advertorial, as its name suggests, is a combination of
advertisement and editorial. It’s a news or human interest story
that sells your product or service.
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The art of writing a good advertorial is to get the right balance
between story and sale. Here’s how:
1.

Define exactly what you’re selling

Define what you’re selling before you start writing—being
specific will help you find the story that fits.

Put your contact telephone numbers and street address at the
end of the advertorial. Don’t include price; this tips the story
too much towards the ‘advertisement’ end of the scale.
ADVERTORIALS

Imagine you’re writing an advertorial about your new sports
therapy clinic. What are you selling? Is it the clinic as a whole, a
particular service in the clinic, or the clinic’s highly-qualified
staff?
2.

Find the story that fits the sale

You need a story that you can easily blend with your sales
message. For example:

•

•
•

If you’re promoting your clinic as a whole, your story
might be about the growing popularity of ‘holistic’ therapy
clinics, where athletes receive integrated care and
assessment.
If you’re promoting a particular service, such as reflexology,
your story might be a quirky facts and figures story about
that service.
If you’re promoting the clinic’s staff, your story might be a
personal profile.

Have some fun! Get creative with your story ideas. Brainstorm as many
as you can. Remember, if one idea doesn’t work, you can always use
another one.
3.

Wrap the story around the sales message

Your advertorial must start and finish with the story. The sales
message is the ‘meat in the sandwich’. Never put the sales
message lower than the third paragraph.
4.

Use quotes, especially for benefits

Interview people for your story. Don’t just fill it with facts. It’s
especially useful to use quotes to describe the benefits of a
product or service.
If your story is about reflexology, quote a reflexologist about
the benefits (you could even get the quotes from a book, but
remember always acknowledge your sources). If your story’s
about a staff member, quote the staff member. If your story’s
about a happy customer ... you get the picture.
Here’s an example from an advertorial that’s promoting sports
massage at the clinic. The benefits are in italics.
A trained nurse, Sara says she’s now working for people’s health at
the preventative end. ‘As a nurse, you see people after they get sick’,
she says. ‘With sports massage, I’m helping people to stay well—
making sure they get the most from their body , and stay supple and
healthy. It’s great to see more and more people treating sports
massage as an essential tool in their overall fitness.’
5.

Stay away from advertising slogans and cliches

You’ve tried the rest, now try the best ... lowest price, best
service ... leave all the hard work to us ... a whole new experience
... No, no, no!
Advertorial is ‘softly softly’ advertising. Use a simple, everyday
writing style, and stay away from slogans.
6.
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Advertorials capitalise on the relationship between the
readers and the magazine. They extend your brand
message, complement existing advertis ing, and create
original visuals and data capture for your sales and
marketing programme. They are written and designed
in the style of Ultra-FIT to create maximum reader
interest and response.

Include contact details, not price

We provide a complete design, copywriting and
production service, from photography to simply
working with your existing visuals. We can extend the
life of the advertorial beyond the cover date, arranging
for photographic rights for trade/PR use and provide
show cards for point of sale.
We can present your brand in a number of ways image led, response driven, lifestyle or informative.

Note :

“The lesson content has been compiled from various sources in public domain including but not limited to the
internet for the convenience of the users. The university has no proprietary right on the same.”
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